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Welcome to Working With Our Publics:
!n- Service Education for Cooperative' &-
tension. Those who have been involved
in developing this project look forward to
your participation as a way of bringing it
full circleback to the state and county
Extension educators whose requests for
help in their changing professional roles
initiated the materials you are working
with today.

This in-service education series has been
supported by the W. K. Kellogg Founda-
tion, ECOP, the ECOP Subcommittee on
Personnel and Program Development,
ES-USDA, and all of the state and ter-
ritorial Extension services and their direc-
tors. Each of these groups hopes you find
the training a rewarding and enjoyable
experience.

Working With Our Publics was made pos-
sible through its many supporters and par-
ticipants, a few of whom are mentioned
here. Initial suppor* by Mary Nell Green-
wood was crucial, as has been the con-
tinuing involvement of Administrator
Myron Johnsrud. The ECOP Subcommit-
tee on Personnel and Program Develop-
ment has guided every step of the
project. M. Randall Barnett, Terry L.
Gibson, W. Robert Lovan, Ronald C.
Powers, and Leodrey Williams deserve
special mention, as does Connie Mc-
Kenna, whose untold hours of work and
miles of travel made sure it all fell into
place.

The expertise, leadership, proficiency,
and hours of work devoted to the project
by the developers of the seven modules
David R. Sanderson, Richard T. Liies
and R. David Mustian, Lee J. Cary and
Jack D. Timmons, Laverne B. Forest,
Betty L. Wells, Verne W. House and
Ardis A. Young, and J. David Deshler,
respectivelybrought it all together.

It is obvious that Working With Our
Publics would not have come into being
without the financial support of the
W. K. Kellogg Foundation. What may

not be so immediately obvious is the con-
tinuing interest, support, and dialogue
provided by the Foundation through its
president, Norman A. Brown.

The many state and county Extension
professionals who took part in this
project as writers, researchers,
reviewers, and field test participants in
the individual modules are gratefully
acknowledged.

As project leader, I would like to ac-
knowledge here the support given to the
entire series by North Carolina Agri-
cultural Extension Service Director
Chester D. Black. Grateful recognition
is given to a long-time colleague and col-
laborator in many writing projects, Adele
P. Covington, who was principal editor
for the series. Valuable contributions to
the development were made by Joan
Wright (California), Lee Hoffman
(Washington, D.C.), Brian Findsen
(New Zealrnd), Heriberto Martinez
(Puerto Rico), and in the later phases by
Janice L. Hastings (New Hampshire), Jo
Jones (Ohio), John M. Pettitt, John G.
Richardson, and Frank J. Smith (North
C arolina). David M. Jenkins, Depart-
ment Head, and the staff of North
Carolina State University's Department
of Agricultural Communications desorve
special thanks foi their outstanding per-
formance in publishing the modules.

Working With Our Publics is designed to
increase your knowledge and skills for
work with your changing clientele in
today's social environment. It also will
help you, as a member of the Extension
team, to work with the imperative issues
facing the Cooperative Extension Sys-
tem, as well as to expand those skills as
an Extension educator that are a neces-
sary comp' :ent to your other technical
rind adn ..strative roles.

If you are new to the practice of Exten-
sion, we hope that you will view these
training materials as a greeting and a ges-
ture of support from those who have
gone before you. If you are an ex-
perienced Extension educator, we hope
that you will enjoy this "literary conver-
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sation" with your peers. In either case,
we are confident that you will find the in-
formation and activities presented here to
be timely, stimulating, and practical.
After all, they were developed by Exten-
sion educators!

Edgar J. Boone, Project Director

Assistant Director, North Carolina
Agricultural Extension Service, and

Head, Department of Adult and
Community College Education

North Carolina State University
Raleigh, North Carolina
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Overview of the Series

The series Working With Our Publics:
In-Service Education for Cooperative Ex-
tension consists of seven independent
training modules. Based upon needs and
objectives identified by Extension profes-
sionals, the modules are designed to
stand on their own as independent instruc
tional packages, or to be used as a com-
prehensive series. Very briefly, the
modules and their authors r re:

Module 1: Understanding Cooperative
7xtensioll. The history, mission, values,
and networks that make the Cooperative
Extension System and the land-grant in-
stitutions unique. Participants will ex-
amine their own expectations, values,
and skills, in light of the System's needs,
to ensure a good "fit" between the in-
dividual and the organization. (Nine
contact hours of training developed by
David R. Sanderson, University of
Maine at Orono.)

Module 2: The Extension Education
Process. An introduction to, and guided
practice in. the premises, concepts, and
processes of conformal Extension edu-
cationplanning, designing and imple-
menting, and evaluating and accounting
for Extension education programs. Both
new and experienced staff members who
complete this module will understand and
be able to apply the programming pro-
cess as it relates to Extension education.
(Twenty-four contact hours of training
developed by Richard T. Liles and
R. David Mustian, North Carolina State
University at Raleigh.)

Module 3: Developing Leadership.
How to acquire and exercise leadership
skills and how to identify, recruit,
develop, and work with community
leaders. Intended for all Extension
professionals, the Module is designed to
improve participants' abilities to identify
and involve lay leaders in Extension
programs and, hence, to develop leader-
ship capabilities among Extension's clien-
tele. (Twelve contact hours of training
developed by Lee J. Cary and Jack D.

Timmons, University of Missouri at
Columbia.)

Module 4: Situational Analysis. How
to determine the need for the Extension
educator's involvement in issues and to
understand the economic, social, politi-
cal, and environmental contexts in plan-
ning, designing, and implementing
programs. This Module is designed to
provide both new and experienced Exten-
sion staff members with an appreciation
of the role that analysis plays in program-
ming and decisionmaking, as well as the
skills to identify, collect, analyze, and
use relevant data in the Extension educa-
tion effort. (Twelve contact hours of
training developed by Laverne B. Forest,
University of Wisconsin-Madison.)

Module 5: Working With Groups and
Organizations. Development of skills in
working with and through groups and un-
derstanding the behavior of groups, or-
rnizations, and agencies. New .1c1
experienced staff members who complete
their training will be better able to
analyze the behavior of individuals,
groups, organizations, and governmental
agencies. They will gain the skills to
build mutually beneficial working
relationships, and to deal with networks
of influence and key power actors in
client communities. (Eighteen contact
hours of training developed by Betty L.
Wells, Ir-wa State University.)

Module 6: Education for Public
Decisions. In-service education in
analyzing public problems, anticipating
the consequences of Extension's involve-
ment in issues, and working effectively
i areas of controversy. Personnel who
play a part in deciding Extension's invol-
vement will build the knowledge and
skills needed to design, deliver, and
evaluate educational programs on public
issues. (Eighteen contact hours of train-
ing developed by Verne W. House, Mon-
tana State University, and Ardis A.
Young, Washington state University.)

Module 7: Techniques for Futures
Perspectives. Information and exercises
on working with Extension's publics to



achieve a proactive stance toward the fu-
ture through projecting future conditions,
analyzing trends, and inventing futures.
All participants, particularly those with a
background of field experience, will
benefit from enhanced capabilities to
develop and provide educational pro-
gramming that helps clients carry out sys-
tematic planning for the future. (Twelve
contact hours of training developed by
J. David Deshler, Cornell University.)

vi

How to Use This Module
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This module consists of five major parts,
separated into sections in this notebook.
Workshop leaders are urged to become
thoroughly familiar with each of these
parts well before they schedule training.

Sourcebook. The Sourcebook includes
a concise, readable synopsis of the
Module's content and a Selected An-
notated Bibliography. Separately bound
copies of the Sourcebook are available
for workshop learners. They may be
used as preliminary readings or as follow-
up materials after the learners have com-
pleted the workshop.

Leader's Guide. The Guide provides
step-by-step instructions on how to con-
duct the workshop. Preliminary and
follow-up activities are describxl, as
well as those to take place during the
workshop.

Learners' Packet. All materials, other
than the Sourcebook, the newspaper, and
the comic book, that are intended for dis-
tribution to the learners are included in
the Learner's Packet. Additional copies
may be purchased from the publishers or
reproduced locally. Suggestions for
when these materials should be used are
in the Leader's Guide.

Instructional Aids. The Instructional
Aids include posters, videotapes, a
newspaper, a comic book, and masters
fo: producing overhead transparencies.
Suggestions about when to use the
various aids are included in the Leader's
Guide.

Edgar J. Boone, Project Director
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Overview of Module 4: Situational Analysis Content

The Villagers

Many years ago, a leader and his people lived in a small village by a river in
a clearing just outside of a great forest. One morning when the villagers
went out to gather roots, they discovered that the water in the river was
rapidly rising. They called for their leader to come quickly.

The leader, named Vantage, walked up and down the bank, surveyed the
situation, and concluded something must have fallen into the river down-
stream, damming it and causing the river to overflow. Vantage decided the
object must be removed or the village would flood.

Vantage and a band of fearless warriors set out to find this troublesome
object and remcve it from the stream. A short distance from the village, they
spied what looked like a long tree trunk, with very rough edges, lying across
the stream.

"We have found the source of the problem," cried Vantage.

However, there was something strange about this log. It seemed to have no
beginning or end. It came out of the forest, crossed the stream, and then
went back into the forest. Furthermore, upon close examination, the rough
edges on the top of the log resembled ---II spikes rather than bark.
Vantage dismissed these oddities. The forest was a dangerous, uncharted
land. He would not send the men across the stream and into the forest
merely because he was curious about where the log bcgan and ended.
Besides, the village would have to be evacuated because of the rising
water, if ho didn't act soon.

So, Vantage instructed the band of fearless warriors to smash the huge log
with their axes and clubs until it broke into hundreds of pieces. As the war-
riors delivered their blows, the "log" let out a horrid snarl. The warriors
l..:rriped back in fright. It wasn't a log at all, but the tail of a dragon sleeping
in the forest.

The dragon, in a foul mood at being awakened in such a rude way, became
very angry upon seeing Vantage and the warriors. Taking a deep breath,
the dragon blew fire at them, instantly burning many of the work crew. The
grass in the clearing also caught fire, and within a short time, the village it-
self was destroyed, and many villagers were killed. The dragon, annoyed
ay this commotion, moved further downstream and went back to sleep.

Ii
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Unit I. Introduction to
Situational Analysis

Vantage and the villagers faced a prob-
lem and tried to solve it without complete
information. Have you ever been in a
similar situation? Have ou ever acted
with incomplete information? Have you
ever been faced with too much data and
wondered what to pay closest attention
to? Have you ever wondered hc.w 'I in-
terpret all the data around you?

Have you ever acted hastily to solve an
emergency and then discovered your
impulsiveness led to further problems?
Have you wondered where to get the data
to solve a problem? Have you done a
quick analysis; reached a conclusion;
acted; and then wished you could turn
back the clock and develop or obtain
more information and understanding of
the situation?

Situations Vary

While the foregoing story of Vantage and
the dragon portrays a situation, perhaps
the questions just raised trigger the need
to consider other situations faced by Ex-
tension educators.

Let us look again at the river people, but
this time let us examine their history.
Decades before the villagers faced the
flood, an event occurred that caused
them to locate on the river. Vantage's
great-grandfather, Lee Der, who also
was a village leader, and his villagers
were traveling across the country. The
Lee Der travelers joined another large
group of travelers that stopped at
Golacheevers Village, where they spent
the night at the Village Inn. To determine
their travel direction, they began to
review community needs, missions,
dreams, directions, census data, Depart-
ment of Agriculture data, natural resour-
ces data, weather data, time, and other
factors, as well as to sort and weigh alter-
natives. The Lee Der group listened but
did not know what to make of all the data

12

and discussion. They became frustrated
and decided to strike out on their own
route.

Seven kilometers down the road, the
travelers faced another situation. They
came across a "Y" in the road. One fork
had a sign that read: "Land of Ben 1 Fit-
36 kilometers. Road winding and un-
paved." The other sign read: "Land of
Ben I Fit-9 kilometers. Road dan-
gerous." They chose the shorter route.

As the travelers continued down the
road, they came across a sign that read:
"Warning! Bridge Out Ahead." But,
having already traveled this far at such a
fast pace and not wishing to retrace their
steps, they chose to ignore the informa-
tion.

A few minutes later, traveling recklessly
in their horse-drawn carts to the top of
the cliff, the travelers saw that the bridge
was, in fact, out. The high sped at
which they were traveling dt the moment
they saw the sign left them too caught up
in the momentum to do any analysis or
thinking. The horses, carts, and pas-
sengers started to fall off the cliff.

A sixth situation occurred a few seconds
later, when Lee Der and many of the clan
were hanging by their fingertips at the
top of the cliff, just before falling. The
situation at that time was precarious and
possibly catastrophic.

Tragically, when the EMS rescue squad
from Golacheevers Village arrived at the
scene, they found injured and dead vil-
lagers among the rocks and rapids below
the cliff (a seventh and different situa-
tion). None of the injured could be
moved without fear of further injury, so
the squad patched them up and stayed by
the river to tend to them.

Seven situations! Seven mistakes! From
one faced by people because of decisions
made by others many years ago, to a life
and death crisis, to a pending catastro-
phe, to more distant and preceding de-
cision points, to a large community in-
volved in long-range planning with a lot

6 Working With Our Publics Module 4: Situational Analyis Sourcebook



of meaningless data with no apparent
emergencies or crise, Vantage and the
villagers were most certainly doomed.

Extension Situations
VNINI=t,

Let us now turn t<, more current times.
Into which of the seven situations just
described do Extension educators see
their situations falling? At what point do
Extension program situations fall? In
which situations do Extension educators
want their situations to be?

To put the foregoing stories in the reality
of everyday work, do Extension pro-
grams pick up people at the bottom of the
cliff (e.g., bankrupt farmers)? Or do Ex
tension programs rescue people hanging
at the top of the cliff (e.g., near bankrupt
farmers)? Or do Fxtension programs as-
sist farmers who are approaching ex-
tremely high debt/low asset ratios? Or do
Extension programs put out warning
signs to the r...:Lless? Or do programs
offer analysis of the financial and
management alternatives at the "Y" in
the road? Or are Extension programs
based on a more farsighted analysis of
the total situation? Extension educator s
have to answer these questions for them-
selves and the publics with whor, .hey
work.

Module 4, we examine the genert.I
process of analyzing situations. The con-
tents are intended to enhance effective
and successful programs, whether the
programs focus on water quality, dairies,
infant nutrition, or any other topic area
or organizati,,nal level.

Assumptions

To have successful programs, Extension
educators must be skilled in the art of
"knowing where they are and what to do
about it." Sound analysis of program
situations greatly increases impact over
time, and reduces the likelihood of being
too hasty or reactionary to lower prior-
ities, or running into "blind alleys."

3everal critica' assumptions underlie
' lodule 4. First, Extension programs are

,eant to cause change, or make a dif-
ference in the community or clientele
from one point in time to another. For ex-
ample, Extension educational programs
for volunteer leaders should produce
more effective leaders. Farmers should
know more and change their financial
and money-management practices, based
on analysis of their situations and resul-
tant programs.

Second, Extension programs are sequen-
ces of educational experiences intended
to result in a change in participants' be-
havior. Educational experiences range
from conducting a workshop for a county
board that wants to develop a solid-waste
disposal system, through publicity,
referendums, and hearings, to helping a
group of farmers learn more about
calibrating a pestn:Je sprayer throng,-
farmyarr; demonstrations.

Third, effective Extension programs do
not just happen; they are planned. Plan-
ning means making choices about future
goals, how to acquire needed resources,
and methods to use the resources in an ef-
fective, systematic, and sequential way.
Planning means deciding and choosing.
Because certain options and alternatives
are chosen over others, the process is not
value -free. The programs selected and
the goals and methods used to achieve
them are Indic. ars of what Extension
and its public, consider valuable and im-
portant. The program selection process is
not neutral.

For example, if Extension lecialists and
agents and public leaders in water resour-
ces provide programs about awareness of
groundwater pollution, all parties should
recognize that increased awareness will
probably lead to political action, new
public policies, and local regulations on
waste disposal, manure runoff, fertilizer
use, and lake-shore management. In fact.
the awareness building experiences
should not be conducted without first con-
sidering the long-term effects desired,
such as probLble political and community
actions.

I 3
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This situational analysis module is meant
to increase the numt....: and quality of
well-planned; Extension education
programs that effect change hi the target
clientele.

Important Concepts

A brief description of several terms will
make this introduction to situational
analysis more understandable.

Situation

Situations are sets of circumstances,
dilemmas, contexts, or environments in
which there is no single course of action
to follow. ',bey are settings that vary in
scope, complexity, and immediacy. In
situations, Extension educators and their
publics often find themselves perplexed
about future Extension program direc-
tions.

In common usage, a situation is the loca-
tion, position, or place of an object in
relation to its surroundings; the condition
of something with regard to certain cir-
cumstances; the combination of circum-
stances at any given moment; the "state
of affairs."

Building on the villager situations and
those of Carr (1947), the following are
several key 'leas to remember about
situations:

Components, parts or objects making
up the situation.

A focus, center, or interest among
these components.

Patterns of relationships among the
components.

Patterns of interrelationships be-
tween the situation and aspects of its
surrounding environment.

In other words, situations are both the
forest and the trees, the total and the
parts. A situation, such as farmers shar-
ing their frustrations about their families'

economic plights, represents a complex
set of factors. Just as Vantage's village
was flooded because of decisions made
decades before, a farm family's plight is
often caused by prior factors, many of
which are unknown or difficult to deter-
mine in the present.

A situation at any moment in time is
analogous to a pile of "pickup sticks."
Each stick (a component) is interrelated
with every other stick in the pile. Mov-
ing one stick disturbs others. To know
completely each part and the meaning of
each part in a situation requires knowl-
edge of the location or meaning of all
Dther parts, from all angles.

Real-life situations have one more simi-
larity to "pickup sticks"relationships
change with each move in the game. In
any situation, few, if any, o - com-
ponents are within one's pert :on-
trol. So, while Extension agents ad
specialists need to understand what they
observe in the county, knowing all of the
prior or uncontrollable outside factors
might be impractical or totally unneces-
sary. The purpose of the situational
analysis model is to assist in optimizing
the analysis. The model shows how to
know as much as is ;,ecded to make im-
proved, practical decisions.

After a person has experienced a par-
ticular dilemma, he or she generally
develops an approach to handling situa-
tions. But what do Extension educators
do when the university dean tells them
that their budget will be cut? What does
the faculty do when taxpayers are object-
ing loudly to a trillion-dollar national
deficit? It is when Extension educators,
facing new situations, are wondering
where to go next, and knowing that they
mast readapt, that they must develop new
approaches to analyzing situations.

Although every situation has a reality
aside from the public's perceptions of it,
humans can only know and understand
situations according to their own percep-
tion!. There is no way to separate reality
completely from perceptions. Data and
real objects are perceived by people.

14
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Thus, different realities appear, if data
and other factors in situations are studied
and analyzed with the Extension edu-
cator's publics. Many past studies on
group decisionmaking (e.g., Whale and
Boyle, 1966) document that as various
people study a situation they identify dif-
ferent aspects of it, and can come to
agreement or consensus about its mean-
ing.

The findings by adult education and
psychology researchers show how people
differ from each other. Varying experien-
ces, while growing up, give people dif-
ferent value systems, feelings, and ideas
about what is important. Each of us has a
unique personality, value system, and ap-
proach to new and changing situations.
Because people and their perceptions are
inherent parts of situations, it is impos-
sible to remove the human factor from
situational anaylsis.

Analysis

Analysis is a detailed examination. In
analysis, an object is identified by its na-
ture, its components, and interrelations
of those components. Analysis enhances
understanding, meaning, and interpreta-
tion of the object under study.

But analysis is not judging, concluding,
or evaluating. Analysis should help per-
sons improve their ability to assess and
evaluate situations. In analysis, people
do more than observe or measure. They
mentally sort or separate the observa-
tions and measurements of a situation
into components or categories. These
smaller parts, each more manageable by
itself, allow increased understanding of
the various parts of the whole situation,
the patterns within it, and its relation-
ships to external conditions.

Bloom et al. (1956) define analysis as
one of the higher orders of learning and
thought in cognitive learning. They im-
ply that learners (Extension educators
and their publics) must be able to (1) re-
call, (2) understand, and (3) apply the
facts in situations in order to (4) analyze

(cognitively separate a situation into its
parts and be able to detect the patterns be-
tween the parts).

Analysis is more difficult than memory,
comprehension, and application, the
lower mental levels of learning, that are
needed to analyze situations. Parentheti-
cally, defining analysis as a sorting or
separating out a more global phen- -

omenon presents an unsolvable dilemma
for the person who is looking for a
simple way to do it. The process inherent-
ly contradicts. The purpose of analysis is
to change surface simplicity to problem-
atic issues and deeper understanding. In
systematic situational analysis, analysis
evolves into a more complete interpreta-
tion of the meaning of a situation.

Situational analysis in Extension educa-
tion program development is a process by
which complex sets of circumstances are
observed and separated into smaller,
more manageable parts and components.
When working with Extension publics,
this process leads to more complete
observations, measurements, under-
standings, interpretations, and judg-
ments about the parts, the patterns
between them, and the environment in
which the situation occurs. These
analyses and interpretations are made in
relation to desired values and criteria,
and are intended to improve the program
developer's judgments and decisions
about needs, goals, resources, obstacles,
and methods.

Why Use Situatiwal
Analysis?

When performed systematically and
given sufficient time, situational analysis
helps the Extension educator determine
whether or not to propose a program and
how effective it will be.

Analyze to Determine Weds

To effect change in learners' behavior re-
quires knowing the difference (the needs)
between where Extension clients should
be and where they are (LeaRans, 1964;
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Boyle, 1981). Clearly, then, under-
standing where clients should be is not a
value-free process. If Extension bases its
programs on people's needs, then Exten-
sion educators have a specific purpose:
analyze a s",ration to identify the desired
state(s) of affairs, the current conditions,
and the differences between them in the
community, group, or organization, or
among individual learners, and decide
whether or not to offer programs related
to those needs.

Because situational analysis is a con-
tinuous process, determining the prob-
lems and needs of clientele, such as
young farmers, before designing a
program for them, does not mean the
analytic process stops. Extension
educators cannot understand the total
situation before a program is under way.
And this fact is complicated by the ever-
changing nature of situations. Because
ongoing situational analysis is a constant
reassessment of problems, needs, and
decisions, it allows Extension educators
to reevaluate the merits of their goals and
planned actions.

To summarize, all educational goals take
on meaning only as they are anchored
into the context of the situations of
learners, their values, and their needs. A
key purpose of situational analysis is
problem and need assessment. By un-
covering related planning or decision-
making data on "what is," comparing it
to "what should be," considering alter-
native directions, evaluating the options,
and deciding which program objectives
to achieve, Extension educators will have
a successful program.

Analyze to Identify Constraints and
Obstacles to Change and Growth

Situational analysis increases the chances
of program success by identifying factors
that possibly are detrimental to program
implementation. Situational analysis can
help the Extension educator to identify
obstacles that could handicap the pro-
gram's acceptance, for example, com-
munity people who want to keep things
just as they aretraditions, such as male

and female roles, or distrust of outsiders.
These obstacles might reflect problems
that require an additional educational
program to overcome them. When
leaders of key groups are identified and
involved, the likelihood of the program
being scuttled is greatly reduced.

Analyze to Learn and to Help
Others Learn

Involving program participants in analy-
sis leads to new ideas, understanding of
others' values, and new ways of looking
at old ideas. The acquisition of new facts
or beliefs from other program areas, dis-
ciplines, and vested interest groups can
help Extension educators (analyzers) to
become more aware of their own prac-
tices, values, and attitudes. Situational
analysis is an opportunity to learn alterna-
tive directions and how Extension pro-
grams interrelate with those of other
groups, organizations, and communities.
A thorough analysis generates new per-
spectives for viewing a situation through
other value systems.

Analyze to Determine and to
Develop New Resources

A final reason for analyzing program
situations is to gain a more complete un-
derstanding of community resources.
Before initiating an educational program,
the Extension educator must find the loca-
tion, quantity, and quality of available
resources. These resources might be
within the situation at hand or in what
Carr (1947) called "the situational
field"the area that is just outside of,
but related to, the immediate situation.

In fact, situational analysis itself can
generate resources. Defining a problem
and understanding key causes for it
develop confidence and independence.
Learning leads to more independence
and an increased ability to determine
one's own needs. Analyzing program
situations with its publics can generate
support, cooperation, acceptance, com-
mitment, and important political support
for Extension.

16
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Improving Situational Analysis:
The Obstacles

Situational analysis presents four types of
obstacles: (1) physical, (2) social, (3)
psychological, and (4) mythological.
How well these obstacles and their
implications are understood and over-
come could point to how effective a situa-
tional analysis will be.

Physical Obstacles. Physical obstacles
are geographical size and distance. For
example, it would be much easier to
analyze and determine the problems with
trade-center construction in a classroom
discussion with full-time students than in
a 10-county area in which adult learners
are widely dispersed.

Again, the number of factors and inter-
relationships increases geometrically as
we move from analyzing the fiscal
management of a single farm, to farm
foreclosure notes in a county, to the
economic well-being of a statewide farm
commodity group. Even if it is possible
to identify all the parts of a situation, it
could be too costly to measure them.

Often, members of a target clientele
group, such as commercial fruit growers,
are widely dispersed. It is difficult for Ex-
tension educators to carry out personal-
ized, collaborative, continuous, and
relevant situational analysis over such a
broad area.

Social Obstacles. Social obstacles in-
clude norms, habits, and roles. Much of
our everyday behavior is habit. We
generally do not reflect, analyze, and ra-
tionally determine the next step in every-
thing we do. Therefore, the importance
of systematically analyzing a program
situation might not be recognized by edu-
cators or publics. The analysis system it-
self might be strange, or conflict might
exist between the system and people's
routines or habits.

Another social constraint is what Bach-
rach and Baratz (1962) refer to as "the
nondecision." Certain groups and in-
dividuals in society have more power and

influence than others. They can restrict
which situations are open to examination
and decisionmaking. Power actors can
keep controversial or threatening arenas,
such as land-use planning or watershed
improvement, closed to examination and
thus forestall decisions.

Related to the phenomenon, nondecision,
is our desire to avoid discomfort, which
can lead to "nonquestions." For ex-
ample, many Extension educators might
not ask whether CES ought to continue to
exist. Rather, they might ask how CES
should change, if it is to remain relevant.

Other examples of nondecision are the
reluctance of small rural town residents
to consider the town's continuing
demise, or a dairy scientist considering
the relative inefficiency of the dairy cow
for food production. The vested interests
and values of key people in the com-
munity can restrain complete, objective
analysis.

Other indicators of social obstacles are
secrecy, refusal to understand, and cen-
sorship.

Psychological Obstacles. Most of the
obstacles in effective situational analysis
result because of our individual limita-
tions. Everyone lacks certain knowledge,
attitudes, and skills. Some believe they
cannot analyze abstract or ambiguous
situations, or believe they have little ap-
titude for those tasks. They reluest help
from specialists to identify the right ques-
tions, design data-collection methods,
and interpret abstract, vague, and uncer-
tain data and observations. Many have
not learned to recognize new or potential
program situations. People's specializa-
tions often crowd out their understanding
of other areas and reinforce their values
and attitudes, which makes it difficult for
them to see other perspectives.

In the past, agricultural production
economists placed the potential value of
greater corn production, achieved by
draining an 80-acre slough or marsh, as
higher than that of six mallard ducks
living in the marsh. Landscape architects
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might see the bachelor's button as an at-
tractive wildflower, while crop spe-
cialists see it as a weed. What happens
when the two discuss plant selection for
highway medians?

Analysis also is limited by inaccessi-
bility. One cannot possibly know what is
actually going on in another person's
mind. Although we attempt to test for
knowledge or measure people's opinions
or attitudes, we only have indications of
what is possibly on their minds. We need
to recognize the limitations of all such
data.

Another type of analysis obstacle is a
psychological readiness for particular
ideas and ways of doing things that
serves as a screen for new learning. Infor-
mation filtered through this perceptual
screen tends to reinforce most past ex-
periences. Extension educators have to
use their past experiences without being
controlled by them. Extension educators
can improve their situational analysis
processes by "developing a set to be set
for that which they are not set."

Mythological Obstacles. Myths are
those beliefs that are not true, but are so
pervasive in our society or work that they
seem real, and thus are powerful.

The first myth to overcome is that situa-
tional analysis equates with needs assess-
ment. It is important to get beyond this
myth because, if only needs are assessed
or evaluated, one can easily overlook the
causes of problems and needs, identifi-
cation of needed resources, and con-
straints. In addition, the equating of
situational analysis with needs assess-
ment tends to limit analysis to early
program stages. Later program stages
require continual situational analysis, be-
cause situations continually change, espe-
cially if our programs begin to have any
effect on clientele.

Extension program situations include
more publics than just the target clientele
and communities for whom problems or
needs are identified. Identifying and in-

volving those other publics can generate
further understanding and build accep-
tance of planned programs.

A second myth is that situational analysis
consists solely of identifying and collect-
ing facts and statistics, such as social and
demographic census figures, corn acre-
ages, hog production figures, new home
starts, economic trends, pollution projec-
tions, the Gross National Product, birth
and death rates, calorie intake by the
average adult, and unemployment fig-
ures. All of these are important quantita-
tive data. However abstract numbers and
data are important only when they serve.
more complete analysis and interpreta-
tion. Data are abstract and meaningless
in themselves, without a question in need
of an answer, or values to which they can
be related.

Interpretation or meanings of numbers
come from the context, values, questions
raised, and criteria surrounding the num-
bers. Data alone cannot provide mean-
ing and practical program implications
in situational analysis. Furthermore,
people choose what data to collect, based
on their own values and experience. Pro-
gram meaning and interpretive perspec-
tives are established through knowing
and applying values and judgments to
data before any situational analysis can
influence program direction or serve as a
basis for further planning.

Although many Extension educators do
not know where to find appropriate data
to analyze, others find it easier to gather
data than to interpret their meaning.
Thus, we often resign ourselves to a
more easily acceptable, if not very use-
ful, definition of situational analysis
collecting data.

A third myth, closely related to the
second, is that situational analysis can
possibly be structured, systematic, and
totally logical to the exclusion of unstruc-
tured processes. An example is thinking
that one model for Cooperative Exten-
sion will serve all levels, program areas,
and clientele groups.

18
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Yes, a "model" is proposed in this Mod-
ule, and a framework for data collection
is suggested. However, this model is a
combination of structure and flexibility.
Extension educators will surely adapt it;
adjust it; compromise it; and improve it.
The model suggests that much analysis is
unstructured, imaginative, and highly
personalized, but within a conceptual
structure. The suggested steps are guides
that are flexible enough to fit the dif-
ferent situations described in this intro-
duction to Module 4 and the variations
among Extension educators and their
publics. Some educators might use the
proposed steps in the order given. Others
might intuitively "follow their noses,"
as would a journalist or detective in fol-
lowing clues and leads.

Thus, the situational analysis model is a
paradox. It suggests structured, deduc-
tive, and quantitative approaches while at
the same time suggesting unstructured,
inductive, and qualitative approaches.
Each shapes the other and makes the
analysis more complete.

I
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Unit H. The Situational
Analysis Model

IONNIIIINI11
The situational analysis model has 16
phases. Not necessarily in sequential or-
der, these 16 phases are outlined briefly
at this point to provide a road map. Each
phase is expanded and illustrated in suc-
ceeding subunits of Unit II. Some phases
have more elaboration than others: (1)
personality style influences, (2) four
situational perspectives, (3) seven value
orientations, and (4) processes of involv-
ing Extension publics in data collection
and analysis.

Phases of Situational
Analysis Mode!

The 16 phases of the situational analysis
model are presented in three categories:
the preparation phases, the implementa-
tion phases, and the concluding phases.

Preparation Phases

1. Define the situational boundaries.

2. Identify the analysis* purpose, focus,
or key question.

3. Identify the key leaders.

4. Know your personality style and those
of the publics as well.

Implementation Phases

5. Identify the four situational perspec-
tives.

6. Decide which value orientations a. .

pertinent in each of the four perspectives.

7. Work with the key leaders to identify
the questions within each perspective
and value orientation.

8. Identify the Extension publics within
each perspective.

9. Decide on and use public involvement
techniques to get answers to key ques-
tions.

10. Collect data and observations.

Concluding Phases

11. Compare and interpret data evidence
against the criteria offered by the four
perspectives and seven value orientations.

12. Decide on conclusions and interpreta-
tions regarding high-priority problems.

13. Reflect on, react to, and discuss the
tentative conclusions and interpretations
of the data with the publics.

14. Decide on learner needs.

15. Set learner objectives or impact in-
dicators for programs.

16. Revise and prepare a written report
and a concise situational statement as
preparation for implementing a program.

This step-by-step procedure might ap-
pear to be the Extension program plan-
ning and development process, as it
genera:' agrees with many existing
models of program development (Forest
et al., 1986). However, the steps are
general enough to be applied systemati-
cally and in depth, or very quickly to
other nonprogram situations in which we
often find ourselves.

Also, because of their more logical think-
ing personality styles, some Extension
educators will implement the foregoing
sequential phases easily and arrive at a
sound set of major concerns and program
goals. However, other Extension educa-
tors who have more feeling and empa-
thetic personality styles, will question
whether the 16 phases can be applied
sequentially, or actually be applied at all,
in any real situations.

Although it is important that they under-
stand the 16 phases, Extension educators
might not be able to apply the total model
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in all situations. They might not want to
apply all the model, Of more impor-
tance, they might not need to apply all of
the model, as suggested in this Module or
as implied by the sequential and linear
phases. The total model, with all its com-
plexities and potential, is very likely inap-
propriate for many situations.

When does the model in its totality need
to be applied? When is it unnecessary?
Complete answers to these questions are
reached by first understanding the na-
ture, purpose, and importance of each
phase, then combining that under-
standing with experience in analyzing
situations, and beginning to know the
feasibility or need for such applications.

Subunit 1. Preparation
Phases

The preparation phases of the 16-
phase situational model are (1) define
boundaries, (2) set focus and purpose,
(3) identify leadership, and (4) know
personalities.

Phase 1: Define Boundaries

Defining the boundaries begins the
analysis. As stated earlier, it is impos-
sible to measure all and know all. Thus,
you have to decide what part of the Exten-
sion program world to analyze. Dimen-
sions on which the situation should be
bounded are (1) subject matter, (2) clien-
tele, (3) organizational, (4) geographic,
and (5) the time element.

Subject Matter. Is the subject matter
agriculture, home economics, youth or
community resource development, or all
of them? If the subject-matter area is
agricultuile, is it to be further subdivided
into hortiailture, livestock management,
forages, or forestry? If the subject-matter
area is youth, is it leader development,
job skills, or self-concept? Is it multidis-
ciplinary or a combination falling within
the boundaries of 4-H livestock manage-
ment projects? Regardless, review such
important materials as your job descrip-

tion and decide the topic or subject-
matter area in which pertinent questions
should be further developed.

Clientele. Are you concerned with retir-
ing farmers, youth leaders, newly mar-
ried couples, small business people, or
all of these? Are low-income families,
marginal farmers, minorities, or the un-
reached your concern, or are all of them
of concern?

Organizational. Is the analysis for a
region or county only, or for the entire
state? Is it for the agricultural program
area, or for statewide home economics
specialists, or for an issue being ad-
dressed by a multidisciplinary or a
multicounty program team? The or-
ganizational makeup has a great deal to
say about who will be involved later in
the analysis.

Geographic. Geographic location is
closely related to, but differs from, or-
ganizational make up. The analysis could
be focused on a regional trade center, a
small rural village, a school district, a
county, the state, or several states. Per-
haps the geographic location is already
defined and commonly understood, but
chances are that some people in the situa-
tion have different perceptions. Thus,
raising the question of geography and
clearly answering it has merit.

Time Element. Is the situation an emer-
gency that needs immediate attention, or
does it have long-term significance? If it
is an emergency or crisis, you obviously
will not have time for in-depth planning
or to consider many of the 16 phases of
the model. But, the old adage, "count to
10 before acting," might still apply.
Reflection and thought can help you ef-
fect a wiser and less impulsive analysis
of the immediate situation, even in a
situation such as Vantage or his ancestors
faced. However, if the analysis of a situa-
tion is not immediate, it is likely to be of
long-term significance. Thus, attention
to time becomes more crucial. Will the
analysis take into account what has oc-
curred over the past five years, or just the
past six months? Will it be significant for
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programs during the next year, or over
the next 10 years? This decision has an
important bearing on how long or short,
how wide or narrow the analysis will be,
which, in turn, says a great deal about
the manageability and significance of the
analysis.

Perhaps other parameters also can help
fix the boundaries of the situation to be
analyzed. To illustrate, consider each of
the five parameters just described as
overlapping circles as illustrated in
Figure 1.

The analysis has to occur within the
boundaries. The situation is thus defined
and narrowed, and so is the ev,mtual
analysis, thus making it much easier to
communicate to others involved. The
analysis becomes more manageable. The
trick will be to stick to the boundaries
you set and have all persons involved un-
derstand and accept the same boundaries.
Change the boundaries only when ab-
solutely necessary, because it is within
the boundaries, once set, that the analysis
occurs.

Once boundaries are set, the
smaller situation that is en-
circled by ull five circles be-
comes the situation to be
analyzed.

Figure 1. The five parameters of the preparation phases
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Adams County: A Case Situation

Adams County has a population of 63,132. The county has varied industry
and business, including a sizable agricultural base. The County Extension
office staff consists of three agents and two secretaries. In addition to the
county geographic boundary and township boundaries, there are many
other boundaries in this situation.

Long-range program planning is encouraged in all counties in the state, on
a rotational basis, for the next 4 to 10 years. Adams County will work on its
planning this year. The local Extension staff have been told by the district su-
pervisor to set aside time for program planning. The state will provide expert
help Ind some funding.

The situational analysis boundaries are Adams County Extension programs.
More specifically, the agricultural programs are of concern. Tony Oleson
and Betty Skog, two of the County Extension agents, work in agriculture and
related concerns in Adams County. Their expertise and interests further
delineate the boundaries within their agricultural programs. Betty, the 4-H
Youth and Community Resource Development Agent, has a degree in en-
vironmental studies. Tony majored in animal husbandry as an under-
graduate and has a combined M.S. degree in animal husbandry and
Extension education methods. The County Extension Service hired them to
help farmers with financial management and other money matters. They
also are responsible for helping with crops and livestock-production prob-
lems. These agents are most concerned about the next four years and how
all of their programs and specific activities will relate to each other. They are
concerned with Extension education. They are not concerned with all of the
agricultural problems and solutions. Other services, agencies, and private
groups within a county can handle many agricultural problems outside of
Extension's basic missioneducation.

Phase 2: Set Focus and Purpose

One purpose of situational analysis is to
alleviate immediate danger or catas-
trophe, i.e., to decide quickly what ac-
tions are absolutely necessary to decrease
danger and to allow time for long-term
action. For instance, when Lee Der and
the horses, carts, and people landed on
the rocks and water, actions were needed
to prevent further catastrophies.

However, in long-range planning situa-
tions, more time is available. You have
time to decide whether the purpose is to
determine the most pressing needs and
problems of a total community, or more
narrowly, to identify high-priority com-
munity groundwater quality problems.

The overlapping circles in the prepara-
tion phase (see Figure 1) help determine
the focus or purpose of the analysis to be
done. But it is still prudent to state the
focus or purpose as a question or objec-
tive, so that all publics to be involved
will identify with it. For instance, the
circles might be the same, but instead of
the purpose being to determine needs, its
emphasis might be on building public
support.
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Adams County

Within the broad, general boundaries of Adams County, agricultural situa-
tions are any number of specific themes that could guide the analysis. Thus.
Tony and Betty decided to determine the specific purpose of their analysis
within the gent al question: What are the highest priority problems within
agriculture and agribusiness in Adams County? This is obviously a question
that requires a decision(s) for each of Tony's and Betty's next four-year
programs. This question represents their reason for pursuing situational
analysis and all of their sitcltional analysis effort related to it. To arrive at
their theme question, they considered other possible questions as guides:

1. What are Adams County's agricultural problems? [A much broader ques-
tion than the general question.]

2. What is the one major program that Betty should work on for the next four
years? [A narrower and much more specific question.]

3. Should the two agents work primarily on economic problems, or should
they work on environmental problems? [Obviously a narrower and much
more specific question for each of the two agents to work on.]

4. What are the major problems within the environment and natural resour-
ces that are related to agriculture? [Again, a narrower question or theme.]

5. Should Betty concentrate on improving the water quality of Rock River
during the next four years? [An (wen more specific question.]

6. How much do farmers know abcut groundwater and surface-water pollu-
tion, and what can they do to improve the situation? [The narrowest and
most specific question of any of the foregoing.]

Working with their office chairperson, Ann Patterson, the two agents
decided on the theme question: What are the highest priority problems
within agriculture and agribusiness in Adams County to which Extension
can contribute new university research and knowledge from the land-grant
system?

Phase 3: Identify Leadership

Phase 3 is not meant to identify all those
persons who eventually will be involved
in the analysis. Instead, the purpose is to
decide who will develop the analysis
plan. Again, if the situation is an emer-
gency, very few, if any, persons, other
than the analyzer, will participate in the
analysis. Further, if the situation is not
affecting many people, subjects, or geo-

graphical areas, or is routine, it will basi-
cally affect only the person facing the
situation.

But what if the analysis must determine
programs for the next 4 to 10 years?
What if the analysis is even broader, such
as the total county's program plan for the
next decade? In those cases, an almost in-
evitable need exists to consult with at
least another person for analysis advice.
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If the total county agricultural program is
to be analyzed and directed. a much
broader involvement will be needed.
More extensive leadership will be needed
if building support and acceptance for
programs is one of the primary purposes
of the analysis. In this case, it is impor-
tant to involve the Extension district su-
pervisor, a state Extension agricultural
specialist or leader, the County Exten-
sion Office chairperson, the chairperson
of the County Extension Council, and,
perhaps, an Extension specialist in
analysis. This group can set the analysis
boundaries and focus; give legitimacy to
analysis and eventual decisions; learn
from the analysis; and provide broader
insights on possible pitfalls and resources
to use in the analysis.

Adams County

The two agents have talked with Ann, the County Extension chairperson.
Even though her program area is home economics, Ann is responsible for
the total County Extension program. Tony will have primary analysis leader-
ship, but Ann will give the overall key leadership and ensure that the sys-
tematic analysis stays on track. Tony and Betty checked with their district
supervisor, Mary Kirschbaum, and she gave them nine months to complete
the analysis. They also checked with program specialists, Walter and Dave,
who helped identify necessary data and specific questions that need to be
addressed. The local County Extension Committee chairperson was con-
tacted, and the two agents met with the committee to explain their follow-up
plans. The chairperson and the committee endorsed the plan and agreed to
help present it to the publics.

Phase 4: Know Personalities

When you get into a crisis, how do you
react? Quickly, impulsively, and
decisively, or do you look for more im-
mediate observations? Do you tend to be
analytical, logical, and objective, or emo-
tional? Do you tend to look at the facts
and data closest at hand, or do you look
more broadly at causes and relationships?

Knowing yourself and the personalities
of others who are involved in your pro-
gram is crucial. Jung (1921) de.cribed
the different psychological types illus-
trated in Figure 2.

The importance of understanding various
personality types when working with the
public-at-large, as well as in small
groups, cannot be over-emphasized. For
pui poses of situational analysis, the types
sC personalities with whom Extension
educators should be familiar are cate-
gorized into four personality groups:
introversion-extraversion, intuition-
sensing, feeling-thinking, and perception-
judgment.

Introversion-Extraversion. The types
of personalities in the introversion -
extraversion category are introverts and
extraverts.

l) N.
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1. Does the person's interest flow mainly to . ..?

The inner world of concepts
and ideas?

The outer world of actions,
objects, and persons?

I L Introvert
E---

E 1 Extravert 1
I

2. goes the person prefer to perceive . . .?

The immediate, real, practical
facts of experiences and life?

The possibilities, the relation-
ships, and the meanings of ex-
periences?

S ! Sensing N [ Intuition
1

3. Does the person prefer to make judgments or decisions . ..?

Objectively and impersonally,
considering causes of events, and
where decisions may lead?

Subjectively and personally,
weighing values and choices, and
how they matter to others?

T Thinking F Feeling I
4. Does a person prefer mostly to live .. .?

In a decir've, planned, and orderly
way, aiming to regulate and
control events?

In a spontaneous, flexible way,
aiming to understand life and
adapt to it?

J Judgment P 1 Perception

Figure 2. Psychological types (Gordon, 1984)
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Further Implications for Situational Analysis

Possible strengths

Introvert
Careful with details in analysis.
Reflects on data, problems.
Works with ideas.
Is careful of generalizations.
Thinks and is careful before acting.
Is diligent.

Possible weaknesses

Tends to work alone, not with
publics and other Extension
educators.

Might lack communication skills.
Might be indecisive and tend to

overanalyze.
Might be misunderstood by others.
Needs quiet to work.
Might make decisions without

involving or consulting others.

Extravert
Likes working with and involving Easily influenced by other Exten-

sion educators and publics.
Does not work without people.
Makes impulsive decisions and

actic.
Is impatient with routine and long,

slow jobs.

other Extension educators
and publics.

Is open to others.
Decisive and action-oriented.
Is easily understood.
Interested in results of analysis or

other tasks.

Introverts, more than extraverts, tend to
decide what questions to ask or what data
to collect, independently of constraints
due to the situation, culture, or people in-
volved. They do quiet and diligent
analyzing. They might dislike being inter-
rupted while reecting and analyzing,
and might tend to forget names and faces.

Extraverts attune to the situation, people,
and things around them, and endeavor to
involve or relate to others in social situa-
tions and expectations. Extraverts are
outgoing, socially free, interested in
variety and in working with people. Ex-
%ravens might become impatient with
long, slow tasks, such as analyzing com-
munities over a 6-month to 1? month
period, and do riot mind be e inter-
rupted by people.

Intuition-Sensing. The type of personal-
ities in the intuition-sensing category are
intuitive persons am. sensors.

Intuitives generally prefer analytical and
conceptual frameworks. They become
bored with "nitty-gritty" details and
facts, the concrete and actual, and facts
unrelated to bigger ideas. The intuitive
person thinks, analyzes, and discusses in
spontaneous leaps of logic that omit or
neglect details in the situation. Viewing
and analyzing the total situation are easy
for these individuals, but they might have
a tendency to make errors of fact and
have problems with perceiving the impor-
tance of the smaller parts of a situation.

Sensors prefer to question, perceive, and
analyze the concrete, real, factual, struc-
tured, tangible here-and-now. They be-
come impatient and mistrustful of larger
concepts and abstract. analytical frame-
works. The sensin: .son analyzes with
careful, detail-by-detail accuracy,
remembers real facts, and makes few er-
rors of fact. But he or she possibly may
not be sure how it all fits together.

2"
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Further Implications for Situational Analysis

Possible strengths

Sees overall abstrac' ialytical
framework and its possibilities.

Sees gestalts.
Imagines.
Works out new ideas.
Works with the complicated.
Solves novel problems.
Sees problems related to

objectives.

Attends to detail and precision
work.

!s practical.
Remembers details and facts.
Works with tedious detail.
Is patient with routine.
Is careful, systematic.
Steady worker.

Possible weaknesses

Intuitive
Is inattentive to detail, precision.
Is inattentive to the actual and

practical.
Is impatient with the routine.
Loses sight of the here-and-now.
Jumps to conclusions.
Leaves things out in leaps of logic.

Sensor
May not see overall situational

possibilities.
Loses the overall picture in facts

and details.
Mistrusts qualitative data.
Is frustrated wtih complicated

problems.
Prefers not to imagine the future.
Dislikes new problems.

Feeling-Thinking. Feeling persons and
thinkers are in the feeling-thinking per-
sonality category.

Feeling persons are empathizers and are
sensitive to others' personal values. They
like to nlease people, to get along with
people, and they dislike conflicts. They

tend to dislike impersonal logic and anal-
ysis. They like conciliation, consensus
building, and harmony, when they in-
volve the publics and analyzing situa-
tions.

Thinkers tend to use logic and reasoned
analysis. They avoid the irrationality of
making decisions bas-1 on empathy,

Further Implications for Situational Analysis

Possible strengths Possible weaknesses
Feeler

Might not be guided by logic.
Might not be objective.
Might be unorganized.
Is uncritical, overly accepting.
Bases decisions solely on feelings.

Considers others' feelings,
Values harmony and consensus in

situational analysis.
Persuades and stimulates other

educators and publics.

Is logical, analytical.
Is objective.
Is organized.
Has critical ability.
Values justice.

Thinker
Might not notice people's feelings.
Misunderstands others' wishes.
Can get along without conciliation.
Might lack good interpersonal

skills in'involving publics and
other disciplines.
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warmth, feelings, and values. As a
result, thinkers are more interested in
logical and verifiable conclusions.
Thinkers might infringe on others' feel-
ings and needs without realizing it,
neglecting to consider the important
wishes of others in situational analysis.

Perception-Judgment. In this category,
we have the perceivers and the judgers.

Perceivers are gatherers, always wanting
to know more before deciding. They
adapt well to changing situations. As a
consequence, perceivers are open,
flexible, adaptive, nonjudgmental, able
to see and appreciate all sides of issues,
and always welcome new perspectives
alai new information about issues.
However, perceivers have difficulty
reaching conclusions; are indecisive and
noncommittal; tend to postpone the un-
pleasant; might not reach closure; and
are frustrating to others as well as them-
selves. Even when they finish situational
analysis tasks, perceivers tend to look
back and wonder whether the work was
satisfactory, or could have been done
another way. Perceivers wish to "roll
with" conditions and situations, rather
than change them.

Judgers are decisive, firm, and sure.
They set goals and stick to them. The
judger wants to make decisions and get
on to the next project. Oftentimes, before
a project has reached closure, judgers
leave it behind, go on to new tasks, and
do not look back. They may make de-
cisions in situational analysis too quickly.

The strengths and weaknesses of each of
the personality types show that no one
type has all the characteristics needed for
good situational analysis. Some people
obviously are stronger on data-oriented,
logical, abstract, and analytical skills as:
sociated with scientific approaches to
program situation analysis. Others,
however, are people oriented and values
oriented, and tend to involve the publics
more easily in situational analysis when
planning Extension programs. The fol-
lowing summary might be helpful when
thinking about your style, in selecting
persons to guide situational analysis, in
involving others in data collection and
analysis, and in helping to work together
effectively in completing the analysis.

If Extension educators and the publics
with whom they work have the same
personality strengths and weaknesses,
they may "click" and decide on objec-

Further Implications for Situational Analysis

Possible strengths

Is curious and weicomAs new
ideas or a concept.

Sees all sides of issues.
Is flexible, adaptable to new

situations.
Decides on the basis of all data
Wants to understand situations
Open to compromise.

Likes to decide.
Does planning.
Likes orderliness.
Can control and regulate

situations.
Remains with a task.

Possible weaknesses
Perceiver

Is indecisive
Does not tend to plan.
Has no order.
Does not control circumstances.
Is easily distracted from tasks.
Does not finish projects.

Judger
Can be unyielding, stubborn.
Can be inflexible, unadaptable.
Might decide with insufficient data.
Is controlled by task or plans.

2;.J
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tives quickly. Their decisions, how-
ever, may suffer because of shared
weaknesses. Task-oriented analysis
groups should seek out and listen to
persons of opposite tendencies.

Extension educators and advisory
council members who have different
personality strengths may not per-
ceive and analyze situations in the
same way, and might have difficulty
accepting each other's observations,
analyses, and interpretations. The
number and magnitude of such dif-
ferences influence the amount of con-
flict and misunderstanding between
the two groups. Extension educators
can help reduce conflict by helping
people understand other viewpoints.
Analysis can benefit from differing
points of view.

Extension educators and membe.. of
the publics may prefer not to use weak
personality dimensions. As a result,
they may experience internal conflict
when they must use nonpreferred
methods to complete the plan.

People's perceptions of data, beliefs,
analyses, interpretations, and de-
cisions are influenced most by their
strong personality tendencies. Thus,
differences in analysis results should
be recognized, accepted, and used
not judged as right or wrong.

While a personality type cannot be
changed to its opposite, people can
learn to strengthen their weaknesses.
As adult educators, Extension edu-
cators can continue to learn and help
others to learn these new approaches.

Adams County

The County Extension staff consists of one home economics agent, Ann
Patterson, who also is chairperson (25 percent of h3r time); one agricultural
agent; one 4-H youth and community resource development agent; and two
secretaries. Ann, the home economist and chair of the office, is an ENTJ
(extravert, intuitive, thinking, judging). An extravert, she likes working with
people in groups. She involve3 others in decisions about Extension
priorities and office management, while at the same time keeping all
focused on Extension's overall perspective and long-range goals. She does
not get bogged down in details. She appreciates people's values and feel-
ings, but her objective thinking and factual approach to problems keep her
from getting too immersed in the emotions and personal lives of others. Her
distance from others' problems enables her to keep her focus on overall ob-
jectives, and to treat all perspectives and biases with equal attention. Her
home economics program is balanced and does not reflect only her foods
and nutrition specialty. She makes up her mind after looking at a situation.
She is a mover and shows impatience when others want more analysis.
She feels pressed for time, trying to handle her office chair duties while at
the same time providing a full, comprehensive, and baianced home
economics program.

Tony, the agricultural agent, is an ISTJ (introvert, sensing, thinking, judg-
ing). He is a practical person. He is quiet and does not speak to be heard.
Rather, he talks to communicate his ideas. Tony's sensing preference
means he likes facts, details, and specific practice observations. He or-
ganizes and analyzes the objective facts from industry and economists,
and makes decisions about future programs based on the current facts and
details. He tends to neglect input from county and national health officials,
the county leadership, and the publics, and has not taken the initiative in

continued
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social and political concerns. He had to learn to be more conscious of other
people's values and feelings. When not assisted by others, Tony likes
analyzing only one aspect of the county situation. An introvert, he does not
like involving too many others when analyzing and deciding on future
progml-i; plans. He, in turn, occasionally experiences lack of understanding
and support for his programs.

Betty, the 4-H youth and community resource development agent, is an
ESFP (extravert, sensing, feeling, perceiving) and is aware of, and sensi-
tive to, other people's feelings and values. She is good at greeting people,
communicating with them, and adapting to changing situations; but she
might want to look more seriously at learning to be more fact-oriented, ob-
jective, and organized in planning future programs.

Ann, Tony, and Betty recently took the Myers-Briggs personality inventory,
and know themselves well. As different style types, they know they can
benefit from working and teaming with each other to produce a thorough,
complete, and justifiable analysis of the program situations in Adams
County. They also know the personality tendencies of the two secretaries,
and have begun to consider the personality variations in the other persons
they work with.

Ann and Tony realize that they tend to make quick judgments. In office
decisions, they look to Betty for added input and a different perspective on
their next steps. Tony struggles with his tendency to see only the facts, to
see only within his particular livestock training, and is reluctantly looking
more to other disciplines for answers to livestock production and marketing
solutions. This struggle is fostered by his respect for the state's agricultural
program leadership, which focuses on integrated and system approaches
to farming.

Betty is aware of her tendency always to want more information, and she
realizes that program decisions must be made and implemented.

Ann, Tony, and Betty have come to know the personalities of the County
Extension board members, the Extension Committee members, their
clients, and the media people in Adams County. They are a cohesive,
professional team, capable of leading and conducting a comprehensive
situational analysis.
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Subunit 2: Implementation
Phases

Once situational boundaries, the focus,
analysis leaders, and key personalities
are identified and understood, you are
ready to start sorting the situation's com-
ponents. In Phases 5 through 10, you will
conduct the actual analysis; i.e., divide
and sort the situation into the various
parts.

Phase 5: Divide Into Four
Perspectives

The structure of a program situation is
multifaceted. Some type of category
system is necessary to organize one's
thinking, questioning, observing, data
collecting, and analysis. The following
framework gi: es four explicit perspec-
tives, or points of view, to begin analyz-
ing (dividing out) potential Extension
education situations.

The four perspectives are:

1. The societal and community situation,
such as the city, county, state, nation, or
international setting in which Extension
and its publics work.

2. The Extension organization, or institu-
tional context of the CES, its public and
private sectors, and its three governmen-
tal partners.

3. Target clientele, or potential Exten-
sion program learners, and their specific
environment or circumstances.

4. The professional self, or the in-
dividual Extension educator.

These four perspectives and their effects
overlap. The perspectives are interdepen-
dent. Answers to questions within any
one perspective can influence questions
and answers in the other three.

For instance, if the state Extension
service's priorities (Extension organiza-
tion perspective) include community
.3conomic improvement, then a County

Extension agent (professional self-
perspective) is strongly influenced to
ask: What are the local county's current
economic needs? The influence is
strengthened if the County Extension
Committee approved a long-range plan
that gives economic improvement top
priority, and if the Extension agent is
trained in community economics.

To illustrate the importance of the four
perspectives, imagine the chaos when the
state Extension service (organization)
emphasizes farm profitability, the Coun-
ty Extension agent (professional self) em-
phasizes saving wetlands, the local
farmers (clientele) want increased crop
production, and the County Extension
board (community) wants programs
about land-use planning.

By separating the situation into the four
perspectives, each interdependent and in-
teractive with the other, the Extension
educator can get a better sense of the
whole situation, whether the different
perspectives agree or disagree with each
other. This procedure is more likely to
result in finding questions that need
answers. To understand, for instance,
that farmers have a financial crisis and
that Extension wishes to respond to it
does not mean the situation is that
simple. No one perspective is "right" or
"wrong"; it '^ only limited in terms of
what questions it can raise and what data
it can suggest collecting on a total county
program situation. Raising questions
from each perspective gives a good start
to a total situational analysis.

Societal and Community Perspective.
Many different norms, traditions, laws,
and values pervade American society and
international settings. Each of these per-
vasive factors influences local counties
and communities, and each person within
them. National and international events
likely reflect local events. For instance,
the American farm economy and world
food markets directly affect local
farmers' economic situations. Large
world forces, like the farm economy, set
the farmers' crop prices and, thus, how
much they pay for farm inputs. Interna-
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tional and national political decisions
about trade, imports, tariffs, global
weather conditions, national and interna-
tional crime, and drug traffic all affect
local farmers and small business clientele
problems. If the general public prefers a
bottle of wine over a glass of milk, the in-
comes of both grape growers and dairy
farmers are affected.

The importance of understanding the
agricultural marketing situation can be
shown more specifically. If, for instance,
40 percent of the general public wants
electronic and home entertainment
gadgets, such as VCRs and jacuzzis, and
prefers TV spectator sports shows, busi-
nesses that sell those products are going
to spend "big dollars" on advertising
those products. These advertising costs,
in turn, are added to th cost of the
products consumers buy. So, in at least
two ways (which home entertainment
products are purchased and the advertis-
ing costs of TV shows), in this example,
the amounts of spendable household in-
come for basic and less glamorous needs,
such as farm-produced food, shelter, and
clothing, are affected. In turn, the lower
demand affects prices farmers receive for
their products.

The strength of local farms and retail,
grocery, and hardware stores; the
availability of transportation; the impor-

s. tance of continuing education; and at-
titudes toward a particular Extension
program are all factors that influence
how willing people are to become in-
volved in Extension program develop-
ment.

If Extension is dealing with the disad-
vantaged, other societal factors influence
how Extension educators and potential
learners interpret their situations. For
instance, many believe equality and fair-
ness are paramount in helping the disad-
vantaged with their dilemmas. Others in
the society might believe the problems of
the disadvantaged are due to a lack of
self-motivation or the ability to be self-
responsible. Most important, these
public attitudes affect how Extension
educators gain acceptance and support

from the publics for this type of
program, and how likely it is that the
publics will become involved. Public at-
titudes also influence whether or not state
and county politicians provide Extension
with effective education resources.

Situation analyzers should look at the
community in relation to the larger
society, and should identify the various
factors that affect community situations:
values, opinion polls, public attitudes,
traditions, power and organizational
structures, ethnography, demography,
politics, trends, and resources. Develop-
ing such a checklist makes it easier for
the Extension educator to identify crucial
questions and relevant, existing data, and
to collect and interpret data.

The societal or community perspective is
the macro-external perspective. These
influences are external to professional
Extension educators and to the Extension
system. They are broader (macro) than
the situation of a particular clientele.

The Extension Organization Perspec-
tive. Adult education ideas trace back
thousands of years. Extension education,
as a term, was first used in 1873 in
England. The Chautauquas of the late
1800s gave rise to the Smith-Lever Act
of 1914. [Note: See Module 1: Under-
standing Cooperative Extension for a
complete presentation of the Cooperative
Extension System's history, ideas,
values, laws, philosophy, and influences
on program situations.]

Because Extension is more than an or-
ganization (it is also an idea, philosophy,
or institution), it is somewhat difficult to
define. For instance, many people and
groups might be considered part of the
Extension family. Elected County Exten-
sion committees, advisory councils, and
the legion of volunteers in 4-H and
Homemaker Clubs are all part of that
group. However, for clarity of discus-
sion, the Extension organization perspec-
tive is represented by the opinions of
those who are formally responsible for
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Extension policies, budgets, programs,
and reports, and the written products of
those tasks.

The Smith-Lever Act says that Coopera-
tive Extension educators give practical
information to people to help them solve
their problems. This means that the Ex-
tension institution's basic mission is
education. Extension educators take new
research information that relates to local
people's problems and help them iwor-
porate it into their lives.

But state Extension services can change
becaus of new appropriations, direc-
tions, threats, and opportunities. These
changes suggest what Extension program
priorities and objectives should or could
be. In every decade since World War II,
the Cooperative Extension System has
conducted studies to deterntine its
priorities for the next 10 years. These
studies were conducted in 1948 (the
Kemper report), 1958 (the Scope
report), 1968 (A People and A Spirit),
1983 (Extension in the '80s), and 1987
(Extension in Transition). It is a good
idea for the Extension educator to review
these reports, particularly the latter two,
for suggestions about future priorities.
The reports also provide information
about the partners of Extension, such as
the USDA, land-grant institutions, coun-
ty governments, private foundations,
private industries, and clientele. The
repc-ts include how the partners inter-
relate and how they are interdependent.

Beside these periodic studies, the Coop-
erative Extension System identifies na-
tional initiatives and issues addressed by
state and local programs. Every state
Extension service has a prepared list of
statewide priority assessments dating
from 1980. In fact, some states have
several that they use to reexa'aine and
redirect their future priorities. These
future priority statements are data, and
they provide clues about the support and
resources expected from state and local
Extension services. These documents
specify what national, state, and county
offices agree to and support. They

provide an information base for making
logical decisions about specific local
program priorities.

In addition to existing and formal policy
statements, other organizational factors
need to be considered when analyzing a
situation. Extension budgets, inflation,
deflation, and the general move toward
decentralization of pu'-,lic taxation and
services are considerations. Another fac-
tor that is important to consider is that
Extension is oriented to people, research,
teamwork, cooperation, flexibility, and
responsiveness. [Note: See Module 7:
Techniques for Future Perspectives for
an in-depth presentation of how the Ex-
tension organization can and should look
toward the future in setting general
policies and priorities.]

The Extension organization and institu-
tion perspective is called the macro-
internal perspective. As is the case in the
macro-external societal perspective,
these policies, viewpoints, traditions, at-
titudes, and directions are broader in ap-
plication and influence than a specific
employee or clientele situation. Under-
standing aad applying the influences and
perspective of the larger Extension or-
ganization can make it easier for local Ex-
tension educators to reduce anxiety and
rol- conflicts in their daily work lives.

The Clientele Perspective. Usually, the
clientele will be the focus of a program
situational analysis. Once the larger
societal and community perspective and
influences are analyzed, general con-
cerns and problems are identified, and
clientele groups are priority ranked,
analysis should start to determine the
clientele's specific needs, interests, con-
cerns, and resources, and any obstacles
to change. Returning to the farm econ-
omy example, if the farmer's economic
probiems are more important than county
zoning, analysis moves to questioning
and determining the farm family's
specific economic and farm management
needs, as well as the stress the economic
problems place on the farm family. Ex-
tension agents who can empathize with
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these types of situations find it easier to
relate to clients and to involve them in
collaborative situational analysis.

The clientele perspective is termed the
micro-external perspective. Each in-
dividual has a personal analysis and inter-
pretation of his or her own situation. The
analysis might or might not be correct, in
the Extension educator's opinion, but it
is, nevertheless, correct for that client.
An Extension educator's role is to gain
new perceptions from further analysis.

The Professional Self Perspective. The
professional Extension educator com-
prises the fourth perspective. This should
be the easiest perspective to analyze; yet,
it is often the most difficult.

A person knows his or her own private
thoughts, feelings, perceptions of others,
motivations, and personal strengths and
weaknesses. Yet, not everyone can com-
municate how they feel or what they
believe about their professional skills,
values, and aspirations. More important,
many people have problems when using
their basic values and beliefs to guide
them in making analyses.

Forest and Mulcahy (1976) suggest that
Extension educators must sort, weigh,
and choose their own priorities. Al-
though it is difficult to accept, no one but

the individual Extension educator can
decide to accept, modify, or reject
others' influences.

Clarifying their values and understanding
their personal style help Extension edu-
cators to know and to understand their
perspectives. Along with knowing their
knowledge, skills, and attitudes, Exten-
sion educators who know their values are
mole empathetic to others' values and
perspectives.

The professional self perspective is the
micro-internal perspective. The profes-
sional self is as critical to the t )tal situa-
tion as are the other three perspectives.
Extension educators are responsible for
offering leadership in analyzing situa-
tions with Extension publics. How well
these educators are aware of their own
values, beliefs, and styles of choosing
among facts and influences and how they
work with people will be major factors in
how effectiie they are in situational ana-
lysis. [Note: See Module 3: Developing
Leadership for a complete discussion of
situational leadership principles and how
Extension educators can take leadership
more effectively and help others gain
leadership in program situational
analysis.]

Adams County

Relying on previous experience within the county and other counties, Ann,
in her role as office chairperson, took the lead in assisting Tony with the
analysis. She prepared four worksheets for each of the four perspectives
and shared them at an office staff meeting.

She told Tony and Betty that, if they wanted to determine the top priority
problems in agriculture, they first needed to look at the following:

Society and County

1. What are county, state, national, and international trends in agricultural
production, products, costs, sales, marketing, and trade?

continued
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2. What are the current state and national trade policies, environmental
protection policies, conservation initiatives, consumer preferences, and
other topics peripheral to agricultural production and marketing?

3. How do Adams County residents view agriculture?

4. How dues agriculture, as an enterprise, compare to other industries in
Adams County and surrounding counties?

Extension Organization

1. What are the national and state initiatives and issues that &tension ex-
pects to address in the next decade?

2. What are current state and national priorities in agricultural production
and marketing?

. ,fiat specialists and backup support are available in specific areas
needed in Adams County?

4. What new or continuing agricultural research data are available?

Clientele

1. What questions are young farmers asking?

2. How do the needs of livestock farmers differ from those of crop farmers
in Adams County?

3. How willing are agribusiness firms in Adams County to make program
changes?

Professionals

1. Are the two Extension agents capable of providing quality programs?

2. What agricultural trends are these agents seeing?

3. How ready are these agents for changes?

Ann invited Betty and Tony to add other critical questions to the lists and to
identify specific questions for these four perspectives. The three agents dis-
cussed the questions. They agreed that the four perspectives were a good
place to start looking at Adams County agriculture program priorities. Betty
and Tony agreed, however, that it still was all too vague.
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Phase 6: Decide Value
Orientations That Need Inquiry

Authors in adult education, needs assess-
ment, and community analysis have
proposed and used differing categories
for guiding the raising of questions, ob-
serving, and analyzing within the four
perspectives for beginning an effective
analysis:

Extension program areas, such as
agriculture, home economics, 4-H,
and community development.

Academic disciplines, such as sociol-
ogy, engineering, dairy, mathematics,
agronomy, and economics.

Broad conceptual areas, such as
economic, environmental, and social.

Functional areas of communities,
such as production, distribution, con-
sumption, social control, and
socialization.

Social institutions, such as family,
economics, religion, education,
health, and political.

Categories inductively derived from
the community, not preordinate.

Educational objectives sources
proposed by Tyler (1950): society, in-
dividual, knowledge, philosophy, and
psychology of learning.

Regardless of approach, the key prin-
ciple is that researchers and practitioners
have found that a category system of
some form is needed for beginning an ef-
fective situational analysis. In the follow-
ing discussion we will elaborate on the
use of seven value orientations as sug-
gested categories of questions to raise.

VG rtes are underlying basic beliefs, stan-
dards, and bases for personal actions.
Values are not tied to particular objects
and activities as are attitudes, which are
related to such objects as homes, jobs,
animals, books, children, meetings, or
plans. Values are intangible and am-

biguous bench marks or assumptions that
are based cn the experiences that direct
further experiences, logical thought, and
placement of meaning on our experien-
ces, observations, people, and data. Ac-
cording to Williams (1967, p. 22):

Values are not the same as needs,
desires, or motivesfor everyone
at some time has desires that he
judges negatively, and one may
evaluate highly for others, a condi-
tion he himself does not desire to at-
tain or experience. ... Values
steer or canalize or actually define
powerful needs and gratifications in
ways far removed from biological
promptings.

Values should be used to categorize, ana-
lyze, and sort. They are precursors of
needs and educational readiness levels,
and are logical bases for raising ques-
tions and deciding whether or not certain
data indicate high-priority clientele
needs.

Based on Allport et al. (1960), the seven
value orientations (tendency or general
nature of a value category) suggested as
categories or guides for questioning and
observing in situational analysis are (1)
economic, (2) educational, (3) environ-
mental, (4) health, (5) political, (6) psy-
chological, and (7) social To the extent
that other categories represent value sys-
tems, Extension educators might want to
change the list. Although the following
can fit within the seven values listed,
other value categories are family, ethics,
freedom, religion (in the Allport et al.
list), democracy, and individualism.

Economic. Society is based on produc-
tion, distribution, and commodities
consumption. Money is the means of ex-
changing commodities and meeting
needs. In fact, when deciding how much
anything is worth, even things like loving
and caring, people often find it more con-
venient and meaningful to answer in
terms of dollars.

Resources usually are thought of in terms
of dollars and facilities. Household in-
come, farming efficiency, cash-flow

'analysis, debt/asset ratios, unemploy-
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ment, marketing facilities, new industry,
taxes paid, all varieties of production,
and the number and types of available
jobs are all indicators of household
resources. Because people compete to be
equal, in economic terms, situations
might arise in which one societal group
has more economic resources than
another.

Education. The education value orienta-
tion involves intelligence, wisdom, learn-
ing, and goal achievement. This value
orientation is closely related to political
ideals: (1) people must be knowledgeable
enough to govern themselves, and (2)
people have an inherent right to know.

John Dewey and Thomas Jefferson stated
that a democracy cannot exist without a
learned people. Education takes place in
and for given societies. People learn
through many sources, not just from for-
mal schooling. Thus, formal and infor-
mal educational settings are possible
indicators of need in this orientation.

Needs would exist, according to this
value orientation, if Extension educators,
along with their publics, found that local
families, schools, churches, libraries, or
media were unwilling to support educa-
tion sufficiently to keep the community at
desirable national and state standards. To
measure a core munity's educational
needs, look at the number of book pur-
chases; the number of new, innovative
program exchanges; efforts for gifted
children; dollars spent per capita on
schools and education; library usage;
types of mass media programs; and ac-
tual levels of knowledge on particular
program subject matter, such as nutrition
or money management. The percentage
of high school graduates and dropouts
and the number of graduate3 seeking ad-
vanced schooling also indicate a com-
munity's educational needs, as do the
results of national, standardized, scholas-
tic aptitude test percentiles.

Environmental. Allport et al. (1960)
suggest that aesthetic values are basic to
some people, and that human beings need
the environment for their basic physical

survival. The natural environment in-
cludes not only its beauty, but its re-
sources and ecological interrelationships.
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Environmental needs are the adequacy of
basic physical conditions, both natural
and constructed. These might include
such things as the level of groundwater
and surface-water pollution, means to im-
prove the environment, billboard con-
trol, the amount of green belts and parks,
land-use planning, the efforts of local gar-
den clubs to preserve and enhance the
community, and the amount of natural
prairies still in existence. In a situational
analysis, we might measure the number
of billboards per mile on a county high-
way, the oxygen level in rivers and
lakes, the phosphate levels in the lakes,
or the number of flowers and trees
planted along town roads and in county
parks. All these measurements are poten-
tial need indicators, if they measure a
situation that differs from community
values. For example, if the community
values outdoor recreational facilities that
encompass things like fish and safe
water, its citizens should know when the
amount of oxygen in a lake or creek
drops below levels acceptable to support
life, or when the algae and weed growth
prohibit fishing, swimming, or boating.

Health. This value orientation encom-
passes human life itself. Satisfying
physiological needs, such as food, cloth-
ing, shelter, water, disease control, and
safety, is basic to human survival and a
healthy life.

Health also suggests need indicators. Ex-
tension educators and their publics can
ask questions about the availability of suf-
ficient clothing and food; adequate hospi-
tals, dentists, and physicians; safe use of
medicine; police and fire protection;
drug and alcohol abuse; and water and
sewage disposal systems. Knowledge, at-
titudes, and the practice of cleanliness
and hygiene habits, balanced nutrition,
s fe drinking water, and housing also are
indicators of needs, when they differ
from the desired situation.
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Political. The political value orientation
includes democratic ideals and values,
such as people governing themselves;
becoming involved; and ;;Trough the
decisionmaking process, developing so-
cial and governmental institutions by
themselves.

Political analysis, according to the politi-
cal value orientation, raises questions
and elicits observations about neighbor-
hood organization memberships, voter
registration rates, links between key com-
munity groups (such as the PTA and
parents), the percentage of eligible
people voting, the openness of the local
government to the concerns of people,
priorities on spending of tax dollars, and
farmers' perceptions of their ability to in-
fluence laws and policies that affect their
businesses.

For example, if all eligible voters should
register and vote in elections, any
measurement that shows less than all
eligible voters suggests a gap and, there-
fore, a need. If farmers should influence
political decisions, but do not participate
in politics, a need exists. If the farmers
do not have the time or knowledge about
influencing policy, an obstacle exists that
could be overcome with education.

Psychological. The psychological value
orientation includes how individuals see
themselves and others. Our culture
values the dignity and freedom of the
individual, self-esteem, positive self-
concept, trust, independence, and con-
fidence. Individuals live, think, and act
on the basis of their internal attitudes,
motivations, and aspirations. The psy-
chological value orientation points to
questions, observations, and analyses of
people's openness to change and self-
concept, and whether they feel they can
solve their problems or take advantage of
opportunities. If, for example, a com-
munity values equal access to community
resources, and a survey finds farmers,
blacks, the elderly, or the poor have less
access to community resources than
average citizens, then a need exists.

Questions and obser.ations in this
catcgory include levels of aspiration, self-
concepts, participation levels in volun-
tary groups and community activities,
levels of cooperation and conflict in ac-
tivities, willingness to be responsible,
self-direction, feelings of openness
toward others, amount of religious affilia-
tions, motiva'ions, and people's attitudes
toward reaching desired goals.

Social. No one, ok. n- '`;ng, exists in a
vacuum. Thus, social and el.ological
relationships are important in any given
situation. Yet, adequate relationships and
affections are highly valued. The amount
of network patterns and exchanges be-
tween people, groups, commuri_des, and
their total environment indicates the ade-
quateness of interrelationships.

The social value orientation deals with
questions, observations, and analyses of
variables, such as divorce rates, suicide
rates, voluntary organization member-
ships, adequacy of all transportation
modes or of all media, provision of care
for the needy, accessibility to economic
services and institutions, psychological
services, and the level of donations to
charities and churches.

Using the Seven Value Orientation
Categories. How are these seven value
orientations used to identify needs,
trends, resources, and obstacles in situa-
tional analysis?

Once each of the perspectives is concep-
tually divided into value orientations, an
analyzer has seven categories in which
he or she can continue to ask questions,
collect data, measure, and observe exist-
ing behaviors in each of the four perspec-
tives.

The categories are used as general prem-
ises from which more specific criteria
and standards are derived logically for
comparing, interpreting, and judging
data. To illustrate, if the economic well-
being of all people is valued by the Ex-
tension economics specialist, the

3
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community, and the Cooperative Exten-
sion System, and blacks and Asians have
higher unemployment when compared to
whites, a serious need likely exists, if ac-
tual conditions are to be in accord with
the economic values.

The array of differing value orientations
shows that people have different value
systems. For example, an Extension
wildlife specialist, who clearly values the
natural environment, could conclude that
the 20 feet of plums, thistles, ragweed,
quack grass, and deerbrush along a fence
row are perfect groundcover for rabbits,
grouse, and fox, while the Extension
agronomy specialist might have values
that are more economic and production
oriented. The latter could logically con-
clude that the same weed and brush situa-
tion is entirely inconsistent with the
farmer profit motive; is a problem; and,
therefore, ought to be destroyed. Be-
cause of such variation in value orienta-
tions, asking questions and analyzing
situations according to the differing value
orientations ensures a situational analysis
across a broader fpectrum than if Exten-
sion educators only ask questions ac-
cording to their own disciplines, past
experiences, or what randomly comes to
mind.

More specific analytical questions within
each of the 28 cells formed by the four
perspectives and seven value orientations
art suggested (see Figure 3). Using un-
employment as a sample focus of ana-
lysis, economic value orientation suggest
the following questions, data, analysis,
and interpretation:

What do the rural, self-employed,
bankrupt, or unemployed know about
available employment or needed job
skills? If they know less than the em-
ployed, a learning need might exist.

How do the bankrupt or unemployed
feel about getting jobs? Do they want
to do anything about it? If their moti-
vations and feelings are negative, a
learning need could exist.

What are the bankrupt or unemployed
doing to find jobs? What are em-
ployers doing? If action is minimal,
perhaps a learning need exists to
stimulate activity.

Who is helping them? Who is actually
becoming employed?

Who has the influence and power to
help the bankrupt or unemployed find
employment? Those who have needs,
but no influence, and want jobs, might
need extra help.

What resources in the community can
help them locate training or employ-
ment opportunities? If money is lack-
ing to provide training or to build an
industrial park, a need could exist.

What expectations do the bankrupt or
unemployed have of Extension edu-
cators or employers who might help
them meet their training and employ-
ment needs?

What trends in data exist? Is un-
employment of certain groups in-
creasing or decreasing relative to the
desired situation?

More specific foci, the purposes of
analysis, the depth of analysis, and the
specific questions, as illustrated here,
will affect how many, or to what degree,
each of the 28 cells in Figure 3 are used.

The seven value orientations also can be
used to clarify more specific needs within
broader problems. For example, assume
the County Extension agent completed an
initial survey of county concerns and con-
ditions from which he or identified
water quality in nearby lakes and streams
as a real need, because current water-
quality measurements, which show
oxidation, weeds, sediment, phosphates,
and trash, do not meet community stand-
ards. Water quality is a general problem,
but before it can serve as a focus for a
major Extension program, it needs fur-
ther clarification.
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Perspectives*

External Internal
Macro Micro Macro Micro

Societal Clientele
Extension

organization Self

1. Economic

2. Education

3. Environmental

4. Health

5. Political

6. Psychological

7. Soci-

*Within each cell, any number 'If questions can be asked. For instance, based on
Loomis' (1960) model, these t) pes of questions are pertinent:

Who is doing what...?

What do people know about...?

How clo people feel about...?

What are people doing about...?

Who has power and influence...?

What resources are available on...?

What do people expect on...?

Figure 3. Matrix model for irfying and collecting data
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An Extension water-quality specialist can
look at these water concerns from the
perspectives offered by each of the seven
value orientations. Thus the following
questions could be asked:

EconomicallyWhat is the cheapest
possible way to improve water
quality? Can people afford it? Will a
disproportionate share of a com-
munity's resources go to water quality?

EducationallyDo people know the
relevant water laws and how ground-
water and surface-water quality affect
other things? Do they care? Do school
children learn about water quality in
science classes? Do people know how
to alleviate related problems? Do they
have the skills to complete grant ap-
plication forms to install water runoff
retention systems around lakes and
watersheds? Are they ready or com-
mitter! to do this?

EnvironmentallyAre polluted
streams and lakes displeasing to the
eye? Are fish being affected? Is the
i. itural food chain being upset? Are
farm wastes and fertilizers affecting
the total aquifer system? Will future
development cause problems of water
runoff and pollution?

HealthwiseAre the sewage and
water - treatment facilities up to stand-
ards? Are coliforms, nitrates, or
chemicals, such as PCBs, present at
unacceptable health levels?

PoliticallyWhat laws, regulations,
and standards should be revised to en-
hance water quality? What federal,
state, and local water assistance
programs can be initiated?

PsychologicallyHow do people feel
about chlorinated or fluoridated water
or municipal water programs? Are
particular groups against water regula-
tions that restrict fertilizing, dumping,
or mistreating water resources?

SociologicallyIs water quality con-
ducive or detrimental to supporting
recreational and social trends? Would

people move to the community, if the
water quality were improved? Are
people moving out because of water
problems? Are certain groups organiz-
ing to solve problems? Will families
be affected?

Many more questions could be raised,
but these examples make it evident that
various value orientations offer differing
vantage points from which to design
questions, make observations, collect
and analyze data, and inter .et situa-
tions. The very act of looking at an al-
ready identified problem from multiple
reference points is somewhat similar to
cross-examination in a courtroom. The
process leads to differing answers about
needs. Identifying and discussing the ex-
isting contradictions and conflicts helps
people understand and determine real
needs and program priorities.

Wider public involvement and teamwork
are encouraged. Accepting the existence
of various value orientations encourages
Extension educators to involve different
community groups, each with their
vested interests and differen* - cademic
disciplines, in situational analysis. A
good analysis illustrates how the same
situation has the potential to produce dif-
fering needs, interpretations, and pro-
gram alternative-. Perceived needs
depend upon the Extension educator's
original values.

Deciding priorities is an outcome of
using value orientations in analysis.
What might seem to be a narrow, spe-
cific, or low-priority need, such as
stream pollution, might actual:y be a top
priority need, if it touches several 'value-
orientation categories. A neer!, in that
case, would affect more than one per-
son's b3 is values and thus would have a
higher priority.

The seven value orientations, when all
are used, force us to clarify personal
values. The Extension water-quality
specialist will discover just how strongly
he or she values economics over environ-
ment or health over economics. Conflict-
ing answers to questions point out
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choices that, in turn, help sharpen per-
sonal values, assumptions, and commit-
ments.

Adams County

At the second staff meeting following the initial discussion of the four per-
spectives, Ann, the office chairperson, returned with additional ideas on
how to analyze more completely each of the four perspectives that the
group decided earlier were too general. She consulted her district director,
Mary Kirschbaum, who attended a workshop on situational analysis. At that
workshop, Mary learned about the need to break down the 1. ental barriers
created by college disciplines and Extension program areas, and how Ex-
tension needs to create more interdisciplinary systems approaches to
problems.

For use as analytical categories in identifying questions, Ann gave Tony
and Betty a copy of the seven-category system, which is based on the basic
value orientation:, generally prevalent, in varying degrees, in people's
minds. Ann suggested that identifying possible priority agriculture prob-
lems in Adams County be viewed within the following categories: eco-
nomic, education, environmental, health, political, psychological, and
social.

True to the sensing and nonintuitive personality type, Betty frustre.tingly
said, "I don't understand." Tony said, "I do, but I sure don't see the impor-
tance or need for all that. Why don't we just look at agriculture?" Ann ex-
plained: "Agriculture does have all these dimensions. Not to look at all of
them would leave out some possibly important problems. For instance, if
stress in farm families was possibly the top problem, economic data would
not uncover it, even though family stress can be caused by high debt and
bankruptcy. Nor would the level of water pollution it farm wells say anything
about the financial profits of farmers in Magnolia township. Political actions,
recent and pending, will have a great deal to say about future economics."

Although not totally convinced, Tony began to see how agriculture prob-
lems could be viewed from differing points of view, and that solutions are
interdisciplinary in nature. Betty also began to appreciate the need to look
at the broader situation.

Ann went on to explain that using the seven categories could help break
down the four perspectives discussed at the previous meeting. She illus-
trated the types of questions to be asked. They all agreed that it was the
seven values, added to the four perspectives, that gave them a more de-
tailed framework in which to continue their analysis. nay agreed to read
the sourcebook Ann had brought, b which value orientations were ex-
plained, by the next meeting two weeks from Monday.

They all agreed to try to identify further questions to determine what types
of categories would be useful in their analysis and to report back at the next
meeting.
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Phase 7: Identify the Questions

In 1957, about the time of Sputnik, many
people first heard what is now a time-
worn cliche: "We're increasingly facing
a knowledge explosion." What the world
is really facing is a data explosion. Since
the advent of the computer in the 1940s,
but particularly since the advances of
micro chip computers, computer data
storage is incomprehensible. Govern-
ment agencies, universities, libraries,
and other data sources are bulging with
information, and are seeking new ways
to store more data, the existence of
which is known to relatively few per-
sons. Thus, the question is not how
humanity can know all there is to know.
Rather it is (1) determining whether el-
not any relevant data exist, (2) knowing
how to find the needed data, and (3)
knowing how to translate data into mean-
ingful information.

The total situational analysis model
focuses on these latter dilemmas, and net
on what to do with the data. In the model
is a general framemork that was de-
veloped to help sort and screen pertinent
situations.

When yon know the questi:Ju(s) to be
answered, you will know the answers
you need. The answers to questions come
in the fmai of data, observations, mea-
surerawits, and varied information, both
qmilitative and quantitative. The ques-
tion(s) tells you what data are relevant
and appropriate, and what you are look-
ing for. The question(s) points the direc-
tion to the next phase of finding data
sources (identifying the Extension
publics), involvement techniques, and
collecting and summarizing the data.

Most important, the question(s) is the
connecting link between your thoughts,
organized by the seven value orientations
and four perspectives, and the answers.
Within tit- 28-cell matrix in Figure 3 lie
the answers to the questions and, thus,
the eventual basic relevance of the data.

For example, if total situational analysis
focuses on determining future Extension
program priorities in a county, then, cer-
tainly, how each of the four perspectives
perceives the identified needs and prob-
lems is crucial. Therefore, it is important
to know how each of the four persp,
tives sees the situatior n the stand-
point of the seven valin. irientations. But
within each of the 28 cells, what are the
critical and specific questions that need
answers? Working only within the eco-
nomic sphere, the Extension organi-
zation, having economic revitalization as
its nur iber-one priority, would want to
know the answer to the questions: How
big is the program's likely economic im-
pact in terms of (1) the number of people
in different occupations, (2) how they in-
vest their incomes, (3) level of unemploy-
ment in those occupations, (4) the value
of products produced in those occu-
pations, and (5) the trends of businesses?

Having data to show how different busi-
nesses and occupations compare, these
variables answer the question and thus
the data are pertinent. If the answers to
the qrestions show the relative mag-
nitude or importance of the businesses,
then further economic questions could be
asked, such as: Which of the businesses
needs educational assistance the most?

Further illustrations (see Phase 6) show
that questions differ in social, political,
and environmental orintations. Anal-
ysis can continue within the economic
value orientation, but the Extension
educator could ask social, political, or
environment-related questions such as:
(1) In which businesses are more people
unemployed? (2) For what business
education programs would more political
support be possible? (3) Which busi-
nesses cause pollution problems in the
local streams and lakes?

In conclusion, Phase 7 will be complete
when the leadei (s) of the situational
analysis has identified the critical analyti-
cal questions to be asked of the situation.
Raised from the vantage point of the four
perspectives and seven value orientation
categories, these questions are further
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guides to needed data sources, and to
which groups to involve. That is spoken
to in Phase 8.

Because of the dynamic nature of
analyses, all questions are not likely to be
identified at this time. As answers to
questions and new data are collected, as

Adams County

Between the second and third staff meetings on situational analysis, Tony
contacted three Extension agricultural specialists and asked their opinions
on which questions to ask. One of the Extension specialists was a conserva-
tion and environmental specialist. The second was a crops specialist, and the
third was a state farm management specialist. Based on their suggestions
and his own livestock experience, Tony came up with 10 questions, which he
read to the other agents.

Ann interjected, "With the exception of some, aren't these primarily eco-
nomic production questions?" Betty said "Yes." Tony said, "Well, yes,
maybe they are, but isn't that the purpose?"

At that point, Betty offered 10 other questions tt she had been thinking
about.

Ann said, "That's a good list. In fact, it sure adds to the good list that Tony
began. Let me add a few that I've thought about," with which she began to
read.

After the eight questions on Ann's list, Tony interjected, "Boy, that's sure a lot
of questions but not all of them relate to our main questions on agriculture. I
wonder if we can get the answers to all of them?"

Ann replied, "These are quite a few questions, and yes, not all relate directly
to agriculture. Perhaps we don't even have all of them yet. Let's put these that
we have in the seven categories that we talked about last time; see whether
or not we have all of the categories covered; and identify which of the ques-
tions are not related to our focus." The resulting list, by category, was the fol-
lowing:

Economic
1. What different crop acreages are grown in Adams County?

2. How many different livestock types are raised and sold?

3. What volumes and values of agricultural products are sold?

4. Are these agricultural sales going up or down?

5. What agricultural problems do the banks and credit agencies believe need
the most help?

6. How many businesses have started and failed in Adams County during the
past five years?

7. What erg the motel and hotel occupancy rate trends in Adams County?
(Nonrelated)

continue()
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8. What are the consumer and household purcKasing patterns?

Education
1. On what problems are farmers asking for the most help?

Environmental
1. How are the water and soil conservation practices applied?

2. What are the current phosphate and oxidation levels in the lakes?

3. What soil and water conscrwation practices are being applied and at what
rates in Adams County?

4. How many farm wells have been tested recently, and what are the bac-
teria and nitrate levels?

5. What are the current animal manure spreading practices on farms in
Adams County?

6. What chemicals are being sold for control of beef and corn pests and
parasites?

7. What current calibration and pesticide safety practices are used by com-
mercial and farm applicators?

Health

(None)

Psychological

(None)

Political
1. What do the other government officials believe are the most serious

problems?

2. What do government officials know about state solid waste, recycling,
and disposal laws? How many city municipalities have a recycling or-
dinance?

3. How are the municipalities allocating funds to different groups, such as
the police, fire, highways, welfare, libraries, senior citizens, educators,
business developers, and others? What are the budget allocation trends?

Social
1. What were the marriage, divorce, and birth rates in Adams County over

the past five years?

2. How much television do families and children watch? Which programs?
(Nonrelated)

3. How much time and money do farm families spend on recreation?
4. What roles do children play in the total farming enterprise?

5. How many farm children in Adams County, who are eligible, belong to
4-H in comparison to other counties?

continued
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* 6. How many farm families have a will or estate plan, or up-to-date, ac-
curate farm management records?

7. Are farm families currently socializing more or less with their neighbors
or people in cities and villages?

As the three looked at Ann's list, it became apparent that the education,
health, and psychological categories were not being examined as thor-
oughly as possible. They reflected on this and concluded that for their pur-
poses, they had all the questions that they considered to be important at
this point, and that only two of the questions on the list did not seem to be
relevant to their focus.

measurements and observations are
made, and as new conclusions are
reached, further questions will evolve,
particularly if the results of the analysis
have far-reaching implications. Do not
overanalyze and raise further questions if
the main focus is satisfied and practical
decisions are possible.

Phase 8: Identify the Extension
Publics

Identifying the Extension publics also
could be referred to as identifying the
sources of answers to the questions
raised in Phase 7. Sources of answers are
infinite. Therefore, knowing the specific
questions being asked helps in finding the
answers. A situational analyzer can ap-
proach and involve the following publics
as possible sources of answers.

National and state government agen-
cies or departments for:

Specialist and leadership opinions;

Existing numerical data ,)n agricul-
tural acreages and production, fer
tilizer and pesticide use, birth and
death rates, immigration, migration,
housing conditions, unemployment,
gross sales, census, new businesses,
forestry, fish populations, tourism,
geological and soil resources, water
pollution and quality, and conserva-
tion measures;

Current programs and services
provided;

Laws and policy statements that guide
these agencies or departments;

National Agriculture Reporting Ser-
vice (NARS), Educatioral Reporting
Information Clearinghouse (ERIC),
Cooperative Reporting Information
Service (CRIS) study reports on the
foregoing examples; and

Memoranda of understanding on
relationships, procedures, and access
to data.

Extension and university departments
for (1) specialists' conclusions; (2) re-
search reports and articles; (3) program
reports on similar situations; (4) survey
data; (5) analyses of past situations; (6)
assistance and reference on ad litional,
specific data and answer sources; and (7)
interpretation of laws, history, and policy.

Private and business association
groups for (1) sales data, (2) opinions,
(3) trends, and (4) Chamber of Com
merce data.

Local government officials and k
sion leaders for (1) assessment and
records; (2) real estate sales; (3) roa. .ay
and transportation needs, plans, and
studies; (4) waste-disposal trends; (5)
water rights; (6) crime and social
problems; (7) building codes; (8) land-
use planning and zoning; (9) school
populations; (10) library services;
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(11) utility needs and trends; (12) am-
bulance needs and use rec )rds; (13) dis-
ease and health trends; (14) lawsuits and
court records; and (15) museum and park
usage.

General community populations and
specific target clientele for (1) values,
aspirations, optimism, and long, term
dreams foi the future; (2) immeaiate
farming needs and concerns; (3)
knowledge about water problems; (4)
record-keeping skills; (5) perceived
ability to be self-directed; (6) attitudes
toward parenting; (7) income levels; (8)
ages; (9) marital status; (10) business or
occupations; and (11) applications of
ideas from past Extension programs.

Popular media, such as TV, news-
papers, radios, and magazines, for data
on (1) current issues and attitudes, (2)
trend data on the stock market, (3) local
social news, (4) school activities and
programs, (5) news analyses, and (6)
local events and meetings.

As these sources of data indicate, the list
is almost endless. The infinite nature of
the data sources reinforces the need to
know what you are looking for; i.e.,
what analytical question needs to be
answered. These lists also reinforce the
fact that much data already exist, perhaps
unorganized or irrelevant to Extension's
analyses, or organized by someone else's
questions or issues. It suggests Extension
educators should not start looking for
data or deciding what publics to involve
until they have their question(s) identi-
fied.

Once Extension educators have identified
existing data relevant to their question(s),
they need to interpret them with their
clientele.

Inevitably, all needed data existing in
computers, books, reports, or bureaus
will not be found. Thus, consider solicit-
ing new, original information from Ex-
tension publics.

Phase 8 is complete when the publics for
whom the data are obtained are identi-
fied, along with other sources of answers
to the key analytical questions.
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Adams County
Once the three agents decided on the key questions to ask within each of the seven value orienta-
tions, they moved to the next step of identifying the group, agency office, or persons they would have
to question. Their worksheet began to expand. They began to place names of groups, offices, or
people after each of the questions, and to make plans for when and how they were going to obtain the
answers or data to the questions. Their worksheet began to look like the following:

Questions
Economic

1. What different crop acreages are grown in Adams County?

Sources of data

State Department of Agriculture

2. How many different types of livestock are raised and sold?

3. What volumes and values of agricultural products are sold?

4. Are these agricultural sales going up or down?

5. What agricultural problems do the banks and credit
agoncies believe need the most help?

State Department of Agriculture

State Department of Agriculture

State Department of Agriculture

Banks and credit agencies

6. How many businesses have started up and failed in
Adams Ct,unty during the past five years?

Chambers of Commerce

7. What are the consumer and household purchasing
patterns?

Chambers of Commerce,
retail stores

Education

1. On what problems are farmers asking for the most help?

Environmental

1. How are the water and soil conservation practices
applied?

Adams Cour y Soil Conservation
Service

2. What are the current phosphate and oxidation levels
in the lakes?

3. What soil and water conservation practices are being
applied and at what rates in Adams County?

State Department of Natural
Resources

Adams County Soil Conservation
Service and farmers

4. How many farm wells have been tested recently, and
what are the bacteria and nitrate levels?

5. What are the current animal manure spreading practices
on farms in Adams County?

6. What chemicals are being sold for control of beef and
corn pests and parasites?

7. What current calibration and pesticide safety practices
are used by commercial and farm applicators?

State Health Department

Farmers

Agribusiness dealers

Farmers and agribusiness dealers

4
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Phase 9: Decide en Involvement
Techniques

This situational analysis model involves
the publics. Boyle (1981) discusses in-
volving Extension clients and commu-
nities in analysis. Boone (1985) states
that Extension educators must develop
linkage with their publics. Ways to in-
volve the publics or establish linkage
with them depend upon the purposes of
the situational analysis and the specific
questions being asked.

Involvement in situational analysis is
defined here as including Extension's
publics in the situational analysis process
by creating experiences in which they be-
come, socially and psychologically, a
part of that process, not just physically
present. Publics are expected to col-
laborate actively in further analyzing the
four p" rspectives and seven value orienta-
tion' hin the context of their per-
sonality styles.

Involving lay leaders, youth, university
staff, professionals, volunteers, farmers,
agribusiness representatives, watershed
boards, the elderly, the media, and
government officials in situational
analysis results in a broad physical
spectrum of degrees, attitudes, and tech-
niques. When you gather a small group
of farmers together in a room, that is in-
volvement. However, when they discuss
their cash flow, record keeping, invest-
ments, income, and debt/asset ratios, and
express their current frustrations, needs,
dreams, and future plans, that is social
involvement. If that hypothetical group
of heavily indebted farmers, through ac-
tive discussion and analysis led by Exten-
sion educators, internalizes certain
program alternatives, they could, in *Iirn,
act together to promote adoption of par-
ticular program plans.

Taking active roles in identifying prob-
lems and causes, and relating them to
their own needs, lead publics not only to
physical and social involvement but also
p. ychological involvement. This deeper
psychological involvement and commit-
ment can be a key goal for any situational

analysis. The commitment leads people
to public and political support of Exten-
sion. The commitment itself becomes a
resource for programs. Involving Exten-
sion publics is a process that rests on
several key principles:

1. All people are always involved, if only
indirectly, in every program situation. At
the very least, their lives are a part of the
situation. The challenge is not getting
them involved, but getting them involved
for Extension's purposes.

2. An Extension educator's responsibility
to involve others has specific program
and leadership aspects, such as getting
people involved for Extension program
development purposes.

3. All efforts at public involvement must
be open, honest, and nonmanipulative.
Effective involvement that leads to true
expressions of need, trust, and support
cannot be attained through other ap-
proaches.

4. Neither ethics nor democracy requires
that all citizens be directly involved, all
of the time, in every aspect of situational
analysis. Rather, the aim is to involve the
publics for specific purposes so that
people have impact on decisions that af-
fect them.

5. Having the publics make all the
program decisions does not guarantee
democracy. Total citizen control could
mean involving the wrong publics.

6. Involving people from the four situa-
tional analysis perspectives helps to iden-
tify needs and resources, as well as to
generate support, learning, and knowl-
edge of constraints. Keeping these
general purposes in mind when planning
involvement strategies ensures that the
process stays "on track."

7. Full psychological involvement and
commitment of publics in situational
analysis allow various values and criteria
for data interpretation to be discussed
openly and in nonthreatening ways. They
also support optimum use of varying per-
sonality Myles.
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Within the foregoing principles, many
proven techniques can be used to involve
the publics. From the following list,
Extension educators can select the most
appropriate technique(s) for the four per-
spectives, clientele, community, county,
or program stage being analyzed. All
will involve the publics, at least physical-
ly. Not all will be successful in building
psychological commitment.

Surveys. Surveys conducted through
mail questionnaires, personal interviews,
or telephone interviews have been used
effectively Lir years by Extension edu-
cators to involve publics and collect data
on their needs, values, interests, know--
edge, actions, skills, changes, and
benefits due to Extension. The key to ef-
fective use of surveys is to use them
within your focus, questions, and situa-
tional analysis purposes, as decided in
Phases 1 through 8.

Surveys have been used effectively to
gather data on variables in each of the
seven value orientations for the Exten-
sion organization; state, community, or
county situations; and specific clientele.
Surveys can be used to gather data about
general concerns, resources, and ob-
stacles. Because one can collect both per-
ceptions and facts, surveys are a means
by which the publics can be involved
psychologically and linked to the situa-
tional analysis process.

Communicate clearly with the publics.
Keep surveys simple and short. In an ad-
vance letter and cover letter, explain the
purpose of the survey and the intended
use of survey data. Call or write those
who have been mailed a questionnaire,
but have not acknowledged its receipt, to
reinforce the importance of :eturning the
survey fora.

Group Meetings of Community/Clien-
tele Representatives. Many group tech-
niques can be used to solicit clientele
needs, knowledge, attitude and skill
levels, program goals, and action pref
erences. Open meetings can be held
within existing, small organize(' groups

or neighborhoods, or they can involve
representatives from entire communities,
counties, regions, or states. Open meet-
ings can range in size from very small to
very large, and can include clientele rep-
resentatives, community leaders, and
other Extension educators.

When people are invited to such meet-
ings, let them know in advance the pur-
pose of the meeting. Sensitivity to the
personality types of persons involved, ap-
preciation of their diversity, and skill in
group work will help Extension select the
most appropriate education technique.
Four such education techniques are:

Creative brainstorming: Osborn (1979)
elab rated on this technique in the 1950s,
and wally Extension professionals have
used it since. The process encourages
openness and creativity by withholding
critical judgments of the ideas generated.
As an open process, anyone within the
group can, at any time, suggest an idea
without it being immediately judged or
rejected by others in the group. Judg-
ments are postponed until all ideas have
been generated, analyzed, and inter-
preted by the group.

Nominal group technique: This tech-
nique was developed in the 1970s by
Delbecq et al. (1975) and has since been
widely successful. As an alternative to
brainstorming, meeting participants are
organized into small buzz groups of six
to eight persons each. Each individual is
asked to record, on cards and in the
presence of others, his or her answers to
critical questions posed to the group. An
example question is: What are the most
pressing concerns in the farming com-
munity? Still within the small group, in-
dividuals then share their concerns, one
at a time, in round. :obin fashion with
others in their group atil all responses
have been heard and recorded. The small
group reports its list and analysis to the
total group. The total group then ana-
lyzes, clarifies, and finally votes on
which of the concerns are of highest
priority for Extension programs. This
technique brings about consensus on
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needs and generates psychological sup-
port for programs even from introverted
individuals.

Group interviews: This method, used in
marketing research, recently has been
adapted for Extension by Long (1983),
Krueger and Mueller (1986), and others.
A series of critical questions is presented
to people meeting as a group. The result-
ing open, qualitative responses and dis-
cussions provide insight about values,
perceptions, needs, resources, and con-
straints. The participants then are in-
volved in analyzing and interpreting,
once they have offered their individual
answers.

Formal hearings: This method is often
used by governmental departments and
agencies. Extension educators could
easily call a group of watershed land-
owners, 4-H leaders, small farmers,
tourist services, and homemakers
together to carry out a variety of func-
tions; i.e., (1) make presentations on al-
ternative needs; (2) state future
Extension program priorities; (3)
describe how the situation in the county
or in Extension has been analyzed; (4) in-
vite participants to offer their reactions,
agreements, or disagreements to
Extension's analysis; and (5) invite the
publics to present their own observa-
tions, analyses, and interpretations.

Patton (1978) observes that the "act-
react-adapt" process is used successfully
by evaluators and situational analysts.
Within the setting of formal hearings, it
would be simple to apply these. repetitive
steps: (1) propose analyse', actions, or
initiatives; (2) listen to the publics' reac-
tions; and (3) adapt and revise the
analysis, interpretations, and proposed
priorities. More observations, needs,
resources, knowledge, values, and at-
titudes will be generated by a set of
proposals for consideration than by going
to a meeting with no set plans.

Advisory Councils, Task Forces, and
Committees. Extension has a tradition
of working through selected, appointed,
or elected groups, such as County Exten-

5 2

sion committees, county and state ad-
visory councils, and others who can
provide continuing observations on
needs, resources, and constraints in situa-
tions. Examples are:

Advisory councils: Cole and Cole (1983)
write about the use of advisory councils
and reiterate a key point about successful
involvementthe educator must know
the purpose for involving advisory
councils, and must design involvement
experiences accordingly. Extension
educators should determine whether the
specific purposes are to identify needs, to
identify constraints, to generate re-
sources, or to learnall purposes that
can be served through situational
analysis.

The authors also warn that no single
council can serve all levels of Extension
or program areas. Extension educators
have to organize advisory councils
around the focus of the situation being
analyzed. To understand the concept of
advisory councils and to use them effec-
tively, consider (1) group dynamics and
(2) program components, both of which
include needs assessment and goal set-
ting. [Note: See Module 5: Working
With Groups and Organizations for a
complete discussion of group structures,
concepts, and how to work with groups,
such as advisory councils.]

Ad hoc task forces: These task forces
can be appointed and then dissolved upon
completion of the situational analysis.
This approach might mcar. getting a
group of five to six of the most expert or
representative persons within a com-
munity to analyze a need, issue, or con-
cern, and to report their conclusions to
some other ongoing group for further ac-
tion.

Advocacy planning: On any particular
issue, such as drug abuse, downtown
revitalization, transportation. solid waste
disposal, or water quality, many different
solutions, strategies, and educational
techniques might exist. One technique
for selecting a suitable approach might
be to appoint a task force to study and
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analyze a situation. The same process
could be carried out by study groups with
environmental, health, or other value
orientations. Each group's conclusions
would comprise advocacy positions to be
presented at a public forum. Advocacy
planning could generate further interac-
tion, analysis, and interpretation to
develop future Extension program plans.

Existing Data. A tremendous amount of
data, including unobtrusive measures
(those that occur naturally without any
possible effect of the measurer), U.S.
census data, agricultural production data,
health fields data, and geological sur-
veys, already are available within any of
the four perspectives and the seven value
orientations. The following list illustrates
more specifically the variety and scope
of existing data.

The fertilizer sales at local dealers
(type, grade, trends, form).

The number of wills written in the
community in the past year.

Amount of life insurance purchased
recently.

Changes in traffic patterns.

New business in the city.

Records of phone calls to the Exten-
sion office.

Amount of newspaper column inches
given to juvenile delinquency (trends,
type, location).

Accident patterns (homes, farms,
roads, bicycles, poisons).

Requests for assistance records in the
Extension office.

Number of bulletins distributed by Ex-
tension (topics, trends).

Extension plan of work data sum-
maries (personal, other agents,
specialists, county, by program).

4-H enrollment records (demographic
characteristics, trends).

Homemaker Club membership.

Dairy Herd Improvement Association
(DHIA) records.

Birth notices and marriage license ap-
plications.

New housing projects and new houses.

Sales of natural and manmade fabrics.

Incidents of consumer fraud in papers
and the courts.

Agenda topics at village, town, city,
and county board meetings.

Sugar and meat price'

These data, if related to u..; wens, can be
collected, prepared, and analyzed accord-
ing to the analyzer's purposes and ques-
tions. To the extent these tangible and
unobtrusive data accurately reflect
Extension's publics and are related to
analysis foci, the publics are being in-
directly involved.

However, these existing data only
generally fit current situations. How do
Extension educators know if they are
relevant to the current analysis? Whether
or not these data are relevant depends on
whether or not the existing data have in-
ternal and external validity. Good re-
searchers ensure that the data represent
the situations that they are studying.
However, if data were useful only for the
particular situation studied, there would
be no broader societal value or practical
use fog .:tem. Thus, researchers also
strive for external validity; that is, value
or wider application than just for the par-
ticular sample or case situation they
studied. Extension educators who are
conducting situational analysis are chal-
lenged to search for data that have exter-
nal validity, or fit the situations that they
are analyzing. How do they do this?

5 3
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Katzer et al. (1982, pp.144-145) say:

Researchers seldom study anything of in-
terest to you. . . . None of these [re-
search] situations make clear whether the
results apply to you. And, in principle,
that v. iii always be the case. Because no
two situations are ever exactly the same,
how can you determine if the findings of
a study generalize to your situation? . . .

[One must begin by taking] a closer look
at how "your situation" differs from the
ones reported in the journals. Certainly
the people are different, but so also are
the times, the environments, and the in-
itiators.

Thus, the challenge in using existing data
is to know whether or not the data are
from a representative sample. Extension
educators need to know the focus, dimen-
sions, variables emphasized, and the in-
struments used to gather the data in the
previous data collections. They need to
know which of these previously mea-
sured variables are of importance to them
in the current situation. Katzer et al.
(1982, pp.145-146) advise that:

In :iese cases, you need to pause and
take stock of your situation. . . . The key
to generality is eliminating or discount-
ing all potentially important differences
between the situation described in the re-
search report and the situation the results
are to be applied to. If the differences be-
tween the research situation and your
situation are minor and do not affect the
findings, then it is reasonable to general-
ize across these differences. In other
words, the research situation and your
situation must be alike in all essential
ways. But what differences are impor-
tant and what ways are essential? . . .

Most of the time, the situation is not
clear-cut because it isn't obvious which
differences matter and which are
irrelevant to generality. In these cases,
you need to judge the adequacy of the
evidence or the arguments offered by the
researcher's data.

Extension educators need to look further
at the nature of the people in the sample,
and they need to know whether the ran-
dom sample or case study was appro-
priate or proper. Basic questions tc' ,k

are:

Are the results factually accurate?
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What are the dimensions over which a
person needs to generalize the find-
ings?

Did anything happen to the people
during the study or collection of these
other data that made them less repre-
sentative?

Are the significance or statistical
reports reliable and valid?

Using existing data as indirect involve-
ment can be effective in identifying con-
straints, needs, and resources, but is not
sufficient to build the publics' psycho-
logical commitment, support, and under-
standing of Extension programs. That
requires face-..J-face interaction.

Newspapers, radio programs, TV
programs, notice board postings, and the
like are sources of good clues to help
identify needs, resources, and obstacles
to change. One way to ensure systematic
use of these data sources is to keep a log
in which you note various indicators of
needs, resources, and constraints, as they
are seen or heard. Content analysis of
these logs can sort the observations by
type and frequency. Through this
process, major themes will emerge. Al-
though content analysis as a technique
has been developed to a very sophisti-
cated level by journalism researchers,
Extension educators can add to the prac-
ticality and efficiency "situational
analysis by simply setting up conceptual
categories of relevant variables and
counting the frequency of observations
for a month or a year. Once analyzed,
these data can be reported back to group
meetings, community leader meetings,
and advisory councils to obtain the
publics' further analyses, interpretations,
and approval.

Ombudsman. This concept and practice
originated in Scandinavian countries. At
its own expense, an institution employs
people whc live within communities and
are responsive to .lie chIntele in those
communities, rather thz.ii to the Exten-
sion organization that employs them.
These ombudsmen are partici. int ob-
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servers. They observe, keep logs, ana-
lyze, interpret, and report hack to Exten-
sion on behalf of the clientele in county
and community social systems.

Many variations on the techniques that
involve Extensions's publics as indi-
viduals, small groups, and larger groups
are available. All can help the publics
identify their values, concerns, beliefs,
and available resou: _vs. A few specific
examples c.erve to illustrate how to
generate real, interacting, and useful ex-
periences within meetings and social set-
tings:

Give people maps of their geographic
area. On the maps, have them identify
their concerns about their community
And county. Participants can explain their
concerns to others and be given data per-
t:nent to know ing an0 analyzing the full
community situatior: 03oone, 1985).

Carry out a force-field analysis. For ex-
ample, a group leader might state that 20
percent of youth aged 14 to 20 years
abuse alcohol and drugs. Buzz groups at
the meeting would then identify, within
each of the value orientations, the factors
that encourage or discourage that drug-
abuse level. Showing these arrows on a
flip chart or chalkboard gives a picture if
what factors are positively reinforcing
behavior, what factors are negatively
reinforcing it, and what needs to be
changed for constructive and easy solu-
tion of the problem.

Share visuals. Take snapshots, slides, or
videotapes of environmental resources
and concerns. These visuals can be
shown at meetings of public leaders or
clientele representatives to stimulate dis-
cussion. Again, these pictures could be
analyzed to answer the questions: (1)
Why do the conditions exist? (2) Are
they representative? (3) Are they serious
problems? (4) What can be done? and (5)
What has to be done first to solve the
problems?

Conduct an iceberg analysis. Most com-
munity, county, or individual needs are
like the proverbial iceberg. The surface

is only a small part of the major prob-
lems. It becomes the task of an Extension
educator to guide leaders, clientele, and
others from looking at what is visible to
considering underlying factors, allowing
the iceberg to "melt" as the problem is
analyzed, and bringing more of the major
problems to the surface (Connors, 1966).

Elicit public self-reports and testimony.
This approach requires that individuals
be willing to express publicly their
problems and dreams--an alaming
prospect for many. But panels of farm
families recently have found this to be an
effective technique for public involve-
ment, while at the same time giving emo-
tional support to others who are facing
the same problems.

People need to be socially and psycho-
logically involved in the process of
analyzing situations, not just physically
present. The foregoing brief list illus-
trates a few ways of encouraging active
involvement. The list could be con-
siderably longer if the various examples
of how Extension has successfully
brought about involvement in the past
were included. The situational analysis
model proposed in this Module is ex-
periential in nature. I JnIess specific tech-
niques and approaches are used to
involve the publics in the mutual act of
questioning, observing, measuring,
analyzing, and interpreting the four
perspectives and value orientations, the
model is not being applied, and situa-
tional analysis will not achieve its pur-
poses.

5
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Adams County
After considering the many questions to which they wantec answers, the three agents met and
decided to use a combination of involvement techniques for collecting data. Tony was familiar with
the existing state agricultural census data and the existing data in the Agricultural Stabilization and
the Conservation Service and Soil Conservation Service offices in the county. He believedthat data
from those offices and reports would answer the questions about how imi-lrtant various com-
modities were in the county, and whether or not problems existed with the pri 'ction and market-
ing trends in those areas. (Given Tony's training, experiences, and sensing and introvert
personality tendencies, these inclinations were not a surprise.)

Ann and Betty, however, although recognizing the importance of existing data in such areas as es-
tates and wills, marriage and family trends, and use-participation trends, decided that it was necer
sary to involve many more people in the situational analysis. This meant gathering new and
important answers to some of the questions. More important, it meant that, because of their ex-
travert tendencies, they desired to involve others and, by so doing, build support for Extension
program decisions. They both felt a random sample survey of adults and youth in the county was im-
portant to determine what people know about community problems and what they are doing, if any-
thiag, to solve them. They also agreed to organize a communitywide meeting to share the survey
results. As a group, the three agents decided at this point to contact the County Extension commit-
tee and present more of their specific situational analysis plan. At the next County Extensioncom-
mittee meeting, Ann presented the following actions and time schedule.

Activity

Collect existing data from within the county, at the state university, and
from state department reports relative to the questions being asked.

Conduct a survey of 500 adult (18 and over) Adams Count" -,.itizens
[See Appendix 1Adams County Citizen Survey]; conduct a survey of
300 Adams County farmers [See Appendix 2Adams County Farmer
Survey], stratified according to the different farm types, regarding their
current knowledge and practices in farming; and conduct a survey of
50 agricultural business leaders within Adams County on their views
about agricultural problems.

Conduct five community meetir.6.. 1 different parts of the county, with
one of them in Mason. These meetings will provide:

Graphs and charts about using current, existing data.

Maps and photographs of various resources, problems, and events
within Ada.as County.

Presentation of survey 'ts.

Use the nominal groups technique to determine what the people at
the meetings feel the future agricultural priorities are, based on the
presentations.

Force-field analysis of top priority issues.

[See schedule for Adams County community Analysis Meetings]

Summary by agents working with state sociologists, economists, and
evaluation specialists on drafting a report, including an executive
summary on the top priorities for agricultural programs in Adams
County far the next 5)0 years.
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Timeline
(months)

2

4

6

9

Leadership
responsibility

Tony

Betty

Ann

Ann, Tony,
and Betty

continued
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7:00 p.m.
7:15 p.m.
7:*00 p.m.
7:45 p.m.
9:30 p.m.

9:00 a.m.
9:15 a.m.

9:30 a.m.
9:45 a.m.

Adams CoLnty
Community Analysis Meetings

First Session (Evening)

Welcome and IntroductionsAnn Pattersor
Overall PurposeCounty Board Chairperson
General Meeting Goals and AgendaAnn Patterson
Background Data PresentationTony Oleson
AdjournCoffee and cookies

Second Session (Daytime)

Coffee and rolls
Welcome and ReviewAnn Patterson

General Process
Session 1
Session 2

Survey ResultsBetty Skog
Nominal Group Technique (NGT) Process [Break into 3 to 6 small groups
(with leaders)]

Question: What do you believe are the most important concerns facing
people in our community?

1. Silent individual responses
2. Round-robin group sharing
3. Discussion and clarification
4. Preliminary group vote
5. Discussion of vote
6. Final small group vote

12:00 noon LUNCH

1:00 p.m. Presentation of Small Group Results Followed by
Large Group Vo.e

2:00 p.m. Force-Field (FF) Analysis of (3 to 6) Major ConcernsAnn Patterson
3:00 p.m. Reports of Force-Field Analysis
4:00 p.m. Meeting Summary
4:30 p.m. Adjourn

[Materials sent in advance of meetings and group leadership identified to facilitate tight
schedule.]

The County Extension committee said that the plan was too ambitious. The Extens'nn
agents, with their district supervisor, Mary, suggested that this was a once-in-a-decade
analysis, and all of these efforts were needed for a complete analysis. They said it would pay
off in the long run by creating higher priority programs that are well-supported and under
stood by the publics. Despite some initial reluctance by several of the committee members,
the plan was approved. The committee chairperson was enthusiastic about the plan. After
discussion, the entire committee eventually became supportive of the plan.

o 'I
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Phase 10: Collect and
Summarize the Data

Data? Information? Statistics? Measure-
ments? What are they? What role do they
play in situational analysis? As already
stated, one existing. false myth is that
situational analysis equals measurement
or data collection. It is useful at this
point, therefore, to digress and provide
more specific definitions and under-
standing of these concepts.

Data are abstractions. They are purpose-
less facts and figures (narrative or
numerical), or empirical observations as-
sumed to be real, and are not usually
open to argument. Measurement is the
pr ocess of collecting data. When people
m°asure, they determine the quality and
quantity of certain constructs and vari-
ables in accordance with rules, defini-
tions, and scales.

Data become evidence when related to
the situational focus, purpose, key ques-
tions, specific criteria, and, eventually,
specific decisions. Thus, all data or facts
are not necessarily evidence, but many
existing data collected for other purposes
are potential evidence, if Extension
educators search and obtain data that fit
the purposes of the analysis.

Empirical evidence (data for current pur-
poses) is thus the medium of proof, when
used logically, relative to specified
values and criteria. By design, measure-
ments that result in data are only samples
of assessed and recorded situations.
Regardless of type, quality, or source,
data do not tell the whole story or con-
text. Even surveys and questionnaires
that are constructed to measure specific,
purposeful variables, intentionally omit
much of the program situation. The total
picture and the real-life relationships are
left out of data measurements and collec-
tions. For instance, knowing the number
of persons in a family does not complete-
ly describe a family, nor would knowing
how many children are in the family com-
plete the picture. Of course, analyzers
can collect more data to fill in these gaps.
The more data gathered to complete the

picture, the closer one gets to the real
situation, which negates the efficiency of
taking measurements to represent the
situation. Tit:, question, then, is one of
satisficing (Simon. 195'7). How large
does the sampling of the situation need to
be to allow practical measurements and
avoid pointless measurements?

Although perhaps obvious, Phase 10 con-
sists of using the decisions, materials,
and plans prepared in Phases 1 through
9. Phase 10 is a critical step that needs to
be r.,.ted explicitly, because, if decisions
and plans resulting from Phases 1
through 9 are not implemented or used,
the previous work has no practical im-
plications. Also important are the ways
ongoing observations and existing data
are treated. Without relating all statistics,
materials, reports, and other documents
to their purposes, questions, and criteria,
analyzers will not find them uz.eful

Once the data, in whatever form and
from various sources, are collected,
several subtasks convert them into
evidence; i.e., relate them to the purpose
of the analysis. Collected data need to be
coded, summarized, statistically
analyzed, and portrayed in ways that
others will understand better, relative to
the key analytical questions. Coding is
taking the data and answers from the sur-
vey forms, many of which are seemingly
unrelated numbers and words, and con-
vcrting them into numbers that can be
categorized and counted.

Summarizing is summing the different
answers to each question in the survey
questionnaire, the attitudes, and other ob-
servations. Summarizing is done by hand
or computer. Hand calculators can be
used to summarize much data. Statistical
data analysis is breaking the answers ob-
tained into parts or categories, according
to the questions posed. Data analysis,
using varying degrees of sophistication,
will prepare the data for Phase 11. When
the data are collected, organized, and to-
taled according to the different questions
and criteria, Phase 10 is completed.
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Adams County
The Adams County staff collected existing data on certain questions, with the advice and assistance of Ex-
tension subject-matter specialists. These data were from the state departments of agriculture, natural
resources, health, transportation, and small business development. Some data also were collected from
college and university departments of livestock, crops, economics, soils, forestry, engineering, and sociol-
ogy. Federal and state agencies, such as U.S. Geological Survey, Agricultural Stabilization and Conserva-
tion Service, the Soil Conservation Service, and Farm Home Administration provided additional data on
resources, practices, and farmer participation. Other data were collected via planned surveys and meet-
ings. University visual aids specialists helped the agents prepare overhead transpa.ztneies and printed
handout materials, in which the existing data on livestock and crops production were graphically dis-
played as follows:

Corn Production per Acre

Total
Production

Bushels / Acre

Acres Planted

1960 1970 1980 1990
Predicted

Price Received
per Bushel

1960 1970 1980 1990
Predicted

?nd Overlay

Total Cost
per Bushel

Lb. of Weed
Chemical Sold

Lb. of Root
Worm Co 4:)Mi21.:,___._-----.1

1960 1970 1980 1990
Predicted

1st Overlay

$ Profit per Acre

1960 1970 '980 1990
Pred.cted

3rd Overlay

The line graphs used existing corn production, sales, and price data ft om the state Department of Agricul
ture, sales data on agricultural supplies from local dealers, and record;; of local farmers who were enrolled
in farm management programs. The agents prepared similar graphics on other crops and livestock. They
also prepared transparencies of maps of soil conservation practices and critical natural resources, such
as the ponds, marshes, creeks, and rivers, underground aquifers, and water wells drilled and contami-
nated with nitrates and coliforms. These latter data were obtained from the state Department of Natural
Resources district office, the state Heab Department, the Soil Conservation office, and U.S. Geological
Survey.

Tony also summarized the results of the farmers' perceived needs and practices survey. Of the 300
farmers in the sample, 198 responded. Tony prepared bar graph overhead transparencies, as follows, as
well as put them in a printed handout for use at the five community meetings.

continued
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Question F
Farm Practices Used

Cut alfalfa at mid-bud stage.

Use forage analysis to balance feed rations.

Reduced feed costs with improved alfalfa quality.

Tested well water for bacteria and nitrates.

Use laboratory soil tests for deciding fertilizer rates.

Calibrate pesticide sprayers each season.

Develop a written long-range farm plan

Developed or revised will.

Used A.I. stud or purchased performance-tested herd sire.

Use computerized ration-balancing program.

Scout for pests in crops.

Direct marketing to consumer.

Minimum or no tillage.

Improved on-farm pesticide storage facilities.

Conducted a crop system economic analysis.

Conducted a livestock system economic analysis.

Conducted a farm cash flow analysis.

Conducted a fain debt/asset analysis.

0/0 Responding "Yes"

40%

I

1
i 33%

64%

25 %

--1 33 %

26%

12%

9%

740%

I
120%

75%

68%

162i 0

184%

The printed handouts and overhead transparencies were used at the five community meetings. The
attendance, made up of leadc s, farmers, agribusinesses, and other citizens, was Mason, 63;
Fitchburg, 49; Stoney Creek, 36; Clearwater, 46; and Gold Hill, 26.

Thd nominal group technique results of the meetings were summarized and categorized. The top 20
priority problems/concerns were as follows:

Adams County:Top 20 Priority Problems/Concerns

Rank Problem Total points

1 Natural resources protection; i.e., groundwater, rivers, solid waste 56

2 Reducing dependency on public support systems 52

3 Total agriculture economy, dairy, mops, forestry 39

60 continued
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Rank Problem Total points

3 Lack of understanding of county's major involvement in agriculture 39

5 Maintenance of quality education, including staff, facilities, and program 37

6 Assisting farmers in marketing and farm management to avoid overproduction 35

7 Deterioration of social norms, respect for authority and family 34

7 Elderly rights and opportunk, as, health, and housing 34

9 High property taxes 33

10 Waste managementanimal, solid, human 29

10 Drug and alcohol abuse 29

12 Existing/new business developmentjob training/retraining unemployed 23

12 Support agriculture/livestock sector (technology, people, services) and the
family farm

23

14 Establish priority of educational system offerings, according to qualitative
and quantitative community needs

19

15 Better understanding of the need for industrial development 18

16 Sexual assault, including sexual abuse of children, treatment programs, and
community education programs

17

17 Education on marketing of agricultural products 16

18 Inability to retain and attract our most talented people 15

18 Highway development access from all directions 15

20 Quality child care 14

Sub; ,iit 3: Concluding
PhasesOI=M!1
The six concluding phases of the situa-
tional analysis model deal with (1) com-
paring and interpreting evidence,
(2; deciding on interpretation and con-
clusions, (3) reaction and reflection,
(4) deciding on learner needs, (5) setting
learner objectives, and (6) revising and
preparing a written report.

Phase 11: Compare and Interpret
Evidence

To review, data are abstractions. To give
these abstractions meaning, abstract data
must be related to criteria and the ques-
tions, or fit back into original context,

or, more specifically and ri.,portantly,
the context and situation being analyzed.
The quantitative data must be related to
and fit into the qualitative nature of the
situation. This fitting back into real life
can be done only by the persons who
know something about the original situa-
tion, or the source of the data. That is
why the abstract nature of data must oe
recognized and is so significant. The idea
of abstractness of data is the key to inter-
preting and using data in situational
analysis. The process must be reversed.
The Extension educator has to take the
existing data and other new information
and mentally place them back nto reality.

Given this nature, Phase 11 returns E:.-
tension educators to Phases 5 and 6. The
four perspectives and the value orienta-
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tions become critical at this point. The
presumptions underlying Phases 7, 8, 9,
and 10 are that questions are identified;
data are collected; and ocople are in-
volved according to the different perspec-
tives and value orientations. At this
point, the criteria (the desired state of
affairs) that are derived from the values
and perspectives, are necessary. Because
numbers are useless in themselves (i.e.,
have no practical meanings), they must
be attached to something else to take on
utility or meaning. To make them mean-
ingful, we mentally connect, relate, or
compare them to criteria and questions
established in earlier situational analysis
phases. The analysis questions are the
focus. Observations and findings are
compared with the criteria, which are in
the form of other similar objects or situa-
tions. These comparisons determine the
differences or similarities between what
has actually been found (data) and the
criteria. Phase 11 is complete when the
comparisons allow analyzers to interpret;
i.e., determine the meaning or the im-
plications of this evidence with relation
to the established criteria.

For example, take the number 31. It
means very little. Add the word degrees.
Does 31 now have more meaning? What
if the notions of Fahrenheit, cold, August
3, and Miami are added? Thirty-one
degrees now means more. What if,
however, the words Centigrade, Decem-
ber 15, warm, and Chicago are added?
Would the interpretations and meanings
be different? Of course. The context in
which people place numbers and data is
what gives them meaning. The foregoing
example could be repeated infinitely.
The more context with which people sur-
round particular data, the more meaning
those data have. Obviously, the more
description and context people provide,
the more cumbersome the description be-
comes. Again, this is one of the reasons
for measurementstc document in an ef-
ficient way so that the actual situation can
be communicated to others.

Whether using existing data or newly
collected data, a few examples might
illustrate the relationship between value-

based criteria and the data comparison
and interpretation process. If rural well-
water testing shows that 12 percent of the
wells tested are contaminated with
nitrates or bacteria, or other PCB.
(evidence), then a definite need exists,
because, in this case, the desired state of
affairs would be zero level of wells con-
taminated (criteria). Furthermore, if 12
percent contaminated wells is a 2 percent
increase from the previous year, the
trend is definitely in the wrong direction.

In comparing observations and evidence,
Extension educators compare sit,.ations
in Adams County, for instance, to situa-
tions in Rock County. Hall conditions be-
tween the counties are similar except for
crop production, then the analysis shows
a possible problem area. Comparisons
can be made on almost all variables or
data suggested earlier.

Analyzers also can make comparisons
for different purposes. They can com-
pare to see if what is expected to be
similar is, in fact, different. For ex-
ample, analyzers might look at clientele
who have been involved with them,
regularly, in their programs to see if they
differ from those persons who are new
Extension clientele.

Existing data, or newly collected data,
have meaning or relevance only when
compared to the criteria that reflect ex-
periential, understood, relevant, and
desired values. The analyzer must be
familiar with the reference point. If the
criteria also are irrelevan, then the
whole comparison is meaningless.
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Adams County
Once the five community meetings were over, Betty, and especially Tony, felt their
analysis was just beginning, and wondered what they had gotten themselves into.
The data and information were beginning to bury them, and they wondered how to
make sense of it all. Consulting with Ann, they found she had the same feeling
when ahe first went through such analysis four years ago. She said they first
needed to keep their focus in mind; i.e., what are the major agricultural problems
that Extension and research can deal with Second, when looking at the nominal
groups technique data, they should ask how each of the four perspectives would
look at the data. Third, they should look at the data from each of the value orienta-
tions.

As Betty and Tony proceeded to look at the data, they saw that certain data
seemed to give conflicting answers and lead to different conclusions. Ann said,
"Well, now you understand why our values are so crucial in this process."

The findings on farm water wells (33 percent of farmers said they had tested their
wells) particularly disturbed them. In one neighborhood, 14 percent of the tested
wells had nitrates at critical levels (over 110 parts per million). Five years ago, 6
percent had critical levels. However, 10 years, ago, the first survey year, zero per-
cent had critical levels. Yet, no farmers reported problems related to water quality.
Only two fai 'Tiers in Hardwick township said water quality was a problem. No sick-
nesses were apparent or reported. Instead, 56 percert of those farmers wanted
farm management help. However, the community meetings showed that natural
resources, particularly water, was the number one concern of Adams County resi-
dents.

Therefore, Betty and Tony had a dilemma. If they looked at the well-water quality
data strictly from an economic perspective, the data showed no apparent
problems; i.e., poor water quality did not seem to have caused loss of income,
jobs, or livestock. However, when considering potential health problems due to
the sharp increase in contamination, the data showed a serious problem. Environ-
mentally, the sharp increases in well contamination also showed that a serious
problem existed. Here was a case of whether the agents valued health highly
enough (a question for which no quantifiable answer is possible) to place the
trend of decreasing water quality over the apparent readiness for more farm
management help (a definite need, if only economic values were considered). It
was in the comparison and interpretation in this experience that Betty and Tony
reached the conclusion that their values and those of others were as or more criti-
cal to analysis conclusions than the actual data on existing conditions.

When they considered survey data and all meetings, most people saw water
quality as a need. The force-field analysis of the six top priority problems resulted
in people identifying valid reasons for those problems. Many identified negative
and positive forces for poor water quality dependence on public support, lower-
quality education, low agricultural economic quality, determination of social
norms, and farm management problems. These were forces that people could
recognize. Most interestingly, they saw many of the problems as within their con-
trol, and ones they possibly could deal with. For instance, soil erosion, high com-
mercial nitrogen use, and poor well location relative to animal waste storage were
causes of water contamination that could be solved through education and further
understanding.
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Phase 12: Decide on
Interpretations and Conclusions

Full application of the situational ana-
lysis model requires decisions about
program goals and objectives, and about
action plans to attain those goals and ob-
jectives. Furthermore, the analysis of
observations, data, perceptions, and
measurements logically leads to priority
ranking of certain goals and objectives.
Thus, the decisionmaking process in this
model is a priority - setting process. It
should result in ?. list of high-priority,
realistic goals or objectives that are based
on explicit criteria, valid data, logical
reasoning, and judgments that are under-
stood and supporter! by Extension's
publics. [See Forest and Mulcahey
(1976) for elaboration on priority-setting
in Extension.]

Most decisionmaking and problem-
solving models list a series of steps. In
the following decisionmaking process,
Stufflebeam et al. (1971), state what has
to happen if program decisions are to be
made:

Step I. Identify the nature of the situa-
tion or problem.

Step 2. Identify alternatives, collect
data, and consult resources.

Step 3. Identify decision rules, values,
or standards for interpretation.

Step 4. Analyze and iliterpret the data.

Step S. Make decisions and choices.

These five steps outline what needs to be
achieved in decisionmaking. However,
just as with the overall situational anal-
ysis model, experience and research
show that they are not necessarily linear
or in step-wise order. For instance, step
1 (the nature of the situation) will be-
come more focused and apparent as steps
2. 3, and 4 are applied. Regarding step 2
(clarifying values and collecting relevant
data), alternatives will surface as step 3 is
implemented. Step 3 (the seven value
orientations of the situational analysis
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model), if used from the beginning of the
process, can serve as the base for deriv-
ing more specific decision rules and
standards for analyzing and interpreting
data, even as early as step 1.

Borman (1969) reported empirical
studies that show small group analyses
and decisionmaking are not linear, ra-
tional, logical, and sequential proces&es.
As Extension educators work with
groups, organizations, communities, and
collections of people, the social and emo-
tional tones exemplified by varying value
orientations and personality styles come
into play. Decisions emerge cyclically in
small, task-oriented groups. Group mem-
bers approach a problem several times,
much as they might peel an onion, layer
by layer, to get beyond the superficial
layers and to the center of the problem.
Just as with peeling an onion, group par-
ticipants might become uncomfortable,
retreat, and return to the problem again.
In group situations, decisions sometimes
emerge by pressure, by accident, or be-
cause of interpersonal and role struggles.

Regardless of the order in which
decisionmaking steps are addressed, con-
sequential choices, or decisions about
goals and objectives, muss be based on
systematic situational analysis. [Note:
See Module 2: The Extension Educa-
tion Process for an extended discussion
of the fit or location of how situational
analysis leads to setting objectives within
the total program development process.]
These phases will occur in many ways
during situational analysis, as Extension
educators involve and work with their
publics. The degree of formality or infor-
mality and the order of performing these
steps will vary considerably.

Understanding the concepts about group
decisionmaking helps to reduce the im-
patience and frustration felt by intuitive
and judging personality types who are
likely to desire rational, linear, group
decisionmaking. It does not hannen.
Very often, data will already be col-
lected, and someone will recognize the
need to define more sharply the situation
to be explored. Judgments might start to
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surface when a perceiver personality sud-
denly states that some important data
have been missed, or that more informa-
tion is needed. Judgers and feelers might
be identifying values when a perceiver
recognizes a need to reclarify the focal
problem. However, just as decisionmak-
ing is not totally rational, neither is it
completely chaotic. 7 he five steps in-
evitably will be addressed as groups
decide en Extension program goals in
some form, level of consciousness, or
order.

One other aspect of group decisionmak-
ing must be understood. Simon (1957)
refers to "satisficing" rather than maxi-
mizing or optimizing human and social
decisionmaking processes. Because
decisionmaking us.s resources and time
and prevents other tasks from being
done, instead of searching for the perfect
answer, decisionmakers should search
for the answer that best answers the ques-
tion, given all the practical considera-
tions.

In his discussion of research principles,
Kaplan (1964) makes essentially the
same point. Any analysis study can go
beyond its original purposes in the name
of validity and reliability. He calls this
"pointless precision." This pointless
precision occurs, for instance, when the
Extension educator carries out a fully
detailed case analysis of individual
farms, when existing data, such as the

number of auctions, foreclosures, and
bankruptcies, would have "satisficed"
his data needs. On the other hand, this
precision would be appropriate and prac-
tical, if the educator were working with a
farmer on specific concerns. Know the
purpose and focus of analysis to avoid
overkill.

These observations again imply that
Extension educators cannot collect or
analyze all possible data. Extension
educators must decide, act, and carry out
programs; they cannot stop the world
while an impossibly complete situational
analysis is conducted. Situational ana-
lysts must inquire, measure, analyze, and
interpret only up to the point at which
reasonable program decisions can be
made. They should not continue on and
on, endlessly.

Extension educators should conduct, in-
wire, observe, compare, analyze, and in-
terpret within their available time and
other responsibilities. Then, they should
get on with other business.

Peters and Waterman (1982), who
studied large successful companies, state
that successful organizations do not have
"analyses leading to paralysis." The
situational analysis model propcY-s a
broad understanding of the total com-
plexities and fluidity of the process in the

Adams County
Ann, Tony, and Betty faced many choices regarding which Adams County
problems had the highest priority and which could benefit from Extension
education programs. They continued to consider the answers to each survey
question as best they could, relative to the seven values and the four per-
spectives. They found that economic concerns had the highest priority
among state CES program leadership and specialists, clientele farmers, and
the larger Adams County community. In fact, Betty and Tony, themselves,
valued economic concerns, yet, they also personally valued environmental
and health concerns. Given the values, criteria, and data, their interpreta-
tions and conclusions on high-priority Extension programs for the next
5-year to 10-year period were the following:

1. Farm family financial management. Perceived as high priority by the Ex-
tension organization and by the communities and the farmers surveyed.

continued
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There appeared to be a readiness and motivation for this program and in-
dications that impact would be likely. Programs in this area would satis-
fice economic, social, psychological, educational, and political values.

2. Soil conservation. This program was supported by the environmental,
economic, political, social, and health values. People in the five com-
munities expressed much support for programs to protect natural resour-
ces. They were concerned with soil and water quality. It appeared that
readiness for this priority would depend on it being tied to natural
resource protection.

3. Well-water quality. This program, although not necessarily of immediate
economic concern, had long-term'implications for the future economy of
Adams County. The support for natural resource protection at the five
community meetings again supported well-water quality as a priority.
The environmental and social value (but particularly the health value)
orientations provided logical argument for this conclusion.

4. Farm stress. Farm stress is connected to the farm family financial
management priority. It was logically supported, particularly by the
psychological and health values. A natural readiness for a farm stress
program existed, if it were tied into the farm financial management
programs.

belief that such understanding will lead
to a much more adaptive, analytical
process.

Phase 13: React and Reflect

At this point, the analysis leader(s)
should take the initiative to develop con-
clusions and analyses of findings, data,
and observations, and to write them on
paper to share with the larger group. The
chances of obtaining input and including
reactions and positive criticisms are in-
creased by this approach. Reactions from
others are weighed and reflected, hil d
lead to changes in the conclusions
originally stated. This approach of act-
react-adapt is an effective way of continu-
ing to involve one's publics in the
analysis. It definitely happens in the sug-
gested advocacy analysis approach.

A second general experience can result
from the act-react-adapt approach, if an
analyzer writes up a report and leaves it
alone for a period of time. He or she
usually can come back to it as a more
neutral or objective analyzer; divcover
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the errors in the conclusions; and
develop other, more appropriate, state-
ments. Thus, even if a person does not in-
volve others in the analysis, it still pays
to write down decisions and conclusions;
allow time for the analyses and con-
clusions to go cold; and, ultimately,
reflect on them again. The quality of the
analysis will almost inevitably improve.
Following are some specific ways to in-
crease the reaction and reflection in
Phase 13:

1. Prepare the report in succinct, con-
cise, executive form and send it to a
panel of experts. Experts could represent
each of the seven value areas and could
be from each of the four perspectives.
Ask these experts such questions as (a)
Are the results accurate? (b) Are the
results consistent with analyses of other
situations? (c) Does their perspective or
orientation suggest other conclusions?
and, (d) Have the right assumptions and
criteria been used to interpret the
evidence?
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2. In list form, write down the con-
clusions and hand them out at a public
meeting to obtain public reactions. Invite
the participants to note their suggestions
or reactions on a card to be handed in.
Upon receiving the different anonymous
critiques, present them for group discus-
sion in an anonymous way, if people are
-eluctant to criticize publicly or openly
and make suggestions. Another version
of this approach is again to hand out the
list of major conclusions and recommen-
dations at a public meeting, then break
up the group into small buzz groups. Ask
each of the buzz groups to come up with
a list of five recommendations or changes
to the suggested list of conclusions.

3. Prepare the analysis; list the key con-
clusions; and put the whole thing in the
"in" basket for a minimum of four
weeks. Mark the calendar as to the day it
should be picked up and looked at again.
The likelihood of other experiences creat-
ing new observations and new insights,

in the meantime, will be dramatically in-
creased, even you do not ask others to
look at the conclusions of the analysis.
Incorporate the conclusions and analysis
into news releases for both radio and
newspapers. State the conclusions and in-
vite the public to write back, or to stop
by the Extension office to discuss them.

4. Develop the basic set :.frecommenda-
tions and circulate them one week in ad-
vance of a retreat by the key leadership
of the analysis. This move obviously
would not be appropriate if an individual
were doing the analysis. However, it still
would be appropriate if the total county
staff, along with key members of the
Extension committee, were involved in
planning and designing the key ques-
tions. The retreat would allow the group
to get away from telephones and other
agendas and to deal w;,11 just the key
recommendations and what further steps
need to be taken.

Adams County
Once having decided their list of top priorities for future programs in Adams
County and the reasons in support of their priority list (values and perspec-
tives), Ann, Tony, and Betty shared their analysis with others in several ways.
They published the top 20 priorities in their regular newspaper columns fea-
tured in the Adams County Examiner, and in feature articles to the six local
newspapers in Adams County, along with pictures of the meetings and an ex-
planatior; of how they arrived at the list. The same news releases were sent
to radio stations and TV outlets that col er Adams County. They sent a brief,
three-page report to the survey .aspondents, the participants at the five com-
munity meetings, the county board members, County Extension committee
members, acid the Extension specialists at the state level who helped them
plan the project. These specialists were important, because they would be
key resource people in providing the top priority programs for Adams County.

Included in the brief summary news releases and pamphlets were (1) the con-
clusions reached on top priorities; (2) support data for the conclusions; (3)
the reasons for the conclusions; (4) the values underlying each priority; (5)
the perspectives that supported the priorit7; and (6) the criteria, based on the
values that support tt conclusions.

In the news releases and in the cover letters to the pamphlets, the agents
asked people to reflect on the priorities and to react within two weeks on
whether or not they agreed with them. The reactions that came back basi-
cally supported the conclusions reached by the agents. However, the
general reaction was that the farm economy and the problems faced by

continued
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farrners and the businesses they worked with were of even higher priority,
and netwle:d specific, intensi-e programs. After further thought, Tony and
Betty agrLied that thr.ir first priority would be farm and family financial
management programs, but the water quality would have to be a long -term
program, if farming were to continue to remain a key part of Adams County.

Phase 14: Decide
on Learner Needs

After the major problems have been
determined for a community or for a tar-
get clientele group, the situational
analysis is not complete until the Exten-
sion educator determines what clientele
need to learn to solve or reduce the iden-
tified problems. To solve any problem,
the target clientele or specific target
groups within a community have to learn
or understand new ideas and modify their
attitudes and values. This second stage of
needs analysis is necessary to further
development of the program plan.

Learner needs analysis can be performed
in a number of ways. The following are
some specific suggestions for Extension
educators on how to follow up and deter-
mine more specifically what learners
know now and where they are relative to
desired levels of learning:

1. Keep track of the level of questions
and understanding of those clientele who
call upon them for assistanc vel
of understanding expressed ... -nuns'
questions invariably indicates levels of
knowledge, attitudes, and skills. By keep-
ing a systematic log of these information
requests, Extension educators will have
an excellent set of data to review later.

2. Prepare a checklist of important ideas
in the major problem area. determined
earlier. For example, in the area of water
quality, you might come up with the fol-
lowing list of concepts: (a) aquifers, (b)
manure storage effects on ground and
surface water, (c) livestock watering
practices, (d) household water uses, (e)
effect of water on wildlife, (f) effect of
water on livestock, (g) current chemical
contaminants of water, (h) nitrates and

bacteria, (i) existing well-testing results,
(j) geological formations, (k) oxidation
of lakes, (I) siltation of lakes and
streams, and (m) amount of soil loss in
categories 2 and 3 soils. Having con-
structed the list, Extension educators can
ask people which o'ithese topics they
would like more information about. The
desire for information indicates a need to
understand more.

3. Prepare a list of current practices
being used by the target clientele group
and have them check off which practices
they are currently using. In the area of
water quality, the list might include such
items as (a) have tested wells, (b) proper
manure storage, (c) proper disposal of
pesticide containers. (d) proper applica-
tions of nitrogen on fields, (e) proper pas-
turing of animals near surface waters,
and (0 proper installations of septic sys-
tems. Have potential clientele indicate
which practices they are or are not using,
or use the checklist as a guide to observa-
tions when visiting farms.

4. Have clientele look at the list of ideas
and indicate, on a scale, the degree to
which they believe they currently under-
stand those areas. The scale car range
from knowing very little about an item to
complete, practical knowledge of it. Al-
though clientele might not know exactly
what they need or could learn, how ade-
quate they believe they usually are is
very close to what the Extension edu-
cator needs to know.

5. Use well-constructed and sophisti-
cated knowledge tests. These tests can be
in the form of true-false, agree-disagree,
multiple choice, or essay questions. It is
very likely, however, that learner groups
will rebel or reject these types of formal
assessments.
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6. When groups gather for a program,
discuss any of the aforementioned lists
during the first one-half hour of the
program. Have people indicate what they
believe they know; what they are doing
or practicing; and their current attitudes.
Generally, this request can result in an
excellent determination of their current
knt..--ledge levels, thus allowing the Ex-
tension educator to build the remainder
of the meeting or program on the earlier
discussion. The discussion obviously will
be more stimulating and motivating, and
will help the Extension educator build the
program to fit people's needs.

7. Organize the group at arranged meet-
ings into buzz groups to discuss key is-
sues, major concerns, and problem
areas. People can be given a case setting

or scenario in which there is a problem
(perhaps even using data collected in
Phase 10?). Discuss the problem. People
can be asked to present a gro..p answer
about how they believe the eroblem
should or could be resolved. The group
reports can and will illustrate people's
knowledge and understanding levels of
the current research available and exactly
where they are in understanding the over-
ail problem or specific parts of it.

Regardless of the particular approach
used to determine learner needs, Exten-
sion educator- should remember that the
analysis is not complete until they fir-'
out what people need to learn. These
needs differ from the broader, more
general problems and needs identified up
to this point.

Adams County
Extension agents Betty and Tony determined what farmers needed to learn
on each of the top priorities by again reviewing the survey data and the com-
ments received at the community meetings. For instance, the survey data
from farmers showed:

Farmer Survey
Question F: Farm Practices Used

Use forage analysis to balance feed rations. 40%

Tested well water for bacteria and nitrates. 33%

Use laboratory soil tests for deciding fertilizer rates. 68%

Develop written, long-range farm plan. 33%

Developed or revised will. 26%

Use compuKrized ration-balancing program. 12%

Improved on-farm pesticide storage facilities. 13%

Conducted a crop system economic analysis. 15%

Conducted a livestock system economic analysis. 10%

Conducted a farm cash flow analysis. 20%

CL nducted a farm debt/asset analyJis 62%

continued
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These data showed the agents what farmers had recently done or were cur-
rently doing. The data served as a bench mark for planning programs. They
also were good indicators of what farmers likely knew at this point, and
what types of farm management problems they needed to understand bet-
ter. The data also illustrated a level of awareness or attitude and whether or
not the farmers were ready for the program.

Phase 15: Set Learner Objectives

Once learner needs are determined, the
next step is to state the objectives. Forest
et al. (1986, p. 26) define objectives as
follows:

Objective(s) state the intended changes in
individuals, client groups, or communities
as a result of Extension programs. They
are not lists of activities, methods, events,
media, number of participants or enroll-
ments, or Extension in-house preparation.
All . . . [the latter] are ways to achieve ob-
jectives. Clear and specific objectives:

I . Are derived directly from the problems
and gaps documented in the . . . [situation-
al analysis];

2. Communicate, and thus build coopera-
tion and teamwork;

3. Guide selection of methods and ex-
periences to resolve problems;

4. Indicate what can be measured to deter-
mine program results or outcomes; [and]

5. Are consistent with estimated results or
impacts identified in the major program
plan[s].

Objectives that are based on effective
situational analysis will be realistic and
achievable. Nonetheless, Extension
educators might want to list all possible
learning objectives, given the assessment
of learning needs, and then determine
which one to give priority. Those most
central to solving the high-priority
probl nn need attention first.

Also, be sure to include, in the objec-
tives, content that can be measured. As
discussed under "Assessing Learning
Needs," the learning objecti will be
in t'rms of knowledge to be learned.

practices or skills to be adopted, attitudes
to be changed, or end results to be
a. ieved by the target clientele. The fol-
h ving is a good checklist for whether or
not people's objectives will be uszful for
their program planning: (Forest et al.,
'986, p. 42):

1. Relate directly to need/problem/oppor-
tunity summarized in . . . [the situational
statement].

2. Fit the broader priorities and goals of
Extension and the community.

3. Identify what specific clientele will ac-
complish or improve.

4. Specify desired levels of clientele
knowledge or practice.

5. Reflect realistic expectations foi clien-
tele, given time and resources avai'able.

6. Describe the expected program results
on targeted clientele in measurabk terms.

7. I rovide directions for type, design, and
sequence of I "arning experiences needed
in . . . [the major program plan]. . . .

8. Communicate clearly to others.
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Adams County

Based on their conclusions of high priorities, problems, and concerns, Tony
and Betty developed two levels of intended outcomes for their programs.
First, they developed and wrote the general outcomes in the form of goals:

1. To increase participating farm family profits by 20 percent through farm
financial management educational programs.

2. To reduce stress among Adams County farm families.

3. To increase the practice of farm household budgeting and record keep-
ing by 30 percent by the year 2000.

4. To increase the nurnber of farm families with long-range financial plans
by 30 percent.

5. To reduce the number of nitrate and coliform-polluted farm wells by 50
percent by the year 2000.

Once they were clear in their own minds what general outcomes they
desired, the extension agents identified and wrote more specific outcomes
that, if achieved, would aid in achieving the more general outcomes. These
more specific outcomes were learning objectives. The learning objectives
specified what tha learners were expected to learn; i.e., what behaviors
learner clients were expected to change by participating in the programs. In-
cluded in the learning objectives were specific impact indicators. Impact in-
dicators are those specific behaviors that can be measured to reflect
whether or not the farmers changed their behaviors due to the educational
programs.

The learning objectives were set up as follows:

1. To increase the knowledge of farm business debt/asset analysis by par-
ticipating farm families.

2. To increase the knowledge of long-range financial goal and action plan-
ning.

3. To increase the knowledge of estate-planning practices such as wills, in-
surance, and investments.

4. To increase the knowledge of groundwater quality.

5. To increase the knowledge of causes of well water, creek, end lake pollu-
tion.
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Phase 16: Revise and Prepare
Written Report

Certainly, good situational analysis
results in major program plans, four-year
plans of work, and many high-priority
'extension programs. The plans of work
and annual planning statements are,
therefore, what communicate analysis
results. However, there are good reasons
to suggest that a person consider other
means of communicating the analysis
results to others. A good, brief summary
of the situational analysis results, in
booklet form, is a good idea. A 6- to 10-
page booklet, in which the steps of the
process, the reasoning, the data used, the
observations, and the basis for final con-
clusions aryl decisions are briefly stated
will enhance public support of Exten-
sion. This booklet can be shared with
everyone involved in the situational
analysis. A list of 10 or 20 key findings
and conclusions (that will be the basis for
future Extension prog..ams) will go a
long way toward building public support
for Extension programs. Following are a
number of more specific ways to com-
municate the analysis results:

Consider who the decisionmakers and
stakeholders are: (1) County Extension
committee; (2) county boa-1; (3) univer-
sity and Extension administrators; (4)
key members of county support groups;
(5) statewide advisory councils; (6) Ex-
tension educators who can provide sup-
port; (7) all Extension educators who are
responsible for the major specific
programs; (8) Extension district direc-
tors; (9) other agencies and governmen-
tal departments (10) key clientele; (11)
funders, both private and public; and the
(12) general public. All of these are poten-
tial users of an Extension educator's
situational analysis results. They are the
audiences the educator needs to consider
when putting the report together.

Decide what these stak.holders wish to
know and why. Are th.,,,.; people moti-
vated by economics? Are they stimulated
by concerns for the environment? Are
they oriented to health concerns? Arc
they concerned about the general welfare
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of all groups in society? Are they politi-
cally motivated? Are they concerned
about the educational systems of the com-
munity? Are they concerned about the in-
dividual freedom and self-direction of
people in the community?

As can be seen, once again we are ba K
to value orientations. Each of these
values suggests reasons or underlying
motivations about why different people
are interested in situational analysis
results. It is important to know these
reasons. Previous community studies
have shown that community leaders and
clientele groups vary as to how important
they think each of these different areas is.

Extension educators should know their
stakeholders before putting a report
together. As Extension educators con-
sider the stakeholders and what they wish
to know, they should consider the follow-
ing principles in putting together their
reports:

The reports are issue or problem-
centered, and fczus on important com-
munity problems.

They are simple, brief, and get to the
point quickly.

They are short aad easily read within
a few minutes.

The reports are multisensory. They
use the printed, oral, and visual senses
as much as possiute.

They are direct. The reports do not al-
lude to problems. In fact, they specifi-
cally and explicitly state what tho
conclusions are and where the next
steps are, based on the analysis.

The reports are descriptive. They
present an actual and factual basis of
what the situation is.

The reports are graphically prepared
and illustrated. People are more easily
able to understand pictures, graphs,
and diagrams than large charts of data.
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e The reports are action-oriented. Fu-
ture steps are stated.

The reports are related to the targeted
readers' roles and responsibilities. An
appeal is made to their responsibilities
and how, given their roles, they can
involve themselves more actively in
Extension programs.

Putting reports together that are targeted
toward specific readers and based In
their values and motivations vill build
support among Extension's pubics.

Adams County

The Adams County Extension staff had to develop their four-year plan of
work, which inclwjed the major programs related to agriculture that they
would emphasize. They also had to develop annual plans of action for each
major program. However, these were internal, Extension organizational
tools. What was needed, in addition, were other, more publicly useful
media. They selected and prepared the following:

1. About 2,000 copies of a short bulletin on the situational analysis process
and results. They called it Adams County Tomorrow: This bulletin was:

Eight pages short;

Multicolored;

Illustrated with bar and pie g. aphs and photographs of farms, creeks,
lakes, and wells;

Emphasized goais, next steps, and actions, not the proc...)ss or data;
and

Had follow-up actions for readers of the bulletin.

The bulletin was mailed to survey respondents, the County Extension com-
mittee, meeting attendees, and clients.

2. A series of five-minute radio broadcasts to be given over a two-month
perioc.

3. Newspaper feature articles about water and farm needs, with
photographs of leaders, clientele, and people.
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Unit HI. Reflections on
the Situation& Analysis
Model

The 16 phases and the accompanying
Adams County case study were designed
to give a deeper understanding of con-
cepts to consider in doing practical situa-
tional analyses. Several other general
ideas and approaches might put the entire
process into sharper focus. Extension
educators are urged to consider the fol-
lowing recommendations.

Recommendation 1. Study, know, and
understand the total model, its phases,
and the relationships among the phases.
A "Catch-22" exists in that a person has
to know knowledge to be able to apply
knowledge. But, for some knowledge
types, experience is how the person can
best come to know the knowledge.

People will understand the model better
by practicing or experiencing it. Exten-
sion educators will come to know and
understand the model in varying degrees,
depending on their learning styles. There-
fore, no single, correct way exists to
learn or implement this situational
analysis model.

Recommendation 2. Consider, know,
and Leflect on the 16 phases of the model
and their key concepts. A full under-
standing of the four perspectives
society and community, the Extension
organization, the cliente1e, and profes-
sional self-perspectiveand their pur-
poses in analysis is importi.at. To use any
conceptual framework requires knowing
its importance and its purpose. The seven
value orientationseconomic, educa-
tion, environmental, health, political,
psychological, and socialare a basis for
setting criteria that, in turn, become a
basis for interpretation and meaning.
Thus, knowing the nature of values and
their central role in people's behavior,
perceptions, interactions, and logical
deduction and thinking are important.
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Recommendation 3. Strive to deal logi-
cally with abstract ideas within situa-
tions, regardless of personality type.
increased Extension accountability re-
quires documentation and reasons for
program decisions. Extension educators
should be able to proceed deductively
from a basic value, assumption, or
perspective, to a second premise, such as
an observation or fact, and then to reach
logical, deductive conclusions about
problems or program goals.

The meaning and interpretation._ of facts,
details, data, and observations can come
only through relating them to other
reference points, such as the values from
the four perspectives, or various and
specific publics and their views and value
orientations. Data and observations will
remain abstract artifacts and meaningless
numbers or observations, unless they are
related in some way to experientially
anchored values or criteria. Reasoning
and logic, therefore, are crucial to apply-
ing this model.

Recommendation 4. Know the various
planning documents, laws, and traditions
of the Extension institution itself. The
long-range planning statements and na-
tional, state, and county priority goals
provide a basic knowledge and under-
standing of situational analysis.

Recommendation 5. Extension edu-
cators need to clarify and understand
their own value orientations and
priorities among the seven values. They
must know whether or not education is
more ir.:portant to them than health con-
cerns, if such a choice has to be made.
They must know, in their own minds,
whether or not economics is the basic un-
derlying reason to the health. environ-
ment, or the political well-being of
communities.

Certainly, exceptions will be made in any
new, uncertain, and nonroutine situation.
However, Extension educators cannot
deal with these exceptions if they are not,
first of all, ei ,:r in their minds about
their own value systems and priorities.
Instantaneous judgments can be made
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more easily, consistently, and credibly if
people have clear pictures of their own
basic values and goals.

Recommendation 6. Extension edu-
cators should know their personality
styles. They should know clearly
whether they tend to think rationally or
emotionally. They also should strive to
know whether they use intuition or facts
to interpret what they are observing.
They must know whether or not they
tend to involve others easily in their ac-
tivities. Finally, they must know whether
they are judging and decision-oriented
people or perceptive and adaptive people.

Recommendation 7. Extension edu-
cators should know what it means to in-
volve someone else fully in their
situational analysis activities. Having
people attend meetings is not necessarily
the same as having them fully and
psychologically involved, committed,
and supportive of the program.

Recommendation 8. Extension edu-
cators should know whicn techniques fit
the publics' preferences, and which ones
do not.

To summarize, in the many situations
that an Extension educator experiences,
the situational analysis model will have
to be adapted to the r- ,_ Jar situation.
The foregoing eight recommendations
mean an Extension educator will not
necessarily use t:lis model in the sequen-
tial order suggested, or apply it totally in
all situations. When a farmer, youth
leader, government official, or Home-
maker Club member comes into the
County Extension office and lays out his
or her immediate personal situation, the
Extension educator must react instan-
taneously. How well he or she reacts to
those immediate and small personal situa-
tions says as much for Extension's future
credibility as it does for applying the total
situational analysis model to long-range
planning. Again, these suggestions imply
that Extension educators must know the
model and understand it, if they are to
adapt it successfully to real situation:.

Someone once said that intelligence is
knowing something, and wisdom is
knowing when and how to use it. Good
luck in pursuit of that wisdom!
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Selected Annotated
Bibliography

General Program
Development and Purpose

Boone, Edger J. 1985. Developing
Programs in Adult Education.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc.

The book is a good background reference
on the concepts of program development
for Extension. It contains a good review
of major writings on program develop-
ment and adult education assumptions.
Boone particularly gives an extensive
treatment to planning and the correspond-
ing tasks to be performed by Extension
educators. Within this planning section
are excellent discussions of linkage with
Extension publics, needs assessment,
analysis of publics and their social sys-
tems, and mapping of those publics and
their social patterns. Mapping of such
functional subpublics as political, eco-
nomic, communications, educational,
recreational, support services, social con-
tro' .eligion, and the environmental/
physical is presented. Also discussed are
leadership analysis, cultural analysis,
and needs analysis, with the purposes
being to establish effective adult or Ex-
tension education programs.

Boyle, Patrick G. 1981. Planning Bet-
ter Programs. 1 w York: McGraw-
Hill Book Company, Inc.

In this book, Boyle integrates theory,
analysis, and practice, while focusing on
15 concepts essential to program develop-
ment, along with situational analysis. He
discusses and illustrates: philosophy,
change, role, needs, involvement,
decisionmaking, support, priorities, in-
structional design, objectives, resources,
program value, and communications.
Boyle also discusses clientele analysis
and community analysis as key part; to
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needs identification. One annot help but
benefit when reading the book for a
broader understanding of the concepts un-
derlying the purposes and use of situa-
tional analysis.

Forest, Laverne B., Connie McKenna,
and Jane Donovan. 1986. Connec-
tions: A "How-to" Handbook for
Developing Extension Long-Range
Plans and Major Programs. Coopera-
tive Extension Service, University of
Wisconsin-Madison.

This practi,11 handbook is written
specifically for Extension professionals
whc are responsible for developing and
writing major program plans. The easy-
to-read book has examples, cartoons, and
testimony. The authors encourage the
reader, in early pages, to decide which of
the four sections is a good place to start.
In the "Plans and Programs: What and
Why" section, terms are defined and the
need for planning at national, state, and
local levels is explained. In the section,
"Developing a Long-Range Plan," six
phases are described: (1) identifying a
core planning team, (2) developing a
plan for planning, (3) using existing in-
formation, (4) involving lay citizens, (5)
determining high priorities, and (6) com-
municating and using decisions. The sec-
tion, "Developing the Major Program,"
includes situation description, objec-
tives, action plans, and evaluation. "Pre-
paring the Major Program Plan Form"
contains an actual example of a major
program plan. Examples of situation
statements, a criteria checklist of neces-
sary information, work questions, and
further references help orient the reader.

Houle, Cyril 0. 1972. The Design of
Education. San Francisco: Jossey-
Bass, Publishers.

This is a theoretical adult education
planning book. Houle presents 11
"situations" to which adult education
programs need to respond. None of these
situations are described in terms of
needs, resources, and constraints.
Rather, they are institutional settings.
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The situations are: independent study,
tutorial teaching, learning group, teacher-
directed group instruction, committee-
guided group learning, collaborative
group education, creating educational
groups, designing new institutional for-
mats, designing new activities in estab-
lished formats. -ollaborative institutional
planning, and inass education. Although
not entirely applicable to County Exten-
sion programs, enough ideas are here to
make it a worthwhile study.

Johnson, Donald, Larry R. Miller,
Lorna Miller, and Gene Summers
(eds.). 1987. Needs Assessment,
Theor: , and Methods. Ames: Iowa
State University Press.

The authors examine the political and so-
cial contexts of needs assessment, U.S.
experiences, and internat'onal experi-
ences. Covered in this are edited essays
on underlying principles, such as demo-
cratic governance, strategies and ap-
proaches, models, intervention, political
processes, mass communication roles,
surveys, use of secondary data, action re-
search, and application guidelines. This
is a good, overall text on ideas for further
understanding a key purpose of situation-
al analysis and how to do it.

Tyler, Ralph W. 19SO. Basic Prin-
ciples of Curriculum and Instruction.
Chicago, Ill.: University of Chicago
Press. (Paperback).

The chapter, "What Purposes Should the
School Seek?" contains many old but
good ideas that are transferable to Exten-
sion. The basic idea in goal setting, ac-
cording to Tyler, is to be clear about
what clientele are going to be able to do,
learn, and change, and to what extent
there is to be successful impact. Tyler
was one of the first to say educational
needs and objectives come from society,
subject matter, learners, philosophy, and
educational psychology. To analyze the
communities, he suggests the categories
of health, family, recreation, vocations,
religion, consumption, and civic. We
would be wise to reread this book a few
more times.

Preparation Phases

Apps, Jerold W. 1985. Improving
Practice in Continuing Education. San
Francisco: Jossey-Bass, Publishers.

This book is differentfor Extension
program situation analyzers. The context
is easy to read, but it raises the bit' philo-
sophical questions. It challenges. It
makes you think about questions you had
not thought about, or questions you had
considered but did not want to think
about. Apps presents a process for doing
a critical analysis rf one's practice, an
analytical framewo. _, and many good
examples to show the implications of the
analytical process. He suggests the
learner, the subject matter. the goals, and
the teaching methods should be deter-
mined. He also raises the "age-old"
questions: "What should be tai ght?"
"Who decides?" and "How is it
decided?" Read this book for back-
ground. Do not wait to read it at the mo-
ment you are conducting your meetings.

Extension in Transition: Bridging the
Gap Between Vision and Reality.
1987. Report of the Futures Task
Force to the Extension Committee on
Organization and Policy. Blacksburg:
Cooperative Extension Service, Vir-
ginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University.

In 1987, ECOP appointed an 18-member
task force to study Extension's future.
The task force, chaired by Mitchell Geas-
ler, interviewed 5a people at 5 different
hearings across the nation. From testi-
mony at these hearings, the task force
came up with 32 recommendations on the
following: mission and vision, issue-
oriented programs, anticipatory planning
for the future, interdisciplinary and multi-
value programs, flexibility in staffing
and funding, staff development, and
program methods. The report is good
background reading for understanding
the Extension organization and com-
munity perspectives.
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Hersey, Paul. 1384. The Situational
Leader. New York: Warner Books,
Inc.

Here is help for Extension staff on maxi-
mizing their potential as leaders and
managers when involving others, i.e.,
their put. lies. Hersey provides a descrip-
tion of relationship behavior and task
typologies, and suggests assessing situa-
tions to know what leadership is needed
in what situation(s). Leadership effective-
ness, depending as it does on knowing
the environment and how the leaders and
others interact with the environment,
means once an assessment of willingness
and ability is completed, a leader selects
an appropriate style to fit. Diagnostic or
analytical ability thus becomes para-
mount as a leader selects from (1) dele-
gating, (2) participating, (3) selling, or
(4) telling. Check this book out for more
on an important part of understanding the
effects of personality (yours and others)
on program situational analysis.

Hogan, Craig, and David Champagne.
1985. Personul Style Inventory and
Training Guide: Organizational
Design and Development. Privately
published. Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania.

This guide contains an inventory that we
are suggesting, if you have not used one.
The guide is brief, simple, easy, valid,
and reliable. The discussion in our situa-
tional analysis modei might tend to
repeat much of what the authors say. Ac-
cording to these authors, the purposes of
knowing one's personality style are to un-
derstand differences: be more tolerant of
differences; understand how differences
create conflict; and discover ways of
overcoming personal weaknesses and
maximizing strengths. Those are exactly
our reasons for including personality
style as a key dimension in our situa-
tional analysis model. The Guide also
provides more assistance to the leader/
instructor of this situational analysis
module on teaching others.
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Jung, G.G. 1921. Psychological
Types. Princeton, N.J.: Princeton
University Press.

Perhaps here is more than the average
reader wants. However, for those who
want a much deeper understanding of the
psychological types discussed by Myers,
Briggs, Kiersey, Bates, Hogan, and
others, here is "the" source for the
origins, concepts, and rationale of the
theory. This author discusses the
problems of types in classical and
medieval thought, in poetry, and in
modern philosophy. Then, in a major
chapter, Jung describes the types accord-
ing to each of the general categories;
i.e., the extraverted type and the intro-
verted type. As indicated, the reader will
not find practical application and implica-
tions for program planning, situational
analysis, or objective setting, but the in-
tellectually curious have a gold mine
here.

Kiersey, David, and Marilyn Bates.
1984. Please Understand Me: Charac-
ter and Temperament Types. Del
Mar, Calif.: Prometheus Nemesis
Book Company.

1 eis is another of those books designed
to aelp people understand and make con-
sequential use of the Jung psycnological
types. The book contains a Temperament
Sorter for self-assessment on the 4 per-
sonality continuums and 16 types. A
portrait of each of the 16 types is in the
Appendix. If the reader is interested in
the temperaments and children, or
mating, or leading, special chapters are
available. Each of the 16 types has been
given a "name," and these would be of
interest, although they ,:ould tend to
stereotype too much. For instance, the
INTJ is a scient;,t, the ENFP is a jour-
nalist, the ESTJ is the administrator, the
ESTP is the promoter, and the INFJ, the
author. But why not read it, and you
decide?
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Lawrence, Gordon. 1984. People
Types and Tiger Stripes: A Practical
Guide to Learning Styles. 2nd ed.
Gainesville, Fla.: The Center for Ap-
plications of Psychological Types, Inc.

This small, easy-to-read book is the
popular version of the Jung personality
type theory. Gordon explains clearly the
perceiving functions of sensing and intui-
tion, the judgment functions of thinking
and feeling, the extraversion and intro-
version orientations, and the judging and
perceiving attitudes. He also goes into
what differerces each of the 16 resulting
personality types have on instruction,
planning, and relating to and involving
others in groups and learning experien-
ces. There is a mix of people tendencies;
for instance, some tend to be practical
harmonizers, while others are imagina-
tive harmonizers; some are inquisitive
analyzers, others are practical 'Analyzers;
some are people-oriented innovators, and
others are logical innovators; and some
are analytical managers of acts, and
others are sympathetic managers of fac-
tors. All of these types and others make a
difference in how one approaches a situa-
tional analysis task or how an Extension
agent might effectively involve others in
the situational analysis. Also, on the plus
side are ideas and checklists on how to
observe what types other people tend to
be, so Extension professionals can
become more skilled at knowing them-
selves and others, and adjusting accord-
ingly.

Myers, Isabel, and Peter Myers. 1980.
Gifts Differing. Palo Alto, CEllif.:
Consulting Psychologists Press.

This book is already in its eighth print-
ing, which says something about its
value. It is popular, readable, and can
communicate the meaning of the Jung
and Myers-Briggs Personality Styles.
The authors explain, in easy-to-
understand language, the reasons for per-
sonality differences. Then, more impor-
tantly, they discuss the effects of the 16
combinations of preferences on person-
ality. Even more importantly, they dis-
cuss the practical implications of

personality type on life. They discuss
how opposites can benefit one another
and how occupations are affected. The
latter present such implications as:
thinkers are ,lore analytically oriented;
extroverts like to have people around;
feeling types tend to respond to people's
values; sensing types are patient with
details; intuitive types like solving new
problems; judging types make decisions;
and perceptive types adapt well to chang-
ing situations. All of these are charac-
teristics of good situational analyzers, yet
come from different types. Can we use
all people in the process? That is cer-
tainly an implication.

Pirsig, Robert. 1974. Zen and the Art
of Motorcycle Maintenal. Tew

York: Bantam Books.

This is another classic. Preparing for
situational analysis is a good excuse to
read or reread it. It is Pirsig's story of
how he searched for the true meaning of
"quality." He found it to be a combina-
tion of science and art, or logic and im-
agination, or mechanics and aesthetics.
Put into Extension terms, quality pro-
grams are, therefore, not what is techni-
cally possible or what visionaries dream
about. Rather, quality is a combination,
and all Extension professionals should
search their values and philosophical
beliefs about what priority values, needs,
and goals to pursue in Extension. Most
situations will be as meaningless as they
were to Pirsig, until Extension profes-
sionals know their basic values and
goals. Pirsig speaks to several dimen-
sions of the situational analysis model,
including values and personality effects.

Implementation Phases

Cole, Jacquelyn M., and Maurice F.
Cole. 1983. Advisory Councils: A
Theoretical and Practical Guide for
Program Planners. Englewood Cliffs,
N. J.: Prentice-Hall, Inc.

These Florida Extension people picked a

hot topic on which to write in 1983. Al-
most anyone in Extension would agree
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that we need more effective ways of or-
ganizing and working with standing and
ad hoc citizen committee groups to iden-
tify needs, resources, obstacles, and
trends for programs. The authors discuss
social systems, linkage, group growth,
communication, and decisionmaking.
Connecting council work to program
decisions and objectives also is covered.

Creighton, James L. 1981. The Public
Involvement Manual. Cambridge,
Mass.: Abt Books.

In this manual, Creighton provides
guidance in designing and conducting
rablic involvement programs. Strategies
to reach the relevant public, suggestions
for structure of public meetings, work-
shops and media contacts, including ad-
vice for conflict management and an
overview of other public involvement
techniques are presented. The author
presents examples of public involvement
alternatives and issues to be considered,
rather than specific prescriptions.

Delbecq, Andre L., Andrew H. Van de
Ven, and David H. Gustafson. 1975.
Group Techniques for Program Plan-
ning: A Guide to Nominal Group and
Delphi Processes. Glenview, III.:
Scott, Foresman and Company.

This is the book for a description con-
cept and procedures for the now proven
nominal group technique. The model has
been successfully u' ,c1 in all Extension
program areas and in many settings. It is
difficult to resist providing all the details
here, because of its success. But perhaps
the six basic steps will be enough to in-
trigue you if you are not one of those for-
tunate to have used the technique: (1)
silent generation of ideas, (2) round-
robin recording, (3) discussion and
clarification, (4) preliminary vote, (5)
discussion, and (6) final vote.

How is that for a simple way to identify
needs? You are right! The technique does
have a fox weaknesses, such as repre-
sentativeness of community, documenta-
tion, and getting at the causes of
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problems. However, learn more about
this technique and use it to complement
others.

Dillman, Don A. 1978. Mail and
Telephone Surveys: The Total Design
Method. New York: John Wiley and
Sons, Inc.

This book has become a standard against
which other survey books are compared.
When the author cites example after ex-
ample of survey return rates of 75 per-
cent or higher, how can one argue with
success? Furthermore, the returns are
valid and reliable. As the title implies, no
one method will achieve high return,
va Id surveys by phone and mail; all fac-
tors and details have to work together.
The author gives step-by-step details on
how to use these many factors in putting
together an approach, and the details of a
mailed questionnaire or telephone inter-
view. You also will like the specific
discussion on wording problems, pack-
aging, formating, mailing, graphics,
pretesting, sampling, length, and other
topics. It is our belief that a beginning
knowledge of social surveys will be suffi-
cient for you to benefit from this book.

Extension in the '80s: A Perspective
for the Future of the Cooperative Ex-
tension Service. 1983. Joint USDA-
NASULGC Committee on the Future
of Cooperative Extension. Madison:
Program Development and Evalua-
tion, Cooperative Extension Service,
Tiniversity of Wisconsin-Madison.

A blue ribbon committee, co-chaired by
Daniel Aldrich 2" i Raymond Lett,
reported on major issues in 1983. They
concluded Cooperative Extension's mis-
sion has been and still is education. in ac-
cordance with the Smith-Lever Actto
diffuse among people useful and practi-
cal information through demonstrations,
publications, and instruction. Tt Com-
mittee identified significant changes that
have occurred over the past decade, such
as: family, specialization, computers, oc-
cupations, government roles, health
care, land and water uses, foreign trade,
media, knowledge base, and learning
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modes of the public. Based on their
analysis, the committee recommended
emphasis in the next decade on agricul-
ture, natural resources, community and
small business, home economics, 4-H,
and international work. They said
partnerships with all partners needed
strengthening; that CES needed more
creativity in its educational methods and
stronger accountability. This report con-
tains much more, and is worth reviewing
before setting specific future priorities.

Forest, Laverne B., and Sheila Mul-
cahy. 1976. First Things First:
Priority Setting in Extension.
Madison: Division of Program and
Staff Development, University of Wis-
consin- Extension.

This ligh, and entertaining training pack-
age on priority setting includes two
audiotape/slide shows featuring Sir Will
Intention from the Land of P Program
Planning, with people participation)
counseling Harry, a County Extension
Agricultural Agent, on sorting through
problems. The first slide series defines
priority setting, deciding on what goals
and actions are most important now, and
why Extension professionals have to
practice it: (1) changing needs, (2) pre-
venting crises, (3) building credibility,
(4) making work easier, and (5) allocat-
ing resources.

The second slide series is focused on the
six steps to more effective priority set-
ting: (1) understanding the situations by
knowing the differences between goals
and actions, and knowing that situations
have four sources of influence (com-
munity, Extension, clientele, and the
agent self); (2) identifying and knowing
alternatives; (3) identifying and knowing
criteria for judging; (4) matching and
comparing alternatives and criteria; (5)
reflecting on priorities; and (6) com-
mitment, communicating, and using
decisions for more effective programs.

Hyman, Herbert H. 1972. Secondary
Analysis of Sample Surveys: Prin-
ciples, Procedures, and Potentialities.
New York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

This book provides a comprehensive
description of the methods and applica-
tions of secondary data analysis.
Hyman's systematic review of secondary
data practices is relevant to the sociol-
ogist, social psychologist, political scien-
tist, both researcher and student, through
providing lists of research designs,
sources of data, and detailed case
studies. The. author emphasizes the rich
sources of knowledge gained from 35
years of data gathering, which are now
accessible to social scientists through spe-
cialized archives. An exhaustive bibliog-
raphy and analyt:c table of contents offer
easy reference.

Jackson, Kate, and Saralei Farner.
1976. Community Needs and Re-
sources Assessment Guidebook.
Washington, D.C.: National Center
for Voluntary Action.

Based on a comparison among a number
of different approaches to community
needs and resource assessment (CNRA),
the authors suggest that CNRAs may
wish to consider: (1) having the com-
munity devise their own assessment
model that is adapted to the needs and
realities of their own community; (2)
having as wide citizen participation and
review as practicable ("involvement of
citizens has direct bearing on the interest
of the citizens"); (3) that to have data
which "makes sense," there should be
u3th objective (quantitative) and subjec-
tive (qualitative) information about needs
and services; and (4) that popular sup-
port, or "citizen clout," for a survey
effort comes from reputation, repre-
sentation, and optimum sponsorship. The
document also contains many excellent
precautions to consider in the CNRA
process, as well as a useful example of a
topically comprehensive survey instru-
ment and community resource inventory
checklist.
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Katz, Daniel, and Robert L. Kahn.
1966. The Social Psychology of Or-
ganizations. New York: John Wiley
and Sons, Inc.

This book approaches "classic" status.
It is an excellent reader on understanding
an organization like Extension as a social
institution, as well as other organizations
and publics to whom Extension relates.
Concepts, such as systems, power,
authority, communication, leadership,
policy, decisionmaking, and change, are
discussed in the context of complex or-
ganizations. The development of organ-
izations and how they can be effective
should be interesting to Extension profes-
sionals. A key chapter, however, is the
one in which an organization is explained
as a set or system of interdependent and
interacting roles, with role senders and
role receivers. The dynamics, as ex-
plained, show why Extension agents
sometimes are frustrated at receiving
many conflicting role signals, and not
being able to determine which is the cor-
rect role. The four-perspectives notion
used in developing this situational
analysis model is bas-cl on these basic,
social psychological principles and role
theory, making this book good back-
ground reading.

Katzer, Jeffrey, Kenneth Cook, and
Wayne Crouch. 1982. Evaluating In-
formation: A Guide for Users of Social
Science Research. 2nd ed. Reading,
Mass.: Addison-Wesley Publishing
Company.

This is an interesting book, if you are
particularly interested in evaluating and
knowing the utility of other existing re-
search, studies, data, and findings for
your own situation. The authors dis-
cuss what "knowing" is in easy-to-
understand ways. They discuss the
nature of error in research findings and
whether or not information is factually
accurate. The most useful chapter is the
one on what is useful in information. The
authors discuss the generality of other
data and being practical. In the latter part
of the book, they also discuss how to
evaluate other research against certain
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criteria. If you are thinking of using exist-
ing data, consider checking into this
book.

Koberg, Don, and Jim Bagnall. 1974.
The Universal Traveler: A Guide to
Creativity, Problem Solving, and the
Process of Reaching Goals. Los Altos,
Calif.: William Kauffman, Inc.

Here is a fun book. The authors stress
creativity, imagination, and flexibility on
reaching one's destination: these are the
unstructured parts of our situational
analysis model. For instance, cultivate
these five learnable attributes of creative
people: freedom from pride, belief in
one's ability, constructive discontent,
wholeness, and ability to escape from
habit. At the same time, develop your
logic, which is: a basis, guide, structure,
a priori, real, a basic scientific method,
organizational, and is in flux. This book
will help you expand your thinking on
our situational analysis mooel.

Kotter, Philip. 1982. Marketing for
Non-Profit Organizations. 2nd ed.
Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-Hall,
Inc.

According to Kotter, marketing is the ef-
fective management by an organization
of its exchange relations with its various
markets and publics. A university oper-
ates in student, faculty, donor, public
opinion, and support markets. Kotter dis-
cusses concepts, such as market segmen-
tation, market positioning, marketing
mix, channels of distribution, and logisti-
cal systems, as ways to organize the
analysis for nonprofit groups like Exten-
sion. He also redefines terms, such as
product, price, promotion, and distribu-
tion, so they arc more relevant. The
book's six sections are: (1) Understand-
ing Marketing, (2) Organizing Market-
ing, (3) Analyzing Opportunizies,
(4) Planning the Mix, (5) Attracting
Resources, and (6) Adapting. All are
relevant to how Extension can reanalyze
its situation relative to its target clientele
and add to Extension's already well-
stocked toolbox of planning and program
development.
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Kreitlow, Burton W. (ed.). 1981. Ex-
amining Controversies in Adult Educa-
tion. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
Publishers.

Kreitlow examines 10 critical issues that
tags adult education by means of two
authors advocating an opposite viewpoint
on each of the 10. For instance, Forest
and Deshler are,..e the merits of whether
or not goals should be set at the local
level. Even and Healy argue whether or
not we should intervene at all in social
reconst.uction. Moore and Fellenz dis-
cuss whether or not the federal govern-
ment should have a major lead role; and,
to conclude, Boshier raises issues to con-
sider for the future. Certainly, the argu-
ments will give you new ways of looking
at situations.

Linstone, Harold A., and Murray
Turoff. 1975. The Delphi Method:
Techniques and Applications.
Reading, Mass.: Addison- Wesley
Publishing Company.

Delphi utilizes written responses and ag-
gregates the judgments of a number of
individuals to improve the quality of
decisionmakin'. This inehod does not re-
quire face-to-face contact, which makes
it particularly useful for involving ex-
perts, users, administrators, and
resource controllers who ,annot meet
together physically. When viewed as a
communication process, few t -eas of
human endeavor are not possible objects
for application of the method. 'I he philo-
sophical anu methodological foundations
of Delphi are presented in this book,
along with design considerations.

Loomis, Charles P. 1960. Social :vs-
terns: Essays on Their Persistence a -d
Change. Princeton, N.J.: D. Van
Nostrand.

This book has been referred to most often
(perhaps second to Tyler) in Extension
situational analysis literature. Why? It
contributes a sociological order to
communities and groups for ones new to
the fie!-.1. Altho tgh social groups and or-
ganizations may ne more conflict-

oriented and dynamic than portrayed by
this model, it helps to organize your
thinking and to identify the right ques-
tions to ask in your situational analysis.
As stet-:; in the Sourcebook, Extension
peopl- have to know answers to "at is
occurring'? Who's doing it? Wha. uo
people know? What is their attitude?
Who controls? Who has the resources?
Vvnat are people's goals? and other cru-
cial questions implied by the Loomis
model.

. 4essick, Samuel (ed.). 1976. Individu-
ality and Learning. San Francisco: Jos-
sey-Bass, Publishers.

!n this book, aimed at educators who are
interested in a deeper understanding, the
author is not concerned with what stu-
dents currently know or have accom
plished. Rather, the emphasis is on the
manner by which stt.oents acquire
knowledge and the modes of processing.
The basic issue is whether or not Ind
how educational methods can be matched
to individual differences. Whether or not
this is an important issue to situational
analysis depends on the extern to which
we agree with Extension's 70-year-old
mission and its response to neects of
people and their "teachable moments."
I suggest this book is crucial to knowing
the situation from the clientele perspec-
tive. The authors .;peak to how indivi-
dualized learning and effective teaching
can become practical realties. They uis-
cuss research on many factors: skills,
creativity, sex, cognitive styles, environ-
mental conditions, and aptitude/treat-
ment interactions. As with several other
books in the Selected Annotated Bibliog-
raphy, this book is not for reading at the
time you are preparing your lesson plan,
or clientele are walking through the
door. It is a more basic text.

Myers, Chet. 1986. Teaching Students
to Think Critically. San F-2ncisco:
Jossey-Bass, Publishers.

Myers' premise is that our culture's out-
put of information far exceeds our ability
to think critically about that information.
In this book, he provides specific practi-
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cal ways to help others think critically
and says the methods vary by di, -ioline;
e.g., engineers go about the task .:1f-
ferently from educators or economists.
Thus, different ways must be taught,
with emphasis on personal and subjective
elemen,s, such as passion, mystery, es-
thetics, and wonder, as well as the tradi-
tional logical atmosphere of dialogue,
interchange, and problem solving that is
needed. Actual successful programs are
used to :flustrate methods of discussion,
pondering, exploring, and simulation.
While the book is targeted at educators of
ur.'lergraduates, it is of interest to all
educators who want practical approaches
to str'.ching analytical and critical
thought.

Naisbitt, John. 19' Megatrends: Ten
New Directions Transforming Our
Lives. New York: Warner Books, Inc.

This book is perhaps already a bit dated,
even though it was published as recently
as 1982. However, it is worth a refresher
review for situational ahllysis. The 10
new directions mat are transforming our
lives: informatie" society, high tech/
high touch, work, economy, long-term
decentralization, self-help, participatory
democracy, networking, north to south,
and multiple options say a lot about how
Extension views and analyzes the macro
external society/community perspective
and its influences on Extension's future
priorities. Several of these directions, in
particular, reinforce the model proposed
in triis Module; e.g., participation, multi-
ple options, networking, and information
society. Furthermore, .aisbett's ap-
proach and methods for evolving his 10
trends are in themselves worthy to know
and assess as to their merits for Exten-
sion's situational analysis. He did not do
a grand random survey; and yet, he
seemed to capture what must now seem
to agree with common sense. Yes, this
book is stimulating and refreshing. As
one internationally known company said,
"I hope we, as a company, are already
out in front in responding to these cha-l-
ges." Let us hope that Extension is also.
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Osborn, Alex F. 1979. Applied Im-
agination: Principles and Procedures
of Creative Problem-Solving. 3rd rev.
ed. New York: Scribners.

This is a revised edition of a classic book
in which the author first propused "the
average person can think up twi-:e as
many ideas when working with a group
than working alone." If you choose to
use this technique, you may wish to refer
back to this book for variations on using
it.

Patton, Michael Q. 1980. Qualitative
Evaluation Methods. Beverley Hills,
Calif.: Sage Oublications, Inc.

Patton explores how to "open up" data
collection beyond the traditional, quan-
titative, hard data-oriemed methods with
a discussion on collecting data in dif
ficult, intangible, and problematic areas.
Not only does he raise issues, he gives
specific useful techniques and handy
hints on qualitative observing, measur-
ing, and recording. At the point where
you wonder what to do with the data. he
offers up a few ways to inte:pret and
make the intangible more useful in.

developing your programs. This is an
excellent refere e this approach.

Peters, 1'. J., and R. H, Waterman.
Jr. 1982. In Search of Excellence. New
York: Warner Books, Inc.

This is a nationwide best seller. If you
have not been able to take time to read 't,
now is d .ime to set it as a priority. The
authors present what they found to be
criteria of successful U.S. companies.
Extension, as an organization, needs to
adopt those criteria and analyze itself on
how well it is functioning. Obviously,
then, the following criteria would be use-
ful to Extension program planners in
analyzing Extension as an organization
and its readiness for implementing
programs on high-priority goals:
(1 )Preferences for doikg something
anything. Is Extension doing too much
analysis? (2) Stay close to the customer
the publics. Is Extension "in tune" with
preferences and needs? (3) Autonomy
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and entrepreneurship. Are Extension
professionals thinking independently ac-
cording to their own values? (4) Share
rewards. Are "good" Extension profes-
sionals rewarded and complimented?
(5) Hands-on w .2 value-driven by
Ertenf ion organizational leaders. Are
administrators in touch? (6) "Stick to the
knitting. " Is Extension doing what it
knows best? (7) Simple form, lean staff.
Does Extension have its staff at levels to
do people good? (8) Loose/tight ad-
ministrative climate. Do Extension
professionals know direction and state
priorities and have latitude to adapt and
take risks? One can easily see these
criteria as useful in analyzing the Exten-
sion organization perspective and its
influences on the program situation and
future priorities.

Rawlinson, J. Geoffrey. 1981. Crea-
tive Thinking and Brainstorming. New
York: John Wiley and Sons, Inc.

This practical book on creative thinking
is designed for managers at every level of
organization, or for any people working
together to find solutions to problems.
Drawing from his experience with nearly
800 manager groups on 4 continents, the
author identifies barriers to creative
thinking and provides id,as for removing
those obstacles. Systematic procedures
for organizing and conducting effective
brainstorming sessions are presented, as
well as a brief survey of related tech-
niques.

Schuman, Howard, and Stanley
Pressor. 1981. Questions and Answers
in Attitude Surveys. New York:
Academic Press.

The authors state, "Our ma;rs goal is to
determine how the ways in attitude
questions are asked in surve "s affect the
results derived from these same sur-
veys." In so do: g, Schuman and Pres-
sor tackle numerous problems that
plague survey researchers, such as:
(1) question order and rsponse order ef-
fects, (2) the use of open versus closed
questions, (3) the assessment of no
opinion," (4) measuring the middle posi-

tion in scales, (5) balanced and imbal-
anced questions, (6) form of wording,
and (7) the measurement of attitude
strength. Discussion of each topic con-
tains rather rigorous assessment (both
qualitative and quantitative) of the poten-
tial impact/problems. This book would
be for experienced social surveyors.

Simon, Sidney, Leland Howe, and
Howard Kirschenbaum. 1972. Values
Clarification: A Handbook of Practical
Strategies for Teachers and Students.
New York: Hart Publishing.

The book is exactly as its title says.
Many techniques and exercises are sug-
ge?ted for teachers to use with students.
All are fun or experiential. Titles of a
few of the 70 strategies should give you
an idea of their characters: "Values
Voting, Forced Choice Ladder";
"Obituary, Epitaph, Who Arc You?";
"Taking a Stand, Diaries, and Who's to
Blame?" Preceding the actual work-
sheets or material needed for each
strategy is an explanation of its purpose,
character, and how to use the material.
The concept of values clarification is ex-
plained at the beginning of the book. For
more basic explanations of the un,;erly-
ing ideas, readers could read the earlier
book by Sidney Simon and Others (1966)
titled Values and Teaching, a Charles
Kerrill publication. It, too, has other
strategies in it.

Sudman, Seymour. and Norman M.
Bradburn. 1982. Asking Questions:
A Practical Guide to Questionnaire
Design. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
Publishers.

This book concerns the type of question-
asking embodie in structured question-
naires or interview schedules used in
social and market reseatch. It deals
specifically with questionnaire const ac-
tion. The authors' general thesis is that
questions must be precisely worded, if
responses to a survey are to be accurate
and the survey valid. Methods .r r han-
dling specific "types" of questions are
discussed, such as threatening and non-
threateninp behav'or questions, I, nowl-
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edge questions, and attitude question,_
Also covered are response options,
rationale for the order of items in a ques-
tionnaire, form, method of admini-
stration, and ethical principles to be
observed in survey research. Numerous
actual questionnaire examples from Gal-
lup, Roper, SRC, NORC, and SRL are
included. Most of the chapters begin with
a checklist that serves as an initial guide,
as Ara as subsequent reference for actual
survey construction

Warner, Paul D., and James A. Chris-
tenson. 1984. The Cooperative Exten-
sion Service: A National Assessment.
Boulder, Colo.: Westview Press, Inc.

The author: evaluated the Cooperative
Extension Service and found 87 percent
of citizens in the U.S. are aware of 4-H,
77 percent of agriculture programs, 52
percent of home economics, and 46 per-
cent of community development ^eforts.
Ninety-five percent of users are sfied;
82 percent say CES should be supported
at current or higher levels. However,
only 27 percent of households and only
23 percent of the public have had contact
with Extension. What this report leaves
us with are basic question., that need
answers in future situation analyses.
How do you answer the following ques-
tions regarding your state or county? Is
the mission too broad or too narrow? Are
Extension specialists or generalists
needed? What is the best way to fund
programs? How does Extension respond
to social changes? Can Extensk afford
multiple images? Can Extension serve
both urban and rural publics? How do the
disadvantaged and minorities fare?
Should personal or impersonal Extension
methods be used? Are results and impact
adequate?

Webb, Eugene, Don T. Campbell,
Richard Schwartz, and Lee Sechrest.
1966. Unobtrusive Measures: Non-
Reactive Research in the Social Sci-
ences. Chicago, Ill.: Rand McNally.

This is an old favorite, but is still good,
so why ignore it? The basic idea is
n .y clues or indicators art: present in

the community that tell an analyzer (if he
or she is observant enough) what is hap-
pening or has hardened. If an observer
keeps the five senses open, he or she can
see clientele needs, obstacles to change,
resources, trends, and documentation for
which programs should be high priority.
Even though we have given you the basic
book in a sentence, you can still develop
your powers of observation by skimming
this book from cover to cover. You will
delight in how the following can be used
as need indicators: floor tile, grass, radio
dials, library records, newspapers, liq-
uor sales, clothes, and conversation.

Concluding Phases

Bloom, Benjamin S., Max D. Engle-
hart, Edward J. Furst, Walter H. Hill,
and David R. Krathwohl. 1956.
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:
The Classification of Educational
Goals. Handbook I: Cognitive
Domain. New York: David McKay
Company, Inc.

The authors say that clientele learning oc-
curs at different levels of depth and com-
plexity, including recall, understanding,
application, analysis, synthesis, and
evaluation. They suggest setting objec-
tives with a clear focus on learning out-
comes expected, organizing plans of
action accordingly, and, finally, measur-
ing whether or not the particular desired
learning occurred. Not only is the
analysis mental process discussed fur-
ther, but thi total !,00k helps clarify why
objectives are eventually appropriate and
measurable. Although this book is older,
more recent books have no more content
than this ore.

Bowering, David J. (ed.). 1984. Secon-
dary Analysis oft vailable Data Bases.
New Directions for Program Evalua-
tion. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass,
Publishers.

This is an excellent book for those who
are thinking of using existing data. It is a
practical book. The authors discuss large-
scale data bases; who produces them;
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how to obtain them; and what exists in
them. In subsequent chapters, there also
is discussion of how to prepare data files
in order to analyze them according to
your purposes. The contents are more
research-oriented than practical-
oriented; nevertheless, the botl might
still be .1seful for Extension people who
want to know more about using the
tremendous amount of existing data,
most of which are unused or unanalyzed.
The authors say that people are not aware
of the existence of these data or are shy
of tracking them down, or question the
quality of these other data or the ap-
propriateness of these other data to one's
own situations. Look into this book for
the answers to these types of questions
and concerns.

Hanks, Kurt, and Jan Parry. 1983.
Wake up Your Creative Genius. Los
Altos, Calif.: William Kauffman, Inc.

Here is a fun book. If you are looking for
new ideas and creative thinking to apply
to situational analysis, the table of con-
tents should turn you on to a few ideas:
"Superman Syndrome"; "Cooked
Goose"; "Beware of the Crack Pot";
"Creative Hype"; "Ah Ha!"; "r lit
From Nuts"; "How to Get More From
Your Dreams"; "Winning Ideas";
"New Eyes"; "Usual Brainstorming";
and 50 more. The point iswe have sug-
gested a structured model, but part of the
structure is to loose; up, and you will see
more and know more. Hanks and Parry
help us along that route.

Hare, Alexander P. 1982. Creativity in
Small Groups. Beverley Hills, Calif.:
Sage Publications, Inc.

Hare examines the traditional consensus
process used by Quakers for over 100
years when seeking agreement on dif-
ficult social problems. The seven steps
for problem solving and group creativity
are: (1) problem definition, (2) data col-
lection, (3) solution review, (4) solution
development at an appropriate level of
creativity, (5) pilot project test, (6) agree-
ment and commitment, and (7) imple-
mentation.

Krathwohl, David R., Benjamin S.
Bloom, and Bertram B. Masia. 1964.
Taxonomy of Educational Objectives:
The Classification of Educational
Goals. Handbook II: Affective
Domain. New York: Longman, Inc.

This monograph is the second in a series
of taxonomies on learning objectives.
Learning is outlined according to depth
of internalization: (1) receiving, (2)
responding, (3) valuing, (4) organiza-
tion, and (5) characterization by value
complex. The outline can help an Exten-
sion educator to identify and phrase ob-
jectives, once situations are analyzed,
but a plus is a much improved under-
standing of the entire affective world.
The values we all hold and our commit-
ments get good treatment.

Stufflebeam, Daniel, Walter Foley,
William Cephart, Egon Guba, Robert
Hammond, Howard Merriman, and
Malcolm Provus. 1971. Educational
Evaluation and Decision Making. -
Itasca, Ill.: Peacock Publishing.

The acronym of CIPP (for Context,
Input, Process, and Product) represents
four types of evaluation that can serve
four different types of program deci-
sions, each at a different stage of the
program development cycle: (1) context
evaluation for deciding intended goals,
(2) input evaluation for deciding intended
ways of reaching goals, (3) process
evaluation for deciding on goodness of
actual methods used, and (4) product
evaluation for deciding extent to which
goals were reached.

Although this book is somewhat difficult
to read, the ideas are excellent and
provide an ovArall perspective on how
situational analysis, evaluation, and
decisionmaking can be considered
processes tha occur throuihout the dura-
tion of a program.
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Appendix 1: Adams County Citizen Survey

Adams County Cooperative Extension Service State of Readiness

February 1, 19_

Dear Friend,

John Lee, our county board chair, sent you a letter several days ago explaining the need for citizen
opinions on Adams County concerns and issues. I hope you will be able to take 10 minutes out of
your busy schedule to complete this questionnaire and return it as quickly as possible to our office in
the enclosed self-addressed, postage-paid envelope.

Remember, your personal answers will be held in the strictest confidence. A summary report of the
responses that you and others in t 'e random sample give us will be prepared. The printed number
on this page will be used solely by our office for organizing purposes.

The information gained from your responses will enable your County Extension office and agents to
provide useful programs and information to you and others in Adams County.

Thank you in advance for your he.191

Sincerely,

Ann Patterson
Adams County Extension Chair

University of Readiness, United States Department of Agriculture, and Readi-
ness Counties Cooperating. UR-Extension provides equal opportunities in
employment and programming, including Title IX requirements.

S 0
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A.Following are eight possible areas of concern to Adams County residents. For
each of the eight general areas and the specific items w.Jiin each, please indi-
cate whether you believe the item is a high priority for future educational
programs by checking yes, no, or uncertain.

Concern or Issue

1. Improving the economy:
a. Business management
b. Community economic

development
c. Marketing
d. Recreation and tourism
e. Jobs and careers
f. Home businesses . . . .

2. Building family strengths:
a. Family financial management
b. Consumer decisionmaking
c. Child care and parenting
d. Family relationships and stress

3. Improving agricultural profits:
a. Dairy and livestock production

and management
b. Field crops production and

management
c. Pest management . . . . ..
d. Horticulture production and

management
e. Farm business management
f. Agricultural marketing .....

4. Improving the natural environment:
a. Land-use planning
b. Groundwater quality
c. Soil and water conservation
d. Energy conservation
e. Forestry
f. Wildlife
g. Waste handling
h. Pesticide use and storage

5. Improving human health and safety:
a. Foods, nutrition, and diet
b. Safety, fire, police
c. Food production (gardening)
d. Food preservation
e. Housing
f. Medical services
g. Elderly needs and services

9_i

HIGH PRIORI TY?
Yes No Uncertain
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HIGH PRIORITY?
Concern or Issue Yes No Uncertain

6. Improving educational resources:
a. Libraries
b. Extension education
0. Vocational/technical schools
d. Elementary/secondary schools

7. Improving community leadership:
a. Volunteer and organization leaders
b. L:_.cal government education
c. Agricultural leaders

8. Building youth development:
a. 4-H youth work
b. 4-H youth leader deviziopment
c. Career development
J. Non-4-H youth work

(Scouts, YMCA, etc.)

B. Of the general areas of concern, which three (3) do you believe are of top
priority? (Check three areas below.)

1. Economy
2. Family
3. Agriculture
4. Environment
5. Health
6. Education
7. Community Leadership
8. Youth Development

C. Please give an example or two of specific concerns and issues within one or
several of your top priorities in the .above list.

D. Pleas9 list any other important concerns for Adams County not listed above.

92
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E. Please check whether you believe the following are excellent, good, or poor
sources for obtaining useful and trusted information.

Don't
Information Source Excellent Good Poor Know

1. Vocational/technical school
education classes.

2. Cooperative Extension (county
agent) at office, home, or meetings,
or through media.

3. Newspapers/magazines

4. Radio

5. Television

6. Neighbors

7. Private companies

8. Credit agencies

9. Libraries

10. Other (describe)

F. To assist the Extension committee and staff in making decisions on future
educational programs, please indicate the importance of the following factors
in deciding Extension programs.

Extremely
Factor Important Important Unimportant

1. Program timeliness

2. Program access

3. Program location

4. Program cost

5. Trustworthy information

6. Past "track record" or image

7. Program is not duplication

8. Potential impact and benefit

9. PeoPle'., needs

10. Taxes

11. Useful information

93
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0 G. Finally, as a basis for understanding your earlier answers, we would like to ask
you a few questions about yourself. All answers will be kept confidential.

1. Are you:
Male
Female

2. Your age9 years

3. Years of completed schooling? _years

4. Your marital status? (Check only one response,

Married
Single
Divorced
Widowed

5. How long have you lived in Adams County? years

6. Occupation?

7. (If married) Spouse's occupation?

8. Which one of the following categories best represents your total family
annual income before taxes during 1987 (including wages, profits from
business, social security, pensions, etc.)?

Less than $10,000 $25,000-$34,999
$10,000414,999 $35,000-$49,999
$15,000-$19,999 $50,000 or more
$20,000-$24,999

H. Please give other comments about the future of Adams County Extension
programs. Any comments on resources to use or constraints to effective
programs would be helpful.

Thank you!
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Appendix 2: Adams County Farmer Survey

Adams County Cooperative Extension Service State of Readiness

February 1, 19

Dear Friend,

John Lee, our county board chair, sent you a letter several days ago explaining the need for current
information on Adams County farm practices ana knowledge. I hope you will be able to take 10
minutes out of your busy schedule to complete this questionnaire and return it as quickly as possible
to our office in the enclosed self-addressed, postage-paid envelope.

Remember, your personal answers will be held in the strictest confidence. A summary report of the
responses that you and others in the random sample give us will be prepared. The printed number on
this page will be used solely by our office for organizing purposes.

The information gained from your responses will enable your County Extension office and agents to
provide useful agriculture programs and information to you and other farmers in Adams County.

-hank you in advance for your help!

Sincerely,

Ann Patterson
Adams County Extension Chair

University of Readiness, United States Department of Agriculture, and Readi-
ness Counties Cooperating. UR-Extension provides equal opportunities in
employment and programming, including Title IX requirements.

9;
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A. Listed below are possible areas of concern to Adams County farmers and farm
families. For each of the six general areas and the specific items within each,
please indicate whether you believe the item is very high priority, so-so, or low
priority.

Concern or Issue

1. OffFarm Issues:
a. Taxes
b. National farm policy
c. Consumer education
d. International agriculture/Adams

County
e. Farmland preservation and

local zoning
f. Pricing
g. Farm/city r,iations

2. Total/General Farm Concerns:
a. Total farm system analysis and

planning
b. Alternative and supplemental

income
c. Energy and fuel
d. Farm labor
e. Farm budgets and records
f. Credit
g. Farm safety
h. Organic farming
i. Computer programs and use
j. Farm engineering and machiney

3. Farm Family Concerns:
a. Family stress
b. Housing
c. Recreation
d. Children's future
e. Estate planning

4. Livestock Concerns.
a. Livestock system analysis and . . .

management
b. Genetics, breeding, and selection
c. Feeding, feeds, forages, and

pastures
d. Pesticide use
e. Marketing
f. Manure and waste handling
g. Housing and feed handling

96

LEVEL OF PRIORITY
Very
High
Priority So-So

Low
Priority
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Concern or Issue

5. Crops Concerns:
a. Crop system analysis and

management
b. Varieties and selection
c. Water and irrigation
d. Fertility
e. Pest control
f. Pesticide use
g. Harvesting
h. Storage
i. Marketing
j. Fruit production, management,

and marketing
k. Vegetable production, management,

and marketing

6. Envircomental Concerns:
a. Soil and water conservation
b. Forestry
c. Wildlife
d. Groundwater and well-water quality

LEVEL OF PRIORITY
Very
High
Priority SoSo

Low
Priority

B. Please briefly illustrate or describe a specific issue or concern within one or
several of your top priorities in the previous list in Section A.

C. The following are ways a farmer might get needed farm-related information.
Please indicate the amount of contact, if any, you have had throtiah each
source during the past 3-4 years.

Sources

1. Extension meeting
2. Personal contact with County

Extension agent (visit or phone)
3. Extension publications
4. Mail
5. Extension articles in newspaper
6. Extension TV programs
7. Extension radio programs

Weekly/ No
Monthly Annually Contact

0 "1
1.1 i
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Weekly/ No
Sources Monthly Annually Contact

8. Demonstrations and field days
9. County agricultural council meetings .

10. Tours
11. Dealer meetings
12. Farm association meetings
13. Farm magazines
14. Neighbors
15. Other Extension sources ...... .

(Please list)

16. Other non-Extension sources
(Please list)

D. Choosing from the source list in question C, which source do you most prefer
when it comes to obtaining farm-related information? Please fill in one cor-
responding number (1-16) from question C in each of the spaces below.

Most Preferred Source

Second Most Preferred Source

Third Most Preferred Source

E. If one of the sources you listed in Section D was Cooperative Extension, for
what reason, if any, have you used it as an informational source? (Please
check all reasons below that apply.)

Only Source I Knew

Recommended to Me

Inexpensive

Provides New Research

Trust Extension

Provides Useful Information

Provides Unbiased Information

Other

0h
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F. Please indicate the extent to which you use the following farm practices.
Please answer each question by checking the appropriate response.

Farm Practice

1. Cut alfalfa at mid-bud stage

2. Use forage analysis to
balance feed rations.

3. Reducea feed costs with
improved alfalfa quality

4. Tested well water for bacteria
and nitrates

EXTENT OF USE
Have Done Inappro-

Regular It One or priate for
Routine More Times Never My Farm

5. Use laboratory soil tests for
deciding fertilizer rates. . . . .

6. Calibrate pesticide sprayers
each season.

7. Develop written long-range
farm plan.

8. Developed or revised will

9. Used A.I. stud or purchased
performance-tested herd sire

10. Use computer ration ized
balancing program.

11. Scout for pests in crops

12. Direct marketing to consumer

13. Minimum or no tillage

14. Improved on-farm pesticide
storage facilities

15. Crop system economic
analysis.

16. Livestock system economic
analysis.

17. Farm cash flow analysis. . . .

18. Farm debt/asset analysis. . . .
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G. Finally, as a basis for understanding your earlier answers, we would like to ask
some questions about you and your farm operation. All answers will be kept
confidential.

1. What type of farm do you operate? (Check the one that is your main
operation.)

Crops Type

Livestock Type

Other (Describe)._

2. Size of farm acres

3. Estimated net family income $

4. Estimated % of total family income from nonfarm sources

5. Township

6. Your age? years

7. Family composition (check those that apply)

Husband?
Wife?
Children at home?
Others in home?

H. Please feel free to add any additional comments below. Thank you

Ole

i 0 0
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O Introduction to the
Leader's Guide for
Module 4: Situational
Analysis

Effective Extension education programs
start with systematic situational analyses.
Therefore, this experientia', in-service
workshop program about situational
analysis was developed. The workshop
and the experiential learning materials
are de' izned for use with new Coopera-
tive Extension professionals who have
specific training needs, and experienced
professionals, on a periodic review basis.
Because the training needs of the work-
shop participants will vary by specific
situation, options for meeting differing
learning and teaching needs are included
at various points in this Leader's Guide.
In the spirit of good analysis of each in-
service situation, adaptation and use of
the options by the workshop leader are
encouraged. To adapt to tno; e varying
needs, the workshop leaders must review
and know the contents of all parts of this
Module: the So,,rcebook, this Leader's
Gulch., the Learners' Packet, and the In-
structional Aids.

The learning experiences in this Leader's
Guide are organized chronologically into
five time periods: (1) Preworkshop
Preparation, (2) Day One, (3) Interim,
(4) Day Two, and (5) Follow-Up. Within
each of the five time periods, the follow-
ing information is provided for the
workshop leader, according to the time
schedule:

Time allotted

Responsibility (persons involved)

Instructional goals

Learning objectives

Materials needed

Task, activity, or experiences

Discussion question options

Exhibits, such as overhead transpar-
encies, worksheets, and other instruc-
tional aids, where appropriate.

The 12 hours of in-service training in
Module 4 are covered in two sessions
(Day One and Day Two) of 6 hours each.
Day One activities consist of participant
self-assessments, general understanding
of the total Situational Analysis Model,
and understanding the four preparation
phases: (1) defining boundaries, (2) set-
ting analysis focus and purpose, (3)iden-
tifying leadership, and (4) knowing
personalities. Also covered are the first
three of the six implementation phases:
the four perspectives, value orientations,
and identifying questions to be answered.

Day Two activities include the remaining
three implementation phases. identifying
the Extension publics to be involved
deciding on involvement technique:,, and
collecting and summarizing data; and the
six concluding phases of the model: com-
paring and interpreting evidence, deci-
sions on interpretation of evidence and
conclusions, reacting and reflecting,
deciding on learners' needs, setting
learner objectives, reviewing and pre-
paring a written report, accompanied by
encouraging participants to apply what
the) have learned to their everyday ex-
periences.

Several key ideas are noteworthy as
workshop leaders begin to plan and use
the Situational Analysis Model:

1. The Situational Analysis Model d:3-
cussed in the Sourcebook and in this
Leader's Guide is a mental situational
analysis process. The model is not a data-
oriented and statistical analysis model,
Rather, the model is a way of helping
Extension educators to make data and
observations more useful, practical, and
relevant to Extension program decisions.

2. Regardless of the quality of dr. cont-nt
or the proposed methods of this Module,
the learning quality will depend on the
workshop leader's experiences with the
participants. How positive those exper-
iences are will depend a great deal on the
workshop leader's preparation, self-
study, commitment, and enthusiasm, and
the extent to which continuous evaluation
of feedback is incorporated into the learn-
ing experiences.

1 0 ;
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3. Many potential participants, new or ex-
perienced, county-based or state-based,
could likely be less than excited about the
topic. Therefore, these materials are
based on the experiential learning prin-
ciple. The faster and more extensively
the workshop leader can involve the par-
ticipants in the experiential process the
greater the likelihood for interesting,
practical, useful, and effective learning.
Although Exhibit 1: "The Experiential
Learning Model" is included at the end
of this section, for more detail on exper-
ientiel learning, the learning experiences
suggested in this Leader's Guide gener-
ally proceed from (1) concrete exper-
iences to (2) reflections and observations
to (3) abstract conceptualizing to (4) ac-
tive experimenting and testing. As you
adapt the suggested experiences, con-
sider this cycle as a guide.

4. The preceding ideas strongly imply
that these materials will be even more
practical and consequential if the work-
shop leader, along with the workshop
participants, creates versions, options,
and experiences for participants to adapt
to their own state, region, county, sub-
ject matter, personality styles, and other
factors that create positive learning.
These adaptations and creations, based
on analysis of the learning situation,
along with continuous checking of

whether or not participants are learning
the concepts, would be an ultimate
achievement of this Module.

5. Consider the foregling organization of
Module 4 as you review the total
Leader's Guide. You will notice
specifics, such as lecturettes, questions
for discussion, and places within the
general outline for continuous checking
of learning. These items can be used ver-
batim, but, more importantly, are in-
cluded to illustrate the tenor or character
of intended experiences. You will certain-
ly develop more appropriately worded
questions for your group.

6. Special attention should be focused on
the Instructional Aids Packet. In addition
to materials specified for use in each sec-
tion of the Leader's Guide, and those in
the Learner's Packet, 34 transparency
masters (referred to as TMs) that are not
shown in the Leader's Guide, and 36 TIP
Sheets are included. These may be sub-
stituted for those suggested herein, or
might be useful for other purposes, de-
pending on the workshop leader's needs.
A complete listing in the Table of Col-
tents of the Instructional Packet will pro-
vide a quick overview of the supple-
mental materials.

EXHIBIT 1

The Experiential Learning Model

Experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) can be easily applied to in-service train-
ing. The Leader's Guide includes activities to facilitate the experiential learn-
ing process. The leader's effectiveness will be greatly enhanced if the
process summarized here is kept in mind and used throughout the
workshop.

The Experiential Learning Model (Kolb, 1984) says learning occurs in a cycli-
cal, four-stage process (see Figure 1). The learning process begins with
Stage 1a real, concrete experience (CE), in which the learner is involved in
media presentations, self-analysis, case studies, role-playing, and demon-
strations. This experience might be an activity at the workshop or a real ex-
perience that occurred prior to the workshop.

continued
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CE

AE RO

11- ACAi)
Figure 1. The experiential learning model (Kolb, 1984)

The CE stage includes ideas to help the learner reflect and make reflections/observations (RO) in Stage 2.
The reflection stage includes individual work on a problem, idea, or situation during the traioing session.
The time during the RO stage might be planned as an individual activity, or as participants prepare to dis-
cuss a topic in groups. The RO stage also occurs during lecturettes and media presentations.

Reflections and observations are processed by the learner during Stage 3abstract conceptualizing
(AC). These abstract concepts include hypotheses, generalizations, conclusions, formulas, models, and
reasons or explanations. The AC process is linked directly to RO, and occurs during the same types of
activities. Abstract concepts result simultaneously from reflection and observation.

Learners test the abstract concepts during Stage 4active experimenting (AE). AE occurs in a training
session when concepts are applied to cases, personal or program situations, games, simulations, and
other activities in which the learners are involved and can actively test their ideas. AE results evolve into
concrete experiences (Stage 1), which then are evaluated (Stage 2), thus continuing the process in a
cyclical manner.

Individuals vary as to which of the four stages of the experiential learning process they find easier, more
effective, and more interesting. These individual differences are considered the person's learning style.
Be arsre that an activity might be accepted easily by some people and resisted by others because of their
learning styles.

Learners usually will be more comfortable with their learning modes. For example, persons whoprefer
active experimenting might enjoy role-playing and probably will be very good at it. A person who prefers
reflective observation might be uncomfortable in role-playing and might not be very good atacting out a
role. The differences in comfort and skill level for a particular learning activity will result in differing indi-
vidual reactions. These differences are natural, so the leader should not be overly concerned if some indi-
viduals resist certain learning experiences. Workshop leaders need to encourage and support individuals'
responses, while ensuring a constructive experience for the group.

In summary, consider how the learners will best be served. How the material is adapted, how groupinter-
action occurs, and how training evaluation occurs will be affected directly by whether or not leaders con-
sider the overall learning process as well as the individual and group needs.

Adapted from Kolb (1984)

105
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Time: Preworkshop
Preparation

The importance of preworkshop activi-
ties to the workshop leader cannot be
overemphasized. The workshop leader
will need sufficient time to read and be-
come thoroughly familiar with the con-
tents of the Sourcebook, the Selected
Annotated Bibliography, the Leader's
Guide, the Learners' Packet, and the In-
structional Aids as a basis for decisions
on his or her general needs, goals, and
format for the workshop. Likewise, be-
cause the exchange of material:, and infor-
mation from the leader to the participants
and from the participants to the leader
prior to the scheduled wo '-shop date is
imperative to the smooth now of the in-
structional sessions, preparations should
begin at least six months in advance. The
following organization of the Prework-
shop Preparation time period is sug-
gested for your consideration.

Decide on General Needs,
Goals, and Format

Time

T (training) minus six months.

Responsibility

Workshop leader, district leader, or
program leader, or a combination of
these persons.

Process

When state-level leaders believe in-
service education is needoi for situa-
tional analysis, or when they are asked to
conduct training for such analysis, this
Leader's Guide and the related materials
can be utilized. Levels and ways in which
this Module can be used include:

Statewide in-service professional
education.

Regional or district meetings. 106

Separate program area meetings; for
example, agricultural and home
economics areas separately.

County levels, including home offices.

Administrative or supervisory groups.

Task forces.

Independent or small group study.

Specific reasons for this training might in-
clude:

1. Too little justifying documentation and
data in Extension staff plans of work for
the planned program.

2. A need to increase general, statewide
core competencies in situational analysis.

3. A need for county-level training to
help sort out and decide program
priorities.

4. A program area desire to update skills
by analyzing a particular problem situa-
tion.

5. A statewide commitment to increasing
the quality of situation statements in four-
year major program plans or annual
plans of work.

6. New personnel orientation needs.

The size of the state, territory. region, or
locality; current faculty training level;
finances; the availability of facilities;
trainer qualifications; geographical divi-
sions; costs; time factors; or other speci-
fics of the intended participants in each
situation also can affect the workshop
format.

[Note: At this point, the workshop leader
should make a decision on the type of per-
sonality inventory to be used in the work-
shop. Refer first to the "Participants'
Self-Assessment" section in the Prework-
shop Preparation and to the "Personality
Style Inventory" in the Learners'
Packet.]

8 Working With Our Publics Module 4: Situat ;nal Analysis Leader's Guide
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EXHIBIT 2

Suggested Workshop Description

Two-day (12-hour) professional development workshop on situational
analysis for new and experienced Extension professionals. These two days
will be experiential. The participants will learn methods for analyzing situa-
tions that will help them to understand complex situations and to write bet-
ter situation statements. Case study exercises will be used to illustrate
program situations analyses and to develop skills necessary for good situa-
tional analysis. Self-assessment, videotapes, overheads, grrzlp discussion,
role-playing, and active learning will combine to make this an exciting,
dynamic, and new experience.

Dates:

Person ir. Charge:

Decide on and Conduct
Advance Publicity

Time

T minus 90 days

Responsiblity

Workshop leader, district leader, and
program leaders.

Process

Prepare advpnce publicity and in-service
training description and send to potential
enrollees. A suggested description is
shown in Exhibit 2.

Enrollment and Sign Up

Time

T minus 50 days.

Responsibility

Potential participants.

Process

Distribute registration forms (in Learn-
ers' Packet) to potential participants.
Makc the registration deadline 30 days
prior to the date c: fire workshop.

Early Involvement of
Participants

Time

T minus 40 days.

Responsibility

Workshop leaders, district leaders, and
program leaders.

Process

Select a representative advisory commit-
tee for the Situational Analysis work-
shop. Members should include partici-
pants and Extension agents, specialists,
and administrators, such as agricultural
agents, home economics agents, 4-H
agents, water specialists, and district
directors.

Time

T minus 31cC1Q
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EXHISIT3

Tentative Schedule

PREWORKSHOP PREPARATION

DAv ONE

Time Activity

9:00 a.m. Program Introduction

9:05 am. Group Warm up and Interaction

9:30 am. Reasons for Improving Situational Analysis

9:45 a.m. Identify Training Needs and Set Group Goals

10:15 a.m. BREAK

10:30 a.m. Understand Situational Analysis Model

11:15 a.m. Preparation Phases
Boundaries
Focus
Leadership

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:45 p.m.

3:00 p.m.

LUNCH

Preparation Phases (continued)
Personalities

Implementation Phases
Four Perspectives

BREAK

Implementation Phases (continued)
Value Orientations
Questions

4:00 p.m. Review and Closing

4:15 p.m. Close

9:00 a.m.

9:15 a.m.

10:15 a.m.

INTERIM

DAY TWO

Welcome/Review

Implementation Phases (continued)
Publics
Involvement
Collecting Data

BREAK

108 continued
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10:30 a.m.

12:00 noon

1:00 p.m.

2:00 p.m.

2:15 p.m.

3:45 p.m.

4:00 p.m.

Concludinc Phases
interpret

LUNCH

Concluding Phases (continued)
Decicie Conclusions

BREAK

Concluding Phases (continued)
Reflect
Learner Needs
Objectives
Report

Action

Close

FOLLOW-UP

Responsibility

Workshop leader and workshop advisory
committee.

Process

Send proposed overview of the workshop
schedule (see Exhibit 3) to workshop ad-
visory committee to hold a meeting with
the advisory committee. This proposed
schedule r-.rview will inzhide activities
for Prewo.:,shop Preparation, Day One,
Interim, Day Two, and Follow-Up time
periods. Depending on how the repre-
sentative advisory committee analyzes
the situation, the workshop leader should
expect to modify the schedule through
ahpting it to local considerations.

Participants'
Self-AssessmentIIII1=I:
Time

T minus 30 days.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Process: Concrete Experience

All registration forms should be returned
to the workshop leader by the registration
dekline. The leader then sends a letter
(sample letter in Exhibit 4) to registrants,
indicatin ne next experiences and
participants' responsibilities. Include
with the letter:

1. Personality Inventory so participants
can determine their personality styles.
The scoring sheet must be photocopied
by the participant and returned to the
workshop leader 10 -i5 days prior to the
chte of the workshop. The Hogan ar.,1
Lhampagne Personality Style Inventory
(PSI) can be purchased from:

Organization, Design, and Development
101 Bryn Mawr
Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania 19010

The Myers-Briggs Type Inventory
(MBTI) can be purchased from:

Consulting Psychologist Press, Inc.
577 College Avenue
Palo Alto, California 94306

Or, elsewhere,

I 0 9
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Center for Application of
Psychological Type

2720 N.W. 6th Street
Gainesville, Florida 32609

[Note: If the participants have recently
taken these or similar assessments that
gave tisnir Jung personality type, they can
record the type and send the scores from
those previous assessments.]

EXHIBIT 4

Letter From Workshop Leader

Dear

I am very pleased that you have registered for the two-day in-service work-
shop on Situational Analysis to be held (date) to (date), 19_ Those of
us who are involved in planning the workshop are excited about it, and
believe you will be, too.

As indicated in early notices, the two days will be very experiential; i.s., will
depend on your involvement. Therefore, I am enclosing several items and
have the following tasks for you.

1. Extension Service Problems. Identify and prepare a list of what you
believe are your major obstacles in performing your Extension program
responsibilities at this time, or what you foresee developing into more
serious obstacles in the future.

2. Personality Inventory. Please complete the scoring sheet on the enclosed
personality inventory, if you have not already completed such an inven-
tory. Photocopy the scores and return the original to me by (date at least
15 days prior to Day One). If you have a score from a previous inventory,
please send me those results.

3. Adams County Examiner. Please read and become familiar with this
newspaper and bring it with you on the first day of the workshop. You will
be using it at the sessions.

4. Situational Analysis Self-Assessment. "lease complete the checklist and
return it to me (date at least 15 days prior to Day One). Also, bring with you
to the woi kshop a situation statement from your most recent plan of work.
You will be using both your self-assessment and your situ Ation statement
on Day One of workshop.

Again, I am pleased to have you as part of this workshop. Please call me at
(phone #) if you have questions before the workshop. I look forward to seeing
you.

Sincerely,

Enclosures: Personality inventory
Newspaper
Situational Analysis Self-Assessment

110
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2. A copy of the Adams County Ex-
aminer (in Instructional Aids), a short,
weekly newspaper. Participants should
read the newspaper prior to the workshop
sessions.

3. The "Situational Analysis Self-
Assessment" (in Learners' Packet) so
participants can rate their current situa-
tional analysis knowledge, attitudes,
process, and plan of work situation state-
ments.

The workshop leader should emphasize
that the participants are expected to bring
their copies of the personality, inventory,
the Adams County Examiner newspaper,
and their situation statements with them
to the workshop. The workshop leader
will want to have extra copies of the
newspaper on hand at the workshop for
those who forget theirs.

Decide on Teaching
Responsibilities

Time

T minus 25 days.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Process

Identify responsibilities of district
leaders, program leaders, participants,
and workshop advisory committee mem-
bers within the situational analysis work-
shop sessions. The advisory committee
can assist in identifying role players if on
Day One the workshop leader will be
using the role-play option under the head-
ing, "Increase Understanding of the
Four PerspectivesPhase 5." The
leader then can send the role players the
necessary information.

Analyze and Summarize
Participants' Personality
Inventories

Time

T minus 15 days.

Responsibility

Workshop leader and program par-
ticipants.

Process

The personality scoring sheets should be
returned to the workshop leader. Use the
scores to identify and understand the
various personality styles within the
workshop participant group. This infor-
mation will be helpful during the work-
shop in dealing with individual differen-
ces among the participants. The variety
of personality and learning style preferen-
ces found in any group requires sensi-
tivity and flexibility on the part of the
leader and adaptation of the planned
learning experiences

[Note: The Situational Analysis Model
includes personality styles as an impor-
tant part of situational analysis. In-
dividual scores on four personality
continuums will be the starting point on
Day One in discussing Phase 4: Know
Personalities.]

Time: Day One

Prepare and Set Up for
Training Session

(60 minutes)

The leader needs to check on last-minute
details and be prepared to conduct the
workshop, as planned, but also must be
prepared for the unexpected, such as
extra participants, participants not show-
ing up, or equi mein failures. All prior
planning would be of no benefit if minute
details like participants' comfort or
needed materials are missing.

111
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Responsibility:

Workshop leader and workshop advisory
committee.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

VHS videotape player and monitor

Flip chart with an extra pad of paper

Masking tape

Markers (at least five colors)

Name tags, with nar P and position

Transparencies (TMs)

Various handouts

Wall posters on situational analysis

Wall posters on value orientations

Participants' returned Preworkshop
materials.

Personality score sheets
Personality summary
Self-assessments
Self-assessments summary

Leadct 's Guide

Learners' Packet

Sourcebook

Other library references, such as in the
Selected Annotated Bibliography

Refreshments

Process

Set up and check operation of all the
audiovisual equipment. Arrange tables
and chairs in a comfortable manner (see
Exhibit 5). Avoid a typical classroom
style arrangement. Use tables with four
to six people seated at each table. Place a
Learners' Packet on the table for each
participant.

Tape the situational analysis posters on
the walls around the room, spacing them
so that participants can easily see them.

Near the door to the room, set up at least
one table on which you will arrange the
participants' workshop assignments and
prewritten name tags in alphabetical
order. Unclaimed name tags and mate-
rials on the table allow the workshop
leader to note quickly who, if anyone,
does not show up for the workshop.

EXHIBIT 5
Posters

Registrant)

Audiovisual
Equipment

0
S

0
0
n

Supplies

o
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110
Greet and Make Participants
Welcome

(30 minutes)

To avoid participants' experiencing a
mental letdown, especially those who ar-
rive early, it is crucial that some options
are available for this time period and that
participants are able to satisfy early
group-building tasks.

Responsibility

Workshop leader or advisory committee,
or both.

Instructional Goals

To create a friendly, personal, com-
fortable learning environment.

To have the instructor greet each par-
ticipant before the program.

To help the instructor start learning all
the participants' names.

Learning Objectives

I. Participants will learn that the
workshop atmosphere is open, friendly,
and personal.

2. Participants will complete most of
their personal greetings prior 3 the for-
mal agenda.

3. Participants will become ready for
start of program.

Material3

Prewritten name tags

Preworkshop assignments

Refreshments

Process

As the participants enter the room, the
workshop leader, or a designated host,
should greet them, intt oduce himself or
herself, guide participants to the table
where the name tags and preworkshop

materials are located, and invite them to
enjoy available refreshments, while they
wait for the program to begin.

Program Introduction

(5 minutes)

The time has arrived. All your planning
and preparation is done. Implement your
plan. Be flexible and prepared for unfore-
seen learning opportunities.

Responsibility

Key administrators or workshop leader
or both.

Materials

Flip chart

Markers

Process

The leader will make positive opening
remarks regarding the participants and
the program, e.g.:

"Good morning. I am .

Welcome to what I think are going to be
an exciting two days of discussing situa-
tional analysis. I will be the workshop
leader, and I am glad all of you are work-
ing with me. Without taking a lot of time,
because we are on a very tight schedule, I
would like to make a few general an-
nouncements before we get started with
our program."

I. Introductions of workshop committee
members, administrators, key people.

2. New people introductions.

3. Snacks

4. Breaks

5. Lunch arrangements

6. Smoking policy

7. Travel and expense accounts

1 e i 3
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8. Location of rest rooms Group Warm-Up and
Interaction9. Other

Option: As we have suggested, the set-
ting for in-service training might be a
major state conference or a regular pro-
gram area or district meeting. If so, the
welcome and kickoff will be more effec-
tive if the key administrator (director,
program leader, district director) appro-
priately welcomes participants, intro-
duces the session, and, in turn, intro-
duces the leader of the session. Other
options have to be considered to assure
appropriate entry and readiness of the
participants.

Then the leader can say something like
the following:

To give you a general idea of how this
workshop on situational analysis is or-
ganized, and how we will be proceeding,
let's look at the following schedule."

The leader should use the flip chart to
write an outline of the workshop
schedule (see Exhibit 6).

(25 minutes)

Once the group has been welcomed and
announcements are made, establish the
character of the workshop by immedi-
ately getting participants involved with
each other in an easy activity related to
situational analysis.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional goals:

To introduce the participants to each
other in a fun way.

To identify the basic concepts of situa-
tional analysis.

To encourage interaction among
the participants so that they will be
actively involved in upcoming discus-
sions.

To present a basic working definition
of situational analysis, based on the
warm-up experiences.

Exhibit 6

Workshop Schedule

Preworkshop Preparation

Day One (Date
Self-assessment
Situational analysis model
Preparation phases: Phases 1 through 4
Implementation phases: Phases 5 through 7

)

Interim
Evening or days

Day Two (Date )
Review
Implementation phases: Phases 8 through 10
Concluding phases: Phases 11 through 16

Follow-Up
Application of ideas
Consult with workshop leader

1Feedback on results
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Learning Objectives

1. Participants will learn about another
participant's personal situation.

2. Participants will analyze another's
personal situation.

3. Participants will make a decision
about the other's situation, based on their
analysis.

4. Participants will learn the definitions
of situation and analysis

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Flip chart

Markers

Transparencies 1, 2, 3, and 4

"Personal Situational Analysis" (in
Learners' Packet)

Process: Concrete Experience

Using the materials to achieve the goals
and objectives, ask the participants to
pair up with someone they do not know
or do not know very well. Tell each per-
son to interview his or her partner, using
the questions on the "Personal Situa-
tional Analysis" (in Learners' Packet) as
starter questions. Give the following in-
structions verbally and write them on the
flip chart.

"Choose one partner and interview that
person for 2-3 minutes Then switch and
have the other partner do the interview-
ing for 2-3 minutes.

"Interviewers should write a one-word
summary of the other person on the Per-
sonal Situational Analysis sheet in the
space labeled 'Analysis Summary'. Inter-
viewers should also write a one-word
description of a problem or obstacle."

Call everyone back to the large group.
Have each person verbally introduce
his/her partner to the group by stating:
(1) the partner's name and position and

(2) a one-word description of the other's
personal situation; e.g., fun, bored, ener-
getic, young, tired, laid back.

The leader should record on the flip chart
each word used to describe the partici-
pants' personal situations as each partici-
pant is introduced by his or her partner.

Process: Reflections/Observations

When all participants have been intro-
duced, the workshop leader should use
the following discussion questions:

"What evidence, data, and observations
were used to determine the status of a per-
sonal situation?" Answers might include:

Interview content

What the person said

Body language

Tone of voice

Expressions

Rumor

Clothes

"How accurate and complete do you
think these data are? Could you depend
on these data? Why or why not?

"Could stereotyping, prejudice, personal
history, or your personality style have in-
fluenced your data analysis?"

[Note: If the group does not respond
when asked the first question, pick out a
specific word from the list (preferably a
funny or extreme word) and ask specifi-
cally about that word. This should be a
fun, light discussion to facilitate interac-
tion and involvement, yet be related to
situational analysis.]

After 15 minutes of the 25 minutes allot-
ted to this activity, move to the next ac-
tivity by summarizing this discussion:

"We have all conducted situational anal-
ysis in our professional and personal
lives. We just experienced a very quick,
informal analysis of each other's per-
sonal situation."

1 ,
I..,
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Process: Reflections/Observations

"Before going into more depth, we will
do two things at this time. First, based on
this experience, how would you now
define situational analysis? What have
we done in the past 10-20 minutes that
we could list as general principles of situ-
ational analysis?"

Obtain the responses from the group, but
try to generate the following list of ideas
and record them on the flip chart:

Questions

Focused

Observations and data

Interrelated parts or aspects

Not simple; complex

Communicate

People-oriented

Perceptions

Conclusions and decisions

Implications and consequences.

The instructor should then say the follow-
ing:

Transparency 1

Situations

Circumstances and
Dilemmas
Perplexing
Choices

"For good communication, let me share
a couple of definitions." (Show
Transparency 1.)

"Situations are sets of circumstances,
dilemmas, contexts, or environments in
which Extension professionals and their
publics find themselves perplexed regard-
ing choices on future Extension program
directions." (Show Transparency 2.)

Transparency 2

Situational Analysis Defined

Process
Sorting
Involved publics
Observations
Measurements
Values and criteria

Interpretations
Needs, resources,
obstacles
Improved decisions

Situational analysis in Extension educa-
tion program development is a process
by which ,omplex sets of circumstances
are observed and separated into smaller,
more manageable parts and components.
When working with Extension publics,
this process leads to more complete ob-
servations, measurements, under-
standings, interpretations, and
judgments about the parts, the patterns
between them, and the environment in
which the situation occurs. These
analyses and interpretations are made in
relation to desired values and criteria
and improve the program developer's
judgments and decisions about needs,
goals, resources, obstacles and methods.
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"Any questions on these definitions? Do
they fit, or are they consistent with what
we have just experienced? Yes? No?

"Let me summarize by reviewing for
you a set of perplexing circumstances, in
fact, seven of them" (see Sourcebook,
"Why Situational Analysis?") (See
"Seven Situations" in Learners' Pack-
et.) Show Transparencies 3 and 4.

Transparency 3

Transparency 4

Seven Situations

1. Dammed stream.
2. Accident in rocks and rapids.
3. Hanging on the cliff.
4.0n the cliff's edge before fall-

ing over.
5. Sign "Bridge Out."
6."Detour" sign.
7. Community meeting.

It!
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The seven situations are like this:

Situation

1. Villagers, dammed stream and flood.

2. Accident, bottom of cliff, rocks,
rapids, picking up pieces.

3. Hanging on cliff by fingertips.

4. Notice bridge is out; on the cliff edge.

5. One thousand yards back warning
sign of bridge out; hard to turn back;
spent er.argy; heavy commitment.

6. One mile back detour sign; means
backtracking; wastes time.

7. At start, general community meet-
ing; should we take route that is
most risky, scenic, and shortest or
safe, slow, and dull route?

Purpose or Decision

Reduce flooding

Save and repair lives; stay in
flood plain.

Save self, if possible.

Too late for decision; panic.

Ignored; push ahead.

Take shorter and more
dangerous route.

Independence; impulsiveness;
uninformed decisions; take the
risky one in spite of time to do
surveys, analyze, and plan.

After describing the seven situations, the
leader should emphasize the following:

We have many different types of situa-
tions.

All faced by Extension.

Vary in lead time and crisis dimen-
sions.

Vary in scope and crises.

Not all appropriate for data collection.

Cannot deal with just one type.

Cannot ignore those who face crises.

Cannot give everyone a road map.

The leader then should use the following
discussion questions:

"Have we faced these in Extension?

"Which ones do we want to face?

"What role does E tension want; educa-
tion or crises intervention?"

After discussion, the leader should move
on to the next section.
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Reasons for Improving
Situational Analysis

(15 minutes)

"....mimr'nfill11

Once the group is warmed up and
focused on situational analysis, the par-
ticipants will be ready to learn why situa-
tional analysis is important to their work.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To encourage participants to identify
and share perceived obstacles and
problems in effective Extension work.

To establish or reinforce group readi-
ness for the workshop.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will learn about many
problems and obstacles to effective
programs.

2. Participants will learn the relationship
between problems and the concept of
situational analysis as major reasons and
importance for improved situational
analysis.

Materials

Flip chart

Markers

Process: Concrete Experience

The leader can introduce "Reasons for
Improving Situational Analysis" by
saying the following:

"We now have a basic definition of situa-
tional analysis, which we will focus on
during the r.,,xt two days. I indicated I
wanted to do two things before we pur-
sue the idea of situational analysis in
more depth. Now, I would like you to
pick up on the second item with me.

"I would like to have you think of the
obstacles and problems in Extension
work that prevent you from being as
effective as you would like. This is the
same problem(s) I ask....c1 you to identify
when I wrote to you several weeks ago.
Some of you had a chance to record this
information on your "Personal Situation-
al Analysis" sheet earlier. If you did
not, take a minute to think of this major
concern. Okay, let's hear what they are.
I will write them on the flip chart."

Write the problems on the flip chart as
participants give them. Keep recording
until little repetition occurs. Then discuss
tit., problems with the group and identify:

The major categories the problems
fall into.

The meaning of the problems in rela-
tion to situational analysis.

Whether or not these problems are
reasons for improved situational
analysis.

Process: Reflections/Observations

Discuss until the problems generate
reasons for improved situational analysis
and these reasons are relevant or con-
nected to the participants' major work
problems (see Sourcebook, "Why Use
Situational Analysis?")

Problem

Example: Lack of attendance

Connection

Example: When people identify what is
important to them, they will attend

Reasons
Needs assessment
To learn and understand
To build support
To identify resources
To identify obstacles to programs

Assist the group in seeing the problems'
connections and relationshirs as the un-
derlying importance for the basic process
described, and then summarize.

1 1 0
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Identify Training Needs and Process: Reflecticiis/Observations
Set Workshop Objectives

(30 minutes)

The group is now warmed up and inter-
acting in a useful but light way. Now is
the time to keep interaction going, but in
a more serious and purposeful direction.
Involve the group in identifying their
concerns and needs. Have them agree on
workshop objectives before proceeding.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To have participants feel a part of
program planning.

To determine whether already set
goals need clarification and modifica-
tion.

To build participant ownership of the
program.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will express what they
need to learn about situational analysis.

2. Participants will affirm or modify the
learning objectives.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Flip chart

Markers

Transparencies 5, 6, and 7

"Situation Example" (in Learners'
Packet)

"Situation Checklist" (in Learners'
Packet)

120

The leader could introduce training
needs and setting workshop objectives by
saying the following:

"Now that we have defined the basic
concept of situational analysis and the
reasons or importance for it, I would like
for you to think back to the exercise we
started with this morning. What prob-
lems did you have in analyzing the per-
sonal situation of your partners?"

Ask the group how many of the follow-
ing problems they encountered. Record
their responses on the flip chart.

Knowing what questions to ask,

Phrasing the right question,

Getting accurate assessment,

Knowing the meaning of answers,

Reaching conclusions and decisions,
and

Using the results to make observa-
tions practical.

"Are these problems you have faced
before? Yes? No? Which ones?

"Are any if the things discussed this
morning usdul to your own on-the-job
situational analyses? Yes? No? Which
ones"

Process

Say the following: "Given this
morning's experiences and these brief
definitions, let's get more specific in
terms of your own on-the-job program
situations and problems. In a letter to
you several weeks back, I asked if you
would identify and analyze one of your
most recent situation statements, using
the Self-Assessment form I sent you.

"You picked up your Self-Assessment
form with your name tag today, and I
asked you to bring your situation state-
ment with you. Does everybody have
them? How many do not have one? Raise
your hands."
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Hand out copies of "Situation Example"
(in Learners' Packet) so all participants
have one to work with. Show the same
materials on Transparency 5.

Transparency 5

Situation Example

Plan of Work

Situation

Decreased commodity prices, in-
creased production costs, and
other complex economic prob-
lems continue to affect farm
families. One-third of the state's
76,000 farms have high debt/
asset ratios. Farmland values
continue to decrease. . . .

Objectives

Action

Evaluation

Process: Concrete Experience

Give the following instructions:

"Identify your statement in some way.
Then, pass it to the right or exchange
program situation statements with some-
one else.

"Compare the other person's program
situation statement for 2-3 minutes
against the checklist as an analysis
guide." (Show Transparency 6.)

Transparency 6

Checklist

Present
Need
Data
Severity
Bench mark
Reasons
Audience
Gap
Needed research

"Note the discrepancies between the
situation statement and the checklist for
good statements. In what ways does the
statement not reflect the criteria on the
checklist?

"Now pass the program situation state-
ments to the right one more time to
another person (not to owner of state-
ment). Again, note any situational
analysis discrepancies or gaps between
the checklist, as a set of desired analyti-
cal criteria or guides, and the actual
situation statement.

"Now return the situation statements to
their original owners. Again, take 2-3
minutes to compare, analyze, and cri-
tique your own statement against the
desired checklist. Note what you believe
are gaps or Peas needing improvement
in your own sititation statement or the im-
plied process."

The leader then says:

"Now, I am going to assume you have
notes in front of you that you have made
on how our situational analysis and the
resulting situation statements are inade-
quate; i.e., need improvements. Please
share them with the group at this time.

(Name) and I will record them
on the flip chart.

"Who will start? Who has a second one?
Another? Others? Do we have all of the
main concerns?" (Keep probing until the
group is done.)

Now commend the group by saying:

"You have made an excellent analysis of
the problems and needs of situational
analysis and, in turn, what you believe
this two-day workshop should focus on.
At this time, therefore, I want to share
with you the objectives I have for the
next two days. As you look at these objec-
tives, I hope you will identify the dif-
ferences or similarities between them and
your list of concerns and needs."

Share with the group the "Learning Ob-
jectives" (in Learners' Packet) for the
two-day in-service training workshop.
(Show Transparency 7.)
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Transparency 7

Objectives

1. Needs

2. Concept

3. Personality

4. Perspectives

5. Values

6. Involvement

7. Measurement

8. Interpretation

9. Decisionmaking

10.Communication

Again, show the Situation Staten.ent Ex-
ample on Transparency 5.

Transparency 5

Situation Example

Plan of Work

Situation

Decreased commodity prices, in-
creased production costs, and
other complex economic prob-
lems continue to affect farm
families. One-third of the state's
76,000 farms have high debt/
asset ratios. Farm land values
continue to decrease... .

Objectives

Action

Evaluation

The instructor then raises the following
questions:

Any reactions to these goals I've set?
Do they agree with yours? Have I in-
cluded your learning needs in the list?
Which ones do I need to add?"

Add or change the list according to the
group's requests.

12,E

Conclude with these comments:

"Your concerns and needs and these ob-
jectives will guide our presentation and
reflections. I will depend on you, as a
group, to help keep me on track.

"It is now time for a break, after which I
will show a videotape on the overall
situational analysis model and its basic
concepts. We will reconvene in exactly
15 minutes because we still have a great
deal to cover."

BREAK (15 minutes)

Understand the Situational
Analysis Model

(45 minutes)

You now need to provide transition from
earlier personal needs assessments,
group needs assessment, general defini-
tions, and goal setting to the first of the
key instructional units on the situational
analysis model.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To reinforce the overall, general situa-
tional analysis model to the group,
using both verbal and visual modes.

To clarify the participants' questions
about the situational analysis model.

Learning Objectives

I. The participants will know the 16
basic phases of the situational analysis
model.

2. The participants will know the four
key phases of the model.

3. Participants will be able to relate this
broader understanding of the overall
model to the earlier identified concerns
and their program situations.
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Materials

VHS video player and monitor

Overhead projector and screen

Transparencies 8, 9, 10, 11, 12. and 13.

"The Dubbing of Sir Vantage,"
videotape

"Situational Analysis Model" (in
Learners' Packet)

77ze Dubbing of Sir Vantage comic book
(in Learners' Packet)

Process

As a transition to this new unit, say:

I think it is apparent that you have a good
idea of situational analysis. To define
situational analysis more specifically, to
discuss problems, and to show you an
overall model or way of questioning,
thinking about, and organizing situa-
tional analysis, I want to show you a
videotape that will give an overall stra-
tegy on how we Lan deal with analyzing
the problems we just identified and
achieving the goals listed before the
break.

This model will help manage and make
sense of the great amount and variety of
data available to us. By organizing out
questions and our data collection, we
then can analyze systematically, inter-
pret, and make decisions based on a logi-
cal, documented process. The results
then can be used to write situation state-
ments for major program plans and an-
nual plans of work."

Refer participants to the "Situational
Analysis Model" (in IR...,rners' Packet).

Give the following introduction:

"Looking at the "Situational Analysis
Model," notice three types of phases of
the model (preparation, implementation,
and concluding). Particularly note
Phases 4, 5, 6, and 9 on personality
styles, perspectives, value orientations,
and involvement processes, respeLtively.
The videotape we are about to watch will
present this overall mode) ,c if you can
pick out the 16 phases, or the key ones.

We will focus on Phases i through 7
today and on Phases 8 through 16 tomor-
row [c'. ./other.date).1

"While watching the videotape, take
note of the many phases and the four key
ones and write down your questions,
given our identified needs and goals. We
will discuss these later."

Process: Concrete Experience

Show the videotape, "The Dubbing of
Sir Vantage" (20+ minutes).

Process: Reflections/Observations

Generate discussion and reflection by
saying: "Could you relate to the video?
Yes? How? No? Why not?

"Think of and note one or two ideas you
believe might be useful." (AlloN. me
for thinking.)

"Think of and note one or two questions
or earlier expressed needs that still con-
cern you." (Allow time for thinking.)

What items are worth considering? Can
you give an example from your own
work that illustrates this point?" (Dis-
cuss.)

"How about further concerns or
problems with the overall model or
phases?" (Discuss.)

Again, refer participants to the "Situa-
tional Analysis Model" and Transparen-
cies 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12 to illustrate.

Transparency 8

Situational Analysis
Key Phases

4 Perspectives

7 Value Orientations

Personality

Involvement and Data
Processes

1 2 3
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Transparency 9

Personality

Introversion-Extraversion

Intuition-Sensing

Feeling-Thinking

Perceiving-Judging

Transparency 10

Four Perspectives

Societal/Community

Extension Organization

Clientele

Professional Self

Transparency 11

Value Orientations

Social

Health

Economic

Education

Environmental

Political

Psychological

Transparency 12

Involvement and Data
Processes

Involvement

Questions

Data

Analysis

Interpretation

Decisions

Keep the discussion at this point rather
short (10 minutes) so that you do not
have to foreshorten the following learn-
ing experiences. If questions are still un-
answered, say that most questions should
be a, vered in the upcoming program
sea :nts.

Then, end this section on understanding
the situational analysis model by refer-
ring to the comic book, Dubbing of Sir
Vantage (in Instructional Aids), and
saying:

"This comic book summarizes the video-
tape. To complete this discussion, let me
review the 'road map' to effective use of
this Situational Analysis Model." (Show
Transparency 13.)
Transparency 13

Situational Analysis

Preparation Phases:
Boundaries
Focus
Leadership
Personalities

Implementation Phases:
Perspectives
Value orientations
Questions
Publics
Involvement
Data

Concluding Phases:
Interpret
Priority problems
Reflect
Learner needs
Objectives
Report

Phase): Establish boundaries for the
situation to be analyzed:

County,

Neighborhood,

Dairy farmers, or

Vegetable growers.

Phase 2: Set purpose, focus, and ques-
tions:

Needs for and obstacles to change
among government officials.
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Phase 3: Identify key leadership for plan-
ning and conducting analysis:

County Board/Extension committees,

Program specialist, and

Extension agents.

Phase 4: Know whether personality
styles are:

Outward or inward,

For detail or ideas,

Emotional or thinking, or

Decisive or flexible.

Phase 5: Delineate four perspectives:

Societal/Commnity,

Extension Organization,

Clientele, and

Professional Self.

Phase 6: Decide which, if any, value
orientations fit or need attention or in-
quiry in each of the four perspectives,
and which will serve as sources of
criteria for later interpretation.

Phase 7: Decide what questions need to
be asked and answered in each of the
four perspectives and seven value orienta-
tions.

Phase 8: Decide the publics, if any,
who need to be involved in the situational
analysis:

County boards,

Department of Natural Resources,

Soil Conservation Service,

Extension water specialists, or

Economists.

Phase 9: Decide on involvement stra-
tegies, techniques, and target publics for
asking, answering, analyzing, and decid-
ing on priorities and objectives:

Meetings,

Councils,

Surveys,

Volunteer groups, or

Other.

Phase 10: Collect the answers (i.e.,
data, measurements, observations).

Phase 11: Compare and interpret
answers to criteria and standards estab-
lished earlier, or which now need to be
establisned.

Phase 12: Decide and conclude on high-
priority trends, problems, obstacles,
resources, and support.

Phase 13: React, reflect on, and per-
haps even reanalyze some of the findings
and conclusions.

Phase 14: Decide on learner needs, if
problems and obstacles are to be solved
or overcome.

Phase 15:Set learner objectives /impact
indicators for program(s) to be offered.

Phase 16: Review, write report, and act:

Use;

Describe concisely the situation and
analysis results; and

Make commitments to needed actions.

1 (11... t i
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Getting Started Phases 1,
2, and 3

(45 minutes.)

You have now taken participants through
personal needs, goal setting, group orien-
tation, definitions, and general overall
concepts. The participants now naive
into the first 3 of the 16 phases of the
model.

Situations can be small or infinite. Any
set of circumstances people are facing
requires definitions, or boundaries, and
focus. Without a purpose to the analysis,
the whole exercise will be meaningless.
So strive hard to get participants started
right.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To clarify the nature of situational
boundaries.

To relate the boundaries to the real
world.

Tc have participants sharpen and
clarify the focus of their analysis.

To have participants discuss the dif-
ferent effects the purposes have on
eventual analyses.

To start participants thinking of
leadership for the analysis.

Learning Objectives

1. The participants will be able to iden-
tify elements and issues that can limit the
situation being analyzed.

2. The participants will see the practical
importance of limiting the situation to be
analyzed.

3. The participants will be able to define
and apply the elements that can limit
their own situations to make their
analyses more practical and manageabli

4. The participants will learn different
situational analysis purposes.

5. The participants will learn the effect
of different purposes on analyses.

6. ". ie participants will identify leaders
for analysis.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Markers

Transparencies 14 and 15

"Analysis Preparation Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet)

Sourcebook, "Subunit 1. Preparation
Phases."

Process: Concrete Experience

6

To achieve the objectives, using the
listed materials, get the participants to
create a visual picture of limiting the
situation to be analyzed. The following
might be used to introduce the unit.

"So far, we have defined basic situa-
tional analysis, its purposes and impor-
tance, and needs and objectives for this
workshop. To begin understanding the
model and its application, we need to
think of a specific, concrete situation.
Let us start with Adams County. (See
Sourcebook, "Why Use Situational
Analysis?").

"The Extension staff has decided to do
long-range planning. What tangible
boundaries can you suggest to them to
narrow the situation they analyze?"
[Subject matter, clientele, organization-
al, geographic, and time element.]

Refer to the "Analysis Preparation
Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet). (See
also, Sourcebook, "Phase 1: Define
Boundaries.") Have participants start by
drawing a circle, representing a bouna-
ary, with a label as to what is included in
the circle; then have them draw a second
overlapping circle representing the next
boundary, then a third, and so forth.
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Process: Reflections/Observations

The discussion that follows the ex-
perience of drawing circles can use the
following questions as a guide (use
Transparency 14):

"How important and practical are boun-
daries?

Transparency 14

"How rigid are these boundaries?

"Do the boundaries tell us anything
about the situation?

"Can we be flexible in using the boun-
daries?

[Caution: Do not let boundaries become
fences; allow interdisciplinary issues to
evolve from the analysis.]

"Do they help sharpen the focus of the
analyses?"

Check on questions the participants have
about the boundaries or their relevance
before proceeding. Then move on to
focus or purposes of situational analysis
by saying:

"As professionals we are obligated to be
purposeful and to be as effective and effi-
cient as we possibly can by knowing
what we want to achieve before we
decide how we are going to achieve it.

"Oftentimes, many times in fact, we like
to waste a Sunday afternoon. However,
on Monday morning, we cannot afford
that, can we?

"So, purposes of situational analysis be-
come critical. They set our directions.
They make every moment of time well
managed. Many analyses are not pur-
poseful. Often, we are satisfied with just
looking or studying, but .e are unsure of
what is to come out of the activity. There-
fore, here are the purposes for situational
analysis." (Show Transparency 15.)

Transparency 15

Purposes for
Situational Analysis

Needs assessment

Determine and develop
resources

Learn and understand

Build support

Identify program obstacles

I
"Please take a moment at this time and
rank these purposes in order of impor-
tance (to Adams County/your situation).
Once you have ranked them, please con-
sider why you feel the purpose you have
chosen as the top priority is more impor-
tant than the others."

Allow participants 3-4 minutes to rank
and derive reasons for their rankings.
When this time period is up, ask par-
ticipants to share their rankings at group
tables and have them explain to others
why they rank these purposes as they do.
Then, depending on time and flow of dis-
cussion, ask for a report from each table
on what purposes have evolved as being
of higher priority in situational analysis.
List these on the flip chart.

Process: Reflections/Observations

At this point, wind up the discussion on
purposes and focns by asking the group
to identify the principles of setting focus
and purposes of analyses. You might
elicit the following:
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Adds to efficiency.

Makes us more professional.

Enhances cooperation from others.

Eventually, all situational analyses will
involve many people, even if it is to
answer a questionnaire or survey as part
of the analysis. However, at the begin-
ning, it is critical that the key persons
who are to lead and manage the analysis
are identified. At this point, help the par-
ticipants identify key leadership by
saying something like the following:

"Depending on how broad or narrow
your analysis is, and how much time you
have to complete it, we need to have each
of you identify the key leadership that
you feel has to be involved in planning
the situational analysis. rlease take a few
minutes, then list on your worksheet the
specific names and positions of the Exten-
sion professionals or non-Extension
people who would make up the key steer-
ing committee or task force that guides
the analysis."

Encourage the participants to identify
persons from their County Extension
committees or Extension advisory coun-
cils, county boards, district Extension
leadership, clientele, and Extension
program-pla,ming specialists.

Have participants share their lists. They
also should explain the importance of
having these persons on the committee;
the contributions that each person can
make, if the group is of the right size;
and whether or not these persons would
be interested in being on the committee.

Once each table has shared its key leader-
ship groups, a general group discussion
can be conducted to wind up this unit.

LUNCH: 1 hour.

Personality Styles and
Situ .tonal Analysis
Phase 4

(45 minutes)

We are ready to move to the first key
phase of the situational analysis model
that deals with personality styles and

their effect on the situational analysis
process. Personality style is not neces-
sarily a way of sorting or analyzing a
situation, nor is it the process itself.
However, it is a primary precursor be-
cause all of us are humans, have per-
sonality styles, and are the ones who are
analyzing the situation.

Responsibility

Workshop leader

Instructional Goals

To assess participants' personality
styles.

To have the participants develop a bet-
ter understanding of individual per-
sonality differences.

To have participants understand how
personality styles, in general, and
their own styles relate to and affect a
situational analysis.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will know their own
personality styles.

2. Participants will know how their
personality styles can affect situational
analysis.

3. Participants will know strategies for
overcoming or balancing various effects
of personality styles on situational
analysis.

4. Participants will identify their own
personal steps to overcome weaknesses
in their styles of doing analysis.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Flip chart

Markers

Transparencies 9, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, and
21

"Personality Style Inventory" (in
Learners' Packet)
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"Personality Styles Worksheet"(in
Learners' Packet)

Copies of "Discussion Card" (in
Learners' Packet)

Sourcebook, "Subunit 1. Preparation
Phases"

Process

Start the discussion with the following
statement:

"We have looked at the boundaries and
purposes of situational analysis and at
how to identify key leaders. We are
ready now to move to Phase 4 of the
situational analysis model, which deals
with personality styles."

Process: Concrete Experience

The participants should have received
their personality inventories with their
name tags and situational analysis self-
assessments prior to this session.

"Each of you has taken a personality in-
ventory before this meeting and has a
score on each of the four personality
scales." (Show Transparency 9.)

Transparency 9

Personality
Introversion-Extraversion

Intuition-Sensing

Feeling-Thinking

Perceiving-Judging

"Let us look at these scores together for
a few minutes. On the introversion-
extraversion scale, how many of you
scored high on introversion? How many
of you scored high on extraversion?"
[Make general summary comment.]

"On the intuition-sensing scale, how
many of you scored high on intuition?
How many of you scored high on sens-
ing?" [Make general summary com-
ment.]

"On the feeling-thinking scale, how
many of you were high on feeling? How
many of you were high on thinking?
[Again, make general summary com-
ment.]

"On the perceiving-judging scale, how
many of you scored high on perceiving?
How many of you scored high on judg-
ing?" [Again, make general summary
comment.]

"Now, let us do one more thing in terms
of knowing who we are and what we are
like. These four scales, in combination
with each other, create 16 possible per-
sonality styles. Let us quickly see what
our group distribution pattern is."

Transparency 16

Personality Styles Grid

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ

Have the 16-cell "Personality Styles
Grid" (in Learners' Packet) of types on
the flip chart or an overhead (show
Transparency 16), and ask for a show of
hands to find the number of participants
in each cell.

"What can we learn from this distribu-
tion?" Solicit answers like:

We are all different,

Even in Extension, we are not all
alike.

Local people, researchers, and
politicians will certainly differ.

"Well, how can we expect all of us to ap-
proach situational analysis the same way?
We cannot!
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"Let me make a few general comments
on our personality styles before continu-
ing."

As the workshop leader, prepare yourself
by reviewing (if necessary) the per-
sonality types and their effects. Use the
Sourcebook ("Subunit 1. Preparation
Phases") as a key reference, along with
other references in the Selected An-
notated Bibliography.

Then, use the following lecturette outline
on personality styles, as necessary, or as
time permits, along with transparencies
9, 17, 18, 19, 20, and 21, which high-

light the outline's key points. The trans-
parencies will serve as visual aids for the
participants and as cue cards for you.

Personality Styles Lecturette

I. The personality style concept
(Show Transparency 17.)

Transparency 17

Personality Style
No right/wrong

All modes

Flexible

A. Individuals differ.

1. No "right" or "wrong" or good or bad styles, just different styles.

2. Everyone has all modes of the different styles within their per-
sonalities. Different degrees or strengths of each mode combine to
produce our individuE' styles.

3. Styles are flexible. Since we have all aspects of style within us, if a
situation calls for action or perception in a nonpreferred way, we can
adapt.

B. Your (the Extension professional's) own personality style.

1. Personality style affects how we involve publics, what we consider
meaningful information, how we communicate with others, and what
kinds of work we prefer.
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C. Personality styles of others affect situations in which we are involved.

1. Clientelesensitive and successful interactions with clientele will be
more likely if Extension professionals are aware of personality style
differences.

2. Extension organizationinternal office and administrative relation-
ships and communications will be more effective and comfortable, if
personality styles are understood and considered.

II. Carl Jung's Personality Styles
(Show Transparency 9.)

Transparency 9

Personality

Introversion-Extraversion

Intuition-Sensing

Feeling-Thinking

Perceiving-Judging

A. Introversion-Extraversion

B. Intuition-Sensing

C. Feeling-Thinking

D. Perceiving-Judging

Ill. Personality Style Scales

A. Introversion-Extraversion

1. People vary in their relative interest in their inner (introversion) or outer
(extraversion) worlds.

2. Introverts are interested in the inner world of concepts and ideas.

3. Extraverts are more involved with the outer world of people and things.
(Refer the participants to the descriptions of each dimension in their
own personality inventory scores and the strengths'and weaknesses of
each mode as you :alk about each dimension.)

1 3 1,

continued
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4. Review the description of introverts-extraverts and their strengths and
weakneses. (Show Transparency 18.)

Transparency 18

Introversion
Careful
Diligent
Ideas

Works alone
Communication

Extraversion
Involves others
Open
Action oriented

Impulsive
Impatient

B. Intuition-Sensing

1. People vary on how they see the world.

2. Intuition is a perceiving process. Unconscious ideas are associated
with outside perceptions. Intuitive perceptions range from a mere
"hunch" or "flash of insight" to creative art or scientific discovery.

3. Sensing is perceiving directly through the five senses.

4. Review the description of intuitives-sensors and their strengths and
weaknesses. (Show Transparency 19.)

Transparency 19

Intuition
Overall
Future

Detail
Logic
Actual

Sensing
Detail
Practical
Systematic

Complications
Dislikes new

C. Feeling-Thinking

1. This scale contrasts two different ways of coming to conclusions.

2. Feeling emphasizes appreciation, bestowing on things a personal,
subjective value.

3. Thinking emphasizes rational, logical, and impersonal findings.

132
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4. Review the description of feelersthinkers and their strengths and
weaknesses. (Show Transparency 20.)

Transparency 20

Feeling

Considers
others' values

Consensus
builder

Less logical
Subjective
Unorganized

Thinking

Logical
Organized
Critical ability
Objective

Others' wishes
Interpersonal

skills

D. Perceiving-Judging

1.This scale differentiates between a perceiving attitude and a judging
attitude in dealing with the world and the inputs received.

2. The perceiving attitude shuts off judgment and wants to gather more
evidence and be open to new developments.

3. The judging attitude shuts off perception and ::insiders the case
closed with anything more being irrelevant and unimportant.

4. Review the description of perceiversjudgers and their strengths and
weaknesses. (Show Transparency 21.)

Transparency 21

Perceiving
Curious
Open
Flexible

Indecisive

Judging
Decisive
Plans
Orderly
Task oriented

Unyielding
Too decisive
Plan oriented

1 3 3
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Rel.. participants to the "Personality
Styles Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet).

Process: Concrete Experience

Allow 3-5 minutes for the participants to
read the worksheet.

Discuss each personality with the total
group. Solicit participants' reactions to
each of the two agents, by asking the fol-
lowing questions.

Process Reflections/Observations

"What were Betty's strengths and weak-
nesses in the situational analysis? What
were Tony's?

"What could Betty do individually to im-
prove her analysis? What could Tony do?

"Since then work in the same office,
how could Betty and Tony help each
other improve their weaknesses and their
overall effectiveness?"

Process: Active Experimenting

To complete this section on personality
styles, use small group discussion to give
participants an opportunity to apply the
ideas learned to situational analysis. In-
troduce this activity by stating: "Now we
are going to apply these individual dif-
ferences to situational analysis."

Assuming your training group is rela-
tively small (less than 20 people), divide
the group into four small groups by
having everyone count off from one to
four. Instruct the participants to move
into their assigned groups. Then assign:

Group 1, introversion-extraversion
scale.

Group 2, intuit:3n-sensing scale.

Group 3, feeling-thinking scale.

Group 4, perceiving-judging scale.

Wr te the following question on the flip
chart and give a Discussion Card (in
Learners' Packet) to each discussion
group:

How would one or the other of the two
modes of personality styles, in the scale
assigned to your group, affect people's
involvement in collecting data, data
analysis, and making decisions on educa-
tional objectives?

Have the four groups discuss the question
for 10 minutes.

If you have a large training group (more
than 20 people). you might want to sub-
divide each personality scale into two
groups, resulting in eight small discus-
sion groups. Or, you might ask the
members of each of the four groups to
divide up according to their own person-
ality style. For example, in the feeling-
thinking group, all the people assessed as
feelers would form a subgroup, and all
the people assessed as thinkers could
form a subgroup, with each subgroup dis-
cussing how that personality style mode
might affect situational analysis.

After 10 minutes (depending on available
time) of small group discussion, call the
groups back together.

Process: Reflections/Observations:

134

First, have each group report briefly
(1-2 minutes) what they discussed about
personulity styles and their effects on
situational analysis. Then ask the total
group open-ended questions about their
discussion such as:

"What do you think are the key points
about how personality styles can affect
situational analysis?

"What can each mode do to strengthen
its analysis?

"What types should each of us combine
with for more complete, systematic
analysis?

"Is there any one style you found to be
especially helpful or hindering to situa-
tional analysis?

"How can we use thi' knowledge of per-
sonality styles to improve the way we
analyze situations?
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"Can any of you give an example of how
you believe you have already adapted or
improved?"

Write key points on the flip chart as they
are discussed. The following ideas and
implications are ones that you will want
to elicit from the discussion group:

Introvertstend to analyze situations on
their own and not involve others enough.

Extravertswill be good at involving
others, but might have more difficulty
coming up with independent analyses and
decisions.

Intuitiveswill be good at seeing the
"big picture" and coming up with crea-
tive ideas during analysis and decision-
making, but might not pay attention to
details and practical considerations.

Sensorswill be good with details and
practical considerations, but might have
difficulty seeing the possibilities in a
complicated situation.

Feelerswill be good at understanding
feelings and values, but might not be
very organized or logical in the situation-
al analysis process.

Thinkerswill be organized, logical, ob-
jective, and analytical, but might not be
sensitive to people's feelings or values.

Perceiverswill be :iexible, open, and
able to see all sides of issues, but might
be indecisive and not likely to make
plans.

Judgerswill be decisive, orderly, and
good planners, but might be inflexible,
judgmental, and make decisions without
sufficient data.

Process: Abstract Conceptualizing

"Now, one final question. What general
conclusions can we make about the ef-
fects of our personality styles on situa-
tional analysis?"

Write the conclusions on the flip chart as
they are given. Summarize them and then
move on to the ncxt unit.

Increase Understanding of
the Four Perspectives
Phase 5

(60 minutes)

Once the preparation phases are com-
pleted (i.e., participants know the bound-
aries, focus, and personalities of key
people to be involved in the analysis),
participants are ready to move on to the
implementation phases or actual
analysis. The four perspectives are the
first way to separate the situatior being
analyzed into manageable parts, so be
sure to emphasize their importance and
get participants off on the right track.

Responsibility

Workshop leader

Instructional Goals

To clarify the concept, purpose, and
effects of the four perspectives as
presented in the situational analysis
model.

To relate the four perspectives to
participants' everyday work.

To introduce case study material.

Learning Objectives

1. The participants will be able to iden-
tify the four perspectives.

2. The participants will be able to give
examples of the four perspectives from
their own work situations.

3. The participants will know how the
four perspectives affect their analysis of
situations.

Materials

VHS videotape player and monitor

Flip chart

Markers

Overhead projector and screen

I?
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Transparencies 10, 13, 22, 23, 24, 25,
26, 27, and 28

"Four Perspectives Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet)

Videotape, "Adams County Perspec-
tives"

"Four Perspectives Role-Play Sheets"
(in Learners' Packet)

Adams County Examiner newspaper on
case study (in Instructional Aids)

Scurcebook, "Subunit 2. Implementa-
tion Phases"

Process: Reflections/Observations

To provide good continuity and transi-
tion, briefly review the day's progress.
On the flip chart or Transparency 13, in-
dicate that participants were introduced
to the overall situational analysis model;
looked at boundaries and focus or pur-
poses of situational analysis; identified
key leaders; and studied personality
styles. You will be addressing the four
perspectives next. (Show Transparency
13.)

Transparency 13

Situational Analysis

Preparation Phases:
Boundaries
Focus

Leadership
Personalities

Implementation Phases:
Perspectives
Value Orientations

Questions
Publics
Involvement

Data
Concluding Phases:
Interpret
Priority problems
Reflect

Learner needs
Objectives
Report

The four perspectives section of the
workshop will consist of:

Reference to and review of the Adams
County Examiner newspaper.

Viewing the "Adams County Perspec-
tives" videotape (or role-play).

Discussion of perspectives examples.

A summary lecturette on the four
perspectives (as needed or as time per-
mits).

Looking at how the perspectives fit
participants' own situations.

Phase 5: Delineate Four Perspectives
could be introduced as follows:

"We are now ready to look at the four
perspectives of Phase 5 of the Situational
Analysis Model. We will separate the
total situation into four parts, each of
which can be examined in more depth."
(Show Transparency 10.)

Transparency 10

Four Perspectives

Societal/Community

Extension Organization

Clientele

Professional Self

"To do this, we will go to Adams County
in the State of Readiness, U.S.A."
(Show Transparency 22.)

Transparency 22

1 3 6
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"There has been some confusion and dis-
agreement among geographers as to just
where the State of Readiness is located,
whether it's in the east, southeast, west,
southwest, or midwest, but, fortunately,
that is not our question today. Our focus
is on Adams County wi 'lin that state."
(Show Transparency 2.5

Transparency 23

"Prior to this workshug, each of you re-
ceived e copy of the weekly newspaper,
Adams County Examiner. This was one
way to begin introducing you to the com-
munity and its people and staff. Please
take out your copy of the Examiner and
review it for a few minutes. Are there
any comments you would like to make or
questions you would raise at this point?
Do you see evidence of several of the
four perspectives in the articles?

Societal/community?

Extension organization?

Chen' ..9

Professional self?

"Can you give me exe:nples of articles
or other items in the paper that represent
each perr 'active?

"Why do you believe that article or item
is an example of that perspective?

"Does the article or item give evidence
of problems?

"Does the article or item give evidence
of an obstacle?

"Does the article or item give evidence
of criteria or priorities?

"Does the article or item give evidence
of resources?

"Does the article or item give evidence
of trends?

"How do the different articles/items
compare?

"How do they interrelate with each
other?"

Discuss for several more minutes, just to
get participants started in their thinking
about the Adams County community case
study. You will return to it later.

[Note: As the workshop leader, you have
two optior.s: (1) sh:,w the videotape,
"Adams County Perspectives," or (2)
use role-play. If you show the videotape,
proceed with Option 1. If you choose
role-play, proceed with Option 2.]

Option 1: To proceed with the videotape,
the leader should

"For the moment, let us leave the news-
paper. We will return to it in a few
minutes. I would like to provide you now
with other background information on
Adams County. We are in luck. For our
purposes today, we are fortunate that Sir
Vantage recently visited this county and
not only took a lot of surveys and talked
to a lot of people, but he also took his
new video camera along. I would like to
show you some of this footage now. Co-
incidentally, to illustrate the, model's four
perspectives, Vantage gave us four seg-
ments of v id , , which we will show now.

"As you view these segments, record on
yot'r 'Four Perspectives Worksheet' (in
Learners' Packet) which of the four
perspectives you are watching. Then note
questions, answers, and comments on
your sheet as you continue to watch.
Compare your different observations on
each film segment. We will discuss these
after the viewing."

Start the videotlpe and show the first
perspective to the participants.

Option 2: Conduct four role-plays of the
societal/community, Extension organiza-
tion, clientele, and professional self

1 ° 7_
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perspectives. This option requires ad-
vance preparation (see "Preworkshop
Preparation, Decide on Training Respon-
sibilities") to assign roles and provide
background information to the role
players. But role-playing also increases
the participants' involvement in the ac-
tivity and might likely increase partici-
pant enthusiasm.

The leader should use the "Four Perspec-
tives Role-Play" sheets in the Learners'
Packet to prepare participants for the
role-play. The leader can send the appro-
priate "Perspectives Role-Play" sheets
and a brief explanation of the purpose of
the role-play to the role players prior to
the workshy, once the leader has re-
cruited them.

To proceed with the role-play, the leader
should say: "For the moment, let us
leave the newspaper. We will return to it
in a few minutes. I would like to provide
you now with other background informa-
tion on Adams County. To ill). rate the
model's four perspectives, some of our
participants will do some role-playing.

"As you view each role-play, record on
your 'Four Perspectives N'orksheee (in
Learners' Packet) which or the four per-
spectives you are watching. Then note
questions, answers, and comments on
your worksheet as you continue to watch.
Compare your different observations.
We will discuss these after the role-
play."

Have the role-players perform the first
perspective for the participants. Allow
5-10 minutes for each of the four role-
plays.

Stop after the first segment of the
videotape (or after the first role-play),
ask questions, and discuss and clarify
what was shown:

"What perspective was represented?

"What does the perspective provide you
with?

"What doesn't it provide you with?

"What does that perspective offer in
terms of understanding the situation?

"What is different or unique about each
perspective?

"Is there any part you would like to see
again?

"How do you use information from that
perspective?"

Continue this section on the four perspec-
tives by viewing each of the remaining
three videotape segments (or the remain-
ing three role-plays). Stop after each one,
ask questions, and discuss and clarify.

Process: Reflections/ObservaUons

Whichever option (videotape or role-
play) is used, after presenting the con-
crete examples of the four perspectives,
lead the following discussion (approxi-
mately 10 minutes) of the four perspec-
tives.

"Let us discuss these four perspectives
and their use in situational analysis. Take
a few minutes at your tables and recol-
lect."

Then ask: "Did the four perspectives
raise different questions or give different
views and data on the program situation?
What are these differences?"

Process: Abstract-Conceptualizing

"As a way to start organizing and inter-
preting the mass of information you
receive about a problem or a situation,
does it make sense to break the informa-
tion into the four perspectives? Why?
Why not?"

Complete the discussion. 'Then instruct
the participants to think about their own
county (or program ,:rea) situations and
complete the rest of the "Four Perspec-
tives Worksheet" with a specific prob-
lem or situation in mind. (Allow 10-15
minutes for this individual work.)

Have participants count off f. ,m one to
five (vary the numbers of the counting to
maintain about five persons per group)
and move into small groups.

Instruct the small groups to discuss the
following questions (the leader should
write the questions on the flip chart so
that the groups can refer to them through-
spir discussion):
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"Why are the views of the people in your
situation different?

"How can you use these four perspec-
tives to help you identify questions and
collect needed situational data?"

Allow 15-20 minutes for small group dis-
cussion. Then ask each group to report
son-° of their answers to the large group.

The leader can facilitate a large group
discussion of the ideas presented.

As necessary and as time permits, com-
plete the perspectives unit with a general
discussion or lecturette. Use the follow-
ing outline, or parts of it, as a way of
summarizing ideas and uses of the four
perspectives.

Four Perspectives Lecturette

Four perspectives influence any program situation in which Extension
professionals are involved. (Show Transparency 24.)

Transparency 24

External

Internal

MACRO
Societal/

Community

Extension
Organization

MICRO

Clientele 1

Professional
Self

I. The Societal/Community Perspective
(Show Transparency 25)

Transparency 25

Societal/Community
Policies

Laws

Other agencies

Budgets

Needs

Census

Elections

Surveys

International

Media

A. Macro external. The questions, variables, data, influences, and factors in
this perspective are external to Extension and yourself, and are larger,
broader, or more macro than the target clientele. It is the larger context in
which clientele, Extension, and self exist, and thus is the logical boundary
or basis for much or most of what we do or do not do.

continued
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1. National and international factors in the economy, politics, the environ-
ment, and social problems and issues influence and provide a context
for all situations.

2. County and community influences/factors, such as politics, budgets,
laws and regulations, recreational opportunities, educational systems,
and health concerns, play a major role in the Extension professional's
siti.ailons.

U. The Extension Organization Perspective
(Show Transparency 26.)

Transparency 26

Extension Organization

Policies

Budgets

Smith-Lever Act

Mission

State and national
priorities

Methods

Staff qualifications

Support

Studies

Research

A. Macro internaL The questions, variables, data, influences, and factors in
this perspective are internal to Extension, but are broader or more encom-
passing than your individual professional role and responsibilities. Again
it series as a', igicm basis or bounday for what we as professionals do or
do not do.

1. Smith-Lever Act, Morrill (land-grant institution) Act, and other laws or
mission statements for land-grant institutions and Extension.

2. The educational mission and role of state Extension services in fulfill-
ing the missions and mandates of land-grant institutions.

3. Informing local people about new research.

4. Your state CES long-range goals, mission statements, and priorities.

5. The organizational climate or attitude of CES nationally and in your
state, district, and county.

6. The research, resources, and people availeie to assist you in deliver-
ing a program.

7. The methods and materials available for delivering programs.

continued
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III. The Clientele Perspective
(Show Transparency 27.)

Transparency 27

Clientele

Requests

Observations

Media

Knowledge

Practices

Surveys

A. Micro external. Questions, variables, data, influences, and factors are ex-
ternal to Extension and yourself and are specific to the individuals and
groups to whom an Extension program could be targeted. Thus, given
the larger parameters of society and Extension, this perspective can be-
come the focus of situational analysis.

1. The clientele perspective consists of the attitudes, skills, practices,
knowledge, values, and beliefs of target audiences or potential
learners, such as farm families, youth leaders, or small business
owners.

2. "Walk a mile in the other person's shoes" is a popular way of express-
ing the idea of analyzing the clientele perspective.

3. Clientele are a major focus of program decisions. Therefore, under-
standing the clientele perspective is a high priority.

4. Each client has his or her analysis and interpretation of his or her situa-
tion that needs to be understood by Extension educators.

IV. The Professional Self Perspective
(Show Transparency 28).

A. Micro internal. The questions, variables, data, influences, and factors of
this perspective are internal to the Extension organization and your own
individual professional self.

Transparency 28

Professional Self

Job description

Education

Experiences

Values.

Style
r continued
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1. Includes your own values, beliefs, skills, knowledge, attitudes, ex-
periences, personality style, and motivations as an Extension profes-
sional.

2. Your values and biases affect your decisions on educational program
goals and objectives.

3. How you personally interact with, and react to, situations and deal with
publics, problems, and colleagues will influence any situation in which
you are involved.

Finish the unit by saying: Responsibility

"I realize this does not give us the whole
situational analysis process yet, but per-
haps it has given us a start toward break-
ing down the situation into more
manageable parts. In Phase 6: Decide
Value Orientations That Need Inquiry
and Phase 7: Identify the Questions, we
will continue sorting, separating, and un-
derstanding each of these perspectives."

Release the group for a 15-minute break.
Remind them that it is a short one.

BREAK (15 minutes)

Learn About and Use Value
OrientationsPhases 6
and 7

(60 minutes)

At this point in the workshop, Phases 6
and 7 of the situational analysis model
will be discussed. As the Sourcebook
says ("Subunit 2. Implementation
Phases"), many category systems have
been proposed as ways to help sort out
complex community and clientele sys-
tems. The category system proposed here
is one based on basic and prevalent value
orientations. Those orientations say what
people believe "should be" and are
screens through which Extension educa-
tors and publics review their observa-
tions and measurements. The orienta-
tions are naturally existing categories
from which criteria (the standards against
which data and observations are inter-
preted) and needs evolve and are used as
a basis for decisions and judgments.

Workshop leader

Instructional Goals

To develop the participants' under-
standing of the value orientations
phases of the situational analysis
model.

To clarify the participants' personal
value within the value orientations
presented in the situational analysis
model.

To keep the group active and involved
in the learning process.

To involve participants in identifying
a list of analytical questions.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will understand the impor-
tance of value orientation categories for
developing analytical questions in each
of the four perspectives.

2. Participants will learn the benefits of
teamwork in developing analytical ques-
tions across different orientations.

3. Part;-')ants will understand the impor-
tance of value orientations and categories
as a means of analysis.

4. Participants will identify which of the
seven value orientations are most impor-
tant to them.
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5. Participants will identify the rank-
order importance of the seven value
orientations.

6. Participants will understand and
analyze why the value orientations are
important to them in the rank order they
develop.

7. Participants will identify and know the
questions to use in analyzing data.

8. Participants will be able to analyze in-
formation and data about a situation by
using both the four perspectives and the
seven value orientations.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Flip chart

Markers

Masking tape

Transparencies 11, 29, 30, and 31

Value Orientations posters (in Instruc-
tional Aids)

"Value Orientations Card" (in Learners'
Packet)

"Values Dilemma Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet)

"Value Orientations Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet)

Sourcebook, "Subunit 2. Implementa-
tion Phases"

Process: Concrete Experience

As the workshop leader, prepare yourself
by reviewing (if necessary) the seven
value orientations and their effects.

Prior to the workshop, or during the
break, tape the seven Value Orientations
Fosters on the walls of the room. Space
them so that they are on all four walls, if
possible, and are visible to anyone walk-
ing around the room.

Give a brief (10 minute) review of and
introduction to the value orientations.
Use the following statement, lecturette
outline, and the corresponding overhead
transparencies (29, 11, and 30).

"We have just finished looking at four
perspectives, but this did not necessarily
tell us how to analyze each of them to ob-
tain meaning and direction. So, to con-
tinue developing our model, we are now
going to turn to Phase 6: Decide Value
Orientations That Need Inquiry."

Vaiue Orientation Lecturette

"Let us begin this discussion by asking a question. Based on your recollec-
tion of the videotape on the model or your own experiences, why do you sup-
pose I am proposing this phase? What is this phase expected to
accomplish?"

Involve the group and solicit from them the following types of responses:

To separate each of the four perspectives into more manageable parts.

To reduce complex;ty.

To know categories of questions to ask.

To know what types of data to collect or observe.

To identify criteria and bases for data interpretation.

continued
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To identify bases for needs.

To know segments of community or Extension departments to involve
and contact.

To identify conflicts and reasons for conflicts.

To ensure that no aspect of the four perspectives is neglected or "falls
through the cracks."

"Any others?"

"Okay, you have done a good job. This list says we need a starting point for
our questioning, inquiry, and analysis. We need a way of understanding
each of the four perspectives through systematic observing and interpret-
ing. To obtain this systematic inquiry, we need categories." (Show
Transparency 29.)

Transparency 29

Past Categories:

Program areas

Disciplines

Broad concept areas

Community functions

Institutions

Learners

"Past proposed categories have been (read from the transparencyor could
be solicited from the group)."

Show Transparency 11.

Transparency 11

Vail: , Orientations

Social

Health
Economic

Education

Environmental

Politiz31

Psychological

continued
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"The proposed seven value orientations in the Situational Analysis Model
are (read from the transparency)."

"Value orientations are sets or categories of basic belief systems that guide
individual and collective thinking and behavior. (Show Transparency 30.)

Transparency 30

Reasons for
Value Orientations

Research based

Program oriented

Multidisciplines

Multiprogram areas

Four perspectives

Needs

Obstacles and conflict

Ethics

Criteria source

Interpretation

"Seven value orientations are proposed because (as you read the list of
reasons, solicit participation from the group)."

"Do you have others to add?" Try to solicit from the group such reasons as:

Family

Personal freedom

Ethics

Religions

Technology

"Can these be added later?"

Once you have completed the brief
(10-minute) lecturette and discussion on
value orientations, you have two options.
Option 1, which follows immediately, is
an active learning device. Because of the
time of day and the abstractness of value

orientations, the circle of valuesan ac-
tive, physically oriented learning ex-
perienceshould be used. In Option 2,
we use a worksheet as a discussion tool,
which is meant to save time, if you are
running late.
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Option 1: Instruct the participants to
stand up and push their chairs to the
tables. Have them form a circle around
the perimeter of the room, outside all the
tables and chairs.

Give the participants the following direc-
tions:

"When I give the word, start walking
around the room in a clockwise direc-
tion. Read and interpret each of the seven
value orientations posters as you pass by
it. Find the value orientation that you, as
an individual, feel is most important to
you for Extension programs.

"When I give the word, yot. will have
five seconds to go to the value orientation
of your choice." [Note: Stress that this
will be a forced-choice exercise, so par-
ticipants must pick one value orientation
to go to.]

Start the participants mo' g slowing
around the room. When do...), have made
at least two revolutions around the room,
you, as the leader, should say:

"Please go to the value orientation of
your choice." Count down, "5, 4, 3, 2,
1." Then say, "Okay, everyone should
be at a value orientation."

If participants lag behind, hurry them
along and make them choose a value
orientation.

Once the groups have formed at various
value orientations, tell them that you
want them to discuss two questions:

"Why did you choose that value orienta-
tion?" (Or, have them explain to the
others their reasons for going to a par-
ticular poster.)

"What effect does your chosen value
orientation have on your behavior or
thinking as an Extension professional?"
(Or, what does the orientation cause
them to think or do that they would not
have thought of or done, based on one of
the other value orientations?)

As you present the questions to the
groups, write the woi is WHY and EF-
FECT on the flip chart so the groups can
refer to those key words to help them
remember the questions.

Give each of the seven groups a supply of
"Value Orientations Cards" (in
Learners' Packet) so they can make dis-
cussion notes.

Allow 10 minutes for discussion in the
small groups. If only one person is in a
particular value orientation group, invite
that person to join another group, or have
him or her individually write the answers
to the questions. If two or more value
orientation groups have only one person
in them, invite those persons to form a
group and discuss the two questions in
relation to their different value orienta-
tions.

Ask the participants to return to their
tables, but to stay together in their value
orientation groups. When everyone is
seated, ask the groups to report their dis-
cussions of:

Why they chose that value orientation.

What effects it might have on their Ex-
tension perspective.

The leader should raise other question. to
facilitate the discussion so that each value
orientation is explored in some depth and
the logical consequences of each value
orientation for a situation are understood.

Option 2: The leader can choose to have
participants individually fill out the
"Values Dilemma Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet), and then discuss their
answers with the total group. This option
would not be as interesting as Option 1,
but could save time.

Process: Reflections/Observations

After discussing value orientations, the
leader should move on to Phase 7: Iden-
tify the C.gestions. The participants will
identify questions within each perspec-
tive and value orientation. The discus-
sion should last approximately 10
minutes, and might be introduced as
follows:

"We have explored what these value
orientations are; chosen certain ones as
being more important; explained our
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choices; and discussed the possible ef-
fects of these basic belief systems on
our professional work.

"However, what about the effect of these
value orientations on situational analysis?

"How do these categories influence the
questions you ask?

"How do these orientations determine
what you observe or measure?

"How do the values influence your basis
for interpreting nate?"

Possible answers:

Give clues on what questions to ask.

Bias us toward asking certain ques-
tions.

Could encourage us to be sure to ask
questions from all categories.

Give us screens on what we see and
what we do not see.

Source of criteria, standards, and
goals and "what should be."

Following the large group discussion, dis-
tribute copies of the "Value Orientation
Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet), and
explain how to fill it out. Most import-
antly, emphasize that each person chc,uld
eventually choose one of the cells in the
worksheet grid and develop analytical
questions for it.

Process: Concrete Experience

Allow 10 minutes for individual work on
the "Value Orientations Worksheet" and
then ask participants to do the following:

Process: Reflections/Observations

"Share with each other your in-
dividual answers to questions 2 and 3
on the worksheet.

"React to the analytical questions that
others have listed within question 4 on
the worksheet.

"Add what others are asking to your
list of questions.

"Summarize from the group at your
table how many of the four perspec-
tives in your value orientation have
been filled with questions.

"Select one cell from your value
orientations group to report to the
total group in a few minutes."

Provide each small work group with a
new grid with which to summarize that
table's responses. Allow the groups five
minutes to share, react, and complete the
matrix. Then say:

"I would like to interrupt I )ur small
group discussions once mole. Has each
table completed its sharing, reacting, and
summarizing on the group grid?

"Could we now have the list of questions
from one of the cells from each table?"

Collect at least one list of analytical ques-
tions from each of the tables.

Complete a master grid, for the total
group, showing the cells addressed by at
least one participant in each small value-
orientation group. (Show Transparency
31.)

-1.. S.
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Transparency 31

Value Orientation Grid

Value
Orientation

Social

Health

Economic

Education

Environmental

Political

Psychological

Perspective

Societal!
Community

Extension
Organization Clientele

Professional
Self

In the appropriate cell, write the name of
the person(s) who completed or has a list
of questions for that cell. [A result of this
exercise could be a matrix of analytical
questions in each of the 28 cells (7 value
orientations x 4 perspectives) and, more
importantly, a set of situational analysis
questions that each participant helped to
create.]

Ask the participants to hand in their in-
dividual lists of questions. During the In-
terim, the leader will need to type and
reproduce sets of these questions to be
used by participants, on Day Two, in
Phase 10: Collect and Summarize the
Data.

Process: Reflections /Observations

End this section of the workshop about
the seven value orientations with a group
discussion and reflection time to generate
and solicit a list of general observations
and principics. Say:

"Okay, we have spent the past 30 min-
utes exploring, understanding, and using
the seven value orientations in combina-
tion with the four perspectives.

"What have you learned from this discus-
sion to apply to your future situational
analyses?" List responses on the flip
chart.

Process: Abstract Conceptualizing

"What observations can we make to
apply further?

"What general principles can we identify
from this dimension of situational
analysis?"

Possible answers to solicit are:

Gets complex very quickly.

Many questions can be asked.

Different answers can be developed.

Might not need total matrix all the
time.

Each of the seven value orientations
asks different questions.

Each of the our perspectives asks
different questions.

Questions are important to data
collection.
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Criteria can evolve from each value
orientation.

One question can lead to another.

Different individuals have different
values, interests, and knowledge of
questions to ask.

Teamwork generates more and dif-
ferent questions and observations than
working alone or within one's own
bias or discipline.

Conclude this unit on value orientations
and question generating with appropriate
comments and proceed to the next
activity.

I iaview and Closing

(15 minutes)

'.9.1MIM

You need to assess where the group cur-
rently is in terms of progress; what
schedule adjustments are needed; or what
needs to be reinforced during the Interim
or on Day Two.

Process

Close Day One's discussion of person-
ality styles, the four perspectives, the
seven value orientations, and the genera-
tion of questions, by using the following:

"This wraps up our discussion of Phases
1 through 7 of the situational analysis
model. We have seen how getting started
properly, personality styles, the four
perspectives, and the seven value orienta-
tions all lead up to asking the critical
questions in situational analysis. On Day
Two of the workshop, we will focus on
the remaining Phases 8 through 10 of the
Intermediate phases and the Concluding
Phases 11 through 16. These phases deal
with data analysis, interpretation,
decisionmaking, learner needs and objec-
tives, and report writing. Are there any
questions?"

Note: Sometimes participants at con-
ferences and meetings need encourage-
ment to be on time on the second and
ensuing days. If you believe this will be a
problem, work with your advisory com-

mittee to develop some type of "early-
bird" activity of a humorous and motivat-
ing nature. Consider the following ideas,
or think of others that would be ap-
propriate for your setting:

Door prize.

Skit or role-play.

Adaptation of some popular game
show or character, such as Trivial Pur-
suit, Pictionary, Wheel of Fortune,
Carnack the Magnificent.

Critical announcements.

Auction.

Roll call, such as answers to "the fun-
niest thing that happened to me last
year."

Use your imagination.

Note: The interim period might not be an
evening, as is written here. Instead, it
could be one to six weeks in length. If so,
evaluation and discussion with the group
on plans for the interim period need to
occur at this point. Discussion needs to
be relative to:

1. Reading assignments on:

Involvement

Data collection

Analysis

Decisionmaking.

2. Practical application and work
projects on involvement and data collec-
tion.

3. Products to bring to Day Two:

Data

Other observations.
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Closing

After all questions are answered, close
the session, reminding the group to be
back at the scheduled time for Day Two
of the workshop.

CLOSE

1 5 0
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TIME: INTERIM

You have several possible uses of the In-
terim period. Following is a list of the op-
tions and how each can be used most
effectively.

1. Nonexistent if, for one of many
reasons, you find it necessary to con-
dense the two days into one 6-hour day
or less. This is not recommended.

2. One evening, if Day One and Day
Two are plann:A.1 back to back (as is writ-
ten in this Luder's Guide).

If this option it, aAd, you might wish to
set overnight work assignme -'ts. It might
be useful to 1 ave groups work in the eve-
ning on some of their priects; e.g.,

The value orientation groups could
con inue to develop and refine their
questions.

You might assign groups to work on
refining questions about the four
perspectives.

You might assign people to groups so
that various personality types have a
chance to interact with each other.
They could report their experiences
the next day as a review for the other
participants.

Regardless, by planning Day One and
Day Two back to back, a great deal of
stress is put on the workshop partici-
pants. For this reason, it is important that
the participants use the time effectively
during the evening. If you do not assign
people to work in groups, you might set
individual assignments so that the next
day individuals ham examples of ques-
tions to be asked for each of the perspec-
tives or value orientations.

3 An extender period, perhaps a week, a
month, or two months. If this option is
chosen, you definitely have an advan-
tage, because participants will be work-
ing on their own county or program
situations. Some work assignments you
could set are:

Ask participants to develop their own
questions for each the cells of the
matrix in the "Value Orientations
Worksheet" (in the Learners' Pack-
et), as appropriate.

Ask them to identify possible ways
they could use to collect data to
answer these questions.

Perhaps participants could arrange
and design a series of meetings during
the interim, and develop an itinerary,
survey approaches, or other experien-
ces for the nex, meetings.

Ask participants to use these meet-
ings, surveys, and other experiences
to collect data to bring with them to
Day Two.

During this extended time frame, it is im-
portant that participants review and apply
the information they have learned about
starting their analyses, the effects of per-
sonalities, the four perspectives, and the
seven value orientations. Day Two will
go rouch too quickly for participants if
they do not have some of their homework
ready by the time they return.

4. Multiple interim periods, if you decide
to offer the 12 hours of workshop train-
ing in, for inst;d ice, four 3-hour segments
or six 2-hour segments.

The way in which homework assign-
ments are made following shorter, multi-
ple periods will depend upon what you
are able to teach during each of the
shorter segments. The main point is that
participants will be back in their jobs.
You can ask them to apply the id as and
phases they have learned about in the
workshop. This will tend to reinforce
them. The. assignments should allow par-
ticipants to practice and test the ideas and
to make some practical use of them. This
procedure will save time during review
sessions at the beginning of each of the
segments.

If Day One and Day Two are separated
by a month or more, consider a letter,
visit, phone ca'1, or other type of contact
to see how participants' wo;!: assign-
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ments on questions and data collection
strategies are progressing, and to offer
encouragement and suggestions.

Before Day Two, make planning contact
with the workshop advisory group and
solicit suggestions.

I
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0 TIME: DAY TWO

Prepare and Set Up for
Training Session

(30 minutes)

..11M

Again, as with Day One, the meeting
room has to be conducive to active and
experiential learning. Therefore, it is im-
perative to arrive early and ensure that
the room is set up as needed for the Day
Two learning experiences.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

raterials

VHS videotape player and monitor

Overhead projector and screen

Overhead transparencies

Flip chart with an extra pad of papei

Masking tape

Markers (at least five colors)

Name tags, showing participant's name
and position

Learners' Packets

Leader's Guide

Sourcebook, "Subunit 2. Implementa-
tion Phases" and "SubunA 3. Conclud-
ing Phases"

Refreshments

Process

To use the listed uaterials, set up all the
audiovisual equipment and check to
make sure it is operating properly. Ar-
range tables and chairs in the same way
as for Day One (see Exhibit 6 for
diagram). Avoid a typical classroom
style arrangement. Use tables that will ac-

commodate four to six persons ano place
a Learners' Packet on the table for each
participant.

Again, near the door to 'he room, set up
at least one table on which you will ar-
range the participants' prewritten name
tags in alphabetical order (this is par-
ticularly important if more than one day
has elapsed since Day One). This arran-
gement allows the instructor to note
quickly who, if anyone, does not show
up for Day Two by the unclaimed name
tags and materials left on the table.

Greet and Make Participants
Welcome

(30 minutes)

Responsibility

Workshop leader

Materials

Prewritten name tags

Learners' Packets

Refreshments

Process

As the participants enter the room, greet
them, introduce yourself, and guide them
to the table where the name tags and
other materials are located.

Refreshments should be offered the par-
ticipants while they wait for the program
to begin.

Welcome and Review

(15 minutes)

Whether one evening or six weeks have
elapsed between Day One and Day Two,
some review is necessary to add con-
tinuity and set the stage for Day Two
learning experiences.

.1 ' ) 0(.
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Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To reorient participants to Day One con-
cepts.

To Identify questions, concerns, and
participants' readiness for Day Two.

To develop continuity o'.. learning and
refinforcement of the overall model.

Materials

Overhead projector and screen

Involvement exercises, prizes, or an-
nouncements

Transparencies 2, 5, 7, 9, 11. 13, 15, 25,
26, 27, and 28 from Day One

Flip chart sheets on learner needs from
Day One

Sourcebook

Leader's Guide

Process

Welcome everyone back to the workshop
with positive, enthusiasic comments
about the group and the program. Re-
mind the group about housekeeping is-
sues, such as:

Lunch arrangements

Snacks

Breaks

Smoking policy

Location of rest rooms

Other

If you and your workshop advisory com-
mitte have decided (In some fun that
involves exercise. prizes, or announce-
ments (see "Review and Closing" sec-
tion of Day One) to ,;et people to the
meeting on time, introduce them at this
time.

Then, briefly highlight the major points
from Day One. Eleven overhead trans-
parencies (Listed under "Materials") on
tha main points from Day One have been
selected as visual aids for this review.

The instructor can use the following to
begin the review:

"During Day One we presented and ex-
plored a definition of situational analysis,
its purposes, and an overall conceptual
model for organizing such a process. We
also went into more depth on 7 of the 16
phases of the model and thei- ;implica-
tions for practice.

"Does anyone have any questions about
the Day One program?

"Did we cover ideas that are still un-
clear, or are there issues in need of fur-
ther discussion?

"Since Day One, have you applied or
considered applying to your situation the
ideas you learned? Have you discovered
new concerns or questions?

"Are there any ideas you want to cover
in more depth?" (Solicit ideas from the
participants and discuss those ideas as a
means of getting early involvement of the
participants and discussion.)

"Before we begin today's program, I
will review briefly the Day One pro-
gram. If further questions occur to you,
perhaps we can take them after the
review."

"On Day One we defined situational
analysis (Show Transparency 2.)

Transparency 2

Situational Analysis Defined
Process

Sorting

Involved publics

Observations

Me' surements

Values al Id criteria

Interpretations

Needs, resources, obstacles

Improved decisions
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"We said situational analysis has five
overall purposes." (Show Transparency
15.)

Transparency 15

Purposes

Needs assessment

Determine and develop
resources

Learn and understand

Build support

!dentify program
obstacles

"We proposed an overall model to or-
ganize the analysis. First we needed to
set boundaries, focus, and leadership for
the analysis." (Show Transparency 13 )

Transparency 13

Situational Analysis

Preparation Phases:
Boundaries
Focus

Leadership
Pe;sonalities

Implementation Phases:
Perspectives

Value Orientations
Questions

Publics
Involvement

Data

Concluding Phases:
Interpret
Priority problems
Reflect
Learner needs

Objectives
Report

"Then we disc,,,,x1 how the personality
styles of those involved are crucial to
how each of us implements the total
model. Personalities varied on four
scales:

Introversion-Extraversion

Intuition-Sensing

Fec.....ng-Thinking

Perceiving-Judging

(Shoe i la Ibpdiency 9.)

Transparency 9

Personality

Introversion-Extraversion

Intuition-Sensing

Feeling-Thinking

Perceiving-Judging

"We talked about some of the implemen-
tation phases. The first implementation
phase was the four perspectives. They
are:

1. Societal/community

Transparency 25

Societali6ommunity

Policies
Laws
Othar agencies

Budgets

Needs
Census

Elections

Surveys

International

Media

1 7 71 I../ t..)
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Le....,

2. Extension organization

Transparency 26

Extension Organization

Policies

Budgets

Smith-Lever Act

Mission

State and national
priorities

Methods

Staff qualifications

Support

Studies
Research

3. Clientele
Transparency 27

Clientele

Requests

Observations

Media

Knowledge

Practices

Surveys

4. Professional self.

Transparency 28

Professional Self

Job description

Education

Experience

Values
Style

"The second implemeatation phase was
the seven value orientations." (Show
Transparency 11.)

Transparency 11

Value Orientations

Social
Health

--Economic

Education

Environmental

Political

Psychological

"We then showed how the four p, -spec-
tives and the seven value orientations
helped us to generate analytical ques-
tions."

You also might find it helpful to review
the learning objectives of the wnrkshop
(show Transparency 7), and participants'
learning needs, as expressed on Day
One. (Hopefully, participants' learning
needs are still on flip chart materials.)

Transparency 7

Objectives

1. Needs

2. Concept

3. Personality

4. Perspectives

5. Values

6. Involvement

7. Measurement

8. Interpretation

9. Decisionmaking

10. Communication
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Show situation statement example on
Transparency 5 again.

Transparency 5

SITUATION EXAMPLE

Plan of Work

Situation
Decreased commodity prices, in-
creased pro6ictinn costs, and other
complex economic problems con-
ti e to affect farm families. One-
third of the state's 76,000 farms
have high debt/asset ratios. Farm
land values continue to decrease....

Objectives

Action

Evaluation

Also raise questions in whatever creative
way you can regarding the extent to
which the participants understand the
model and the concepts that were
covered on Day One. In fact, it is best to
assess participants' understanding of con-
cepts at the end of each sect; of the
presentation, as time permits.

"This leads us to implementation phases
4, 5, and 6 (show Transparency 13),
which include involvement and data col-
lection, and to the concluding phases, 9
throrgh 16. These latter will be the focus
of today's program."

Transparency 13

Situational Analysis

Preparation Phases:
Boundaries
Focus

Leadership
Personalities

Impremr tation Phases:
Perspectives

Value Orientations
Questions

Publics
Involvement
Data

Concluding Phases:
Interpret
Priority problems
Reflect
Learner needs
Objectives
Report

"Are there any questions at this point on
the Day One concepts, their importance,
or their implications for situational
analysis?"

Take questions and discuss them, or raise
further questions for the participants to
consider. Then, review the general sche-
dule for Day Two.

Involve Extension's
PublicsPhases 8, 9,
and 10

(60 minutes)

The first major section of Day Two deals
with the concepts and practical tech-
niques of involving Exten:ion's publics
in the situational analysis model, dis-
cussed on Day One, to:

Collect data and observations accord-
ing to the questions.

Build support.

Improve decisions.

1 5 7
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The involvement techniques need to be
selected to fit the focus, purposes, and
questions derived from the four perspec-
tives and seven value orientations.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals:

To expose the participants to the
views of various concerned parties
who might not be involved in the plan-
ning process.

To involve participants in learning
about involvement.

To generate ideas on how to involve
different concerned parties in the plan-
ning process.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will increase their under-
standing of the involvement concept and
techniques.

2. Participants will relate concepts of ex-
periential learning and involvement.

3. Participants will apply techniques on
involving people in situational analysis.

4. Participants will know what data col-
lection techniques are appropriate for
various situations.

Materials

Over;:ead projector and screen

Flip cl art

Markers

Transparencies 15 and 32

"Positive Involvement" (in Learners'
Packet)

"Involvement Techniques Worksheet"
(in Learners' Packet)

"Involvement/Data Collection
Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet)

"Adams County Questions and Involve-
ment Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet)

Process

Introduce this section of the workshop
with the following statement:

"On Day One of the workshop we
learned about the Situational Analysis
Model, the boundaries, purposes, per-
sonality style modes, four perspectives,
seven value orientations, and identifying
of critical questions. Today, we want to
begin with how we can involve different
people in the planning process."

Again, as with the earlier section in the
Day One prog Am, this section on invol-
vement of publics will be based on ex-
periential learning; i.e., involved
learning upon which reflecting,
generalizing, and experimenting can be
based. (How can we justify involving
publics if we can,tot involve our par-
ticipants in their own learning?) Thus, to
achieve these goals and objectives, we
are suggesting the following procedure
and experiences. Say to the group:

"To start this discussion on the concept
of involving Extension's publics in situa-
tional analysis, I want you to take several
minutes to think about the information re-
quested on the "Positive Involvement
Card." (in Learner:: Packet).

Process: Concrete Experience

"All of us have been involved in many
experiences in our lifetime and in our
jobs. I would like you to identify one in
which you felt very involved and about
which you felt or now feel very posi-
tive." [Pause]

"Does everyone have one in mind? Yes?
No? Take another 10 seconds. Now, in a
brief paragraph, write or describe -1 the
card this experience and what made you
feel involved. Take 2-3 minutes to do
this." [Pause 2-3 minutes.]

"To continue thinking about the ex-
perience you have identified, think of
why you do or why you did feel good
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or positive about the experience. What
reasons can you give for why this situa-
tion made you feel good?

"What few (three to five) words come to
mind that express or explain why your in-
volvement in the experience was posi-
tive?" Possible answers are:

Accomplishment

Challenge

Personally involved

Personal control

Increased responsibility

Improved conditions, situation,
and services

Improved working conditions

Positive feedback

Recognition

Status

Opportunity for meaningful impact.

Process: Concrete Experience

"Now, I would like each of you to share
these conditions or reasons for positive
involvement on your part with the group
at your table. Take 3-5 minutes and, as a
group, share, react, and explain to each
other why you felt positive about the ex-
perience."

Have a person at each table record the
reasons. When all of the groups have
completed this discussion, say:

"Now, I would like each table to share
with the whole group its list of ideas,
reasons, and explanations for feeling
positive."

Solicit from each table its composite list
and record these lists on the flip chart for
all to see.

"Looking at this list, are these reasons or
conditions that motivate people? Are
they ways of creating commitment or
psychological involvement?"

Process: Abstract Conceptualizing

"Do they give us clues to conditions that
we, as Extension professionals, need to
create, if we are to get our publics posi-
tively involved in our situational
analyses?

"Yes, they do."

Discuss their responses with the par-
ticipants. Review (and explain, if
needed) the concept that many people in
the publics will learn more knowledge,
develop more practical Extension at-
titudes, and contribute to our needs and
obstacles assessment if they are experien-
tially involved. Show Transparency 32,
the "Experiential Learning Model"
(Kolb, 1984), to assist in the explanation.

Transparency 32

Experiential Learning Model
(Kolb, 1984)

(Th
11.'...........ACAI

End the discussion with the conclusion
that these are general ideas or conditions
that can by planned, organized, and re-
created in future situational analyses by
saying:

"Now, how can wt recreate these condi-
tions?

"What do we need to do to get people as
deeply involved as you were in your
situation or experience?

"How do we get Extension's publics and
other Extension professionals physically
involved, then socially involved, and,
more importantly, psychologically in-
volved in situational analysis?

"Before this session started, and on Day
One of this workshop, we were intro-
duced to Adams County, its communities
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and neighborhoods, some of its key
citizens and Extension clientele, its Coun-
ty Extension staff, and the Extension sys-
tem in the State of Readiness in which the
staff works. We were introduced to a
sampling of their values, opinions,
beliefs, and behaviors. Our task at this
point is to decide on and plan an involve-
ment campaign for situational analys.s in
Adams County.

"Remember that situational analysis pur-
poses are (solicit from group and write
on flip chart):

To determine and assess needs.

To determine and develop resources.

To learn and understand.

To identify trends.

To build support.

To identify obstacles to Extension
programs.

To decide objectives.

To write a situational statement.

"The purposes of in-volvement are the
same. (Show Transparency 15.)

Transparency 15

Purposes for Situational
Analysis

Needs assessment

Determine and develop
resources

Learn and understand

Develop support

Identify program obstacles

"What techniques should we use to in-
volve our clientele and other citizens in
Adams County in achieving those pur-
poses of situational analysis?"

"What involvement experiences have
you had that we can include in an involve-
ment strategy in Adams County?"

Solicit from the group the ideas on the
"Involvement Techniques Worksheet"
(in Learners' Packet) and write them on
the flip chart (or have participants com-
plete the worksheet, and then discuss
their responses).

It is very important at this time for partici-
pants to reflect on and discuss the follow-
ing question:

"Based on experiences you have had,
which of the involvement techniques re-
quired considerable psychological in-
volvement?"

Pause and discuss their responses with
the participants.

Process: Concrete Experience

1 0

Separate the participants into small work
groups of three or four persons per
group. These groups may be arranged by
county, program area, position, or ran-
domly, depending on the makeup of the
participants. You will need to determine
which arrangement would be most effec-
tive in your situation, and then select one
of the following three options. Option 1:
Refer participants to the "Involve-
ment/Data Collection Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet). Allow the participants
5 minutes to answer Questions 1 and 2 on
the worksheet. Relative to the Adams
County case study data, instruct the work
groups to take 25 minutes to share their
individual answers and agree on a group
response to Question 3.

Or

Option 2: Refer participants to the list of
questions to which Ann, Tony, and Betty
of Adams County want answers (see
"Adams County Questions and Involve-
ment Worksheet" in Learners' Packet).
Have individual participants take 5 min-
utes to decide which involvement/data
collection techniques would be most ef-
fective in obtaining answers to each ques-
tion and achieving the overall purposes.
Then instruct work groups to take 25
minutes to share their individual answers
and derive an overall involvement/data
collection strategy for the Adams County
agents.
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Or

Process: Active Experimenting

Option 3: After using the "Adams
County Questions and Involvement
Worksheet" for 5 minutes, ask partici-
pants to list their own questions for their
real-life program situations. Then have
one volunteer at each table share with the
work group the best strategies and spe-
cific techniques for involving the appro-
priate people, obtaining data, and achiev-
ing overall situational analysis purposes.
Have work groups decide the best set of
techniques for involvirg and collecting
data.

Call the work groups back together and
ask them to report the results of their dis-
cussion to the total group. Discuss their
identified involvement techniques with
the total group. Raise the following
questions:

"Why these techniques?

"Will target people get involved?

"Will you get needed information?

"Will the techniques fit the community?

"Will the techniques fit the personalities
involved?

"Will the people involved 'feel' involved
as you did in your earlier experience?

"Will all value or Ientations get involved?

"Are the techniques efficient?"

Process: Abstract Conceptualizing

Summarize the involvement and data col-
lection unit with a discussion on whether
or not the techniques will result in data
pertaining to needs, trends, obstacles,
and resources, and will achieve clientele
and public support. If so, why? If not,
why not?

The leader then can say: "We will now
take a short 15-minute break and come
back to discuss analysis of data from the
Adams County case study."

BREAK (15 minutes)

Data AnalysisPhase 11

(1 hour, 30 minutes)

At this point, leave the involvement and
data collection unit and move to data
analysis. This assumes data have been
collected from the case study or other
real situations through surveys, meet-
ings, and observation, which can be
used, analyzed, and interpreted by par-
ticipants.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To have the pa 'cipants assess their
data analysis skills.

To have the participants share ideas
on how to analyze data effectively.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will answer the questions
identified in the value orientations unit.

2. Participants will compare data and ob-
servations of different subsets.

3. Participants will recognize patterns
and trends in data.

4. Participants will be able to use the
seven different value orientations and
related criteria in analyzing data.

5. Participants will know how to analyze
data for each of the four perspectives.

6. Participants will know how to involve
publics and clientele in data analysis.

Materials

VHS videotape player and monitor

Flip chart

Markers
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Videotape, "Adams County Perspec-
tives" Adams County Examiner
newspaper

Adams County data base ("Adams Coun-
ty: Focusing on the Situation"), includ-
ing narratives, demographics, survey
data, and summaries of group involve-
ment meetings (in Learners' Packet)

Participants' county or program data
from Interim

"Adams County Questions and Involve-
ment Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet)

Copies of the "Need Analysis
Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet)

"Force-Field Analysis Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet)

"Analysis Checklist" (in Learners'
Packet)

Sets of value orientations questions iden-
tified by participants on Day Oneon
flip chart sheets.

Source Book, "Subunit 3. Concluding
Phases"

Process: Active Experimenting

In this data analysis activity, participants
will work in small groups to analyze the
Adams County case study situation in
two stages. First, they will analyze the
general situation to determine in broader
terms the general priority need areas.

For this first stage, the participants will
need to In ,mcouraged to use the follow-
ing:

"Adams County: Focusing on the Situa-
tion" (in Learners' Packet) Adams Coun-
ty Examiner newspaper (in Instructional
Aids)

"Adams County Perspectives,"
videotape (in Instructional Aids)

Survey data

Demographic data.

162

[Note: If a lengthy Interim has occurred
between Day One and Day Two, the best
option at this point is to use the data the
participants have brought to the session
from their own county or program situa-
tions (see Time: Day One, "Review and
Closing" and discussion of options in
"Time: Interim. "]

Process: Concrete Experience

To begin stage one of this data analysis
activity, separate the laage group into
small, data analysis work groups of four
to six, depending on the total number of
participants in the workshop. For this ex-
ercise, four members per group would be
better than six members.

Change the makeup of the small work
groups by having the participants count
off by the number of groups you want,
with all of the numbers one forming a
group; the numbers two, another group;
and so on. Or, you might use another
technique to mix the participants.

Introduce the analysis activity by using
the following stateme its:

"Probably the most difficult thing to
teach and the most needed thing to learn
for all of us is how to find answers to our
questions through actually analyzing
data. For the next hour or so, we are
going to work on data analysis and inter-
pretation.

"Your task is to find answers to the
analysis questions that you, as a total
group, identified on Day One within each
of the 28 cells on the 'Value Orientations
Worksheet."'

[Note: You will need to have listed these
questions on flip charts or typed up sets
of them to hand out so that the groups can
use these questions in analyzing the
county situation data. If the group did not
develop their own analytical questions on
Day One, or if the questions were inade-
quate, you will need to use the staff ques-
tions in the "Adams County Questions
and Involvement Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet).]

"As data for answering your questions,
use the videotape (or the role-play) on the
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four perspectives of the county situation,
the Adams County Examiner newspaper,
the demographic data, the survey data,
and the group meeting data."

Distribute a copy of the "Need Analysis
Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet) to
each group and ask one member in each
group to record the group's discussion on
it.

After 15 minutes, ask one member from
each group to write the results of its dis-
cussion on the flip chart. Then, call the
small work groups back together. Make
sure the members of each small work
group sit together with the other mem-
bers in their group.

Ask a member from each work group to
state briefly (2-3 minutes) what the
group members determined to be:

The priority problems in Adams
County.

The causes of those problems.

Obstacles to change.

The community's resources.

The data or reasons in support of the
problems.

[Note: Allow the groups to report only
their general answers at this time. Discus-
sion of the process will follow, and time
is valuable.]

Next, ask each of the small work groups
to caucus for 5 minutes and reach prelimi-
nary consensus on one high-priority
clientele problem in Adams County that
needs a major Extension program (if
each group has not already done so).

[Note: Small groups will decide final
high-priority clientele problems in the
succeeding section on making decisions,
after additional analysis of these prelimi-
nary decisions.]

At the end of 5 minutes, ask each of the
small work groups to report its highest
priority problem. The workshop leader
should make a list of them on the flip
chart. Depending on available time, each
work group should then discuss and
clarify these problems and the supporting
data, criteria, and arguments for each.

Process: Reflections/Observations

Follow the small group reports with dis-
cussion to generate further analysis and
understanding.

"Why do you think each work group
came up with a different problem?"
[Note: If the groups came up with the
same problems and causes, then ask why
they think that happened.] Solicit from
the participants these possible answers
and others:

Value orientation's

Personality styles.

Different perspectives.

To continue the analysis, you have two
options, depending on time, progress,
and your assessment of participants' un-
derstanding.

Process: Concrete Experience

Option 1: In the first option, have par-
ticipants continue to work in the small
work groups. Each group is asked to
analyze its highest priority problem,
using the list of questions participants
identified on Day One for each of the
value orientations (refer to the "Value
Orientation Worksheet" in Learners'
Packet.) Ask each group to work for 20-
30 minutes on answering the analytical
questions, while t cusing on its major
problem. Upon completion of this ac-
tivity, have each of the small work
groups report its findings, according to
the questions from the seven value orien-
tations. Record on flip chart.

Or

Option 2: In the second option, ask par-
ticipants to continue working in the small
work groups. Have each group do a

-:e-field analysis of its highest priority
problem, using the "Force-Field Ana-
lysis Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet).
Ask each group to work for 20-30
minutes to identify the positive
and negative causes for the problem.
Then ask each group to report its find-
ings. Record on flip chart.
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Regardless of whether Option 1 or 2 is
chosen, ou will want to solicit the fol-
lowing from the reports and ens! ing dis-
cussion:

Priority needs.

Trends.

Obstacles to change.

Learning needs.

Resources to use.

Begin to conclude this data analysis unit
with the following questions:

"Did the various value orientations a..d
perspectives in your group affect the way
you analyzed the data in the situation?
How?" Solicit the following answers:

What is loo..ed at first.

Preconceived conclusions.

Experts in the group.

"Was the analysis process itself (i.e., the
analysis questions) effective and use-
ful?" Use the "Analysis Checklist" (in
Learners' Packet) to generate reflection
on the process, if necessary.

"What improvements or adaptations
could you make to the analysis questions
and checklist to make them more useful
to your situation?

"What general conclusions could we
make about the data analysis process?"
Solicit the following types of ideas from
the group:

Values involved.

Comparison involved.

Trends involved.

Soft and hard data involved.

Different conclusions reached,
depending on values.
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Process: Abstract Conceptualizing

Close this discussion with the following
statement:

"The analysis of situational data is a
process that has more than one correct
way of being conducted. The data
analysis process, however, depends on
four perspectives, seven value orienta-
tions, the relationship between those two
phases, personality styles, and the mo-
tive, perspective, or role represented by
the person. Your analysis questions with-
a each of the 28 matrix cells, our ana-
lysis questions, and the checklist within
the total situational analysis model give
you an initial structure to use to conduct
effective analyses."

If you perceive the group has completed
the data analysis, tell them you will move
on to the decisionmaking unit after lunch.

LUNCH: 1 hour

Make DecisionsPhases
12 and 13

(60 minutes)

The workshop participants have been
working on data analysis in small work
groups and have tentatively decided on

,jor problem for their particular
_yap. At this point, the workshop leader

should begin moving toward closure of
the training session, or drawing together
the many facets and dimensions of the
data and analysis. Thus, a discussion of
the decisionmaking process is appro-
priate and fitting at this time.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To have the participants experience
decisionmaking within this situational
analysis training.
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To have the participants see the pos-
sible consequences of their program
decisions.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will learn that situational
analysis results in decision. pn program
objectives and direction.

2. Participants will learn how various
dimensions of situational analysis even-
tually affect decisions awl purposeful
actions.

3. Participants will be able to use the
situational analysis process in making
a program decision.

4. Participants will learn how program
decisions, based on situational analysis,
can affect people in the different per-
spectives.

5. Participants will develop plans for
follow through and consequences, based
on program decisions.

Materials:

VHS videotape player and monitor

Overhead projector and screen

Transparency 33

Videotape, "First Things First: A Trip
to Priority Peak" (in Instructional Aids)

Videotape, "Adams County Perspec-
tives" (in Instructional Aids) Adams
County Examiner newspaper (in Instruc-
tional Aids)

"Adams Coun.j: Focusing on the Situa-
tion" (in Learners' Packet)

Data analyses and conclusions from the
preceding data analysis unit

"Decisions and Co aseq, .nct s
Worksheet" (in Learners' Packet)

Process: Concrete Experience

Use the following introduction to explain
the activity:

"In Extension, situational analysis cul-
minates in decisions on needs, program
objectives, and actions. For situational
analysis to be effective, questions are
raised, based on the four perspectives
and seven value orientations. Data are
collected to answer these questions, then
analyzed and interpreted, all while in-
volving our publics.

"On Day One, we discussed and identi-
fied the questions. Today, we have dis-
cussed involvement, data collection tech-
niques, data analysis, and even tentative
decisionmaking. Now we need to make
decisions on (I, general major issues,
concerns, problems, and needs; and
(2) specific, high-priority needs and con-
cerns of clientele within the county so we
can set program goals and objectives.

"To help us understand the program de-
cisionmaking process, we are going to
call on an old friend, Sir Will Intention.
Some of you may have seen Sir Will be-
fore and experienced the trip to Priority
Peak. For you, this will be a short re-
view. For those of you who have not
experienced the trip to Priority Peak with
Sir Will, this will be a good overview of
the program decisionmaking process."

Show the videotape, "First Things First:
A Trip to Priority Peak" (about 20
minutes in length).

1 ( .7
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Following the videotape, lead a group
discussion about the trip to Priority Peak.
Show Transparency 33 and use questions
as discussion starters, or as necessary.

Transparency 33

Priority Setting

Understand situation

Identify options

Identify criteria

Judgment

Reflection

Commitment

"What relationships do you see between
the situational analysis model and the
process Sir Will presented?" Possible
answers to solicit are:

The perspectives are the same in both.

Value orientations affect the criteria in
each perspective.

What the Extension professional final-
ly decides to do is directly related to
his or her own lake orientations, per-
sonality style, and professional situa-
tion.

"How do value orientations affect our
criteria for making decisions?" Possible
answers to solicit are:

Our values are our premise from
which we logically form our criteria
or standards.

The criteria we choose will be log-
ically consistent with our value orien-
tations.

"Where do personality styles fit into the
priority- setting process?" Possible
answers to solicit:

Personality styles will affect how
others want problems handled and
how the Extension professional will
choose to act.
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Personality styles are factors, along
with value orientations, that affect
how we choose criteria.

Personality styles affect how an Exten-
sion professional coni..ucts the priority-
setting process.

"Did you use any of the six priority steps
this morning? Before the workshop?

"Are there any ideas om the videotape
we can use in decisio making?"

Continue the group discussion for 10
minutes. Additional liscussion starters
might include:

Asking the participants for specific
examples of how they set priorities.

Does the process make sense?

Is the priority-setting process realistic?

Then, the leader should say:

'Tor our purposes today, t' a most im-
portant part of the trip to Priority Peak is
how the criteria are developed. By using
the situational analysis model, we have a
structure to help us examine how our
criteria are formed.

"The phases of the situational analysis
model, discussed on Day ...)ne, directly
relate to the criteria we use to mak,.
program decisions. The information,
recommendations, and direction from the
boundaries, focus, personality styles,
four perspectives, and our value orienta-
tions not only help identify the questions,
they are the bases of our analysis criteria.
As shown in "A Trip to Priority Peak,"
our criteria, in turn, are the basis for our
priorities and program decisions."

Announce that the discussion on decision-
making will be continued after a 15-
minute break.

BREAK (15 minutes.)

Reconvene and continue the decisionmak-
ing unit for one hour. Still using Adams
^ 'unty data, tae unit now focuses on
group decisionmaking. Ask the par-
ticipants to reform the same small work
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groups they were in before lunch. Now
that data collectic n and analysis using the
Adams County case have been covered,
each group should complete rank order-
ing of the earlier identified problems.

Instruct the group to use the "Decisions
and Consequences Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet) to structure their dis-
cussion. They should base their group
decisions on all the data presented in the
training materials (newspaper,
videotape, fact sheets, surveys, role-
plays, and discussions) up to the present
time.

Each small group needs to present data,
criteria, and a rationale for its decisions
on which problems or needs are most im-
portant. Groups should be clear about
what values infl iced their decisions.
The instructor should say something like:

"We are. now ready to make program
priority decisions. Please form the same
work groups you were in before lunch. In
our earlier analysis, we determined tenta-
tive problems, their causes and obstacles,
and resources available to help change
them. Then we analyzed tho,e problems
according to the seven value orientations
(or used a force-field analysis). This fur-
ther analysis gave us new data to con-
sider. At this time, as w reach decisions
on priority problems, your specific task
is to decide within your work group your
final priority ranking of the problems and
your reasons for that ranking, based on
all the data, criteria, and analyses up to
this point. Fill out and use the "Deci-
sions and Consequences Worksheet."
You will have 20 minutes to complete
this task."

The leader should circulate among the
groups, periodically, to see how the dis-
cussion is going and to answer any ques-
tions. Remind the groups when 15 min-
utes, and then 5 minutes, are left in the
discussion time so that they can focus
their discussion and complete it on time.

Ask the groups to reassemble in the main
meeting area. The leader should give
each group 2 minutes to report:

Its priorir. program decisions.

Analyses and interpretations used.

Criteria used.

Data used.

Consequences anticipated.

Other reasons and arguments for the
selected rank order.

Process: Concrete Experience

Once each of the small groups has re-
ported its decisions on high-priority prob-
lems and supportive analyses, data and
arguments, charge the large group with
the task of reaching consensus on one
major problem.

Several approaches are possible:

Ask group about desired approach.

Use majority vote.

Use group discussion and consensus.

Abdicate the decision.

Organize into the four perspectives.

Other.

Whatever the choice, say something like:

"We are now at the Extension committee
meeting in Adams County. We need to
decide on one high-priority problem in
Adams County that needs a major Exten-
sion program. We must determine the
need or issue to be addressed and the tar-
get clientele. We have 20 minutes to
decide."

The wo; kshop leader's responsibilities
are to:

Heil) decide strategy and organize
groups, if needed.

Make sure each small work group
presents its rationale, criteria, data,
and decisions on the most important
needs.

Raise questions not being raised.

Ensure that all values and perspectives
data are considered.

Keep the discuss! 1 focused on the is-
sues (because of time limitations).

167
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Remind the groups that they need to
make a decision before the allotted
time is up.

Refrain from breaking any stalemates
in the debate.

If the groups absolutely cannot agree on a
decision, that will be acceptablc, and will
be the major point for discussion after the
exercise.

Process: Reflections/Observations

Finally, as the workshop leader, reflect
with the group on the decisionmaking
process, i.e.:

Individual decisions.

Small nup decisions.

Large group decisions.

Discuss and clarify such principles as:

Rationa:ity level.

Sequential or not.

Humanness and value differences in-
fluence.

Data oriented.

Conflict or consensus and agreement.

Personality differences' influence.

kelative influences of perspectives.

Allow a short "stand up and stretch"
break, then proceed to Phase 14: Decide
on Learners' Needs and Phase 15: Set
Learner Objectives.

Learner Needs and
ObjectivesPhases 14
and 15

(30 minutes)

We are close to completing this work-
shop. Because the group and you have
been working hard, this section is pre-
sented in a (Nick, simple way.

Responsibility

Workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To have participants fill out, critique,
and discuss the worksheets on learn-
ing needs and objectives.

To have participants relate needs to
objectives.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will learn what are and
are not acceptable learning objectives.

2. Participants will learn to relate needs
to goals and objectives.

Materials

"Learner Needs Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet)

"Learner Objectives Worksheet" (in
Learners' Packet); "Leader's Key" (in
Instructional Aids)

Sourcebook "Subunit 3. Concluding
Phases"

Process: Concrete Experience

To achieve the goals and objectives,
using the materials, you might want to
read the Sourcebook, "Subunit 3. Con-
cluding Phases" and items from the
Selected Annotated Bibliography on
needs and objectives. Say to the partici-
pants:

"Take 5 to 10 minutes to complete the
'Learning Needs Worksheet' (in
Learners' Packet). Read the community
need or problem. Then decide what dif-
ferent clientele need to learn."

When the participants have finished the
worksheet, discuss with them the dif-
ferences between clientele and com-
munity needs and learning needs. Solicit
the following:

1 6 3
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The clientele and community needs
are the gaps or what is missing in their
practices or lives.

Learning needs are the missing
knowledge, attitudes, or skills needed
to solve or eliminate these earlier,
stated needs.

After this discussion, say to participants:

"Take 10 minutes to complete the
`Learner Objectives Worksheet' (in
Learners' Packet), which is basically self-
explanatory. Read the need and the goal;
then decide if each or any of the objec-
tives is acceptable, given the assumed
needs and objectives. Any questions?"

After 10 minutes, call the group back
together and say:

"I presume you all have gone through
the worksheet. How many of you said all
the objectives were acceptable? How
many said one? two? three? four? Let us
go through each one and give reasons for
our choices."

Use the "Leader's Key to the Learner
Objectives Worksheet" (in Instructional
Aids) to check the proper responses and
reasons with the learners.

During the ensuing discussion, other
reasons why the learning objectives are
or are not acceptable will come up. Dif-
ferences of opinion also will evolve and
will provide further bases for discussion.

Process: Reflections/Observations

After completing a review of the
worksheet and its 20 objectives, elicit
from the group a summary of what
criteria represent acceptable objectives.
The following list from Connections
(Fo:est et al., 1986) is what you are sear-
ching for:

Relate to need/problem.

Fit broader priorities and goals.

Identify specific clientele improve-
ments.

Specify desired clientele knowledge.

Reflect realistic expectations.

Describe expected results in
measurable terms.

Provide directions for learning ex-
periences.

Are understandable and communicate
clearly.

Make a summary comment and then
move or, to Phase 16: Revise and
Proyare Written Report. (See also Forest
et at., 1986, for further discussion and
backg.ound on writing programs/plans
of work situation statements.)

Action Planning and
ConclusionsPhase 16

(15 minutes)

The ending of this workshop should be
upbeat and goal setting in nature, if it is
to be of value and benefit to participants.
These last 15 minutes could be the most
crucial of the entire workshop ex-.
perience.

Responsibility

The workshop leader and the workshop
advisory committee.

Instructional Goals

To encourage the participants to fol-
low through with applying in their
jobs the knowledge and skills gained
from this workshop.

To conduct a formative evaluation of
the workshop program.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will state, in writing, what
aspects of this in-service training they
will use it their jobs within the next six
months.

2. Participants will share ideas they have
learned and will use.

16,').
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Materials

"Registration" form filled out by par-
ticipants prior to the workshop

"Action Plan Form" (in Learners' Pail-
et)

"Workshop Evaluation/Feedback
Form" (in Learners's Packet)

Process: Concrete Experience

Depending on available time, conduct a
general, informal evaluation on what the
participants learned or will use from the
workshop. Small group or large group
discussion before you have them com-
plete the final forms will give good feed-
back on the degree to which the partici-
pants have learned.

The workshop leader (or better yet, mem-
bers of the workshop advisory commit-
tee, with guidance from the workshop
leader) will distribute participants' origi-
nal "Registration" forms. These forms
and the "Action Plan Form" (in
Learners' Packet) will be used together
in this exercise.

Usr. the following statement to explain
the use of the forms.

"On your Registration form, you stated
your expectations of this program. Now
we want you to review three expecta-
tions, along with your experience at this
workshop, and identify three things you
will change, accomplish, or implement in
your job. Make these three objectives
practical and realistic so that you have a
good chance of successfully following
through on your commitment.

"Take 10 Iiiiiitnes now to develop and
write your three objectives in the upper
section of the form titled 'Action Plan."'

If needed, add the following:

"The purpose of the 'Action Plan Form'
is to provide a mechanism that will en-
courage each of you to apply this training
to your own job situation. By stating in
writing what you will change or try to ac-
complish within the next six months, you
are creating a concrete, observable, and

practical action plan. You and your im-
mediate supervisor or leader or chairper-
son can use this plan as a guide for dis-
cussing your application to your job of
ideas and skills learned in this workshop.
We hope this technique will help you to
make a conscious effort to use systematic
situational analysis for program plan-
ning."

After participants complete the "Action
Plan Form," allow 10 minutes for them
to fill out the "Workshop Evaluat;on/
Feedback Form" (in Learners' Packet).

Collect the "Action Plan Forms" and the
"Evaluation/Feedback Forms" as the
participants complete them, or as they
leave the room.

Thank everyone for their cooperation
during this workshop. Let the partici-
pants know that you are available for
help or further follow up on situational
analysis.

CLOSE
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Time: Follow-Up

Time

T plus six months.

Responsibility

Supervisor or leader or chairperson and
the workshop leader.

Instructional Goals

To determine whether the wo.Kshop was
beneficial to participants or whether addi-
tional training is needed.

Learning Objectives

1. Participants will be reminded of new
ideas discussed at the workshop.

2. Participants will reflect on the ideas
and their applicability to their jobs.

3. Participants will be rewarded and
recognized for having tried new ideas on
the job.

Materials

Copies of the "Action Plan Form" com-
pleted and turned in by each participant
at the end of Day Two

Copies of the "Follow-Up Evaluation
Questionnaire" (Exhibit 7)

Process

Approximately six months after the
workshop, the workshop leader should
send each participant a copy of the "Ac-
tion Plan Form" he or she completed at
the end of Day Two. Request that it be
forwarded to the participant's super-
visor, leader, or chairperson for his or
her completion and discussion with the
participant. Re.nind participants of the
actionplanning process and the need
for the tx Aicipant and the supervisor,
leader, Pr chairperson to meet to discuss
the participant's progress since the work-
shop.

Send a copy of the "Fellow-up Evluation
Questionnaire" (Exhibit 7) along with
the foregoing items.

Ask participants to complete the question-
naire and return it to you.

.t.
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EXHIBIT 7

Follow-Up Evaluation Questionnaire

It has been six months since the in-service training workshop on situational analysis. Your answers to the
following questions are important for planning future training.

A. Please circle the answer that best represents your belief on the following statements.

A = Agree
U = Unde ,Jd
D = Disagree

1. General

Values are the bases tor inquiry, analysis,
and logical program choices.

2. My current plan of work situation statement:

A U D

Includes supporting bench mark data (numbcs
and percentages) on needs.

A U D

Indicates a gap between "what is" and "what could be." A U D

Is the basis for my program objectives and actions. A U D

3. My current situational analysis process includes:

Conducting a systematic sample survey of the county
or community.

A U D

Asking questions of others and myself according
to different value orientations.

A U D

Identifying values and criteria for data analysis. A U D

Analyzing the content of local and regional news media. A U D

[Note to the workshop leader: Also include other statements that were answered "undecided" by at least
50 percent of participants on the preworkshop "Situation; 'Nnalysis Self-Assessment.")

continued
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B Which of the following characterize your plan of work situation statement (check all that apply).

_Describes the current condition.

Identifies the need/problem/opportunity or emerging issue.

Includes supporting data (base numbers and percentages) and documentation of need.

Includes indicators of severity/scope of need.

Includes bench mark data against which later impact measurements can be compared.

_Establishes clear reasons and justifications for program.

_Describes primary audienco(s), numbers, and geographic locations.

Indicates a gap between "what is" and "what could be".

Indicates needed research.

Thank you

1 `*)I ti
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Introduction to
Learners' Packet for
Module 4: Situational
Analysis

Welcome to Module 4: Situational
Analysis, a training module developed
as part of a national Kellog Foundation
project entitled Working With Our
Publics: In-Service Education for
Cooperative Extension.

In this Module -n situational analysis,
the focus is on program situations. For
example, this Learners' Packet contains
for your use:

The Adams County Examiner, a
newspaper to be used in the Adams
County case study.

The Dubbing of Sir Vantage, a comic
book based on the script of the videotape
on the situational analysis process.

A personality inventory.

A "Situational Analysis Self-Assess-
ment."

Worksheets on the 16 phases of the Situa-
tional Analysis Model.

We hope you find the workshop mate-
rials and experiences useful and enjoy-
able. Good luck on your learning and
application of the ideas to your Extension
program situation!

17,;
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mimmimilp
Preworkshop
Preparation

Participant Registration Form

To register for the Situational Analysis Workshop, complete the following
form and send to

by (Date)

Registrant

Name: Position:

Office Address:

City: State: Zip:

Telephone ( )

List any ideas or skills about analyzing situations that you hope to learn or
improve on by attending this in-service workshop:

1

1 77
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A Personality Style Inventory

Several test instruments are available . I. use in determining the workshop
participants' Jung personality type. The workshop leader should decide six
months in advance of the workshop which personality assessment form he or she
wants to use for this purpose. The'three options are:

1. If participants have personality scores on assessments made recently, these
scores can be used.

Or

2. Use the Hogan and Champagne Personality Style Inventory (PSI).
or

3. Use the Myers-Briggs Type Inventory (MBTI).

178
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Situational Analysis Self-Assessment

Note: Please circle the answer that be .t represents your beliet.

A = Agree
U = Undecided
D = Disagree

A U D

A. General

1. Situational analyses document what I already know. A U D

2. Situational analyses' most critical purpose is to build
support among publics. A U D

3. Situational analyses' main purpose is to identify needs. A U D

4.0bstees to change are usually a product of analysis. A U D

5.Situational analysis is a systematic., scientific study. A U D

6.Situational analysis is subjective and nonlinear. A U D

7. Situational rialysis needs a conceptual structure
or model. A U D

8.0ne neads to be flexible, creative, and imaginative in
situational analysis. A U D

9. Analysis of a situation (i.e., breaking it into smaller
parts) confounds the understanding of it. A U D

10. Systematic, in-depth situational analysis is more
effective than continous, informal analysis. A U D

11. food situational analyses should produce the same
results, no matter who conducts them. A U D

12. Common questions can be asked in all program
situations. A U D

13. A situation's details and facts are more crucial tnan
the laryvr picture. A U D

14.0ne can never study a problem too much. A U D

15.Values are the bases for inquiry, analysis, and log nal
program choices. A U D

16.Cliontele havo the right to be involved in all Extension
program '1ecisions. A U D

17. Involving people hinders getting a job done. A U D

18. Decisions on program objectives Should be based
on facts and data. A U D

continued
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19. Last-minute plannir ; is more practical tt long-range
planning. A U D

B. My current plan of work situation statement:

1. Describes the existing condition. A U 0

2.Identifies the need or e.nerging issue. A U D

3. Includes supporting bench mark data (numbers and
percentages) on needs. A U D

4.Indicates severity and scope of need. A U D

5..tustifies the program objectives. A U D

6. Describes primary clientele, numbers, and geographic
locutions. A U D

7.Indicates a gap be'.ween "wh,.. ," and "what could be." A U D

8.1s the basis for my program objectives and actions. A U D

9. Indicates needed research. A U D

C. My current situational analysts process includes:

1.Conductin5 a systematic sample survey of the county
or community. A U D

2.Revieviing national and state Extension laws and
policies. A U rl

3.Conductit.2 a group meeting with client representatives. A U Li

4. Asking questions of others and myself according to
different value orientations. A U D

5.Identifying clear values and criteria for data analysis. A U D

6. Involving a variety of representative community people. A '.; D

7.Analyzing the content of local and regional news media. A U D

8. Logically ana!yzing data according to my own personal
values. A U D

9.Koeping complete logs of information requests, according
to informal feedback from local community persons. A U D

10. Conducting in-depth interviews of selected target
clientele. A U D

11. Relying mainly on my own intuition and memory of work
experiences. A U D

continued
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12. Rr ;ing mainly on a small group of trusted leaders
and clients. A U D

13.0btaining advice from state and national Extension
mission and priority docum: ots. A U D

14.0btaining advice from Extension colleagues. A U D

15. Using statistical data analysis to know clientele
learning needs. A U D

16. Applying deductive and rational logic based on clear
assumptions. A U D

17. Using existing census and state department data. A U D

18.Reveiwing old plans of work and resubmitting them. A U D

19.Cussing and praying a lot. A U D

20.Applying the S.W.A.G. principle. A U D

21. Systematic listening and watching. A U D

22.Considering the consequences of including or not
including certain needs. A U D

1 1
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=IMMIM.0 Day One
ammaimmik

Personal Situational Analysis

Name: Position

Analysis Questions:

1. How long have you worked for Extension?

2. What keeps you in Extension?

3. Wnat makes you feel good?

4. What mai:es you upset?

5. How would you describe yourself?

6. What is your favorite thing to do if you have an unplanned afternoon?

7. If you were granted cne wish, what would it be?

Analysis Summary:

Note: If you have time before the leader calls the group together, identify the
one major Extension problem that prevents you from being as effective as
you would like to be.
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Seven Situations
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Situation Example

Plan of Work

Situation

Decreased commodity prices, increased production costs, and other com-
plex economic problems continue to affect farm families. One-third of the
state's 76,000 farms have high debt/asset ratios. Farmland values zontinue
to decrease 5-10 percent per year from a 1980 high. U.S. District Cuurt
records show a twofold increase in farm and rural, small, agriculture-
dependent business t'ai lie optcies in 1986. Inflation will continue at 4-6
percent, with annual loan intarest rates between 10-12 percent. Statewide
rural unemployment, above the national average, was 8 percent in 1986. A
statewide survey shows 21 percent of the farm families have a long-range
financial plan, and 35 percent maintain expense records. Rural health offi-
cials and church leaders report 5-25 percent increases in requests for
family counseling and stress management. Five hundred 4-H members, an
increase of 45 percent over 1985, enrolled in the pilot computer finance/
record keeping project.

Objectives

Action

Evaluation

184
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Situation Checklist

1. Describes the current co ,dition.

2. Identifies need, problem, opportunity, or emerging issue.

3. Includes supporting data (base numbers and percentages) and
documentation of need.

4. Includes indicators of severity or scope of need.

5. Includes bench mark 'eta against which later !mpact measure-
ments can be compared.

6. Establishes clear reasons and justifications for program.

7. Describes primary audience(s), numbers, and geographic locations.

8. Indicates a gap between "what is" and "what could be."

9. Indicates needed research.

185
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Learning Objectives

1. Participants will define and clarify what they neat. ., learn about situa-
tional analysis.

2. Participants will define, clarify, ICI n d expand their concept of situational
analysis and develop a conceptual model to use.

3. Participants will understand and apply effects of personality style on
situational analysis with publics.

4. Participants will understand and practice or apply a system for sepa-
ratinc a complex situation into different perspectives.

5. Participants will understand and apply value orientations to different
situational perspectives for questioning, observing and interpreting.

6. Participants will expand their concepts and use -.4 public involvement
processes and techniques in situational analysis.

7. Participants will expand their concepts and use of questioning and data
collection on situational analysis with publics.

8. Participants will expand their concepts, skills, and ability to interpret
data in situational analysis with publics.

9. Participants will expand their concepts and use of decisionmaking and
priority setting on problems and objectives.

10. Participants wilt improve the substance and quality of their written
program situational statements.

1s
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The Situational Analysis Model

A. Preparation Phases

1. Define the situational boundaries.

a. Subject matter
b. Clientele
c. Geographical
d. Organizational

e. Time

2. Identify the analysis' purpose, focus, or key question.

a. Needs
b. Obstacles

c. Learning

d. Resources

3. Identify the key leaders.

a. Extension

b. Volunteers

c. Local government

4. Know your personality style and the publ'es' as well.

a. Are individuals inner or outer world oriented?

b. Do individuals tend to see facts or abstract relationships?

c. Are individuals objective or subjective?

d. Do individuals make decisions or want more information?

B. Implementation Phases

5.Identify the four situational perspectives.

a. Societal/community

b. Extension organization

c. Clientele

d. Professional self

6. Decide which value orientations are pertinent in each of the four perspec-
tives.

a. Social

b. Health
c. Economic
d. Education

e. Environmental

f. Political
g. Psychological
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7. Work with the key leaders to identify the questions within each perspective
and value orientation.

8. Identify the Extension publics within each perspective.

9. Decide on and use public involvement techn.ques to get answers to key ques-
tions.

a. Surveys

b. Group meetings

c. Advisory councils

d. Existing data

10. Collect data and observations.

C. Concluding Phases
11. Compare and interpret data evidence against the criteria offered by the four

perspectives and seven value orientations.

a. Data are abstract

b. Criteria
c. Analysis

12.Decide on interpretations and conclusions regarding high-priority
problems.

13.React, reflect, and discuss the tentative conclusions and interpretations of
the data with the publics.

14. Decide on learner needs.

15. Set learner objectives or impact indicators for programs.

16. Review and prepare a written report and a concise situational statement.
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Analysis Preparation Worksheet

1. Boundaries

2. Focus (what are the intended results of analysis?)

3. Leadership (list)

Name Position

18S
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Personality Styles Grid

ISTJ ISFJ INFJ INTJ

ISTP ISFP INFP INTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

ESTJ ESFJ ENFJ ENTJ

I S
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Personality Styles Worksheet
Betty Skog

Betty Skog is the 4-H Youth anti Community Resource Development Agent
in Adams County. Her personality style has been assessed as an extravert,
sensing, feeling, perceiving (ESFP) type. She is aware of and sensitive to
other people's feelings and values. She is good at greeting people, com-
municating with them, and adapting to changing situations. Betty likes to
meet with people to discuss problems and solutions. She is aware of her ten-
dency always to want more information, and she realizes program decisions
must be made and implemented. Betty desires to be more fact-oriented, ob-
jective, and organized in planning programs.

In the recent Adams County long-range planning effort, she worked well with
the rest of the Extension staff in developing the five neighborhood meetings
and the surveys of 500 Adams County citizens and 300 farmers. Whsn she
analyzed the data from the meetings and the surveys using basic statistical
methods, she found that farmers wanted to know what pesticides should be
used, while other citizens felt farmers needed to know how to use pesticides
safely. These types of contradictions led to her desire to look further for
more information. Betty felt she was not in a position to make decisions on
what was a priority. She was particularly sensitive to the need ft r more infor-
mation becauF the feelings of both groups were at stake, and she did not
want to affront either group.

Note:

Betty involved a lot of people, initially.

Betty recalled vividly many of the frustrations and feelings expressed at
the meetings and in her contacts with citizens of Adams County.

Betty would like to take an additional month or two to sort out the con-
tradictions and to ask people for clarifications.

Betty had not thought through how the two apparently contradicting sets
of data might be a part of the larger picture and, thus, not inconsistent.

Tony Oleson

Tony Oleson is the Agricultural Extension Agent in Adams County. His per-
sonality style has been assessed as the introvert, sensing, thinking, judging
(ISTJ) type. Tony is a practical person. He is quiet and does not speak just to
be heard. Rather, he talks to communicate his ideas. He likes facts, details,
specific practice observations, crganizing and analyzing the objective facts
from industry and economists, and making decisions about future pro-
grams. He has tended to neglect input from county and national health

19i continued
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officials, county leadership, and the publics, and has not taken the initiative
in social and political concerns. Tony has had to learn to be more conscious
of other people's values and feelings. When not assisted by others, he likes
analyzing only one aspect of the county situation. He does not like involving
too many others when analyzing and deciding on futur, program plans. He
has, in turn, occasionally experienced lack of understanding and support
for his programs.

Tony was glad to go along, with assistance of Betty and Ann Patterson, the
office chairperson, as they proceeded to get other people involved. He had
done a lot of listening during the past several years, and he began to list the
various comments he had heard about Adams County agricultural concerns
during the past year. He studied the research reports sent out by the Exten-
sion specialists in agronomy, livestock, horticulture, farm management,
conservation, and pest control, and state census data on agriculture,
natural resources, local development, health, and social services. These
data only confirmed his beliefs, rather than suggested new ideas.

After several weeks, Tony started developing a program on increasing pro-
ductivity through livestock feed analysis and management. He felt this topic
could help farmers beat the depressed farm economy.

No 1

I ony was more uncomfortable when meeting with groups.

Tony relied more on quantitative statistics, based on the scientific
approaches.

Tony made decisions quickly.

Tony saw great possibilities for his livestock management education
program.

192
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Discussion Card

How would one or the other of the two modes of personality styles, in the
scale assigned to your group, affect people's involvement in collecting data,
data analysis, and making decisions on educational objectives?

1 9 ":;
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Four Perspectives Role-Play Sheets

Societal/Community Role-Play

1.A large amount (1,000 acres` of Adams County prime farmland near Mason
was recently lost to urban sprawl for economic development.

6 Close to utilities.

Close to Interstate Highway 007.

Sewer system in rural areas driving up the tax assessments for nearby farms.

2.Elections for county board and the mayor of Mason will be held in six months.

The campaigns have just started.

Five of the current seven county supervisors are farmers.

Several high-profile candidates are not farmers.

The agricultural community fears that city control of the county board will
cause farm problems to worsen.

3. Four of the nine Board of Education seats are open.

Education is a hot issue.

Two new middle schools are needed, due to large enrollments and the
dilapidation of one school building. Adams County has earmarked some
county revenue for school capital improvements over the next five years.

The Adams County School System is ranked lowest in the state, based on
college entrance examination scores, percentage of high school graduates,
and scores on elementary/secondary ability tests, such as the Iowa Basic
Skills test.

Being lowest in a state ranked thirty-fifth in the United States is an embar-
rassment.

Parents, politicians, citizen groups, and students are demanding better
education.

4.Drug and alcohol abuse among youth is a local .sue.

Six months ago, five teenagers were killed in a head-on collision that in-
volved drinking and driving.

A Students Against Drunk Driving (SADD) group has formed in one of the
two high schools.

5.The crime rate in Adams County is high.

Especially high for violent crimes such as murder, armed robbery, Jape,
and aggravated assault.

Strict law eniorcement and heavy-hancied judges havn had no positive effect
on the crime rate.

A lot of media attention has focused on the crime problem.
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b. Water quality is a conccrn.

Two infant deaths due to nitrates.

Alarming upward trend in coliform and nitrate pollution of county wells.

Lakes "bloom" much earlier in season due to phosphates.

Fish counts are down and tourism is down.

Lakes and streams have increasing amount of silt.

Farmers do not have money to construct major soil-conserving structures.

7.Farm and agribusiness economies are stressed.

Farm foreclosures.

Thirty percent of Adams County farms are at risk for bankruptcy.

Two of four agricultural machinery dealers have gone out of business.

Group Roles for Societal/Community Perspective

County Supervisor

Rural area.

Up for election.

Opposes industrial expansion onto prime farmland.

Married to a farmer.

Has two children in high school.

Ex-school board member and initiator of the concern for improving educa-
tion in Adams County.

Middle-School Teacher

Ten years teaching U.S. history and social studies in Adams County schools.

Active in the PTA.

Vocal in the press about the lack of discipline in the schools, the truancy
rate, and drug abuse among students.

School board and administrators are not pleased with these press statements.

Citizen Group Representative

The Environmental Action Coalition, a local citizens group, focuses on en-
vironmental protection and water concerns.

The Coalition is worki' g (1) to prevent expansion of industry onto prime
farmland, (2) to institute land-use authorities to protect groundwater and
i eservoirs from contamination due to agricultural practices and industrial
waste, and (3) to ban the use of herbicides along roads and highways.

1 n '0..)
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Business Person

Chairperson of the Adams County Business and Industry Council.

Strong advocate for industrial expansion in the Farm areas.

Says economic development of the whole county depends on land near
Mason and the interstate highway. Feels that jobs will be lost, and poverty,
crime, and cost of welfare will increase.

Minister

New in community.

Former pastor of a small-town church in the state for five years.

Wants a strong Bible study program.

Developing youth group to include more high school age children.

Farmer

Lifelong farmer. Inherited 200-acre farm from father 12 years ago.

Married with three children ages 4, 7, and 9.

Farm is an ideal area for industrial expansion.

6 Has vowed not to sell farm.

Will fight any developments that increase property taxes.

Not in immediate danger of going out of business, but poor farm economy
has hurt operation. Has had trouble paying bills. Was force Ito refinance
some loans to make payments.
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Extension Organization Role-Play

The Cooperative Extension System is a national educational system with
priorities in:

Competitiveness and profits in agriculture.

Alternative agricultural opporutnities.

Water quality.

Conservation and management of natui 1 resources.

Revitalizing rural America.

Improving nutrition, diet, and health.

Improving family and economic well-being.

Building human capital.

The State of Readiness priorities are:

Strengthening families.

Agricultural prefitebility.

Economic revitalization.

Environmental quality.

Human health and nutrition.

These statewide priorities are based on the criteria of:

Need

Potential impact

Extension's market advantage

Extension staff qualifications

Research

Extension's mobilizing ability

However, the state Extension service has a budget crisis. The State Extension
Director strongly encouraged Extension administrators to absorb budget cuts.
Some of these administrators claim that they do not know the director's priorities.

Many County Extension offices are receiving budget cuts and losing positions (20
positions statewide). Some counties will not have Extension agents in a particular
program area and will have to share agents with a neighboring county. For ex-
ample, a county with a relatively low amount of farm acres and number of farms
will lose its Extension Agricultural Agent and will have to share the Extension
Agricultural Agent in an adjacent county.

1 9 7
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At the administrative level, most vacancies due to resignations or retirements
have not been filled. The administrative offices are uncertain about future direc-
tion. Readiness has had one of the premier Cooperative Extension operations in
the nation.

Even in the midst of these concerns, hard work and pride have helpld to maintain
quality Extension services. The state director and other Extension, administrators
are encouraging innovation and progress, but at a reduced cost.

Many clientele have let the Extension administration know, through county offi-
cials, letters, and press coverage, that they believe Cooperative Extension is an in-
tegral part of the state's rural economy and lifestyle. While nif_nt Extension staff
and administrators agree, the challenge is to continue high quality of service
while dealing with federal and state budget cuts.

Group Roles for Extension Organization Perspective

Program Leader

Agriculture and natural resource area.

Concerned with impact and change, priorities, efficiency, state commodity
group policies, and agricultural research station results.

District Director

Twelve counties.

Four years in job.

Specialist

Pest control area.

Is against paperwork, accountability, reports, and Lureaucracy..

Specialist

Environmental water and natural resources area.

Concern for teamwork.

County Extension Agent

Concerned with local Adams County problems and local people's needs.

188
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Clientele Role-Play

The John and Ruth Jones family owns and operates a 150-acre family farm on
prime farmland 5 miles from Mason. John and Ruth have been married 20 years,
have three children, and have farmed ever since they graduated from high school
and got married.

Their farm includes:

Corn, alfalfa, beef, and hogs.

Heavily in debt, with loans that are due.

Family stress and frustration.

A polluted well.

Increasing taxes and lower prices.

Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation Service is insisting on expen-
sive conservaiton practices, such as manure holding.

Group Roles fur Clientele Perspective

John Jones

39 years old.

Grew up on this farm.

4-H member in high school.

Took over farm from father.

Frustrated with farm business.

Still loves the land, but the "money crunch" has taken the fun out of it.

Has started grumbling and talking about quitting farming.

Ruth Jones

39 years old.

Active in church and sch.o1s.

Two years ago, started working as retail store clerk to earn additional cash.

Recently given a raise.

If she worked full time, the store manager would hire her to replace the as-
sistant manager, who is retiring in two months.

Jim Jones

17 years old.

Senior at Glen High School.

Not interested in farming.

Wants to join the U.S. Army so he can get out of Adams County.

199
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Has had some discipline problems at school; fights on school grounds.

Known to drink beer when he and his friends cruise Mason.

Amy Jones

15 years old.

Sophomore 'it Glen High School.

Active in a number of clubs, ircluding Biology Club and Horticulture Club.

Always earns excellent grades, and scores very high on standardized tests.

Would like to go to college. Concerned that, with increasing tuition,
decreasing financial aid, and her family's financial difficulties, she may not
be able to afford college.

Recently started dating a boy who is a year older and who has a driver's
license.

Mother is concerned that the boy will pressure Amy to drink and engage in
premarital sex.

Ann Jones

10 years old.

Fifth grader.

Average student.

Likes animals on the farm.

Often has said she would like to be a veterinarian.

f#-,6UU
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Professional Self Role-Play

The Adams County Extension staff consists of one Extension Home Economics
Agent, Ann Patterson, who serves as County Extension chairperson 25 percent of
her time; one Extension Agricultural Agent, Tony Oleson; one Extension 4-H
Youth and Community Resource Development Agent, Betty Skog; and two
secretaries, Vicki Hansen and Debbie Lane.

The Adams County Extension staff has conducted the following major programs
in the last two years:

Family money management.

Farm business management.

Crop pest control.

4-H, including a beef market show and sale.

Foods and nutrition.

Drinking water education.

The County Extension office handles approximately 150 telephone calls a week.

Group Roles for Professional Self Perspective

Ann Patterson

Home economist and office chairperson.

Is an ENTJ (extravert, intuitive, thinking judging).

As an extravert, likes working with people in groups.

Involves others in decisions about Extension priorities and office manage-
ment, while at the same time keeping all focused on Extension's overall
perspective and long-range goals.

Does not get "bogged down" in details.

Appreciates people's values and feelings, but her objective thinking and fac-
tual approach to problems keep her from getting too immersed in the emo-
tions and personal lives of others.

Keeping at a distance from others' problems enables her to keep her focus
on overall objectives and to treat all perspectives and biases with equal atten-
tion.

Her home economics program is balanced and reflects health, educational,
economic, social, and psychological concerns, riot just her foods and nutri-
tion speciality.

Makes up her mind after looking at a situation.

Is a mover and shows impatience when others want more analysis.

201
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Feels pressed for time, trying to handle her office chairperson duties while
at the same time providing a full, comprehensive, and balanced home
economics program.

Tony Oleson

Extension Agricultural Agent.

Is an ISTJ (introvert, sensing, thinking, judging).

Is a practical person.

Is production and economics oriented.

Is quiet and does not speak to be heard. Rather he talks to communicate his
ideas.

His sensing preference means he likes facts, details, and specific practice
observations; organizit:g and analyzing objective facts from the industry and
economists; and making deci3ions about future programs based on the cur-
rent facts and det, is.

Has tended to neglect input from county and national health officials, the
county leadership, and the publics, and has not taken the initiative in social
and political concerns.

Had to learn to be more conscious of other people's values amd feelings.

When not assisted by others, he likes analyzing only one aspect of the
county situation at a time.

Being an introvert, he does not like involving too many others when analyz-
ing and deciding on future plans.

Has experienced occasional lack of understanding and support for his
programs.

Betty Skog

4-H Youth and Community Resource Development Agent.

Is an ESFP (extravert, se 'sing, feeling, perceiving).

Is aware of and sensitive to other people's feelings and values, especially en-
vironmental, health, political, social, and psychological values.

Is good at meeting people, communicating with them, and adapting to
changing situations.

Might want to look more seriously at learning to be more fact oriented, ob-
jective, and organized in planning future programs.

o rir)
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Four Perspectives Worksheet

1. Order of four perspectives presented:

1.

2.

3.

4

2. Other observations:

3. Identify specific (names) individuals and groups of people in each of the four perspectives who have a
major influence or involvement in the situation.

Adams County Your Setting

Societal/Community

Extension Organization

Clientele

Professional Staff

4. Within each of the four perspectives, identify the crucial questions that need to be answered to under-

stand the situation more completely. Identify the source(s) of the answers and the method you could
use to obtain the answers.

Adams County Your Setting

Societal/Community

Questions to ask:

203 continued
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Sources of answers:

Method:

Extension Organization

Questions to ask:

Sources of answers:

Adams County Your Setting

2 04
continued
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Method:

Clientele

Questions to ask:

Sources of answers:

Method:

Professional Self

Questions to ask:

Adams County Your Setting

Ar'ams County Your Setting

205
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Sources of answers:

Method:

5. What are the major differences in how the people in each of the four perspectives view the problem
situation?

Adams County Your Setting

206
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Value Orientations Card

Value:

Why?

Effect?

207
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Values Dilemma Worksheet

The Situation: You have to make a value-based program choice. No data,
experiences, or colleagues are available to assist in this decision. You can
do only one, not several programs. You do not have time to procrastinate.

1. Which one of the following sets would be most important in your decision?

2. Which one would be the Jecond most important?

3. Which one would be third? Fourth? Fifth? Sixth? Seventh?

Rank the following (Li: 1 for most important, 7 for least important)

Social (concern for group, community)

Health (safet; hygiene, nutrition, shelter, medicine, hospitals)

Economic (money, jobs, income, businesses, profits)

Educatioi. (learning, knowledge, research, scnools, academic
theory)

Environmental (aesthetics, water, soils, wildlife, natural resources)

_____. Political (laws, policies, voting, democratic action, power,

Psychological (individual rights and responsibilities, self-concept,
fairness)

20g
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Value Orientations Worksheet

Using the same case study or problem you focused on for the "Four
Perspectives Worksheet," continue the analysis process by answering the
questions that follow.

1. Place an "X" in the cell(s) (one per perspective column) representing the
value orientations that have the greatest influence on each of the four
perspectives. For example, if budget concerns (economic) are the main
reason the county board (community) will not support a program or staff
position to help solve the problem, place an "X" in the square where the
"societal/community" perspective and the "economics" value orienta-
tion meet.

Va luo Orientation

Social

Health

Economic

Education

Environmental

Political

Psychological

Perspective

Societal/
Community

Extension
Organization Clientele

Professional
Self

2. Why did you place an "X" in those four cells?

3. Circle the one cell of most importance or concern to you.

209 continued
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4. For the circled cell, identify and list the analytical questions you want
answered in the case situation or in your own setting.

5. . /hat data are available in the case situation to answer your questions?

6. Of the other six value orientations that you believe are less important in
this situation, are there any that you believe should be considered or
weighed more heavily in the analysis of the case situation? Why?

2 .1. u
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Positive Involvement

Identify one experience (educational, planning, training, etc.) in which
you felt very involved and about which you felt or now feel very positive.

2. Describe the experience and what made you feel involved.

21 I continued
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3. Why did you feel positive?

212
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Involvement Techniques Worksheet

Listed here are several techniques for involving people in situational analysis. Read through the list and,
in the middle column, check whether you have ever used these techniques. Then, in the right-hand
column, list what the outcomes were for the techniques you used.

Technique

1. Surveys

2. Personal Interviews

3. Group interviews

4. Community, county, or statewide
meetings

5. Nomina: group techniques

6. Advisory committees or councils

7. Task forces

8. Group meetings of organizations

or citizen groups at which the Ex-

tension professional is a guest

9. Self-assessment inventories

10. Evaluation/feedback sessions

11. Peer reviews

12. Performance or merit appraisals

13. Mail surveys

14. Telephone surveys

15. Participant evaluations of programs

16. Delphi technique

17. Existing data, such as records:
reports, articles, demographics,
and so forth

18. Content analysis

19. Formal hearings

20. Ombudsman

21. Public self-reports and testimony

22. Force-field analysis

23. Iceberg analysis

Used? Outcomes?

2 1 .1
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0 Involvement/Data Collection Worksheet

1. List the various involvement techniques you have used. Check ( )

the ones you believe are high involvement.

2. In the situation you are considering for this exercise, determine:

a. Which perspective needs to be involved. Please check only one in the list.

Societal/Community
Extension Organization
Clientele
Professional Self

b. What do you need to know fror each of the four perspectives to achieve the situational analysis
purposes?

Societal/Community:

Extension Organization:

Clientele:

Professional Self:

2 1 4
continued
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3. From the list of techniques in Question 1 and the list generated earlier by the other participants,
which involvement/dat. ..oliaction techniques would you use to obtain the needed information for
each perspective?

Societal/Community:

Extension Organization:

Clientele:

Professional Self:

215
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Adams County: Focusing on
the Situation

General County Data

The most recent census (1980) indicated
Adams County's population was 63,132,
with 34,424 living in the City of Mason,
the county seat; 25,990 in rural, nonfarm
areas; and 2,718 on farms. There were
about 22,000 households in Adams
County. The population was 63 percent
white and 36 percent black. Per capita in-
come was $9,239, and 2,464 families
lived in poverty as defined by federal in-
come statistics. Recent unemployment
was 12.2 percent for December of the
past year.

Thirty-five percent of the people are
employed in manufacturing and 65 per-
cent in nonmanufacturing. Farm income
is estimated at $48 million and industrial
income at $138 million per year. Thirty-
nine new businesses were started in the
county this past year, while eight went
out of business.

The 22 public schools have a total of
12,853 students. Two private schools en-
roll 968 students.

Recently, under the leadership of the
Adams County Extension staff, data
were collected from citizens through
meetings and mai al questionnaires. Five
community meetings were held, with the
following attendance:

Community
Mason
Fitchburg
Stoney Creek
Clearwater
Gold Hill

Number Attending
63
49
36
46
26

Note: The data and descriptions within
these materials are drawn from Adams
County USA, a case study of Adams
County, which is part of Module 2: The
Extension Education Process. For
more in-depth treatment of many of these
data, workshop leaders are encouraged to
refer to that module.

Using the nominal group technique, the
following 20 concerns were ranked in
priority according to the voting at the
five meeting.

Rank

1

Adams County
Top 20 Priorqy Problems/Concerns

Problem

Natural resources protection; i.e., groundwater,
rivers, solid waste

2 Reducing dependency on public support system

3 Total agriculture economy, dairy, crops, forestry

3 Lack of understanding of county's major involvement
in agriculture

5 Maintenance of quality education, including staff,
facilities, and program

6 Assisting farmers in marketing and farm management
to avoid overproduction

7 Deterioration of social norms, respect for authority
and family

2 1 6

Total
Points

56

52

39

39

37

35

34

continued
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Rank Problem
Total
Points

8 Elderly rights and opportunities, health, and housing 34

9 High property taxes 33

10 Waste managementanimal, solid, human 29

11 Drug and alcohol abuse 29

12 Existing/new business development--job train-
ing/retraining unemployed

23

12 Support agriculture/livestock sector (technology,
people, services) and the family farm

23

14 Establish priorities for educational system offerings
according to qualitative and quantitative community
needs

19

15 Better understanding of the need for industrial
development

18

16 Sexual assault, including sexual abuse of children;
treatment programs; and community education
programs

17

17 Education on the marketing of agricultural products 16

18 Inability to retain and attract our most talented people 15

18 Highway development access from all directions 15

20 Quality child care 14

The mail questionnaires were sent to 500 randomly selected adults; 300 of
these mail questionnaires were returned for a return rate of 60 percent. The
key results of that questionnaire follow.

ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Economic Improvement

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Improving the economy:

Business management

Community economic develop-
ment

Marketing

Recreation and tourism

Jobs and careers

Home businesses

I

23%

I

13%

29%

39%

18%

I 45%
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ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Family Strengths

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Building family strengths:

Family financial management

Consumer decisionmaking

Child care and parenting

Family relationships and stress

I I 51%

r 1 48%

[-- ] 530/0

I_____ 29%

L____ 1 57%

ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Agricultural Profitablaty

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Improving agricultural profits:

Dairy and livestock production
and management

Field crops production and
management

Pest management

Horticulture production and
management

Farm business management

Agricultural marketing

Concern or Issue

[--- --1 45%
r----1 18%

1______1 15%

5%

[ I 19%

----1 38%

1--- ---1 45%

ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Natural Environment

Improving the natural environment:

Land-use planning

Groundwater quality

Soil and water conservation

Energy conservation

Forestry

Wildlife

Waste handling

Pesticide use and storage

% Responding High Priority

1 J j 55%

550/0

1610/r,

[ 40%

218
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ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Human Health and Safety

Concern or Issue

Improving human health and safety:

Foods, nutrition and diet

Safety, fire, police

Food production (gardening)

Food preservation

Housing

Medical services

Elderly needs and services

% Responding High Priority

1 36%

34%

33%

17%

12%

45%

ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Educational Resources

48%

Concern or issue % Responding High Priority

Improving educational resources:

Libraries

Extension education

Vocational/technical schools

Elementary/secondary schools

Concern or Issue

21%

13%

11%

27%

25%

ADAMS COUNTY CITIZEK3
Community Leadership

Improving community leadership:

Volunteer and organization
leaders

Local governme.:' education

Agricultural leaders

% Responding High Priority

-I 26%

17%

15%

13%

continued
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ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS
Youth Development

Concern or Issue % Responding High P, ,rity

Building youth development:

4-H youth work

4-H youth leader development

Career development

Non-4-H youth work (Scouts,
YMCA, other)

25%

L 1 20%

35%

38%

54%

When asked to rank order the foregoing eight general categories of con-
cerns, 34% indicated economic concerns were top priority, 18% picked en-
vironment, and so forth.

ADAMS COUNTY CITIZENS

General Areas of Concern % Responding Top Priority

Economy

Family 16%

Agriculture 14%

Environment r I 18%

Health ri 8%

Education D 1%

Community Leadership 0 2%
Youth Development 0 7%

Total: 100%

1

220
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In response to a question on factors that the Extension staff and the county
Extension committee should consider when setting prograro priorities, the
responses were as follows:

Factor

Program timeliness

Program access

Program location

Program cost

Trustworthy information

Past "track record" of image

Program is not duplication

Potential impact and benefit

People's needs

Taxes

Useful information

% Responses

Extremely
Important Important

45 45

40 48

68 17

45 45

78 17

38 50
.

65 30

72 25

82 15

75 24

74 24

Unimportant

10

11

15

10

5

12

5

3

3

1

2

Agricultural and
Natural Resources Data

The latest census data on agriculture indi-
cated that Adams County has 1,118
farms, averaging 139 acres in size, with
a total of 155,892 acres in farms. Ap-
proximately 104.000 acres of the county
are in woodlands; 3,000 acres are in pas-
ture; and 30,000 acres are in urban or
developed land. Annual precipitation is
46.94 inches. Forty-two of these inches
come as rain between April and October.

The entire county drains into the Rock
River watershed, with six or seven small
tributaries creating smaller watersheds.
Six lakes have a total water surface area
of 26.8 acres. There are four water reser-
voirs for municipal water use. The reser-
voirs are usually full and pose little or no
problem, with the exception of continu-
ing summer maintenance. Much more
algae and weed growth in the lakes has
been occurring during the early months
of the summer, May and June, as against
late July 10 years ago. Some tourists
have been complaining of smaller fish
catches.

221

The recent sharp increases in corn and
soybean acreages have caused a sharp
reduction in the amount of contour strip-
cropping and grassed waterways. A 37
percent reduction has occurred in strip-
cropping since 1970, so that now 18,500
acres are in contour strips. Many of the
corn and soybean farmers use weed-free
tillage and spray programs. Eighteen
farmers have tried irrigation, especially
on fruit, vegetables, and certain soils. As
livestock numbers have decreased, the
amount of forages and grasses also have
decreased drastically. During the past 10
years, the number of farms has decreased
considerably. During the past year, 56
farm auctions were conducted. The num-
ber of foreclosures by banks has in-
creased sharply over the past decade.

Yields of corn and soybeans have leveled
off. The sharp decrease in beef consump-
tion has hurt Adams County farm
income. The increases in poultry con-
sumption have had little effect on Adams
County farm income.

A small but steadily increasing number
of farmers are asking the Extension
agents for more information on sus-
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tainable agriculture, organic farming, or
other options for incomes. The County
Extension office is receiving requests for
assistance on farm management and
record keeping.

An increasing number of farm wells,
especially in the Town of Fitchburg
where 18 percent of the wells are af-
fected, have high levels of nitrates and
bacteria. Water tables are high, and a
majority of rural wells are less than 50
feet deep. The municipal water wells are
safe, but municipal engineers are con-
cerned about the possible contamination
of these wells due to extensive use of
nitrogen, phosphates, and PCBs, and the
influx of industrial wastes from the City

of Mason. Well testing has detected in-
creased amounts of atrazine in the water.
Last year, 20 wells were determined to
have over .35 parts/billion.

General policies on water-well drilling,
percolation tests, land-use planning, soil
and water conservation, and waste
handling are almost nonexistent in the
rural, u-sincorporated areas. Most
farmers do not want any government
regulations, and many townships near
Mason have an increasing number of
rural, nonfarm homes with private wells
and septic systems.

During the recent situational analysis in
Adams County, under the leadership of
the Adams County Extension staff, 198
of 300 farmers responded to a mail ques-
tionnaire. The key results of that ques-
tionnaire follow.

ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Off-Farm Issues

Concern or Issue

Off-farm issues:

Taxes

National farm policy

Consumer education policy

International agriculture/Adams
County

Farmland preservation and local
zoning

Pricing

Farm/city relations

r

Responding High Priority

r
1I
I -1 34%

42%

70%

-1 75%

78%

68%

151%
71%

continued
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ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Total/General Farm Concerns

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Total/general farm concerns:

Total farm system analysis and
planning

Alternative and supplemental in-
come

Energy and Fuel

Farm labor

Farm budgets and records

Credit

Farm safety

Organic farming

Computer programs and use

Farm engineering and
machinery

45%

Fl 8%

24%

1 47%

58%

58%

1 500/0

15%

1 J 23%

ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Farm Family Concerns

28%

49%

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Farm family concerns:

Family stress

Housing

Recreation

Children's future

Estate planning

52%

26%

P
I

.1 39%

57%

55%

i 44%

continued
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ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Livestock Concerns

Concern or Issue

Livestock concerns:

% Responding High Priority

J 68%

Livestock system analysis and
management

54%

Genetics, breeding, and
selection

30%

Feeding, feeds, forages, and
pastures 68%

Pesticide use J 62%
Marketing 65%

Manure and waste handling 36%

Housny and feed handling 38%

ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Farm Practices Used

Cut alfalfa at mid-bud stage.

Use forage analysis to balance
feed rations.

Reduced feed costs with improved
alfalfa quality.

Tested well water for bacteria and
nitrates.

Use laboratory soil tests for
deciding fertilizer rates.

Calibrate pesticide sprayers
each season.

Develop written long-range
farm plan.

Developed or revised will.

Used A.I. stud or purchased
performance-tested herd sire.

Use computerized ration-LJancing
program.

Scout for pests in crops.

Direct marketing to consumer.

E

% Responding Yes

75%

40%

33%

25%

33%

26%

64%

68%

12%

9%

J 40%

J 84%

continued
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Minimum or no tillage.

Improved on-farm pesticide
storage facilities.

Crop system economic analysis.

Livestock system economic
analysis.

Farm cash flow analysis.

Farm debt/asset analysis.

I 18%

1 13%

15%

10%

20%

I

ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Crops Concerns

---1 62%

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Crops concerns: 65%

62%Crop system analysis and
management

Varieties and selection 41%

Water and irrigation 16%

Fertility 48%

Pest control I 85%

Pesticide use 65%

Harvesting 22%

Storage I 68%

Marketing 75%

Fruit production, management, 10%
and marketing

Vegetable production, manage- 14%
ment, and marketing

ADAMS COUNTY FARMERS
Environmental Concerns

Concern or Issue % Responding High Priority

Environmental concerns:

Soil and water conservation

Fcrestry

Wildlife

7
35%

1---

r 19%

r-------1 18%

Groundwater and well-water LJ 11%
quality

'ow

55%
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Family and Youth Data

Many families have requested County Ex-
ten:ion Office assistance on consumer
credit, choosing high quality goods, pre-
retirement planning, legal rights, and
coping with energy. The Extension Of-
fice has received an increasing number of
calls about housing. Last year, the con-
sumer debt in the county increased by 4
percent, and bankruptcies are increasing
at a similar rate. Family stress, pressures
of juggling jobs and home respon-
sibilities, custody questions following
divorce, child abuse, alcohol abuse,
teenage pregnancy, lack of communica-
tion in marriages, and services for the
elderly recentl:, received more attention.
Some families a.e postponing medical
and dental care to cope with reduced pur-
chasing power. Welfare for Dependent
Children has increased, to the concern to
many.

Over 2,000 houses in Adams County are
dilapidated. Mani of these are occupied
by senior citizens, and many are rented.
No public housing is available for senior
citizens. Cities and towns have argued
that the need has not yet reached the level
where families cannot take care of tht.
situation.

Many graduating ) outh try to find jobs lo-
cally, but most end up going off to col-
lege or finding jobs in the city 100 miles
away. The recent Families in Actioa
Coalition survey of high-school age
(eighth through twelfth grade) students in
Adams County revealed the following in-
formation about this age group.

ADAMS COUNTY YOUTH

Concern, Practice, or Attitude

Use beer or wine

Use liquor

Use marijuana

Use other drugs

Difficulty communicating with parents

Parents separated

Watching "a lot" of TV

Smoke cigarettes

Parents drink

Believe marijuana is not harmful

Believe liquor is not harmful

Believe beer or wine is not harmful

Desire closer family ties

Desire more family authority

Have shoplifted

Do not take part in school extra-
curricular activities

% Youth Responding Yes

1 53%
1

9%

i 36%

22%

L
r

I 57%

310/0

33%

48%

=
550/0

n

46%

67%

56%
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Teenage pregnancy is a concern in
Adams County. Two years ago, there
were 370 pregnancies among females,
ages 10-19, with 306 of them out of wed-
lock. Over one-half (167) were among
teenagers in the City of Mason. Adams
County had the highest rate in the state
for pregnancies among unwed females,
ages 15-17. Adams County holds second
place in the state for reported cases of
syphilis. In the last 12 months, 81 cases
of syphilis and 565 cases of gonorrhea
were recorded. Divorce rates have in-
creased.

The local newspaper quoted a Families in
Action member as saying, "I think the
parents need to be more aware of their
drinking habits. We can't ask teens not to
do something we do. Parents who have
so much alcohol on their breath would
never know what their children were
drinking. It just seems to me that if you
love them enough you could give up
drinking." Social workers say alcohol is
easy to obtain. The police chief has con-
cluded that the vast majority of alcohol
comes from the home, where it is readily
available. And, alcohol is much easier
and safer to get at home.

More than 100 of Glen High School's
1,350 students recently attended Students
Against Drunk Driving (SADD) meet-
ings. Seveml other schools are organiz-
ing chapters. Students like the idea that
SADD is their organization.

2C''~4..., i
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Adams County Questions and Involvement Worksheet

Answer Involvement
Question source technique

Economic:
1. What different crop acreages are grown in

Adams County?

2. How many different livestock types are
raised and sold?

3. What volumes and values of agricultural
products are sold?

4. Are these agricultural sales going up or
down?

5. What agricultural problems do the banks and
credit agencies believe need the most help?

6. How many businesses have started and
failed in Adams County during the past five
years?

7. What are the motel and hotel occupancy
rate trends in Adams County? (Nonrelated)

8. What are the consumer and household
purchasing patterns?

Education:
1. For what problems are farmers asking the

most help?

Environmental:
1. How are the water and soil conservation

practices applied?

2. What are the current phosphate and
oxidation levels in the lakes?

3. What soil and water conservation practices
are being applied at what rates in
Adams County?

4. How many farm wells have been tested
recently, and what are the bacteria and
nitrate levels?

228
continued
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Question

5. What are the current animal manure
spreading practices on farms in Adams
County?

6. What chemicals are being sold for control
of beef and corn pests and parasites?

7. What current calibration and pesticide
safety practices are used by commercial
and farm applicators?

Health:
(None)

Psychological:
(None)

Political:
1. What do the other government officials

believe are the most serious problems?
2. What do government officials know

about state solid-waste, recycling, and
disposal laws? How many city munici-
palities have a recycling ordinance?

3. How are the municipalities allocating
funds to different groups, such as the
police, fire, highways, welfare, libraries,
senior citizens, educators, business
developers and others? What are the
budget a"'cation trends?

Social:
1. What are the marriage, divorce, and

birth rates in Adams County over the past
five years?

2. How much television do families and
children watch? Which programs? (Non-
related)

3. How much time am noney do farm
families spend on recreation?

4.What roles do children play in the total
farming enterprise?

Answer Involvement
source technique

2 2 9
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Need Analysis Worksheet

To analyze a situation, you can identify a set of crucial questions to ask within each of the cells created by
the matrix of four perspectives and seven value orientations. In column 1, identify seven (or more) critical
specific questions, one from each of the seven value orientations. For each, find the "what is" answers,
using the various, available data. List the answers (the different characteristics or aspects of the situation)
in column 2.

In column 3 ("what should be"), describe. if you can, the preferred situation (what you think the situation
should be).

Current situation Desired situation
descriptors descriptors

Question ("what is") ("what should be")

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

230 continued
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Discuss the following questions as an individual and as a group, according to the situation you are focus-
ing on.

1. Given your answers (the "what is") to your questions, what gaps exist between the "what is" situation
and the "what should be" situation?

2. Given these gaps, what do you conclude the problem(s) are in this situation?

3. Can you identify the root causes of these problems? If yes, what are they? Please explain. If no, how
would you determine the root causes of the problems?

4. What are the obstacles to changing the "what is" situation?

5. What resources would help change the "what is" situation?

6. What questions need answers in order for you to continue developing educational goals and objec-
tives?

231
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Force-Field Analysis

1. Identify the current behavior to be analyzed, such as:

Farm bankruptcy
Teenage pregnancy
Elderly housing
Main street

2. Identify the negative SHEEEPP forces that keep the situation from improv-
ing:

Social Health Economic Educational Environmental Political Psychological

G. Identify the positive SHEEEPP forces that are helping to improve the
situation.

Social Health Economic Educational Environmental Political Psychological

4. Identify the actions and steps needed to overcome negative forces and
restraints.
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5. Identify the actions and steps needed to use the positive forces advantageously.

6. Set priorities on strategies, actions, and next steps.

Note: a. Works well with other tools, once certain needs are identified.
b. Especially good for knowing limitations, constraints, and resources.

2 3
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Analysis Checklist

1. Indicate which situation perspectives were involved in your analysis.
(Check all that apply.)

Societal/community (macro extarnal)

Extension organization (macro internal)

Clientele (micro external)

Professional self (micro internal)

2. Which of the following quesitons have you answered?
(Check all that apply.)

What do people know about the problem?

How do the people feel about the problem?

What are various individuals or groups doing about the problem?

Who is helping to correct the problem?

Who has the power to help find and imp'- rtent a solution to the
problem or prevent solution?

What community resources could be used to help change the situa-
tion?

What expectations do people have fur assistance and help from you
and Extension in general?

3. How has your personality style influenced your analysis?
(Check all that apply.)

Prefer high public involvement techniques.

Prefer low public involvement techniques.

Prefer working alone, or "one on one."

Prefer working in groups.

Prefer to think through all the details leading to a judgment.

Prefer to make intuitive judgments.

Prefer to take my time gathering data and analyzing the situation.

Prefer to gather data quickly and make a decision.

234
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Decisions and Consequences Worksheet

1. Re list all possible clientele problems identified by group members.

2. After discussion of the problems identified, use the left-hand column to rank them in order of priority.

Problem Criteria Supportive Data

3. In the middle column, list the values and criteria used to support these priorities.

4. In the right-hand column, list data in support of the group's decisionL on the problems' relative importance.

5. If the group's decisions on these problems are challenged, what rationale or argument can be made in
support of the group's decision?

2 3 3 continued
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6. Given the priority decisions on major problems by your group, what could be the likely consequences or
reactions from each of the four perspectives in this total situation?

Societal/Community:

Extension Organization:

Clientele:

Professional Self:

7. What will happen if Extension does act to solve the problem now?

Societal/Community:

Extension Organization:

Clientele:

Professional Self:

82
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8. What will happen if Extension does not enact a program now?

Societal /Community:

Extension Organization:

Clientele:

Professional Self:
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Learner Needs Worksheet

The community need or problem is water quality. The numbers and percentages of farm water wellspol-
luted with nitrates and coliforms have increased from zero in 1965 to 10 percent in 1975 to 12 percent in
1985. Two nitrate-related infant deaths have been reported during the past year in this area.

What do clientele nerd to learn to take care of this need or problem?

Clientele Learning Need

23S
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Learner Objectives Worksheet

The Need: The numbers and percentages of farm water wells polluted with nitrates and coliforms have in-
creased from zero in 1965 to 10 percent in 1975 to 12 percent in 1985. Two nitrate-related infant deaths
have been reported during the past year in this area.

The Goal: To reverse the general trend of farm and municipal well-water pollution and, in fact, to reduce
the occurrence to zero by the end of the four-year program cycle.

Not
The Learning Objectives: Acceptable acceptable

1. Conduct workshops on
pesticide applicator
calibration.

2. Have exhibit at county
fair on niti ate pollution
sources.

3. Conduct well-water
testing campaign.

4. Create public awareness
of environmental con-
cerns.

5. Create public apprecia-
tion of need for safe
water.

6. Stoney Creek livestock
farmers to learn six
opitons for managing
barnyard runoff.

7. Take my full vacation for
the first time in 16 years.

8. Extension home econom-
ics leader training lesson
to include a unit on well-
water pollutants.

9. Farmers to learn to apply
fertilizer according to soil
tests.

10. Develop improved urban
and farm relationships
program.

1

1

ELI

hi !

2 (1 3

Why

continued
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Not
The Learning Objectives: Acceptable acceptable

11. Coi"neraial: pesticide
ac. Icators to learn safe
disposal methods for
pesticide containers.

12. Implement a mass
media campaign on non-
point pollution.

13. Apple growers to
eliminate Alar from their
spray programs.

14. Celebrate the 75th
anniversary of the 1514
Smith-Lever Act.

15. Reduce the number of
farm foreclosures in
Adams County.

16. Increase the number of
farmers who use the in-
tegrated Pest Manage-
ment Program.

17. Crop farmers to calibrate
weed spray applicators
when spray pattern is dis
torted.

18. Develop educational
programs to foster under-
standing of the impact of
natural resources on the
quality of both urban and
rural life.

19. Facilitate the collabora-
tion of public groups af-
fected by water quality to
assess and develop
public policy.

20. Crop farmers to launder
pesticide applicator

Why

88
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Action Plan Form

As a follow up to the Situational Analysis Workshop, please complete the "Participant" portion of this
form and return it to the workshop leader as you leave.

Participant

Name: Position:

Office Address: City: State: Zip:

Telephone: ( )

List three things you will change, accomplish, or use (specific ideas, skills, or procedures) from this
workshop within the next six months.

1.

2.

3.

Supervisor, Leader, or Chairperson (6-month follow up)

What, if any, changes have you noticed in the participant's work since the workshop? Please be as
specific as possible.

Note: Participant should complete and forward to supervisor, leader, or chairperson (optional) for his or
her completion of the lower part of the Action Plan Form.

9.4 1
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Workshop Evaluation/Feedback Form

1. What concepts/ideas will be most useful to you?

2. What concepts/ideas will not be useful to ycu?

3. What activities and materials were most helpful in learning the subject matter being presented?

4. What activities and materials were least helpful in learning the subject matter being presented?

2 1 t) continued
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Please check the appropriate answer to the following statements:

5. The Situational Analysis Model phases and concepts were

Very clear.

Fairly clear.

Somewhat confusing.

Very confusing.

6. Understanding the Situational Analysis Model will be

Very useful in my work.

Somewhat useful in my work.

Not very useful in my work.

Totally useless in my work.

7. The activities used in this training program had

Excellent variety and participant involvement.

Good variety and participant involvement._ Fair variety and participant involvement.

Poor variety and participant involvement.

8. Would yuu recommend this training program to other Extension professionals?

Absolutely.

Sometimes.

Unlikely.

Absolutely not.

Please make any additional comments here.

2 41 '3t
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Sir
Vantage

0 414M4 TIM

THE FIRST THING I NAVE To 00 'MI5
MOR.NINQ 15 FIND CHIT IF JAPAN
ACCEPTED THAT NIfW 5NIPMENT OF

SOYBSANs.

A 1 ,4 Ri-*11/-V
PANIC HAS SpeEAD . VILLAGE PeOPLs ARE
BEGIMININci TO Look:To -THEM MAN-AT-ARA1.5,

A HAPLESS FELLOW NAMED VANTAGE,

5t{001NG FOR WA TO DO SoAAETH aNci

THERE 15 A PROBLEAA IN THE LAND OF PftcctRAM

PakNNING. IN A SMALL VILLAGE NSAR- A

sTRvAM, A CRISIS HAS MV6LOPED.TN& srREAM

HAs fkrsvi RAPIDLY ,0YeRFLDWINIq tTs BANKS
AND THREAIEN1Ncl To FL00D THE VILLAGE .

htv

VANTAa. Ti-IINK5

THE PROBLEM

MI6 HT 135

DOWN STReAMI

000



04.1
44As HASTILY CALLED ToceTtiEe_

A PARTY OF VILLAGE QS ARMED MTh
AXES AND SHOVELS, AND HEADED CoWN
-Mr RivEz.

. y j) 44- go

i II
441:1 Y

VANTAGE CALLS THE

VILLAQERS FORWARD.

IWITH TftIR, AXES

AND SHOVELS, BUT

WITH THE
FIRST GREAT

THUD OF

AXf..

1411$,,

. 4."

RIGHT AWAY THEY SEE
T4E. CAUSE OP THE mooDING

WHERE THE STREAM fAssES*
THRouCat-I A sECriokl or

WOODS, IT LooK5 AS IF A
LAR4E TREE HAS FALLEN /NW IT, BAMINCi

UP VE WATER.

I

114- LOG RISES UP AND COILS IN The MR !

rer 1 I /

I

ri"s'r
4*,

THE "LOW` IS xEALLy THE TAIL OF A st-EEPING

DRAGoN NoW A DRAGON ENRAGED'

IT LOOKS AS IF ALL, WILL BE LOST WHEN SODDENLY

THE AIR. IS puler) WITH A SLINDINCt LICAHT AND

SIR WILL INTEN110N APPEARS, CvLLy ARMED WITH

PLANNING AND ANALYSIS SKILLS LoGtf, PER-

CEPTION, AND SENstaiLtry - AND READY FOR

--se!

ANGRtLY,THE DRAGON BLASTS
THE WOODS w ITH FIRE AND
DESTROYS MANY ')F-THE FIDES
IN

I

IRE VILLAGE NetetY.
N A



DARN tT , HENRIETTA, cut
THAT our ! AHEM ,
THE NAME OF ALLTHe
poweRS UNLEASHED BY

MDGRAM MANAGEMENT
AND s (VA-TONAL ANAL-
1515 I COMMAND yOu

To STOP!

ilt;tc5 ,

THANt3i

You SAVED US

FROM CERTAIN

OESTRUCTIOV

FORTUNATE THAT I WAS IN THE AREA. usuALLy

AT THIS TIME oFTHEWEEK., I'M HOVERING IN-
visigLy OVER AN 6Y.TeN5tom IN-5cRvicE coute5e
FoR COUNTY AGENTS , BUT I WAS LATE AND
voteN I SAW THE DisTRESS,T CAME. I'M GLAD
I DID. NoN t4AvE TO ESP AHEAD To LET
-NEM KNOW I'LL es eiew c-ATER!A

yaterf,g1

r

You couLD HAVE AORT POOR

KVRISIT A ! AND ALL RE-
CAU56 YOU WERE R.EAVIIVE

INSTEAD OF PROAcTNE!

oiVTIAAT 700. BUT YOU WER,S -roe owss

WHO WERE BEATING ON Hee TAIL watt

AAES AND SHovR..S. No WoNDE,R SHE

ANQR.V. 140W Do You 'Ft t_ LA.1#1N1

SOMEBODY TAKES AN AXE
TO YoUe TAIL.?

hU
4

HENIttETTA I. THAT BEAST ? %AM AT

ABOUT -NE VILLAGERS? WE

GOULD HAVE EirceN MURDERED

BY YOUR POOR.
H6A/RieTTA.

cc

4'LL SE GLAD

(To 5How you
wHAT IT FEELS
um, a vsThe I

.-/*----

''A' This ?DINT VANTAGE leEmEkt-
Bump sEValtAl. IVES tte'D BEEIJ
coBsERED w1TH AN Ake AND HAD
MI5 FIRST LEARNING OF THE AAv:

ONCE V0v MOVE IN watt AIV AXE,
COMPROMISE 15 DIFFICULT:
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iillNow
rnENRIeTrA WAS JUsT
SLEEPING. SHE Is
REALLY A VERY PLEAS-
ANT DRAGON WHEN!
You GET To KNouV
HER. Is_

r
1

..
AND tit A GOOD Ili INQ YOU MET HeR, EVEN

THOUGH THE INTRoDOMON WAS FIERY Si4E

IS THE KEEPER OF spEcIAL (EM IN THIS

LAND OF S ITUATiONAL. ANALYSIS.°

WHAT Do V00
MEAN, 5PEc.AA L.

QF.AIS ? AND WHAT

Do THEY HAVE To DO

%VITO sITVATIoNAt.-

ANALVSIS ?

*THE GEM5 ARE MULTI-FACETED CRYSTALS WHICH

HAVE THE MAGICAL POWER ID cMANCtE THE WAY WE

LoOK AT THIN4S . THEIR FACETS 8kL4NTEN, REFLECT;

AND TRANSFoCiti THE t-IGHT IN WHIcH pEoPLe Live,

THINK) MAKE pscIstorts AND ACT. WREN WE STAND

IN THE CENTER of THE citysTALS

WE WAVE THE INSIGHT TO TURN

DATA INTO SoMETHIN4 MEAN-

'NMI., WE ARE ABLE Tt. MAKE

DECISIONS MOB CAREFUL' y, AND

ACT MORE EfFec-TivELy."

WE DONT kNOW WtiAT YOU AKE TALKING ABOUT:

THAT Is OBVIOUS . IF YOU HAD STOOD IN \
THE celJTER Oc ONE OF THESE CRYSTALS

BEFORE YOU TOOK AN AXE To HENR (OITA'S

TAIL. YOU WOULD NOT NEED To REBUILD)
YOJR HOUSE:S(
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you MEAN THIS

Lanz c.4-10NK OF CLASS

COULD HAVE FORESTALLED

ALL OUR PRoBLEMS?

I GUESS

SEE WHAT You

MEW

OF COURSE FkoM THE carrEe OF THE cRySTAL YoU
WOULD HAVE NOTIGED MANY THINGS. You vvoUL-D HAve
SEEN THAT THE WOODS ARS A PaENTIAL HIDING PLACE

SLEEPING DRAczeo..). YOU AticiNT HAvE NorloED THAT
LooKs MORE LIKE A LAOlts NANDeAci THAN A

FALLEN TREE.yoUmn HT #14vE NOTICED THAr vie PANIC OF
THE viu..AQees WAS I.EADiN4 -To NAST'( ANION

AND DID YOU CONSULT WISDOM REceP-

TACLES GIVEN TO VILLAGE LEADEZS IN

Ms LAND ? WHEN ONE STANDS IN Tiie
cENTER OF THE CRYSTALS ONE gEAVF-M-

ro CONSULT THE

49LERS

ncerrAct-ES .

10310fr

AND DID You TAKE INTO
AC.coUeJT THE WAY MMEN
woVLD SW0.14 AT ANYTHIW.i

THAT MI4HT LOOK LIKE At

LOG IN THE kivER AND
COUNSEL CAUTION 7 WHEN
ONE f:TANDs IN Tie CRYS -
TAL. ONE REMO' RER 5 HoW
OTHERS ARE ;REACTING.

wow, youR'E RIGHT !

I GUESS IN The RUSH

I f.oRcloT ALL ABOUT

THE WISDOM RECEP-

TAcLESI

V Vie

of COURSE YOU DID, AND So

A ,
*DM NousEs ARE SuRNeD,
AND HERE I AM LATE FORillilifY MY EKTENSION COORSS AND

OUR Q00o FRIEND HENR.JeTrA
1 I ISLIcKINci HER WevAioz.

A MESS !

1111
/4 i

ti
I:1

i.;,
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PERHAPS
sHoULD KNOW MORE
ABOUT THESE CRYSTALS.
HOW CAN I. GET ONE?

114,

NEXT To HENRIETTA WAS A

RATHER P1.-MN BROWN ROCK . IT DID

NOT SEEM TO HAVE ANY SPECIAL.

QOALITIEs, BUT THEN VANTAGE HAD

HIS NEXT REALIZATION OF THE DAY.

A PLAIN OLD ROCv.. CAN B. Mt'R

THAN IT LOOKS.

HEAIRIETTA,

TAKE VOOR oRACons4

SPE ATH AND Biovs; ON

THE ROCK POR ME

NEIL WE ARE YES . you CoOLO NcK ANY Rock,

ACTUALLY. EVERY ROCK CAN BECOME A CRYSTAL

HENRIETTA'S MAGIC.. SVE .tows THAT ROOS, LIKE
IT. THAsIF WE HAVE THE poW6e OF TRANSFORM il

DATA, ARE ALL AR0OND tZ. TN rgemsavE5
itieyke JUST pLA1N o&s, Rocks. BUT IF
WE NAVE INsigHT,

ve CAN VANS
FORM ThEM itrro
somETHINiG
mk.itc.AL.

HOW Do Yov

SEE INTO TOR.

.1fOlsiT GET IT.

'AWAY. HENRIETTA SNORTED, 41
Sig vJu_L PLACED THE pLAIN-Lo0KIN4

STONE ON THE agoOka) AND 8AcED

4AND CDVGIZeD THE STONE 1,
IN WHITE HOT FLAME.

ThiEsTomE cl.kiGet),
THE APPEARAMce OF

AND SOoDEKILY...

2 F: 4
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I
-,...,,...,....,. _..

1-1ENPETTA's BREATH, FULL OF LIGHT AND
eowek, I-1AS GIVEN IT LIFE, IN THE SAME WAY
THAT 01.)R INSIGHT UN SHED LIGHT ON AN y
SITUATION WE HAVE TO ANALYZE.

wow!
wHy Does IT

Gi-tsTEN SO: tr
wogs. Luce
Iris ALIVE.

THeZE WAS A BRIGHT GEM wHICH

SEEMED To c-isTeN1 FROM THE INSIDE

AS THE LIGHT REFLEoTED ON IT.

H5NRIETTA's BREATH

MAKES THE STOAle

CAME 42-lve

HavJ CM,' TH is

BE' wHY Does
THE CRYSTA L

L.
HELP Us TO see

so Awc-t4

ftk

THAT RIGHT. THAT'S Ii6NR (ETTA'S MAGIC.
Our OF oRtirJARy sToNts SHE CREATES
CRYSTALS. WHEN WE STAND IN THE CENTte

OF 11-IESE CRYSTALS EvERyTH :NG SEEMS

TO CHANCE . WE SEE
THINGS MORE FULLY ANO

MORE COMPLETELY. we
`>

&Re ABLE To
use OJR IN
SIGHT TO
MAKE BETTER
JUDWAENTS.

OP,

ITS A SPECIAL CRYSTAL

ONE (NiDE ANOTHER. AND

THAT 14As RIVE SoREACES,

.s

EACH SURFACE HAS MANY

41111111111111W1.0111 DIFFERENT SOX S
CHANCE AND SENO THE
LIGHT REFLECTED IN (T

o



6111-EARNING THE A4EAMING

OF THE FOUR. svRFAcES. WITH

THAT KNovVL.EDG5 yaw.. ea
ABLE To sTAND IN. T+1E.
CENTER OF THE. cRNsTAL--

OF SITVA-nONAL ANALYSIS.

v/ILL YOU TEACH ME HOW TO STAND IN THE CENTER
of CRYSTALS ? I REALLy wANT To KNOW THE

SecReT OF THE CRYSTAL . I'M TrREn OF DEsTROy-
ING VILLAGES. I NEW To LEARN To ss E Ti4s

FoREST AN D or y

JOST THE TREES
AV,LI'.. 44041.14 tMenillioe, 0041

ONE LEARNS TttC CRYSTAL_

FROM THE ouTstbE . THESE ARE

FOOR. sloes TO THE ovreR. SURrAcE.

THE FIRST PERSPECTIVE Is THE commuNryt.
NO PRoBLEM SHOULD BE CONSIDERED INDEP.ENDENT

OF ITS 50C4AL CONTEXT. FOR EXAMPLA, IN 7H:5

cAse.,THEAlooDs NEAR THE sTREAAA ,THE LOCATION

oF THE VILLAGE AND THE PReSENCE OF
DRAGONS IN THE AREA ARE ALL PART OF
THE LARGER commtMiry PICTURE IN
WHIC4 YOU OPERATE As LEADER. AND
How TNEviLLAGE AND STRE.AAA AND

WOOD5 AND DRACoN ENT R ACT WITH

EACH OTHER OE:TER/VW& t.tovti WELL
YOU SOLVE` VOOR PROBLEMS.

256

III SEE. I SHbUt-D ALwAys GET THEP

ToTAL. COMMUNITY PICTURE AND I
swots) MAKE MY ComkttNiry
UNDSR5TANDINC, As 812o,4i) AS

PossiSLE."



"RIGHT! THE SECOND PERsP6cTiVE IS THE EKTENSION.S.
THE ErrtNotON SYSTEM is DEDtoATED to HELP/Nq
VILLAGES MAKE INFOR.MED JvDGMeNT5 ABOUT DEAL-
ING WITH DRAGON POPULATIONS AND ANY OTNfR.

PROBLEAAZ YOU MI4HT ENCOUNTER THIS Misatom
HAS LEAP THEM TO -PRODUCE WISDOM REcEPTAaES
WITH ALL Kov05 of HELPFUL- INFORMATION, SUCH
AS TAE W KEL.I HOOD oP Fin1/44 DRAGoNs
FLOOD AREAS, HOW TO PROTECT STREAM
VILLAGES FROAA FLOODING, AND HOW TO Dm-
TINoUi5H DRAGON SKIN FROM TREE
BARK. YOU %vow

ALWAYS CONSULT
THE NltSD0d11
REcePTAcLES.
Fe°M-THEAA YOU

k
CJ

WILL RECEIVE SPEct.AL TEctiklic.41, HELP

RIGHT AGAIN! YoOkE LEARNING FAST
NOW. THE THIRD PERSPECTIVE Of The
CRYSTAL IS THE PEOPLE INVOLVED IN
THE PROBLEM ;THE TA P,C; ET C.LteNTEI.E.
EACH SITUATION HA SPEcIFic, no-

111.------:-.... seac.IPIC VALVES

\

)
PLE wtio HAva"

NEEDS , MOTIVES,

GOALS, AND PAST4

T SEE. T SHOULD I -EARN AS MI)c-I4 ABOUT
EXTENSION POIICY AND M IS 5 ION AS I
CAN FOR A G00051-1-0.4710NAL ANALYSIS-
THEN I'M MORE LIKELY To KNOW EK-
AcrLy How rtiv CAN H&LPNte.

AND THEY OFTEN

PeoviDE. THE BEST
IDEAS A8oUT WHAT
SHOULD 8E 00/4E.

YES, i SHnULD HAVE
PLANNED THINGS OUT WITH
THE VILLAGERS. AND THE

LAS T peesPEcTIVE,
WHAT'S THAT?

NAVEsy,FERIENcES. THEY TOO
TO SE EgvoLIIED EN THE ANALY5Is

THE FOURTH PERSPECTIVE Op

ZATUATIDNAL ANALYSIS IS

YOUR OWN . You , AFTER.

ALL., ARE THE MAN-ATMAN-AT-
ARMS AND VOOR. OW N

vAl-ties,NCEDs, e X.pER

TtsE, LEADERSHIP

vim, AND ASSESS

MENT ARE IMPORTANT.

yothee ALWAYS PART

OF THE PROBLEM

AND ALSO A PART

OF THE ANALYSIS.*

(YES, S AM INVOLVED,
AND L Do AFFECT THE
WAY THE VILLAGERS

LOOK AT THINGS.
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I sEE 'MT, Bin THE FooR
PERsFECTIves ittem -
ss-vEs WOULD NOT PRO -
me so muct-i auTTE R..

THE CevSTAL HA5 OrZe-
Ek SISZPAceS AS WELL.
IS THAT WHERE WE GET-TO
'<OW 114E OneAnIw4 OF
QuESTiON5 AND DATA ',

imr.

`THAT% RIcliT. THERE Ake

AT LEAST SEVEN DIFF-

ERENT VALVE ogIENTA -

TioN S To ANY OF THE

FOOR. PERSPECTIVES

YOI/V6 LEAI2tJap. EACH

OF Ti4oSG VALVE

OkONTATIMJS PeOVIDE5

ITS OWN PARTICULA

vviS Dom .

THAT'S CORRECT. Novi you Af26
vlsvALtz_IN4 THE sEcRei OF

Ti4E s'ONE . THAT LIGHT
ENTECS THE FIRST SURFACE
IS FOR.THER. RE.FRAc-rED...
FY SECOND stieFAce

WHICH HEMRIETTA 101oVsls IS

THE VALVE ORIENTATION OF
'Noll/MUM-5 AND socIE-Ty.

wkAT Do You MEAN?

VOW

=1111ft.....

v-ren.
THE NR5T yaw, oRIENTATIoN

+.4GcONomic. WIZ-TOTAL VIL4.44:11
SITVA-rtom COULD BE A:QM-N/2ED
EcONotiktcAu_y, Now Walt -r) THE
FLOOD AFFECT C4P-GP PRoDUcriON?

WOULD IT ELIMINATE JOBS OF
WHAT Econlomx VALUE IS THE

vccoDs

A SECOND VAU) IS EN/CATIoN. DID KoPLS Kr40t4/ WHAT THEY WERE MALING wrr wriek)

THEY TOOle ON THE rRAGON coO-D THE V'-LACE HAVE KNOWN moize A8OUT THEIR

STREAM AND WOODS AND -rite ?1011-Oke OF DisTURSED

ORACONS AND DID
THOSE V /1- LAGERS

REAL-'( ?NOW HOW TO
USE TH6 AXES THEY CARRIED?

I T LOOKS 123 mg LIB Some
OF THEM 1.70(11-D HAVE USED

THE WM TotkEe BOOK
CA48% NEWEST Raul g,
efl/Pmr,T4 OLD 8LOCg.

28



sEe. DIFFEReNT
VALI/Es MALE US ASK
DIFFERENT QuEs Tons

AND SEE -rftim4s
DiFFER.ENITLY.

THAT'S RIGHT. A THIRD VALUE
oN This St) FACE OF THE
CRysTAL Is ENviitonmIENTAI-.
Do DRAGoNsaFoeESTS, AND
viLLAGes Poem A eALANcED
ECOSYSTEM' How wouLD0OIR
woo vs MATvicE IF we DIDN'T
NAVE AN occAszoNA L. WAVE OF
DRAGON BREATH To CLEAR, OUT
THE UNDERBRUSH ? WAS THE/
FLOOD CAUSING PERMANENT_
HARM Tt% THE TREES? HOW

ARE wooD5 AND STr.EAMs

THE DAGON,ORTHE LOCATION OFTHE VILLAGE)
MORE ImPORTANT, THE vv00o5,
ALL CONNECTED WOAT IS
AND DP.AGoNS AND VILLAGES

THE FOURTH VALUE IS HEALTH AND SAFETY How SAFE
WAS YOUR. VILLAGE ? WovI WOULD FLOODING AFFEcT
THE

HEALTH
OF THE
commuN !Ty COULD
tT CAOSE DISEASE ple OTHER HEALTH
HAzARD5 7 WHAT WERE THE FIRE HAZARDS FROM
THE DRAGON ? WAS THE AAE TEAM AT RisK. I N ITS
ATTEMPrTa RESCUE THE Vu..LAGE

rist-e. yofiRE TALKING ABOUT Fot)R.
oifFER.ENT VALUES THAT Arz.c. I A4P02-

TANT To THOSE INVOWED REGARD-
LESS OF THE PROBLEM oR SITUATION.
r ONLY THOUGHT ASoOT HEALTH
AND SAFETY VALOEs.
t FORGOT ABOUT
THE oTHErs, AN
THATGor M6 IN
TROUBLE.

fREcisGLY. 81.rrTHERe Aze OTttER VALUE

ORIENTATIONS WORTH coNsIDERtNG . A
FIFTH IS PoLiTIcA1-. I WoND6 HovV WNG

you WOULD HAVE KEPT YOUR pos 'TIN IF

YoV HAD NOT ACTED, OR IF YOU KEPT GET-

TING INTO TROUBLE 8ECAVSE You were
ACTING ON ONLY ONE VAL.ve?

A SIXTH VALUE To REMEMBER Is PsycH °Loa tcA L
WHAT cAUsED THE PEoPLE TO PANIC? WHAT
CAUSED You TO ACT AS THE LEADER? WHAT WERE

THE PEOPLE THINKINC, ABOUT DURING THE FLOOD
AND EIRE ?I4o0.1 DID THE RUs44 To ACTtON come

ABOUT
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HAimAim.... SoMErtmES I
gEALLY WONDER WHAT is Go-
tt< ON INSIDE MY HEAD AND
/N THE HEAD oF OTHERS. I

ii

111117401V
AND THERE IS ONE FINAL VALUE.

THATs SOCIAL . WKAT is THE
IMPACT OF THIS WHOLE AFFAIR
ON THE rEcpt..E? MAW WI :.t.-
THEY WORK TOGETi- -12 TC
REBUILD THEIR COMMUNITY

AFTER TliI5 DISAs-rEe?

1
1

a,*

v

4-

I SEE. You'VE °MIMEO SEVEN VALVE otiENTATIoas
WHICH DIFFUSE THE LIGHT FROM THE FOUR pEespec-
Totes ON THE FIRST SORFAce.

6 WHAT VANTAGE Gm NOT KNOW WAS TR AT succESsFU1-

6/TENSION STAPP 1-I1iVEBEE.1 v5004 A CODE WORD
Foe YEARS To REAAEAtget THE SEVEN DIFFEneN-r

oelENTATIontS. THE WORD
ts "sHEEEPP. 'st-teep \
SPELLED WITH AN EXTRA

ER 'SHEEEPP' HAVE
At.WAYS INTERESTED

EXTENSION AGENTS'.

SOCIAL, HEALTH, ENVRoN-

....___I MENTAL ,EDOcATtoWAL,
ECONOMIC, Pou71cAL7AND
PSVC140LOGICAL. -sHEEEPP"1.

UCEEPP

r'''...----..........' rc-Pr--v

111,-.A.,.

'IT SURE GETS COMPLICATED WHEN
EAU OF THE FOUR DIFFERENT PER-
sPecTivES CAN BE ANALYZED IN
SEVEN DIFFERENT WAYS. BUT
ALL PEOPLE oodr USE ALL. TH E

vALves IN ALL
5 lTvATIoNS THE
SAME WAY, Do
THEY?

V
s

..so. ..* if
iii* it 4

y

.d. ?% filtiJii1
of WORSE NOT. THE INSIGHT YOU AC-Kiva WHEN
YOU STAND IN THE CENTER oF . NE CRYSTAL HELPS

YoO KEEP ALL VOOR QUESTIONS AND ANALYSIS
MOVING FORWARD IN THE Die.ectiON WV NEED
TO C40. YOU WONT' Go DOWN A Pe.the,gose pgrK
DIGRESSING fRo4ty0OR AMIN CONCERN.

,.........,.

AND STAY PRACTICAL

DON'T' GET PARAVSIS

fivt THe0t41.1 ANALysiS.
vs-

...

1144:iti

likv.I. I(
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THATS TRUE TOO. BUT we ARE
READY Nov4 To coNSIDER
THE NEY.T TORMATioN IN

THE CRYSTAL ov ANALYSIS,'

4111

friA. On.
r SUPPOSE Son% reopLeD CIET INTO

ANALVSI5 AND NEVER GET BACK oLIT
".1414, ftv,1440 .4414A t.

THE NEXT FORMATION
IS THAT ANOTHER

sURPACE Li Ki. THE TWO
weVe SEEN?

"YES AND NO. AFTER C-

SEvEN VALUES THE LIGHT

0? INSIGHT MUST' PASS

THROUGH THE foUR

FILAAA5NTS OF

PERSONALITY.

EACH PERSON HAs A PERSONALITY s1 LE WHIG CAN
BE DESCRIBED RV THEsE FILAMENTS. AND THAT
DETERMINES HOW A PERSON PERCEIVES, THINts, AND
ACTS. Some PeoPLe RELATE EASILY To crtHeRS. WS CAL.L.
THEM EXTZovERTS. oTHEla5 ARE M(RE INWARD -

DiReCTED. v& CALL THEM iNTROYER.TS. THIS IS THE
plesr MEASURE of PERsoNALIre

4rN

MUST BE AN EkTROVERT. I'VE
ALWAYS FOUND THAT L ENJOY
mvseLP MOST WHEN I AM

LEAD/Ng THE
VILLAGERS."
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You PgoBACI.1 ARE. Bur WHAT
ELSE keE VOL.'? PEOPLE DIFFER
ON How THEY LACK AT THINGS.

So! tiAVE THE ABILITY Tb

THE BROADS*. Pic TIME. IN AO -

STRAcv WAYS. "ril I5 PERsokl
IS trrrt/ITIVe."

9 oN THE OTHER

HAND, A sENSNG
PEP-soN L.Cv*s
CAREPVI..01 AT

THE DETAILS,
THE PACTS, THE.

DATA."

V

ti

Al
.

#-IsOspEcc I AM A sewSoR TYPe. I SAW THEJ

DETAILS of THE FLOOD AND rocusED MOST -

LY ON THE FACTS OFTtI stTuA-TION. ID
NAD mok..E INTO tTlc t miGtir HAVE.

SEEN ABLE TO SENSE T+IAT someiltiNci
ELSE WAS CAUSING THE FLOOD.

I KNOW you ARE A SENsoe. So YOU NEED
THE CQYSTAL T.; HEW, YOU UNDERsTAND
SITUATIONS BETTER. IF you WERE AN

INTO ITIVE you WOULD NEED

1T TO HELP YOU SEE THE
pgTAI . BUT T4ERes

MORE . somE Pepin*
ARE OBJECTIVE
AND LOGICAL. AND

5pQJD THeiR.
TIME THINK ItIC4 °TREES

ARE At PotortowAt..
AND SENSA

T1VE To orlfER.
PEOPLE Ahl A sPemD

THEIZ TIME FEELING.

r

111-,

A

4vEs ,AND THE BALANCE BETWEEN
PERCEIVING AND -WOG 1NQ 15 ALSO

DIFFIcULT. SOME. PEOPLE FOCUS
ON THE INFoRMATIoN AROUND

THEM AND CONTINUE To LOOK Foc

1

MORE INFORMATION.

OTHERS 0,44E To A
DE.01510N MORE
QUCK-LY AND iteE

READY TO GO,"

*ad/

As A L.EADOR. yoU HAVE A TeNDENICY TO GET

EMOTIONALLY INVOLVED WITH THE WEISAIZE

OF YOUR PEOPLE. AT TIMES

you NEED To SACK c5FF AND

8ECOME LESS SENs)TIVE.

THAIS A
DIFFICULT

BALANCE FOR
EVERY LEADER.

KNOW THAT I (Zusi4 TO JUDGeMENT NoW AND
THEN. THATS HORN ove tioUSC WERE BURNED
()OWN.
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STAND -MAT AS NEAR THE CENTER OF THE
THAT WAS IINfoRTUNATE BUT you NoW uNDER-

CRYSTAL OF ANAL-1(5(5 IT'S IMPORTANT TO
VN01.4 YOURSELF AND OTHEleS,

AND TO SEE HOW PE-1;25M -

ALITIE5 AFFECT ANALYSIS.

41

'TY NOW vANTACE HAS LEARNED So MUCH
THAT HE'S FEELING A LITTLE CONFUSED.
HE'S SEAPCHING FOR THE WAY TO PVT
IT TOUTHE.R. LITTLE DOES Re KNOtPJ
THAT Wri IS CONCERN HE'S ASOUT
TO REACH THE CENTER OF Tiif CRYSTAL:

WHERE HE'LL LEARN THE
PROCESS. THEN HE'LL
HAVE THE WISDOM

AND MAGIC OP'
HENelETTA."

INV

-10 4 kb.
PCISPSCIIVES

VALUE ORIENTATION

Economic. I. Communifis

z Education 2. Exferlsion's

3.EnvironmetrfaA
3. CI:ebii-cles

1. Reid* mid
Safety 4. Your

E. 1)011140.1

6. Po/elle:I ical

7 50Cal

/ I

10\ \f 43654 I

own

/kJ )4,-1.4.1A.4

t AM BEGINNING
ALL COME

,c+

TO
To4ETHER.?

THIS

SEE THINK. layT HON DOES IT
DO I TRY TO KEEP ALL OF

IN MY HEAD AT ONCE AND THEN
AT THE SAME TIME MY To
DEAL 0./ITH PROBLEMS ? I
DON'T THINK I HAVE THAT'
MAN';' BRAIN CELLS. WOULDN'T

Ir BE EASIER If I JUST FOCUS
one THE DATA AND FORGET

ABOUT ALL THE REST OF T+1 I5

STUFF COVLDNY you WE
ME SOME iNsTRUcTioNIS IN A
LIST; YOU KNOW, 2... 3 ..?

THEN I WoVI-D KNOW WHAT
TO DO.

FILAMENT5
PERSONALITY

I.Extrovert-Intrve

urrhaive-Sensor

3.7)1414r-feeler

4.Ferceiver-judge

--r-
OF

(A.4).4

I ONDER5TAND YCiUR FR TRATION. BUT THERE

Age AN INFINiTn: NUMBER OF PO5S1E S. SIT-
UATIONS, AND YOU eAN'r MEMOI-Z.e RULES
FOR ALL, OF THEM. IN THE LONG RUN ,1TS
gEITEIZTOLEARN A FEN PRiNCAPL.65 SO yoth-L.
KNOW WHAT To DO IN ANY SITUATtON

ANALYSIS IS KIND or.L.tKE RIDING A Si cycix
THER.E's A CERTAIN "FEEL -urc IT. YOU REACH
THE CENTER or THE cRNSTAL ONLY 6V
UNDERSTANDING ,N

THE PROCESS.

Ci4
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Y s 7H 15 virmes WE COME

YES, IN A WAY I'M TALKING ABOUT THE INvoLve-

MENT Ot Per -Z IN ThE PRocEsS. But, As A
i.gADER You As-So HAVE TO LOOK AT THE EDU-

CATIONAL PINDRITIES,GOALS, AND GRACIA/ES
OF THE. &COOP YoU WORK

FOR-- IN 74115

CASE THE

VILLAGERS.

ow*

I SEE . IN ORDER. To MAKE

ANALYSIS WORK. L NEED To

/NVOI-VE PEEP! -E, AND ALSO

MAKE JUDGMENTS Poe T4E,vt.

THATS RI4HT. AND

THAT'S NbT EASY. JUST

THINK OF ALL THE w&is

THERE ARE TO FIND OUT

WHAT PEOPLE WANT.
yL

YES STONES ARE 1-trte

DATA. THEY'RE ALL
AP:a/W.0 BUT GUST

DATA, WE

',4SEE THEIR ptemitmc.,--

wiriioUT sP5c1k1-

ANAL-VSIS AND

AND IN THE FUTURE THERE WILL 135

NEW WAYS vvE HAVEN'T' EVEN

THOUGHT C.* YET.

6VT6ECAR6F01..! WE DONT HAVE A kNOIN-

LEDrAE E1IPLOSIoN WE HAVE A DATA
EKPL-OSCON. WE WAVE DATA ovERWAD.
WHAT DO WE DO WITH IT? NOW Do WE
AMID GeTTIN4
BURIED IN

DATA?

2F4



o
Yes, someTimes I FEEL

Luce t'AiGETTINQ A
svvHoLE LOAD OF DATA

p
DUMPED ON ME. 1

1
i 14014 Do WE use

,THEM To REAc4

DEciston15 7
.: I

INDEED IT IS. THE CRYSTAL.. ALLOWS YOU TO SEE

THE FERSPEcTIVES AND VALUES FOR. CoMPARIM4

THE DATA Yov HAva . IT ALSO HELPS you UNDER.-
mNE) HOW yoUR PER.soNAL-rry AFFECTS y01)12

J ANALYSIS. AND FINALLY, IT
, I . HELPS You LEARN TI1E

- PROCESS. THEN YOU'LL

KNOW oW TO REACH

TKE RIGHT DEctsION
EVERY TIME .

..... ..

ist.IT THAT AT TH
HEART OF THE CEySTAL?

If....../.

YEA! FoR. SURE! 14.5AYD

rI SEE. LT (5 LIKE RIDING. A BIKE. AT FIRST' YoU WIRT OUT JUST
TRYING To KEEP YOUR. BALANCE BUT sooty IT ALL SLENDs TD4RTNER
INTO oNESKtLL-. I UNDER.sTAND HOW I mPoRTANT IT IS TO STAND IN
THE cENTtR OP TL4ECRVSTAL OF ANALySt5. I WISH 1 ktdEt4 AT THE
RtvER. WHAT I kNON NOW. FICKIRIETTA, YOU AND T, AND THE PEDFLE
IN THE VILLAGE WOULD Au., BE Livital MoicE Hoopla EVER. AFTER..
BUT YOU 1.EARMED A GEEAT PEAL AND THAT
WILL SE USED IN TH Cava. TO HELP THOsE.
A9.01.0ND. YOU. YOU ARE. READY To sEcome h

giCEAT LEADER. 'LOU HAVE. P40W

TRAVEL( ED TO THE cEkrrER

OF THE CRYSTAL.. BECAUSE.

OF YOUR COL AGE, YOUR.

DILIGENCE, AND VOOR.

WISDOM tN 5rNATtONAL.
ANALVSK....

... Z PUB You stR. VANTAGE . Le,- ALL THE
oluet_D KNotN1 THAT Noel *JUR. Joe WILL 13

AS MANE, To WISTERinUSLY Art-END
ExTemSioN EDUCATION MEE-CMGs 1,:- C
To HELP EDUCAToRS AND THEIR
PUB( -tcS DO MoR.6 EFFECIVE

SITUATIONAL

AN AL4 s IS .
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WHY HAS

HENRIETTA
BEEN so

1°AS VANTAGE IS BeING KNIGHT E9 Atka:,

TAKING ONTHE NEW IZEsPDAISIBILirki AS

EbOCATOR, IN HIS AMC) HE IMMEMISElaS

THAT ALL LOGS Aze. NoT

LOGS, THAT ALL.

DRAGONS AE NOT
THAT PLAIN

LOOKING STONtS ARE

SPECIAL. WNAT THEY

ARE DEPENDS ON HOW

YOU LOOK. AT THEM."

( 1-...

irssil DON:r
FO GET THAT

CRYSTAL

/74 11111111f ---

)11qt--

oNe THING You't-1._

FIND IS THAT PROP-

Eki-Y ANAI_YzED
SITUATIONS OFTEN

citANGE- PROBLEMS

INTO OPport.Tu-
NITIES.

SVDoGNLy ria uNDEesrANDS
WHY HE IS NAMED silt

VANTAG E RE IS Des-
Tf NED Foe HIS ROLE

IN slTvArioNAL
ANALvSls.

8 y

r DoKir sEg HOW YOU CAki
SPEND So Muck TIME

THINKING . I NAVE So
Mug% To Do I DoNY

VENI REALIZE WHAT
IT is UNTIL. I'VE
DONE IT,
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William and Margaret Tinker watch as Clearwater and Matthews
voltinteer fire departments attempt to save their home

Home destroyed in blaze
A rural Stones Creek hem.: owned

by William and Mergers. Tinker was
destroyed early Finlay afternoon when
fire swept thron their two-story farm
house

The fire t prarently started in the
hisenicni and was unable to he con-
trolled by elearuater and Matthews
firemen

Mrs Tinker and her 1-year old
daughter wcrc hone at the time of the
fire and escaped safely to 2 neighbor's
to call the fire *pertinent Mrs Tinker
said she heard a "muffled esplusion '
in the basement shortly before she
opened the luiscnient door to in
vestigate Whcn she opened the door,
flames and black smoke poured from
the entrance war she said

Fire fighting was hampered because
only Psi, firemen arnvcvl on the Clear-
s, act Volunteer Fire Department
come A second engine. kotn the
Matthews Vs.iunicsr Poe Derstriment,

arrived ahoul 10 minutes later with
three more fire fighters The two fire
departments had the fire under control
in about 45 minutes None of the other
buildings on the Tinker farm were
dans-led

Mrs Tinker wept as she watched her
home disappear "We have igser, e.
but it scented like forever for the. he
fire depirment) to get here and they
there were only two on the first truck.
We are only two miles out of the
village I ni sure our home could have
been case,

Clearwater Fire Chief Ales Wright
said he was pond of the escellent work
the Iwo fire departments did in contain-
ing the fire "Wc tried our hest to get
it under contr.' but by the time we ar-
rived it was almost impossible to rase
the strusture

When asked why only two fire
listuers arrived at the fire. Wright said
Ise has had trouble getting volunteers

Kids cause damage in Oak City

Tt

- 44,

during weekday hours.
For the past three years Wright has

run a campaign to enlist volunteer
firefighters with little success The
Clearwater area. he says, has ton few
people capable and willing to volunteer
during weekdays for fire fighting du-
ty. "We ye improved on our trilliums.
but with nut mapower there is nothing
you can Ga." Wright said.

William Tinker, who works in
Mason at the Mason packing plant
since giving up raising a milk herd.
said he didn't know what could have
caused the fire He sad the furnace had
just been checked two weeks ago by
the Matthews Co-operative

The Tinkers house and property
have been for sale since they gave up
fanning The family will stay at her
parents' home in Clearwater tern-
Immoly, belt loving to Mason in
order to he ix. r In employment.

Vandals hit town
Oak City Police Otter Dick Larson

is feeling a growing concsrn con-
cern that despite agressive school and
community anti -drug and alcohol cam-
paigns. local kids with probians are
becoming more and more evident

"After our 'Sav NO' educational
program last November. the incidence
of jure mle drinking decreased," Lan
son sad ''At firm 1 hired we had turn-
ed the tide but the number of curfew
sailantwo. vandalism and drinking pro-
blents has again increased

Many of the pmblems, he said, oc
cur after Oak City's curfew, o loch is
10 r. m every night of the week He
recently found one 12year-old boy
wardering the streets at 3 a m "We
have parents tell its, when we ticket
their child to a curfew violation, that
we has e no rig. t to do that because
When have given the kid permission tai

be out after curfew." he said -parents
can t give permission to a juvenile to
be out after the curfew hour

The exception to the 10p ni curfew.
Larson sad. is net young people may
be allowed to travel from an euthora
ed !unction to a residence

"What we don I want are kids loiter-
ing around at Karl's Kar Wash. she
bowling alley or any of the conve
nience stores, or to be out walking the
village streets after 10 p m..'' Larami
said.

Karl Simpson. owner of Karl's
Automotive Service, 715 Union St .
and Karl's gar Wash across the street,
said that he has named munemus van-
dalism in the past two months

"There has been lots of damage in.
eluding broken windows, coin
machines damaged and the pop
machine dumped nn its side It's been

an ongoing thing, but lately is gotten
worse." Simpson said.

Sunpum said that he finds the van-
dalism particularly discouraging
because he has made it a point to sup-
port youth activities in the village for
years Now he is offering s 5100
reward to anyone who can offer Infor-
=lion that will lead to the arrest of
the sandals Part of the village's
crack-down on juvenile drinking is to
put the juveniles through a hospital-
sponsored assessment and education
protram.

"We are just completing our first
round of the foursveek session. which
is being held in conjunction with pro-
fessional counselors from St. Claire
Hospital in Mason," Larson said.
"Kids are lined S67 50 if they are ar

continued on back page.
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Still 35 cents

For a kw momems Thursday night.
Fishing Creek township representatives
thought the Adams County Board of
Supervisors had finally adopted their
amended township land use plan Then,
within seconds sit the mill call vote. a
motion for reconsideration was called
and the township's 13-month wait
continued

The amendment the count board
was voting on limits development of
sintimermal, business. industrial and
multi family toned land, escept
duplexes. to areas when; existing
municipal water and sewer service ex-
ists in Fishing Creek township, an
agriculture -based township. The LUP
was designed through a community
development protect of the UR-
Extension

According to TOM .hip Chairperson
Ed Matthews. the intent of the land use
plan is to keep farmland intact, and to
keep taxes iower, In making it difficult
far marginal farmers to break up their
land to sell out to developers

Discussimi on the amendment
centered around a municipality's
authority to "take" a landowners
rights away by not allowing
development

County Chairperson John Lee, an at-
tomey noted that the "taking" issue
is already pending before the U S.
Supreme Court in a similar case and
the court will probably rule in favor of
amendments such vs this.

Township Chairperson Ed Matthews
explained that the amended land use
plan could be used as a guideline for
the county's zoning regulations "We
want to p 'serve agricultural land
With yout adorsement of our plan.

'roper zoong requests won't end up
coming back to you time after time as
they have in the past when neighbor.
ing landowners don't want develop-
ment nest door." he aid

Hog farmer Bob Dunn. whose fanoo
ly has farmed In Fishing Crock and
neighboring Bear Creek township for
122 years, said that he favors the
amendment and that the township's
land use plan has helped him remain
a competitive farmer by keeping taxes
lower

"We also own land in Bear Creek.
which doesn't have a land use plan."
Dunn mid the board "Because I've
often heard that we need development
and that development bolsters your tax
base and taxes will go down. i pulled
out my last year's tax statements to see
how they compare. I found the taxes
are 25 percent higher in Bear Creek
than they are in .ishing Creek

"The increase is coming from that
line that says local taxes. We are pay-
ing 700 percent higher taxes to that
local level of government." Dunn said.

The board will meet in two weeks
to reconsider the amended version of
the land use plan.

Wok

c

Karl Simpson, of Karl's Automotive Service, shows the most re.
cent vandalism to his station a window bi oxen last Sunday night.
Simpson's is only one of many businesses in Oak City that are ex-
ooriencino an nuttneak of vandalism



Community News
Nitrates in water Federal budget cuts hit home
probable cause of death

A blood disorder caused by ettrate-
comaminaied well water was the pro-
bible cause of last month's death to a
rural Clearwater girl, said a medical

ammer at University Hospital
Four. monthold Marta Kiser died

after repeated feedings with infant for-
mula mixed with water from her
parent's family farm's well. Dr. Jacob
Keebler said Monday

"The nitrate levels of the water was
later found to be in excess of 150 parts
per million No more than 10 parts per
million is safe for infants," Keebler
said. "Mana's death is similar to
another Adams County infant death last
far."

In that case, a 3month old rural
Stoney Creek Infant died after receiv-
ing formula made with highnitrate-
level well water.

Keebler said most mothers boll the
water they use foe infants. but that boil-
ing only worsens the contamination
problem "Boiling only kills the

bacteria, and it just concentrates the
nitrates and makes them moi
dangerous." he said.

"Adults are able to convert nitrates
to a non -toxic form so they can be
eliminated. In children, the digestive
tract isn't developed well enough to

she this conversion instead. the

most= are converted to toxic nestles."
Keebler said. and he made reference
to a May 1987 article in the Journal of
the Amencan Medical Association
which explains the process

"The nitrites in the child's blood
convert the hemoglobin in the blood to
methemoglobm, which cannot carry
oxygen through the berry." he said
"They get sick and mm blue from a
lack of oxygen Linen:nes they die,"

Keebler said a link to infart deaths
and nitrates was established as long ago
as 1945. when Dr Hunter Comly. of
Iowa City, published findings on the
mtratenfant death connection.

"I think this is still a vastly under.
reported disease in rural areas. In 30
years o' state and national studies, we
found an extremely high percentage of
shallow wells with nitrate contamina-
tion Adams County is no exception to
the rule these two recent infant
deaths show that the problem is getting
Wale

Shallow wells, he said, and older
deep wells with cracked casings are
likely contaminated from chemical fer-
tilizer or animal wastes, or when the
wells are improperly located

Keebler recommended that veil
well owners tee their wells every year.

CLEARWATER
MEMORIAL CO.
Monuments Markers

Serving all faiths and all cemeteries
for over 75 years

Visit our large itidoor showroom
or have one of our memorial counselors visit you

No Obligation Whatsoever

Call 976-3390

ADAMS AGRI-SERVICE
FACTORY

FERTILIZER
SPECIALS

20-5-10 Winterizer 50 lbs. $6.15
9-23-30 50 lbs. $6.50
21-4-8 (slow release) 50 lbs. $7.95
10-10-10 Lawn and Garden50 lbs. $4.95
5-10-10 Vegetable 50 lbs. $4.62

FREE FREE FREE
.guy Here & Use Our Fertilizer Spreaders FREE!

Best Prices In Town
Main St, Stoney Creek

Hours: Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.5:30 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m.-4 p.m.
Sun. 8 a.m.Noon

a / 11:Cf P1/4111r efkilat

The President's proposed $1.1
milieu dollar budget is expected to pull
a few bucks out of many Americans'
family budgets and drain many more
from family bank accounts through
;Luther home costs and bigger medical
bills if it passes, analysts say

Among the proposals included in the
budget are:

Schoolchildren from lowerincome
families 14 7 million of them will
no longer receive subsidized school
lunches The children affected will in-
clude those from families whose
household income is 185 percent. or
more, of the poverty level, which
works out to an annual income of
$20,350 for a family of four

Fees to national parks would dou-

Me. The fees are currently $5 per day.
Obtaining a FHA or VA mortgage

to buy a home would cost more. As an
example. the President's budget would
increase closing fees from I percent to
2.5 percent on one type of VA loan.
Thai would raise the closing costs on
a medianprice home about $80.000

from $800 to 52.000.
Veterans seeking teatime: at VA

hospitals would find some treatment is
no longer free. Veterans who can af-
ford medical treatment for nonaervice-
connected illnesses will be rharged.

Farmers would see federal subsidies
slashed For the biggest farina. the
maximum subsidy will ,ie out from
$250.000 to $3.000. Massive cuts in
fann commodity programs and use
fees for federal meat Inspection are ex-

Four arrested in
burglary spre-

An Oak City adult. two Oak City
juveniles as a juvenile from Mason
were arrested Saturday during a break-
in at the Oak Coy Baptist Church. The
arrests zalremate a two-month in-
...option of 'burglary and vandalism
spree in Oak City. Gold Hill and
Mason.

The names of the juveniles, whose
ages are 17, IS and 15. were not
released oi the Shenfrs Department.
The adult arrested was Jim Aldnch,
205 Nevin Rd., Oak City. age 18

The suspects were apprehended
shortly after lip o. Saturday. after
they net off a portable VAFJ)A alarm
system metalled in the church.

The suspects are believed to be
responsible for 9 break-ins and
burglaries in Oak City. 12 in Gold Hill
and 6 in Moos. Some buildings were
broken into more than once

Most of the entries were gained by

jimmying door locks or by removing
the glass in unsecured doors Many of
the entrees are believed to have occur-
red between II pm and 4 a.m

"Their primary target was electronic
equipment," said County Sheriff Don
Pant, "but they took anytfung from
candy bars to catering equipment to
money. In some cases nothing was
stolen it appears they broke into
places just for the fun of it. In some
cases, the break-ins were done to van-
dalize a building." he said.

Pent said the group has been link-
ed with vandalism that amounted to
almost $8,000 in damages to the
Robert Keyes High School.

At two of the juveniles' homes
numerous televisions. 'ape recorders
and a video camera were recovered.
Pettit believes many of the other stolen
goods were sold.

Mason grows again
The city of Mason just got bigger.
The City Council Tuesday night ap-

proved the annexation of a 120acre
parcel belonging to the Oliver
Kneebone farm on theory's northeast
side

The annexation conies with the ap-
proval of the Mason Plan CMIVMS31011.
who voted unanimously last month to
recommend annexation of the land.

The land. which borders the Coast
to Coast Railroad. is agricultural land
and is currently zoned Agriculture
(AD. According to Mayor Elaine
Windsor, the parcel will be rezoned
Rural Development (RD), the designa-
tion usually given to oncoming proper-
ties until they've been platted.

Several neighbors of the Kneebone
farm, from the Mason Township, were
also present at the council meeting. to
protest the ',mention. One farmer
called the la 'some of the best soil
we have in Ate " Others shared
their discoreent with city officials over
how development wit; affect farming
to the north and east.

Jerry Nieman. a farmer who lives
as of the Kneebone farm, was con-
cerned that his nerghtors will be more
willing to sell out to developers now
that the city is "pushing its way
northeast."

"This is only the beginning of your
eminsesiion." Nieman nmetold the council,

:gout and our proper axes rise again.
We will be one step closer to being
forced out of farming. I've already
seen my taxes go up 10 times. lesion
not going to stop I'll be out of
business in five years It put farmers
out of business near Metropolis and it's
going to happen here "

Mayor Windsor said she understood
Nieman's concerns, but added that the
market value or the taxes on
agricultural land is not within the ci-
ty's control. She said the final rezon-
ing will be determined when the pro-
perty is platt:-.4 rid that public corm
most will betaken on the zoning when
the public harms is set.

PARENT
EDUCATION

GROUP
Loam what every parent should know about Warning
cisabilities. the school system and the law.
Come to our next meeting:

Adams County Parent Education Group Thursday,
October 27, 7 p.m.

Keyes High School, Room 145
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petted. The USDA 5 spending in the
fiscal year that ends Oct. I would be
reduced 8 percent to $50 7 billion from
S55. I billion The proposal also calls
for a cut to the USDA's staff, with a
reduction of about 6.000 employees in
the upcoming year.

About 3 million state, county and
local government employees would
have to start paying the Medicare por
non of the Social Santy tax For a
worker with a family income of
$27,740, the extra taxes would add up
to $402 a year,

Social Security taxes will increase,
although not as a direct result of the
budget Congress has already approv-
ed increases.

Air and sea tickets for mtemation...1
travel can be expected to rise about SI
a ticket The money would go to pay
for the U S. Travel and Tounsm
Admmistration.

Hong Kong
is big farm
customer

Hong Kong, the 412squaremile
island with its population of 6 million
inhabitants off the coast of China, is
one of the best customers of American
timers.

last year Hong Kong was a market
for nearly $396 million worth of U.S
agricultural products. which included
oranges ($70.4 million). poultry ($38.1
million), ginseng ($29.8 million),
tobacco ($28 9 million), grapes ($14.5
million). and wheat ($14 million)

According to Michael L. Humphrey,
United States Department of
Agriculture representative. Hong Kong
serves another function as a "conduit
to introduce U.S. products and
technology to potential buyers in
China." us historic homeland.

"ft is important to recognize that
China was Hong Kong's main trading
partner in 1986. with twoovay trade
totaling more than SIT billion (U.S ).
which is a 17 percent increase over
1985." Humphrey said.

Hong Kong is the world's faith
largest financial center and the 10th
largest trading partner of the United
States, he said. About 800 U.S. com-
panies have offices and representatives
there

last year's U S shipments induct
ed about $130 million worth of fresh
produce. a 45 percent share of the
overall Hong Kong market for
produce.

Local pork
producers get
$15,000 grant

A National Pork Producers Board
grant of $15,00 has been awarded to
the Adams County Pork Producers
Association for its pork promotion and
consumer education programs.

The grant is pan of S5v0.000 that is
earmarked nationally for use in the
NPPB's "Pork. The Other White
Meat" campaign. The money cones
from checkoff collections when
farmers sell their market hogs.

Locally, the grant will be used for
educational programs. youth activities
and events to be scheduled at next
year's state fair.

Along with the new "Pork The
Ottor White Meat" program. a new
nutritional guide aid Adams County
Pork Producer Directory will be
printed early next spring. To include
your operation in the directory. a
registration form is available fmm
Donald Fred, resident ACPPrs. 2256
Swine Road. Mason, 96987.0135, or
In calling Don at 959.7462.

There n no fee for hump your farm
listed in the directoryand persons
listed will reeene a complimentary
copy.
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4T. - Downtown Matthews is suffering

Full shelves, but business is slow
Business has been slow for Dick Santori, Mat:hews'only grocery

store owner. Although Santorl's shelves are full, farmers with tight
budgets seem to prefer the warehouse supermarkets in and nearMason

When you walk down Main Serer.
in Matthews, you feel a sense of
uneasiness and frustration
somethirs that wasn't in his villrye of
1.000 fit or even 10 years ago

You also see an emptiness store
fronts closed. empty parking stalls and
empty seats in the restaurant where, in
years past, there was barely elbow
TOOT

Ask Iry Peke. the Matthews Farm
Center salesman. or Milt Fchnodt. ex.
costive vice president of the Bank of
Matthews, or Dick Santon, owner of
Santon's Grocery They are living
through it

Each one is affected in one way or
another by the difficult times afflicting
farmers in Adams County and
throughout the state

"The impact affects us all," said
Santon. "Especially for Main Street
businesses . The customer is

Unemployed man shoots home
With about 18 police officers

crouched behind squad cars and a
neighborhood of evacuated homes sup
rounding him. Michael X. Moylan
walked out of his Tolman Street house
Sunday night with his hands held high
above his head. ending a shooting
spree that lasted more than 4 hours.

That was also the end of the 42.yeor
old's weekend three days that ap-
parently began with beer dnnking and
ended late Sunday with his arrest for
battery and reckless use of a wear ,n.

No one was injured during his
shooting spree, but the ceiling and
walls o' Moylan's home received 37
shotgun. rifle and pistol shots

Moylan's wife. Tue, said her hus-
band, who has been unemployed five
months. had become upset earlier in
the day by rtighbors who were
shooting firecrackers in an attempt to
scare off bads "He sad he was go-
ing to pull out his pasted show them
how to really scare the birds." Mrs
Moylan sad. She said he had a shotgun
out but didn't do anything until after
she accidentally burned his dinner.
"He got real mad and started slapping
me. Then he gobbed the gun and shot
the lamp over the kitchen table, a land-
ed in the middle of the table. When he
did that. Inn to the neighbor's house
and called the police." Mrs Moylan

said

Although none of the shots were ap-
parently directed at police, Moylan
kept Mason Police and Adams Coun-
ty Shenff's officers at bay for nearly
fan hours before walking out of his
home at 861 Trunen St. at about 10:45
p m.

Moylan had refused to give himself
up, saying that he was going to hill
himself. Police attempted contact with
Moylan by phone. but he refused to
talk to officers or to la anyone inside.
According to police reports. officers
hard him npparently talking to his dog
abort "three incoming enemy
soldiers.'

County leads state in the
number of substandard homes

A report issued last week ''y the U.
S. Census Bureau said the, of the more
than 23.000 homes in Adams County,
8 5 percent or 1,986 are in sub-
standard condition

Adams County leads all other coun-
ties in the state for percentages of
substandard housing The state's
average is 5.1 percent.

Housing is considered "subsist'.
lord" by the Census Bureau if it has
more people than rooms, or if it lacks
complete plumbing hot and cold sum
rung water, a flush toilet and a bathtub
or shower for exclusive use of its
occupants

Urban housing makes up the 'mom
ty of Adams County's substandard
units with 1.428 located in the city of
Mason and villages of Matthews.
Stoney ,.eek. Clearwater. Oak City
and Fitchburg Gold Hill does not have
any substandard housing, according to

the figures The remaining 558
substandard units are those in unincor-
porated villages and townships and are
considered rural substandahl homes

Adams County Department of Social
Services Director Max Hellman said
the number of nod substandard homes
is holding steady or on a slight decline
because people ate moving away from
mural areas He said the current
substandard mural homes are owned
mostly by persons on fixed incomes
and by small, "subsrnence.level"
fanners Each, he said, has seen his or
her property taxes rise as agricultural
land values have gone up

"These people don't have a wide
margin of profit. They generally can't
afford to make Improvements or pay
for the increased taxes on those um
provements." Hellman sad.

In urban areas, he said, substandard
housing is on the rise. "Mason, like

many cities in the late '60s and early
'700. expenenced a major population
shift when people were moving to the
country." he sad. "Those homes were
often purchased by lower income per-
sons, or by developers as rental units.

"In the 20 years since then, these
homes have seen a lot of abuse. Many
have absentee landlords Others have
been defaulted on and changed hands
many times. Repairs just haven't been
made and they are showing up today
as our slums."

Hellman said that a lack of good-
paying jobs has contnbuted to the high
number of people living in these ren-
tals "What makes it worse is tenants
won't report negligent landlords
because they are afraid they'll be
eyeletd. And with the current rental
shortage they wouldn't have anywhere
else to live."

Fitchburg man kills himself
minutes before farm auctioned

A rural Fitchburg farmer shot
himself dead about 20 minutes before
his p operty was to be auctioned on the
saps of the Adams County Coon.
house. Tuesd. r.

Sheriff Don Pettit said Clarence Ai,
nold. 52. shot himself at his rural
Fitchburg home at about 9.10 a m.
yesterday morning

"He wanted to stop the sale, which
in fact he has." Pettit said. "but that
is one poor way to do it He's had a
kg of troubk lately. hit children didn't
want to farm, then his wife left him

Amold's death has officially been
listed a suicide.

"It just tore us up when 'we ;.eard
about it." said William Dreysdale of
Mason, president of the Federal Land
Bank and the Farmers Production
Credit Association. a federal agency
which holds the mortgage on Arnold's
property

Dreysdale said the FPCA had oan
ed Arnold money through the Federal
Intermediate Credo Bank of
Metropolis.

Accordtng to Dreysdak. Arnold had
visited FPCA officals in Metropolis
Monday to see if he could sell part of
his property to relieve the debt load

"It just wouldn't have been
enough," Dreysdale sad, "We had
been working with Mr. Arnold for
over a year, but it just got to a point
where these was nothing else we could
do for him."

Clarence Arnold's brother, Ray,
found him when he stopped in to at e
him m Mason.

27 0

spending less and my business is
suffenng."

Santon said farm families are pup
chasing fewer items than ever before

mostly lust odds and ends "To save
a few dollars. I suspect they are doing
more shopping in slit big supermarkets
near Mason. he said

"Small businesses are being
deomated by the malls and their stores'
buying power," Santon sad "With
today's economy, if I wanted to tell my
store I wouldn t laver to buyer."

Banker Milt Schmidt said it only
stands to reason that a village based on
a farm economy will do poorly when
farming is iowr

"The farmer is under lots of
pressure to cut back on his expenses
He's getting less money for his crops
and the value of his land has dropped.
He just doesn't have the leverage to
borrow." said Schmidt.

"The penalties ere stiff for hen If
he doesn't control his expenses, he is
faced with the loss of his farm. his
livelihood, the respect his commune.
ty and his own self-cu.:ern "

Schmitt said his bank has had to
foreclose on six area farms and added
that dozens of others are being forced
into liquidations.

Chamber of Commerce President
Ron Singleton can t remember a
previous time when there have been
four empty storefronts in dm mown
Matthews.

"We are trying to accommodate the
customers by staying open extra hours,
but small town businessmen just don't
have the buying power the og stores
do." said Singleton. "For the most
part. fain family spending habits have
changed and they are watching their
pocketbooks closely.-

PUBLIC NOTICE
Classroom Study Committee

The Adams County Board of Education is
seeking interested citizens to serve on a
Classroom Study Committee. The committee
will develop a recommendation to the Board of
Education which details the best way to solve
the district's future classroom needs,

Interested Adams County School District
residents who wish to be considered for
membership should submit their name, ad-
dress, and telephone numbers to a member of
the Board of Education or to the district office
at 211 Memorial Boulevard, Mason, prior to
December 31.

Free Job Search
Training

for Oder Workers
Age 51 and Over

Unemployed; Underemployed
Adams County Residents

Resume Writing
Interviewing Skills
Job Leads Provided

Register NOW for classes starting next week Monday at
the Bank of Mason Branch Bank, Piper Road, Gold Hill

Sponsored by 51 and over Employment Service

Fridsy Nite Fish Buffet 8546

ALL DINNERS
INCLUDE
POTATOES AND
SALAD BAR

Anthony and the Night Riders 8.12 Saturday

Crossroads Lounge
at the

North Side
Business Association
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in tractor accident
A runt Clearwater boy. 8. died Sun-

day after being run over by a tractor
when he apparentfy shifted it into
neutral and it ran over him.

Bobby Houghton. son or Mike and
Susan Houghton. 2359 Black Creek
Rd was pronounced dead at 3 30 at
the Mason Monona! Hospital by
Adams County Coroner Wayne
Gorman

The accident happens: at the boy's
home at about 2 p m.

Mr. Houenon sad his son must
have slipped as he climbed up to the
cab or the tractor and must have grab-
bed fx the gear shift. causing a to shift
into neutral. The boy was crushed by
the tractor's dual rear wheels The
tractor was backed onto a slight grade,

Houghton said.
The accident was witnessed by the

try's grandfather. John Houghton
The elder Houghton said the key had
been taken from the ignition earlier in
the day to prevent the boy from start-
ing the tractor. He said the boy had
been warned several ants to stay away
from the tractor

SurCey's cadent brings the number
or farm equipment child deaths to three
for the year. Earlier this spring
10-year-old rural Fitchburg boy was
killed when his clothing got caught in
an auger. A 6-year-old rural Matthews
girl was suffocated to death this sum-
mer when bales of hay shifted and fell
on her as she rode in a hay wagon.

I
In conjunction with
Vern Remington's
45th Anniversary

and Clearwater Alto 0:m1:any's

70th Anniversary
All vehicles purchased between
Monday and Saturday this week

will be subject to the following discounts'

$47 Off on all Used Cars
$70 Off on all New Cars

Stop in for good conversation,
good prices and refreshments

A small town dealer offering
quality cars, trucks and

service for 70 years!

Clearwater Auto Co.
Buick-Chevrolet Sales and Service

Clearwater Phone 642-3480

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTRATION

NOTICE OF SALE

Notice on hereby green that the United States of America. acting
through ire Fanners Home Administration well see by sealed Bid on
Form FrwHA 1955-45 the following detertbed Real Property
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: Ne SEV. NEV., Sec 8: Six acres on Se of
NWVa of NWVa of Sec. Sifi NE% NEV.. NW% NEV.. SE% NWV..
and the SW% NW% Sec. 6, an located to 112N. ROE Adams County.
Readiness
DESCRIPTION: A dairy unit containing 164 acres more or less with
t50 acres of eroplanti. Farrn Iccatud lust south of Fitchburg, RD. No
dwellings Included.
TERMS OF SALE. Farm will be sold by sealed bids to be opened at
pm on December 15 at the Farmers I tome Adr:aistration Office. 208
City Avenue, Mason, RD. Telephone 9762256.
The bid Miming is omr. to the public and the Sovernment resolves
the right to rend any and all bldg The minimum acceptable price for
this property is 590.000
Every efldt will be made to place the ownership of this farm with fami-
ty hymns In accordance with Farmers Home Administration regula-
tions The property mil be sold for cash, or terms to a qualified buyer
of not loss than 20 percent down payment with the remaining balance
a. iodized over a period not to exceed 25 years at t I percent karat.
A tO percent deposit must accompany the bid in the form of cash,
cashier's check. certified check, postal money order, or bank draft
mad* payable to the FmHA The pro may win be sold without regard
to race, color, religion. Me. Op, mil °nal origin, or marital statue.

The properly win be sold for each unless otherwise Indicated heroin.
For security property. Farmers Home Administration reserves the right
to bid at any public auction sale For inventory property, FmHA
reserves the right to retect all bids Information concerning credit sales
may be obtained kom the FmHA office listed above

The property may be examined by contacting the county FmHA super-
visor in Mason. RD

Board re-affirms E-belt
In an attempt to keep land on the

edge of its eneronmental-belt from be-
ing developed by a panting company.
the Matthews Village Board approved
a resolution Tuesday reaffirming its
commitment to its Urban Service Area
boundaries and to the "E-belt"
designation Just southeast of the
village.

The resolution was passed in time to
send a message to the Adams County
Regional Planning Commission. which
meets tonight. The plan commission
has favored the E-belt and Urban Serv-
ice Area set by Matthews.

In order to change the designatton.
the Urban Service Area lines must be
approved by the county. the ACRPC
and the state Department of Natural
Resources

Graphics Only, Ltd a publishing
firm. is lighting the current B-belt

Senators try
to restore
EFNEP

Two state senators have asked U.S.
Sen. Bill Burley R-RD to try to restore
money taken away in proposed cuts to
the Extension Expanded Food and
Nutrition Program (EFNEP).

The two Sen. Mark Duper. 13-
Mason. and Sew. Julia Dole, 13-
Milltown urged Burley to oppose
the $330 million cut to EFNEP. of
which the state receives SI5 million.

According to home economist Ann
Patterson, in Adams County last year.
the EFNEP reached 949 people. in-
cluding 474 thildren. About 90 pewit
of the families served by EFNEP last
year had incenses Pas than $7,452, she
said.

EFNEP aides tads maribood mitt
nation roe meal preparation. fond
preservation, wise use of available
resources, and meal planting and
preparation skills.

The program is scheduled to end in
March if it is not funoed.

"Adams County's needy would suf-
fer a tremendous loss without
EFNEP," Patterson said.

Bumper harvest
in Soviet Union

The Soviet grain harvest this year
exceeds 210 million metric tons, but
it still below the target set or 232 metric
toes.

designation because it wawa to develop
printing complex on 360 acres it

own/, most or which is in the 0 -belt
zone The plant is expected to have
more than 450 full-time employees.

Matthews officials say the Ebelt
designation is necessary because the
Beaver Creek watershed is home to a
variety or endangered plants. As a
compromise. village officials said they
would be willing to negotiate another
location within the urban service zone,
which is to the north and west or Hwy
95

Village Trustee Roger Leaner has
opposed the E-Belt designation Dur-
ing the discussion. Leaner said he
could not support the resolution
because of the factory's potential to
bring Jobs to the Matthews aura. "It
makes no sense to turn them away
when we are trying to attract

employers."
Trustee Tom Coldwell. a strong sup

porter or the resolution, said Graphics
Only is clearly in the wrong on the
issue. "Matthews has access to 600
acres or designated Urban Service
Area, which is marginal farmland and
has less environmental importance.
There is little doubt in my mind that
Graphics Only should build there in-
stead of on Ebult land."

The board voted 6-1 in favor of the
resolution Trustee Leaner was the
lone dissenter.

In other action. the village board
voted to extend the city's urban service
area to the Tom Wayne property off
Heart Road. and farther north along
Denison Road. where residents have
had continuing septic problem.

Subdivison residents say
NO to farm animals
After hearing concerns from Hide-

away Hills subdivision residents at the
Gold Hill Village Board meeting last
week Tuesday. the board denied a zon-
ing request to allow farm animals to
be kept on a lot in the Deal...empty
subdivision.

Twelve or the 92 's have
been filled since the .vas
developed five years A...

According to Village Clerk Rose
Oswald, five residents appeared at the
meeting to object to a request by Daniel
Thames. who owns six-acre lot on
which he wants to keep horses.

Besides these who appeared in per-
son, the clerk's office also received
three letters hum Hide-away Halls
residents stating they are not in favor
or the zoning change.

Thanes =mauled diet the covenant
restricting animals has already been
broken because an existing farm at the
comer of the Hide-away Hills subdivi-
sion entrance rod and Layton In. has

kept horses.
The owner of that property, Jeff

Bobosky, says his land is rot within the
subdivision so it is not bound by the
covenants or it. The village's attorney
agreed with Bobosky and sad, "The
subdivision's covenants cannot restrict
other lands which are bound by the
village's zoning ordinances."

Hide-away Hills residents also ask-
ed the village for assistance in control-
ling the wens in the vacate lots "The
problem is not noxious weeds, which
I know are required to be controlled."
said resident Lyman LIchte "Instead,
it is an overwhelming number or
ragweed and Russian thistle. which arc
not considered noxious weeds. We
want to see them cut because of the
allergies they support

The board felt that nothing could be
done for this year. but In an informal
dionnsion, de board agreed to develop
a weed ordinance by next spring,

High levels of pesticides
found in old orchard

The Adams County office of the
state Health Department said Monday
that sail testa from the old Oak Hollow
apple orchard, Alto Road. Oak City
has "hot spots of unhealthy levels or
pesticide residue."

Oak Hollow has been for sale for
several years since it closed in the early
1970s The orchard, which has not
been in production, is owned by the
deal Canning Company or Oak City

Dr. Harvey Howdy, chief or en-
vironmental and chronic epidemiology

for the state Division of Health says
that the soil has levels of lead, arsenic
and DDT residue "far beyond accept-
able state and federal levels." Howe-
ly said, "These arc pesticides that have
been banned for several years, and they
were probably applied sometime
before the and to late 1960s."

The health department was asked .3 t
investigate the orchard after a child
sneaked into the orchard and became
ill after eating some apples

ACTT
WE HAVE A CAREER FOR YOU!

Mei

MANUFACTURING ENGINEERING
OR

MECHANICAL DRAFTING AND DESIGN

100% Placement of Last Year's Graduates.
Enroll nowl Start a new career with a future!

Adams County Technical Institute
3550 Industrial Dr., Mason

976-6800
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By Pete Ralston, rasident of the Lake Zion Association

Right now it look; as .e legislation cresting the Contemn* Creek Watershed
Authority stands a go.. . of paging as part of the state budget.

That is no good. beat.. included in it is the City or the Authority to be another
taxing authority The last thing we need is ar r teach for our tax money to get
sucked into

I aealire the special committee formed to make recommend. lot,: on the water.
shed worked long and hard. and it provided the pulmc with nom nunitte; for input.
But in this case that's not enough

The county has seems objections to the plan, the ownship association has ex.
!wised its reservations. and locally. the new Lake Zia, Association has mai y ideas
that have not yet been considered.

The proposal should be removed from the budget vintage,a;.o If it isn't. tne
governor should veto it.

Then it can get the scrutiny it really deserves.

Tire recycling needed
By State Representattve Dallas Gagnon

Our slate like the rest of the country, faces a growing problem with garbage.
TIM problem was dramatically illustrated recently by the unfonunste trip of a
garbage-laden barge which no one would accept.

Currently we dump more than SIX and ono-half million tons of garbage into state
landfills each year. If we continue with this current practice we will need more
than 300 new landfills over the next 10 years

One of the larger shares of this solid waste stream is used tires.
Approximately 20 million used tires are improperly stored in dumps and landfills

throughout the state. Stacked one on top of another these would make a pile 3.000
miles high. To make matters worse, we throw away about 4 million additional tires
each year.

Tire dumps are ant only unsightly they are dangerous threats to our environ.
ment They Serve breeding grounds for mosquitos and rats. plus they are a fire
hazard In 1986. a 10 -million -tire tire fire in Wisconsin emitted tore smoke for
months and created both .urface and groundwater run-off problem' and cost hurl.
deeds of thousands cf dollars to clean up.

We must not let a similar catastrophe happen here I havein' educed legislation
to clean up existing tire dumps and to create a tire recycling program to ensure
that future used tires do not end up in tire dumps. The bill already has more than
SO Assembly sponsors. but it is having important portions of it threatened with the
governor's very liberal use of the veto pen.

The bill requires the Department of Natural Resources to e'un nuisance tire dumps. Governor'sfirst by ordering dump owners to cleanup their dumpsites. If the owner refuses,
the DNR would take on the responsibility itself and recover the can from them
responsible.

Karen
Roper
Now
Koehn's

a new school built or have schools with anticipated increases
remodeled and enlarged?

"I guess whatever would be moat
cos:-effective. It's wise to take a
seri( us look at whatever you've got
to one ifs usable before taking on
setmethin new. If that's not ade-
quate, then I'm not opposed to
building a new school."

Debbie
Annapolis
Census. Roslyn
Mason

"I'd want to know If it would be
something we'd continually need
need enough to justify investing in a
new budding. What if we need the
space for only a couple of years? I'd
rather see them worrying about
higher quality teachers."

Tony
Rock
maths*
anteater

"I'd rather have them
old ones. They are ting pretty

remodel the
run-

down. There's been a lot of van-
dalism lately and this will solve two
problems with one blow. By using
them more, we'd also have nicer
looking grounds."

William
Krager
HOS brew
Swum Creek

"Probably bed a new one. What's
the sense of .Joking all thl money
into an old building wlat for pro-
bably double the cost y can build
a new one and have ail h a facilities
you need?"

Tamers
Baker
Nish school soder
Goal Hal

cu

-I don't see any problem with
remodeling. If Its befog done because
there is an upsurge of kids, that
doesn't mean it will last forever,
Then what would you do with a new
building?"

Dave
Goliath
ono Wader
Ebbing Creek

"I'd rather see them remodel. The
is sound and they could save

money b7 having 'he right people d*
the work. And that's not a Pin for
my business."

Unfortunately, the governor has vetoed the funding for this bill. The vetoedpro. Conference
visions would have provided funding to pay for the dump clean-up and for a tire
recycling program to help industries recycle tires profitably.

Waste tires don't have to be wasted. They can be recycled into fuel, roadpave.
mem. road crack sealants .nd rodustnal stock for a variety of rubber based products

The budget provision would have financed the recycling program by transferring
a 52 million surplus in the transportation fund Another source of financing mint
now be found one of which could be a SI tire recovery fee on state registered
vehicles.

Despite the governor's vett:CS, tarn hopeful we will not fail to act during the
upcoming Legislative session

LETTERS
Dear Editor:

We have a problem we are
wasteful.

We buy over-packaged goods: we
buy things packaged in prattle. bottles
Of styrofoam rather than glass or
aluminum: we rake the grass from our
lawns and the pretty fall leaves only to
package the leaves and grass m plastic
bags for the garbage man.

The Department of Natural
Resources says that 25-30 percent of
the landfill space is taken up by bag-
ged leaves and grass clippings that
could be mulched They also say that
another 10 percent of our garbage.-
glass, tin and aluminum can be
recycled. The plasm, they my, will re,
main in the landfill for hundreds of
years.

The remaining garbage is 50 percent
paper most of it newsprint and over-
packaging most of which could be
recycled and reused. says the DNR.

So what, you might say. Who cares,
it's "just garbage." right?

Guess again. The threo-year-old
county landfill that was designed to last
15 years di at the current rate of b3e,
now expected to fill in only 10 years
That's not ten more sears, that's seven
years from now. Ten years total.

When the county needs another land.
MI. whose backyard is it going to be
in? And whose fault is it going to be
that a new one to needed so (prickly:

Let's start to recycle.

John Mackay

An open letter to the Governor

Dear Governor

We would like to help out our State
Officials with their dilemmas We
noticed slut a lot of people up in
Wagner County want to have their

Highway 26 widened from Pamesdak
to Trimountam, and that the state ap-
pears to ignore their cement.

Since most of on here in Adams
County do not want Highway 42
widened from 1-95 to the county line
at the expense of our farmland and cen-
tury old trees. please take the highway
funds away us and use them to mike
the folks in Wagner County happy.

If we think of any more appropriate
places to place highway improvement
funds, we will write again and suggest
where you might put them.

Sincerely,
Jacob P.osenbury

Adams County Examiner
113 Male St.
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is set for
December

**Improving the Profitability of State
Agriculture" is the theme of this yesr's
Goveni's Conference on Agriculture
scheduled for December 10 at the
Mason Holiday Hotel. Goya sor Ran-
dall Romney will address the con-
ference at 9:30 a. m

According to David Sine, secretary
of the Department of Agriculture. the
conference is designed to address two
key areas. The first deals with en-
vironmental concerns about pesticides
and groundwater. The second centers
around positioning the state's hog and
lumber industnes for the future.

Workshops will also be conducted
on: Improving Pork's Image to Build
Markets, New Per'ucts and Pork Pro-
motion. The Co....tructIon and Paper
Industries' Needs, Timber Production
by the Year 2000, and New Techni-
ques for Forest Management.

The conference is free and open to
dr public. Registration begins at 8
a m on the 10th The conference con-
cludes at 3 30p.m.

Bankruptcies up
38.5 percent
in the state

The number of bankruptcy filings in
the state is lip 38 5 percent for the first
half of the year compared to the first
half of last year.

Records sit U S Bankruptcy Court
show 1,795 individuals, farms and
business filed for bankruptcy for the
first SIX months of the year. For the
same period last year, the total was
1.297

Of the bankruptcy filings so far this
year. 256 or 14 percent are for
businesses, 3v4 or 22 percent are for
bums. Dunng the first half of last year.
271 businesses and 387 farms filed for
bankruptcy

2 X1.2

Strata family
survives farm woes

Since 1982 we have loo more than
8,000 farms in the state - some from
80.030 to 72800.

By far most of the state's farmers
lost than land because of high debts at
a time when reduced income and
decreasing Ind values decimated their
financial base.

Karen .aid Martin Strada and their
two children. Marlin and Jack, of
Route 3, Fitchburg, are one of those
families that lost sea farm despite ex.
traordintry Wont to save it.

Unlike many farm families,
however, the Stratus haven't been
shaken t.y the tam of events, They are
determined to work their way Into
new and better life. even though they
have had to leave than family farm
behind

Until the sports of 1985 the Suedes
had a 90-acre Adams County hog
operation with 250 sows.

Karen and Martin had been members
of a la..er Strada family partnership
in the hog business Involving Mcron's
father Gerald and his caller son Milo.
They formed the Lazy.days Farm its
1972

By 1979, from the momentum of the
glory years which boosted all segments
of agriculture, the Strada partnership
in hogs was dissolved so that each
member could have his own farm.
Each member assumed ownership of
the land which they had hued on. awl
each took a share of the partnership
debt.

The operation had been a success
through the '70s But Strada now re-
counts the financial obligations as be-
ing "way too much for us to handle "

It was the sae of these payments dial
he says put him out of business, com-
bined with the ban lender's (First Banks
of Aden's County) inability to negotiate
refinancing with the Farmers Home
Administration.

As a result, Strada was forced to live

through the torture and humiliation of
bankruptcy. "It started on the Adams
County Courthouse steps with the sale
of the farm " Sarada said. "There
weren't any acceptable bids so First
Banks sold the farm. It was then that
I had to declare bankruptcy."

In just four years, the Strada* went
from a net worth of $350,000 to a
family left with their household fur-
niture and personal items as their only
assets.

Karen said the loss was hard on the
children because they chdn't under-
stand why the farm was being taken
away when everything seemed to be
working so well. "Marttn and I tried
to tell diem why farming wet no longer
good. but they just couldn't under.
sane. They fett a was poi to them,' '
she said.

"We had to get rid of our family dog
and cat. We just cited - all of us."

She said it was difficult for her to
face her neighbors and that they est.'s.
tually moved to another pan of the
county where they didn't have But
mimed being losers and where they
could start over again.

The first year after their bankrupt-
s'''. Martin worked as a cement
mason's laborer. The following winter
he begs. ..dung courses in small
business management et Adams Coun-
ty Techmcal Institute and he worked

part-time job.
Karen has worked po4irne in a

restaurant. This spring Martin expects
to gamete with a certificate in
management and to find full -erne
employment.

"God doesn't put more onto* man's
shoulders than he can handle." Strads
said. "And I'm not going to look back
si farming and get discouraged. There
are plenty of other careers All yes
have to do is decide that you are go-
ing to change."

Manure storage hearing set
A public hearing on a proposed

Adams County minute storage or-
dnance will be ho-d next Thursday at
8 p m. at the Adams County
Agriculture and Extension Center. 100
Exposthon Road, Mason

The proposed ordinance would
regulate the design and conmuchon of
earthen manure storage facilities A

permit would M required before the
construction of a facility could begin,
along with a storage facility plan in.
cheating location. structural details.
well location and plans for utilization
of the Milne.

Call the County Zoning Department
for more information at 967-4550.
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(Prices from last Monday)
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Hogs
Feeder Pigs
(-erne
Vealers
Sheep

3590
2210
770
122
319

HOGS SI to SI 50 lower
Nos. 1 and 2
220-280 lbs . 51.52
260-280 lbs . 50.51.50

SOWS
Nos. 1 and 2
Lightweight
Heavyweight
Board over 300 lbs

47.47.50
49

.47 50

SLAUGHTER STEERS
steady to strong
Choice 1.100.1.300 lbs. 63-65
Good and choice . 62-63.50

HOLSTEIN STEERS steady
Choice 1.200-1.6n0 lbs 59.61.79
Good and choice ....57.58.50

SLAUGHTER HEIFERS
steady to strong
Choice 900-1.200 lbs.. 61.63
Good and choice .5£-81.50

SLAUGHTER COWS. S1 higher
Young high nekling. 47-49 50
Utility and commercial 43-46
Canner and cutter 42-46

SLAUGHTER BULLS. steady
No. 1 and 2, 1.400-2.200 lbs56-51

VEALERS . . steacy
Cnoice and prime 140-250 lbs .

85-1.05
Holstein bull calves .. 90-1.41

SHEEP AND LIMBS. steady
Choice and prime 95-135 lbs.
Unshorn. . . 62-64
Shorn . . . . 64-66

THE GRAIN MARKET
At close. wheat mixed; corn, soy-
beans higher. Exports strong. Five-
day average price of corn $1.53.
WHEAT: No 2 soft winter wheat, up
6-7 cents at 2.51.2.63. CORN' 3/4-
to 2-cent advance. SOYBEANS: up
3-1/4 to 7 cents per bushel.

Southern state corn closed
1.39-1 55; northern. S1 4041.75.
Southern state soybean closed
4 98-5.13; northern. 4 80-5.01.

METROPOLIS TERMINAL
PRICES (Monday): Com 1 60-1 67;
Wheat 2.34-2.46. Friday Board of
Trade futures close: Wheel:
December 2.76. March 2.80. Corn:
Decmeber 1.80, March 1.88. Soy-
beans: December 5.34. Math
5.44.

Marketing
strategies
workshop
offered by
Extension

Farmers need to have an understand-
ing of the futures market. said Martin
Mulhouse. from the Chicago Board of
Trade. last week.

"Whether you like the futures or
not. you need to have a general
knowledge of them because they affect
your planning." he said.

M (house spoke to about 75
agnculturalists, who were invited by
Mason's Rotary Cub to a noon lunch-
eon Thursday.

"Market al'enutives such as cash
forward contracts, delayed pricing.
basis contracting. futures hedging.
minimum price C000103, options
hedging and government programs all
need to be evaluated to make the best
market strategy." Milhouse sad.

"Above all, don't worry about what
your neighbors do A good marketing
management technique s all it takes
and you will make a profit and remain
in thinness," he advised.

Futures trading, he sad. has been
around since 1982. and the options
market is of newer vintage for
igricultural commodities. The options
market approach is en alternative that
allows a seller to insure against lower
prices while still being able to take ad-
vantage of higher prices if they occur.

An option contract gives the buyer
of the option the nght. but rat the
obligation, to buy or sell a commodi-
ty at a predetermined price. The stan-
dard quantity dealt with, he said. is
5.000 bushels.

Milhouse sketched many scenarios
where different marketing strategies
were used in both falling and rising
markets. Producer prices varied by us-
ing a cash forward contract, cash sale.
hedgmg with futures and hedging with
options

"Trying to figure out in early sum-
mer what the prices will be In late fall
is what marketing to all about." he told
the farmers

Mulhouse will be one of the featured
speakers at a workshop on marketing
strategies offered by the UR.Extension
next month For more information. all
Extension Agriculture Agent Tony
Olson. 976- 300.

Farm women take active roles
in business and community

Mary Smith and Jean Hanson have
never met. but they probably will over
the next year oecause or a common
pursuit of their work toward a better
Dm future for farm families

At their own farms Mary and Jean
each share a commonality by helping
manage their farms with their
husbands. Maestro( the reason the two
will meet, though. Toe greater extent.
each of them is devoted to women's
farm groups. and each of them is con-
tacting other women around the state
to explain the important role women
play in farm management.

Jean Hanson. rural Matthews, is
president of Readiness Women's
Association (RWA), a state-wide
organization of (son women that meets
evenings and weekends to discuss the
chanting role of women in agriculture.

She is still all but taken for granted
at the farm. even though she travels
almost every day.

On her speaking engagements. lean
tells innumerable gimes of herself and
of other women who sought both on
and othe-farm emphyment in order
to keep the farm together. "Farm
women have saved households,
especially when the baSJC113034143:3 of

the family were in danger." she said.
"I've seen families that had to give

up health insurance or put off needed
medical checkups or dental visits lust
to put food on the table And I have
seen farm wives pull their own to get
their families back into stability "

At her meetings, Jean emphasizes
that it takes good management skills
and a sold farm management plan to
make a farm work in today's economy
"These areas." she says. "are the
areas in which farm women can help
the mat Don't be scared of getting cut
there and funding an offithefam yob.
The bottom tine is profitability. and if
the only way you can remain solvent
in these times Is to work outside of the
ram, then do it

Mary Smith. Fitchburg. begins her
day at 5 a m when she milks the fami-
ly's 60 dairy cows She is a full port.
nor in the farm operation with her hus-
nand Jerry, who is now busy with
harvesting.

Often their 10-month-old son Tim is
harnessed to Mary's back in a papoose-
like harness while she does chores.
After the cows are milked and fed
twoanda.hal hours later -- she and
Jerry prepare breakfast. are for Tim

and discuss the day's. week's or
month's schedules.

Among Mary's doily duties is sort-
ing and reviewing agncultural publica-
tions. finding articles her husband
should read, preparing the farm's
books. writing speeches and schedul-
ing meetings for her yob as president
of the American Milk Producers In.
stutute of Adams County (AMPIAC).
She is eels' ..14 Adams County Chapter
delegate to the state organization of the
Young Farmers Association

"You have to he a gond manager
these days. and if I can help run the
farm with labor cr planning we
are far better off If we didn t mike
ends meet, then that would c the end
of what keeps us a family." said
Smith

"Farming is getting more coin.
pliested and women can't be expected
to only watch the kids.- Smith said
"In my expenence, my husband has
his hands full with managing the
animals and the crops. If he were try-
ing to Juggle the financial side and
making the economic decisions single-
handedly something would have to
give. I'm afraid it would be him or me.
if not the farm "

Ag dropped at CCC
"You can't talk people into taking

up agricultural courses no way.
They tell me there is no future in nand
it doesn't pay," said Art Leinonen,
who is in charge of placement at the
Cardinal Community College campus
in Cardinal.

"I have only two people signed up
fo: aysbusiness for r at aemester. It's
a carnculum that in handle 42
students in a two-yea. aogram."

Because of the poor c. ollment pros-
pects, the CCC campus fecided last
week to drop the Agricultural Science
program, effective at the end of the
school year. Many school officals said
they hope the program will not be
phased out permanently. This year's
second-year Ag students will oe able
to complete their training.

Lernm .5 soya that by talking with
other plin.rment officers throughout the
state, he has found that Cardinal's
problem is not unique "Any course

with the prefix 'AG' seems to be
shunned.' he sad. "and it includes
such courses as general agrtculture,
agribusiness and ag mechanics."

He adds that the problem is probably
going to become worse because
enrollments in high school FFA
chapters and 4-H dubs has declined
recently also.

"When a few farmers go out of
business, everyone begun to expect the
worst," he said "The land doesn't go
to waste though, and somebody's got
to rams it. When they do. they are go-
ing to need services.

Our society as a whole is moving
toward 80 percent service industries."
he said, "and agriculture is doing the
same thing. Whether it's soil testing,
forage testing, fertilizer consulting or
agricultural mechanics. it is a service.
When somebody spends 535.000 for
lime, seed and fatdaer they should ex-
pect some services to go with that."

Leinonen said
"People dust don't seem to under-

stand that it is a cycle of events." he
said "We have to get the message
across if we want to keep on eating.
we have to keep on training people in
farming and in the support services."

He went on to say that yobs are
"staring people in the face," and that
people who have recendy retired from
farming can, with a little bit of train

i:
g, step into

someone
these if they are

to

"The irony.- said Leinonen. "is
that I get several calls each week from
egncultural service companies in need
of qualified yob applicants. I just had
one looking for a fieldman that offered
515.50 plus benefits and health in.
SUTIACC, use of a mckup truck and two
weeks vacation. k said. "I didn't
have anyone to fill that position We've
had several of those.-

Sine warns of farm chemical risk
"It's a sign of the times

agriculture has acquired a chemical
dependency." said State Department
of Agriculture secretary David Sine,
as he outlined the state's non-point
pollution problems to the Adams
County Board of Supervisors.

Sine said that recent Depannent of
Natural Resources attention to ground-
water supplies has found that cayman-

PUREBRED

BOAR AND GILT

SALE

December 18 at 1 p.m.
Adams County Swine Genetic Center

Matthews
Durocs Yorkshires
Roger Grease Rick Rubble
Pete Lowen Trill Farms
Crest Farms Pete Harris

Hampshires
Green Farms
Laverne Wilkes
Beech Farms

For more Information: Sam Richards 282.8856

ly used ch- :als hike L4330, Aldicarb,
uual and Centor are

leaching into water supplies. "DNR
test results me...ate that pesticide con-
tamination 44 fa, greater than we
previously believed. These findings
can no longer be put onto a side
track," Sine said.

"There needs to be one whole lot of
concern out there because it's farm
families who are at the greatest risk and
they are the ones who have the ability
to implement changes. We do not need
more incidents of child death due to
over -use of fertilizers." he said, refer-
nng to last month's infant farm death
in Clenwatm mused by nitrates in well
Water

Sine sad mach of the rural and farm
groundwater contamination comes
from firm practices. and that S7 billion
in damages are caused yearly by non-
tenni aanculture-related practices The
mayor sources, he said, are: animal

wastes, pesticides, fertilizer and soil
erosion.

Stressing the importance of a strong
county and state partnership. Sine said
that the biggest challenges are in work.
mg to implement the cross-compliance
features of the 1985 Fans Bill

Sine said that Adams County is
among 52 ccunttes designated "high
priority' counties for animal waste
management and among 55 counties
designated "high priority' for erosion
control. He urged the board to back the
state and to help reduce and eliminate
non -point pollution.

"Adams County farmers are facing
a tremendous responsibility to clean up
their agricultural practices," he said.
"We now have the means to begin a
solid program of better management
now that countywide soils maps are
completed. The county must now work
with the state in providing the local
manpower to help implement a sue-

Farming is No.1 in U.S.
Farming is still ATTICITCa's most im-

portant industry, providing food and
fiber for millions around the world and
yobs for nearly 25 million workers in
he US

About 2 percent of the Amencan
population lives on farms. American
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farmers produce about ole.fifth of all
agricultural goods in world trade,
which last year amounted 6l more than
S26 billion worth of commodities
U S farmers provide a S5 bimn ag
surplus in our intemationa' trade
balance.

cessful program that favors use of these
maps"

He said using these sod maps will
allow as many as thre--fourths or
Adams County coin producers to
maintain or increase production with
better management planning, while
decreasing production costs and con-
trolling erosion. "Thirty -five percent
of the corn producers don't even test
their soil. A proper management plan.
with proper plowing pranica, rota
nom and fertilization practices will
reduce erosion, cut down on pest con-
trol needa and Improve fertile, while
improving the quality of our water
supply. '

Sine said that by implementing pro-
per barnyard runoff management prac .
taxi, it will be possible for Adams
County fanners to eliminate almost 85
percent of the nonpoint pollution.
*We rove to begin realizing we can't
keep plodding along thinking that we
have no effect on our resources."

Energy expenses
expected to rise

The USDA predicts high ag ex-
penses for next year. An analysis of
crop production costs by the USDA's
Economic Research Center shows that
higher energy prices will raise farm ex-
penses by 4.7 percent next year.



topic of workshop
Good Farm Management is a sub-

ject that all of us should he familiar
with and practice With the present
depressed farm economy. a good, well
written Management Plan is an in.
valuable tool to have when ap
poaching your lender It can make the
difference between survival and
bankruptcy

Bankers are looking more carefully
for detailed Management Plans from
their borrowers this year more than
ever sat % Gil Hal a. vice president of
the Farmer's National Bank of Mat.
thews "With the high number of
defaults we've had to take a closer look
at our lending practices And ve are
certainly favoring those farmers who
have a well thought out and constructed

Management Plan that sets definite
farm goals," Hayes sad.

This year Hayes said Farmers Na.
tonal is requiring a Management Plan
as a prerequisite for farm loan
consideration

To maim farmers develop well writ.
ten and carefully constructed Manage.
rent Plans, the UltExtension
holding a series of workshops on
developing Manager,--* Plans. begin.
ning November 2

The sessions will be held in the
Community Room of the Farmers Na-
tional Bank tn Matthews. Wednesdays
from 6 p m to 8 p m for five weeks
There is a 515 registration fee. For
more information call URExtenvon
agent Tony Oirson at 976.1300.

Poultry consumption tops beef
Pork producers in the state and

Adams County have little to fear, but
beef producers nationwide had better
watch out Poultry consumption, which
gained enough popularity to surpass
pork some years ago, is now on its way
to out selling beef U S Department
of Agriculture forecasters believe that
per capita consumption of poultry will
push ahead of beef for the first time
by the year's end

Poultry consumption mostly
broilers and turkeys is expected to
average 78 2 ponds this year. corn.
pared with 75.9 pounds for beef and
58 6 pounds for pork.

Extension economist Ann Patterson
said that Adams County has never been
a high beef consumption county and
that poultry ranks third in the county.

Statewide, pork Is the No 2 consum-
ed meat in the state

Patterson said to keep in mind that
nationwide pork cc,.,,..-, pion is also
on the increase. "Arnencans are look-
ing for leaner cuts of meat They are
far more health amorous today than
ever Itfore. Patterson said.

USDA forecasters art projecting that
Pooling' consumption will increase to
82.p pounds rim capita next year. while
pork will increase to 63 4 pounds and
beef will drop to 72 8 pounds per
capita.

The downtrend in beef consomme:et
contriLuted to years of ups and

downs in the cattle production cycle,
a growuiq concern about diet and com-
petition from the poultry and pork
industries.

Extension "reeds Jurvey"
meetings are completed

Ann Patterson, Adams County
Extension Chairperson . announced
that the fifth and limn community
meeting of the Extension's communt-
ty analysis survey has been completed.

"Right now nothing firm can be
said of the data. We must still collate
the infomntion. I can tell you that a
number ofconcems have sulaced. in-
cluding and definitely not limited to

groundwater problems, the
agricultural economy. taxes, stress.

SONews

The Equipals 3.11 Horse and Pony
Club would like to thank the Steven
Paulson family for hosting our month
ly meeting at their home an Fitchburg.

The business meeting was conducted
from 4:00 p.m to 4:20 p.m., after
which we reviewed an excellern movie
on equitation and pleasure riding.
Everyone enjoyed the film and learn-
ed a lot. When the movie was tin:shed
we were treated to delicious
refreshments.

Thanks again to the Paulsons for a
fun and informational meeting.

The Equipels 411 Horse and Pony
Club had their first "ring meet" on Ju-
ly 15 at the Fitchburg Ring in the
village park

We'd like to thank the Art Thurston
family for arra ging our meeting
place, providing refreshments and in-
viting Mrs. Sue Germs to be our in-
struct°, for the evening.

The Ecopes would ate like to
thank Mrs Gerson for helping our
members to 1.1prove thes, riding and
showing skills. We all need a "tune-
up" before thou nog.

The nest mean voll be on the third
Friday of t!..s morn 'and will be hosted
by the John Fanon family then

have fun and r.s, safely.
Remember to "win with a grin and

lose with 3 Mlle
See you at the next show

Ruth Cobb
Leader

There are more concerns, and it ts too
early to tell which one or ones are at
the top of the list," Patterson sad.

Patterson said she and her staff
should have some figures available in
about two weeks

Twentysix Gold Hill residents at-
tended the final meeting, held Monday
and Tuesday in the Gold Hill Com-
munity Center. In all, 220 Adams
County residents attended the
meetings, which Patterson says will
assist the county extension staff den.
tify "needs" within the county by
identifyang current community
concerns.

"Eventually high priority needs of
people wall be determinants of the Ex-
tension Education program for Adams
County residents." Patterson sad.

farm family
named
outstanding
by state FFA

The Dan and Mark Johnson farm
families were honored last week in
Metropolis as Adams County's
Outstanding Farm Family. The await
given each year by the state FFA, is
based on unproved farming practices.
quality products produced. oromotion
of agriculture and involvement in
school lino community affairs.

The Johnson operate a 1500acre
farm between Fitchburg and Matthews
with 600 acres devoto.4. to producing
hybnd seed coo. The remaining
acreage is devoted to she production of
pine timber.

The Fitchburg FFA has been
assembling a set of slides that will be
used to demonstrate the Johnson fami-
ly's farming practices. The slide show
will held next Monday evening in
the basement of the Fitchburg Com-
munity Building at 7 p m.

EMTs can
learn about
silo gas

Because silo gas is extremely
dangerous and the number of fanners
being overcome by it while in the silo
is rising, the Matthews Ambulance
Service and the Adams County
Technical Institute are sponsonng an
agricultural hazards and rescue
seminar Saturday at the tansy and
Jeannie Nichols farm in animater.

Brian White, of the ambulance serv-
ice, said the training is needed by
emergency mt cal technicians
because of Wdmn madams fanners
being overcome by silo gas.

The workshop is designed to
familiarize the rescuer with various
farm equipment and structures and
general operating principles including
emergency shutdown procedures.

For the sub exercise, a dummy will
be placed in the enclosure and the
EMTs will need to reach the top of the
silo by using ropes. Then they must
safely secure the dummy in a rope
harness and carefully lower it from the
silo The rescuer must then lower
hirrnelf/herself to the ground.
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Two receive state FFA degrees
Matthews FFA members Carl Thomas (right) and Tom Nelson (left)

recently received the State Farmer Degree at the state Fi:A conven-
tion in Metropolis The State Farmer Degree Is the highest degree
that can be bestowed upon a member. Only 2 percent of FFA
members ever receive this coveted award. Carl's vocational
agriculture program has included raising beef and horses. Tom's has
included raising hogs and managing a woodlot.
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Fill plowing increases spring erosion

With this year's nearperfect weather
many of you are ahead on your
harvesting and looking at the conduit
ty of getting some fall plowing done.
It's a great feeling to be ahead.
especially after the past few years when
wet weather made harvesting difficult,
but let me give you a few words of
Caution.

The worst erosion moor area usually
occurs during the spring snow melt and
when we get short. manse early spring
storms This is further increased with
fall plowing because feeds don't have
the residue cover to absorb the impact
and to slow the runoff.

Most farmers are she best Judges of
their own fields. but keep in mind that
some of our worst erosion Problems
are virtually invisible without gullies
or even little rills and it is unlikely
you will notice the spring damage
when you look over your plowed field.

Now don't get me wrong I'm not
saying you should hold off until spring
to plow On mger as the next guy
to make life aster on myself come
spring. I'm just asking you to take a
little time to decide which fields can

be plowed safely and which should be
left for spring.

If you have a Conservation Plan on
your land you are well aware of which
fields you can plow this fall If you
don t, or have forgotten, a greral rule
is "The more slope on your field the
more danger there is c spring era
son " If you really feel you need to
plow this fall, you might consider
plowing Just the flattest portions and
saving the slopes for spring.

In making a decision to plow or not.
another factor to consider is the soil
type. Silty soil is more credible than
a sand. Sandier soils, however, are
subject to blowing, esFacially if our
snow cover turns out to be scant like
it *IS last year.

As you look forward to getting a
jump on the spring workload, give
some thought to the future health and
productivity of your land as well. Plow
with conservation in mind. Call my of
lice if you have any questions about fall
plowing or if you want to develop a
Conservation Plan for your fields,
976-7300

113,4.X'11'

COME SEE US AND
SAVE

NEVIN IMPLEMENT
380 W. MAIN ST. MATTHEWS
CALL 2C2-9910 OR 976-0020

Knight 250, W/gate.
Starting at . . .$995

New Holland 679, W/gate
Only . . $2,495

New Holland 513, WI ale
Come an' see . . .5995

Gleaner M Hydro, dsl
1600 hrs very dean, good
tires, w/438 corn head, A-1
shape.
Gone Thru shop $17,995

Gleaner "E" w/2 now &
13' table, very dean unit
Field ready .. ....$2.995
Metros 030 Skid Loader,
gas 1800 hours Very dean
unit . . .$7.195

MF 185 Utility Tractor,
Dsl.. w/F, all reconditioned
A1 shape Call for low $$
Case 1070, cab, heat, 100
hp , super clean
tractor . tow. low $$I

Brillion 25' wing mulcher
field ready . $7,895

Brady 1680 Stalk Chopper
Perfect shape $2,375

Brady 630 Stalk Chopper
windrow
Field ready . ..Call in $$
MF 1155, cab/heat/air,
very dean tractor. Went
thru shop
Field ready call for low $$

MF 1085, cab, heat, 85
hp., very clean tractor
Ideal for winter chr..e
tractor . , . $7,995

Gehl 120, mix -all w/scalo.
reconditioned
A-1 shape .$2.795

New Holland 38 Flail
Chopper
Like new. $3,195

Gehl 72B Green Chopper
Starting at. $1,395

GEHL:
QUALITY FARM EQUIPMENT

SINCE 1918
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Obituaries
Robert Houghton

Rohen Houghton, age 8, of Clear-
water died Sunday at his home as
r tilt of injuries recreved in a farm

adem
He was born on May 17. 1981 o

Mason He had been very active in cub
scouts and in the Dew Drops soccer
league and enjoyed fishing. He was a
member of Holy Me-her Catholic
Church in Clearwater.

He is survived by his parents Mike
and Susan Houghton and two brothers
Brian and William: his maternal grand-
parents A ..asha and Donald Worthy of
Clearwater: his paternal grandparents
John an Elizabeth Houghton of Clear-
water aid iomerous aunts and uncles.

Funeral services were held at the Ho.
ly Mother Catholic Church at 2 p.m.
Tuesday. Father Iben Haas officiated.
Friends called from 6 p.m to 9 p.m.
on Monday at the Gold Hill Funeral
Home. In I= of flowera, memorials
are requested to the 'amity.

Clarence Arnold
Clarence Arnold. age 52. died sud-

denly Mr day. He was bon April 12.
1937. the son of Hemline Lai Stella
Arr.old. He was married to Bernice
Rhodes (Fitchburg) in 1961 and has
operated his father's farm since 1968.
when has :ether retired. Clarence was
a member of the Fachbsrg Lions and
of the Fitchburg Masonic Ledge. He
was a member of Mt. 'son Lutheran
Church

Surviving are his former wife and
three sons. lames (Susan) of
Metropolis. Randy (Helen) of San
Francisco and Ralph of Milwaukee:
two grandchildren. Marco and Rick.
two suers. Grace and Teresa. He was
preen:led an death by his parents

Funeral services will be held Friday
at the Mt. Zion Lutheran Church at 2
p m A reception will be held follow-
ing the services in the church basement.

Tammy Zaker
Tammy Zaker of Matthews died of

cancer Sattrday
She was' September . 1927 in

Mason to Raymond and Nina Morton.
Tammy we ked for the Mason
Chemical Company. joining the com-
pany in 19f. 7 She was a amber of the
Matthews Bible Church. Benjamin
Pierce American Legion Chapter and
she was a volunteer at the Mason
Memorial Hospital.

She is r 'roved by her husband
David. a daughter and a s.m.mlaw.
Kristin and I hn. of Mason; two

rs. Ann Portland or Gold Hill. and
Pamela Jones of Atlanta; and several
n eces and nephews.

Nun v .s were held in the
leacef at Funeral Home. 228
S mmottr "Asithews on Wednes-
day .sith Reverend Grace Pulver-
maucher officiating Entombment was
in Forest Memorial Fark.

In Service
Sgt. Fronk Burnam was among re-

cent graduates of the U S Air Force's
noncommissioned officer leadership
school.

The school te« hes techniques of
leadersnip. management tad
stierviston

's .Irt `NI V
PAnic HAS tute..ss . vrt.LAGE RgeraLE Atte
Elton. ,uisser '0 LOOK 70 THOR ALAN- AT-Althts,
A NAPLESS BELLOW NAMED VANrAGE,

5 Rosin r.A RDA TO DO satemmq.

Orr; Pals

Murray and Mindy Malcomb, 278
Birch St . Fitchburg welcomed their
son Melvin Pay on October 9 at Mason
Mtrnonal Hospital. Melvin timed his
appearance at 7:45 p m.. and weigLed
in at 7 lbs. 4 oz Melvin will be receiv-
ing lots of TI.0 from his four sisters.
11-year-old Mary. 8year-old Martha,
5 year-old Marlene and 2 year-old
Mandy.

Maternal grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. John Frank of Matthews. Pater-
nal grandparents are Mr and Mrs.
Melvin Motown of Fitrhburg.

Ann Cassy Tomah made her debut on
October 12 at the Mason Memorial
Hospital. She is the third child of Ar,
drew and Nina Tormala and arrived at
5'44 a.m. She washed 8 lbs. 4 oz and
was 22 inches in length. Welcoming
their sister to her new home in rural
Matthew is 7-year.old Tmvo and
4-year old Eleanor.

Maternal grandparents ate Issas and
Elsie Kalliomakl of Trenary.
Michigan. Paternal grandparents are
Arvid and Rose Tormala of Stoney
Creek.

Gordo. and Mars Prout, i3old Hill.
happily announce the Amer of their
son John Prout, who weighel i lbs
oz. and was 21 inches tel at oink. He
ens born r Masco Memo's', Hospital
at 10 12 p.m. John has one b:g brother.
Mike, who was delighrd to meet his
new baby brother.

The maternal grandparents are Bet-
ty and Edward Davis of Gold Hill and
the paternal grandpaterss are Andy and
Margaret Prout of Zapata, texts.

School menu

Me ay
Swiss steak with gravy. mashed
potatoes. mixed vegetables. wheat
bread. baked apple.
Tuesday
Ring bologna. German potato salad.
cote slaw, pumpernickel bread. peach
crisp.
Wednesday
Roast turkey breast. gravy, yams.
broccoli. Vienna bread. mandarin
oranges with bananas.
Thursday
Pork chop with gravy, herbed rice
plat. rosy applesauce, glazed beets.
dinner roll, chocolate chip cookie.
Friday
Hamburger steak. mashed potatoes.
cooked cabbage wedge, rye bread.
vanilla pudding with -trawberry ruse.

Optimist Youth
of the Month

Heidi Kirschbsw.n, daughter of
Lavern and Deny Kirschbaum -f 1289
Clay Road. is October's deserving Op-
timist Youth of the Month.

Throughout her four years at Robert
Keyes High School. Heidi has been ac-
tive in numerous activities both in and
out of school which reflects her ver-
satile talents. She was named to Girl's
State her junco year and war elected
to the National Honor Scalrty in her
sophmore year. She holds one of the
top G.P.A.s of her classed is current-
ly vying for valedictorian.

Heidi is also involved in AFS, band,
orchestra and German Club. throbijh
which she had the opportumty to travel
tr Germany last spring.

She has an athletic side u well and
panicipates in spons all three retool
Sea3Oftl volleyball in the fall, b.:Net-
ball in the winter and tr .k during the
spring

When oot involved in school ac-
inures. Heidi puticipus m a local 4.11
group, her church youth group, and she
sings in her church choir. Pastimes
such as skiing, backpacking and cam-
ping also keep her busy throughout the
year

Heidi has nos chosen a particular
uversity at this point, but her intern
in science and run have promptoa
to seek a career in a related field.

Heidi is an outgoing. optimistic
energetic young lady who will defmite-
ly be missed. We congratulate her and
wish her success and happiness now
al. in the hurt.
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Shorts. . . .

A decision by OPEC to force up the
world price of oil by reducing produc-
tion may change next year's economic
projections say Agriculture Depan
mat economists Analysts say the plan

which is to al production by 7 6
percent could elimuute the current
od glut in slit months

USDA economic reaarther Gary
Lacier says the decline of oil prices in
recent years has been a major factor
in farm production cos.s.

The net income for U S. farm co.
operatives kit 9 8 percent last -Aar and
the volume of business fell 11 per:ent
according to a USDA survey.

Profit after expenses dropped from
5776 million tart year to 5770 million
this year. The net worth of farm co
operatives dropped from $12.1 billion
to 511.9 billion

Argentina is t . porting more beef
than it dal a year ago according to the
Argentine National Meat Board. Di.
mg the first 8 months of this year th
country exported 202.700 metric tons
of cooked and fresh beef which is up
50.000 metric tons from last year.

The United States accounted for the
largest share of Argentina's beef
ports with 77.200 metric tons.

A new study mows that Inman
tumor cells display greater rszyme
chatty when exposed to elesncity.
which researchers say Lolsters a the
linking power lion to a ilighe- -ask of
Mc=

Several sr.otes at the University of
riorth Carolms have found higher rates

Setkenna, brain tumors and miscar-
riages among people who live near
high voltage transmission lines or low
voltage diusbution lines.

Acre ding to a USDA scientists. at
lust 20 percent of America:. hog
farmers' boars do not p dorm ade-
quately sexually The beers' impotence
cost the hog 'edustry more than 550
million annually.

USDA exoerts say that an increase
In the production of ethanol will help
the rural farm economy and reduce
federal farm subsidies This year ap-
proximately 310 million tons of corn
will be used to produce alcohol. but an
additional 7,753 jobs would be created
if this produrtton is doubled.

Mertin and Lorretta Jones
celebrate 25th anniversary
Martin and Lorretta Jones of Oak

City will celebrate the', 25th weddink
anniversary this Saturday. All of tr.&
friends are invited to come and
celebrate at their home. 28 Champion
St

Dinner is at 6 p.m. and everyone is
asked to bring a dish. The Bob Her-

man Trio will entertain with "good or
favorites" starting at 8 p m.

Menu Jones and Lori.'. Wink
were married in the St ;sort Church
in Fitchburg. Their children ire Jim.
of Mason. Jill (Morris) of Metropolis.
and Melody, of Chicago.

DRUNK DRIVERS PAY!
sometimes with their lives!

2 75

your
food stamr

buy more
here

us

Pot

California ehoice No

'gavel Ore:
U.S. t '0. ~any,.
D'Anjou I'
Smucker's

Strawber
Lipton Asst. Fortelle

Noodles !
3 Regular Grinds

Folgers C
2 Grinds Coffee

Folgers D
Vanity Fair

Dinner N:':
Schoep's Asst. Flaw

Ice Crear:
Citrus Hill Select

Orange 1
3 Fancy Vedettes Ft

Vegetabi
Swanson Frozen Plu

Fried Chi.;

"B 1

PETITE
Cinnamon

ROLLS

Butter Et Egg

Dinner F



Wally's Warehouse Foods
We guarantee to save" you money. Our warehouse
purchasing power skips +,t-e middleman and cuts
your food costs. (bine today and save

open

24hrs. Mason Shopping Center, Mason

.10.'1°9
39$

lue

3VRZ $199

414.0Z

PT. . . 79 0
342
CAN $63°

Farmland "Jefferson County" Swift "Pli...ip ei Tender"
$382

$999

Half Hams
Farmland

Canned Hams

U.S.D.A. Choke Reef Standing

$372Rib Roast

-L8
nN

Turkey Breast $11
Oscar Mayer Sliced

6 OLCooked Ham PKG $166
Farmland "Jefferson County" Reg. or Hot

Country Sausage . 4166
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Beef

ono Round $179
Oes .....99.4) lb.

U.S.D.A. Choke Boneless Beef

Top Round Roast . .$192
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Beef

Sirloin
$219Steak lb.

Peek:: d Declined
1 %N.B.

Medium Shrimp BAG $799
Johnsonville Reg., Garlic, Beef

12.0z

Summer Sausage
Whole or Halves

as.
Claussen Pickles JAR

Farmland Reg. or Thick
1 Le

CAA $779 Sliced Bacon PKG

40 CT

3 85°

8219

$119

Ocean Spray Whole or Jellied

Cranberries CIA 59°
Del Monte 4 Varieties

HALF
Ft 1742.GAU.ON Cocktail Fruits le
CANS /9=

Gold Medal 3 Varieties
ie-Oz &le.CAN White Flour BAG 89°

Corn, Rice, Wheat, Bran
Et 18-02.

16-0L

I3AG 790 Ralston Chex
12

pkGs '168
3 Varieties Dry Roasted d Cocktail

SOXSOX 4246

99*

$119

16-0Planters Peanuts 2.
SIZES

Spot-.
64-0Z.

Apple Juice .... .. .eTL

Dole 100'!. Pure Unsweetened

$199

Pineapple Juice

Vodka . 1.78 Uttt

Rum 750 N.

CARLO ROSSI

lAfirtcm 276

$899
$549

$499

U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Beef

Rump Roast *192
U.S.D.A. Choice Boneless Beef

Sirloin Tip Roast $199

Store SP-ed

Cooke
Ham
iSr 9
III lb.

Johnsonville 3 Varieties Sliced

Summar Sausage . $322
Wiscons

Swiss Loaf '262
Mrs. Gerry's Fresh

Potato Salad 99.
Grade "AA" Quartered

Bu er
gg: $159

Kra,ft Philadelphia

Cream Cheese mi. 890
Asst. Flavors

Dean's Dips 2 Atzi. 89
Quartered Margarine

Blue Bonnet 3 wasi*1
Pillsbury

2.

Crescent Rolls TUBE *109
Citrus Hill Select Fresh



'I4i tac) Dunng the past weeks. several corn.
munities have welcomed new families
to the area.

PITCHIURO olATTH6WS Dove and Sherri Strep. formerly of

SHILO PRESIYTERIAN CHURCH
Ww,ian Road

SPRING HILL LUTHERAN CHURCH
SO.wQ HI Food

Austts. Texas are now residing at 44
B Whitewash In Storicy Creek. Mr.

Pasts, Uiclta.I RaW
St.yWs,,iApatIT3Ow.dllam Sisnda

Pals, CRI.,. East
SwidayWOnalspait3Q sam

a salesperson for Nonhrup

ScitoniSISam SundapSdtoolgam
lAxwy is avaNt., The new home at the end of Park

ST PC ATHOUC CHURCH
ST UARYS CA'HO'JC CHURCH Street in Gold Hill is se new residence

aifla, layton LOS, F..d Road of .5ul od Roth Wtlton and their
SW,day, 6pm UtUWY POW., Ceifihi MOSS 6.year.old daughter. Mcagnn They
Sunday. 6.93i ham, HotyLitongy Sattt5ay 6pm assninoLtutes '&5 formerly lived in Metropolis Paul is
WaWalday. 7 am moowo i.liiIgy ZA 'ict a computer salesperson and Ruth is a
UT ZION LUTHERAN CHURCH
LISRINW oa &smtewa wets esowcsi .

.. -e
waitress at the Eagles Nest Lounge in
Gold Hill.

Paatn, Jon and JoAn. Morgas
Sunday Ws,INo atE. it a m

On, Main &
Paso, Giacs ijSnn.dt., Settling in at 281 W Perty St . Gold

Daryl Bristol family. HeSuodaySciloot lOam JOn.s ylscaiion(nittaMat.
Rows Conn.on 9

I '- ..

,. . -
Hill. is the
and his wife. Millie. sod their iwo

Ct.EARWATEII Swiday Wonhtç at 9 am
Chidran

.,, children, I5.year-old Chad and
FiRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH

wticom,
l2.year-old Jessica moved here from

Maul $5.01
Pasts, Fr.neia Gisca

OAK Cliv Cardinal. Daryl is a teacher for the
Oval ior Tom Fiancti. ulatfing icon. UT ZION UNITARIAN UHIVERSAUSI Adams County Consolidated School

SOCIETY District. He was formeicy a teacher in
Sunday Wncntdp at ioam
Sunday School at 030 am

.-IIon.w ROad
t'aotor va.ywst the Cardinal School System.

Moving to Fitchburg from
UN1TI'D LUThERAN CHURCH

Sunday Wonlipat lOam
at hewnaiionai atudanto non. Wood Smithfield is Steven and Kathy Piggel

Za,t.nn Way
t'aaio, Naimin Lona

osuOflaIL
Nonaiy is meant.

and their two children. 7.ycar.old Kim
and 5-year-old Sarah. Their residenceSunday WoiWip at #30. ti am

Sunday School 9am AElON FREE BAPTiST CHURCH is 130 E. Washingto, Ave Mr Pig.
1401.1 MOTHER 041140(50 CHURCH

As. so Ci.u,cti Road
Pasts, Sam Danny

gel is the 5Ui5tan manager for the
Ctnanth S5..I Sunday wonai.ç at Sand ii am Discount-Mart del,artment stole of
Fail.., isan SIlas Nstsaiy Is, too Mason. Mrs. Piggelisaaecretaryat
$atiedaydpm ,v.ottjtiogy
Sunday 6. It am Holy LOuigy P1.EA.CAKT HOPic LUTHERAN CHURCH

blilionWoy
Wilson Insurance in Mason.

Thenewhemeof.olundund LynnMnndayl3oam InurnhtgUtreqy
Pasts, Udlodia Won.
Sandal wonril at Said ti am Rose man and Sweefly

Murnan and their one-week-old son.
Raymond. ts29 E. Buidoci. St Mat-

0000 NEWS CH#STIAN CENTER
Wootay School Sam

.

thews. Roland is employed by the
MwtW.o'. and Ateltin.. Ro.da
Paste, Edas,d Wopat

stotigyovux exchange wedding vows Readiness :lcetric Co.. of Ma.coa
Roland and Lynn formerly lived inA flaw

A tormNg N Gold HI A
CHURCH

ladgar p rural Matthewsflaw ,.wnaatnfl
now aloe. to ws,Iidg A now comae., Is

,ngaga sow at*OaaI ctsath*y and bIlly

Pasts, FlOnk Piles
Sunday aid. aludOs at 645am

Mt. Zion Lutheran Church. Fitch- The maid of honor was the brides
Former Detroit. Mich an residents

Steve and Betty Andrews now reside
PR spalud lald Gins as a sy
Saiid.y Womitip I at

Sunday wwniiip at to 30 am
burg, was the setting for the October sister. Carol Roseman Bridesmaids at 210 River Road. Cleirwoter. Steve

ASPEN GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
Cant., 55ea1
Paws, w

10 weddin uniting Atli Roaemaa,
daughierofiohnar.d Mindy Rosertisu,

were Jennifer Solo. Chassell.
Michigan, Linda Ptntar, Campus. Its'

is an automatic transmission mechanic
forGrant's Chevrolet Garage inC'ear-

wooitp t.an,
Pasasta Ezra iopnod nd Amy Wtoehni Sand.y. WornItip at S ii am F1'chhur, and Robert Swees-iy of rurat diane. brith frtentln of the hn,tu iunn. water. He was formerly with General
Sbttdayws,ain.iat a. is30 am Sand.yScliool lOam

NUWy is Instant. Matthew. He is the son of Paul and bridesmaid was Sally Maxwell of Motors Hydro-matic plant in
Sand.y Sel.00i to a.m Anne Sweeny of Matthews. Fitchburg. a friend of the bride. They Romulus,Mkhgan.
PINEY(,,4OVT METHOOIST CHURCH 0000 SHEPHEROMETHOOISTCHURCH Special musIc for the 1:30 wore peach colored floor'length Returning to Fitchburg to retire.
Graliloas Staga Coed. Lana

p,00, cenemocy. which was officiated by gowts,. In their pimsed-sp hair after lIvIng 35 years in Buffalo. New
p
Sunday Ws,Vtip oiL II ,.L Sunday wernitip a at a an is an. Reverend Jon Morgan. was provided wore a daisy. ar,,2 nutti carutiun wrap. York. is Ethel Berman. Ethel now
$asdiy Sdtaal lOam, by ogaj njJ Bwga pad wsih peacls ribbons and carried resides its? N. Jackson St. She woo

Carrie Weiman. bouqaee cf white csn,ationn. daisies a registered mime in a Buffalo hospital.

Wlsitcbowattncoestedth.pewaaed and baby's breath accented with That huge home on Dearsos's Hill

drive carfulIy
a unity candle made of peach roler
white csrnstlonu and white dasslea

grooms.
Pamela and Andrew Sparkman of

Muon. the

In Gold Hill is now home for Don and
Duty Dabble and their three children.
7-year-old Hubert, 5-year-old Dewey

_________________ especially now
adorned the alter.

Both sets of parents were i.reaent to
wstch their daughter and attn be join-

In The bride wore aatsn

iseice and nephew of groom
were flower girl and naghearer.

Thin groom's brother. Randy.
and 4'year.old Louis. Don is vice
president at the 2n National Bank of
Mason. The family is formerly fromjrp eel marriage. a

floorletsph wedding gown with a lace
Sweeny. Metropolis. .._

Kevin Baker. Fitchburg. and Brito. Metropolis.
covering featuring a sleevidcu lace ..ski, Matthews. hod, fnends of the
bodice. She wore a wreath of peach groom were groomsmcn. The brides

ADAMS COUNTY CONSOLIDATED SCHOOL edWsb,eathinlwrhurwoh boothera.PstandBnaceofMason.i,er. testing
DISTRICT

an attached netted veil, and carried a formed the ushering. Food
bouquet of sofia roses and baby's A reception at the VFW Hyll in

Poilc Statement for Fr.. and Reduced Pike Meals breath. Fitchburg ineladed dinner and music. Two California grocery Chaitic tire

ma tds,na County Conaoad,tad School Distinct today ainiounead itspolicy too dictA.., unabla F' y°gDUI ss-Stevens engagedholIday Iilnd..gaRan chiNe.., a.,nad undan Ill. Spac.al Idli Pinsrn Each aeiioe. oWe. ha.
a CoPy 04 P1, po0oy, wind. n.iy he rsninwtd by any intainscad Salty

TN. loJowing houaapold au. and Neon.. ala,. wIN. us.d 10 dtitn.nnis. .lgidally CM&an
Icon laocau almaa omn.iat Nono,. I at or Salon. tIll Inoola attown may b. aligNs. he 1.. ant Margaret B. Burgess and Richard P Emily Steven, of Ames. Iowa
FsdnCSd Pile. milLs. It.. mid it a blndrga.1.n .tiidaol dna, AN Sass ace... india ached Stevens announce their engagement Margaret isa graduate of the State
Noel. same, . ttn..n.,,...,,h is C in.n.o' in soil

FAMILY SIZE INCOME SCALE
ror O.Isannlning EagidlaIn Is. Ft and R.ducsd PAr, Masts

Famd Sb. Annual Aeon. Ito Annual neon., ion

I,.. n..aia 0. in-id ,sidc$d one, macis

57.150 5 7.ttit ond 10.175
2 5625 9.00, 13.460

3 i2 090 s2.nnc and it TOO

4 14,590 i454I and 20.7.9
S 17030 t7.031 as'.l 24.235

6 tO P00 19.501 and 27.13,1

7 2i 970 21.071 and 35.2 S

6 24.440 24.441 and 34 700

For aacl. additional pin, 2.470 plo, 2.470 and ph 3.515

Iunidy mambo, add

Ayøcatlon Ion, a'. tiding slot So all icon.. w.ttl a none. in po..nts on gvaANar.. '5 apply
Ic. tins, naduc,d pile. in.ala. eousottoldn must va ouiywapplleanoi. and ,alu.nhttuih.lcItod

To Obtain In., ai laduc.d pile, masts or It itindic he ehldnan ,$ssaa Il000Nwids bean. Fic 5
Stamp, or AJd'3 FansIl.a .045 O.p.nd.nI Childr.n (AFOOt. Si. aidS ltcua.l'- mamh.. filed.
only isa.. TIa lam,, at iN. ,ctiooictutj'. gv, Food Stamps, SF00 cia. muvidaf. p.hts and
tips hIlls., sass, and ,sia't. tIsS appliestlo. is lisa aettool else. Houa.helda .541 isbn 64
nci.00l aMicond.. when Way no Nag.. tac,tna Food Stamp, on SF00.

OObBdiMiNgIonoiewAilma Cowly Hail. 01110. *5 I11sIaw apøease,ta anddala,mr. adQib.
ty II a sniond on glolais Is diaaotla.d wle. lh Mn 04 Wa 011101. halls. may dlacjas INa
holing s,i OS Atonal bails by cUing the loud school sPO,. A lon..d 'auiu..t on appasI may be
made N wHa on o.auy by n.hNQ tha raona,I Is 05 aetiiuol'u pIWlCtpd

6. Itouaaholdman.b,, became, w.amaloyad 0I II P IwaeIwld lz, dliangaL iN. lairdyahm.ld
COi.Iactys,,eliOOI HouaVIoIdnawmOuln.dso 'aaoil rena.,., Nlioua.holdlousun.olun a.UO
p.. noodle, 0000 . ye,i and clsang., m O5 houa.hOld lit.

it Sty flan.ban Ola household beam., tty lidS, ba.. dienanmatad against baeau,. 01 f$C..
Cole. No. nst.oi.l 00gm. ag. or handicap. they aliould aWl a,nrc*5as.ly is Ps, Saentwy 01
AgneisNo'.. Waahinglon DC 20210

29ai the Paney Grove Church. Gold
Hill.

Ms Burgess is the daughter of Jack
end Ptt line Sargest. 233 Grand Ave..
C'-!..Xill. Hetsthosonofiohnand

277

science. She is a conservationist with
the Adams County Soil and Water
Conservation District Richard teaches
mechanical engineering at Adams
County Technical Instttute.

'Choose your ha.. style
as carefully

as yoU choose your gown..

Glorious Salons

567-222

'1

stirntng up ale ina,i iiosoosy op inoiis5
freth vegctablesssid fruits for peaticide
residue and pouting the results for there
customers Store officials say
customers have been very enthusiasiic
to the produce screening and predict
that other retailers will icon follow,

Healthy fastfood?
The Center forSciestce in the Public

IntCrest recommends that the rntion's
fast.food outlets offer more healthful
products. Among the suuggcstlottt have
been to. offer more fresh fruits and
vegetables, lower the salt content, of'
fer both '"ked or broiled fish or
chicken and to use unsaturated
vegetable oil to fry food.

Matthews
Stoney Creek
Food Pantry

will be held in con'
junction with the Govern-
ment Surplus Food
giveaway next week
Thursday in the Mat'
thews ' ublic WorI,s
Building on Park Street
between the hours of 10
am. end 1 p.m. and 6
p.m. to 6 p.m.

ECUMENICAL
COMMIT1EE



IS years ago
GOLD HILL Dr. Hilmer's faithful
old grey horse that has done him line
*erne. for a number of yean in ga-
ting the doctor to the bedside of the af-
flicted was token with lockjaw at the
beginning of the week and had to be
killed Dr. Hairnet to seriously con-
sidering purchasing a motorcar to
replace the steed

CLEARWATER The basement of
the Untied Lutheran Church is being
finished off and furnished and w,11 be
used for somables and afternoon lun-
ches by society.

CLEARWATER Mr 1 B. Erlin
has sold his interest in the Clearwater
Bottling Works to Frank Boline of
Mason It is flohne s intention to add
a candy factory to the business, being
that he is an expert in the producoon
of sweet treats.

FITCHBURG Ben Nelson mim-
ed Tuesday from State University with
his "buckskin" and Is now a full-
fledged vetennanan

MASON Masdn has a new sen ice
south which to help %Men and whet
persons living in rural treas called the
University Extension Service Accord-
ing '''CrI1011 agent John Bidwell,
the service is to h:lp people in rural
areas berm from research at State
Unmenty. Bidwell will be contacting
fanners in Adams aunty to explain

services he provides.

MASON :Olsten ysthro was hired
as the fir'. county agricultural agent
under dr: new Smith Lever Act. He
has two year of agricultural training
at State lmversity and four years of
working at the Eplegarden before tak-
ing the nev position.

50 years ago
MATTHEWS State University's
experimental farm. just east of Mat-
thevn on Highway 301 u having an
open house this week. University
smentuts hope area farmers will come
and view projects set up to control sod
loss. Several methods of reducing soul
loss are being demonstrated on the
farm's fields. Scientists will be on hand
in give Mere and answer questions.
There is no charge and visitors are
welcome to bnng a picnic lunch.

FITCHBURG Anyered at the low
prices of wheat and hogs again thn
year. several area farmers have put

for sale' signs on their homes, hop-
ing to sell out of farming.

t...LOANY LK No Julon wait tie
taken against the Miller Brothers for
using explosives to bunk up the old
machinery at the new Clearwater
Castings Company. Asa result of one
blast Saturday afternoon a large piece
of metal was hurled through the rear
door of Nell Baltster's tailor shop, nar-
rowly missing Mrs Jacob Wolltn.
Another piece landed near Urant's
Chevrolet gunge.

OAK CITY Civilian Conservation
Corps men have completed planting
more than 2,000 acres of pine seed-
hags near Town Creek Corners.

MASON CJrn growers received
assurance that millions of government
dollars will be used so guarantee a
return of 50 cents a bushel from this
year's price-depressing crop. The
government wt.l use the money to
underwnte loans on about 170 million
bushels The loans will be made at the
rate of 50 cents on corn feting 14.5
percent moisture or less. Some area
farmers recently received prices as low
as 35 cents to 40 cents per bushel for
their clop.

25 years ago
OAK CRY Area shopkeepers are
asks .o be aware of s new craze that
area children are taking up. A grow-
ing terdntscy in Oak City. among
ctula 10 yearn and up. is to see what
they co.. "swipe" from stores without
being detected.

STONEY CREEK Pouring of the
entire foundgron for the new elemen-
tary school building has put been com-
pleted and it c expected that work will
progress rapschy from now on through
the winter. The new school will be
ready for occt sancy next fall.

MATTHEWS More than 3,000
people attended the open house al the
new Matthews Branch of the First Na-
tional Bank Saturday afternoon and
evening.

MATTMEWS Farmers angered at
the low price they are receiving fa
milk, today made true theft promise to
dump milk. In Mason angry farmers
waited anode the Mason Dairy to
heckel and protest truckers bringing
milk to the dairy.

OAK CITY An addition to more
than double the size of Paoli's Market
will begin this fall Paoli's Market will
be the first supermarket in Oak City.

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF
AGRICULTURE

FARMERS HOME ADMINISTfIATtON

NOTICE OF SALE

Notes. u hereby given that the United States of America. acting
throuth the Fanners Home Administration will sell by Sealed Bid on
Form FmHA 1955-48 the following described Real Properly:
LEGAL DESCRIPTION: NE1/4 SWIA Sec 6. 714N R2W and SY: SEN.
Sec 4. T13N R3W. Township of Fishing Creek, located in Adams
County, HO.
DES(2411311014: Crop farm containing 1t5 acres more or less with ap-
proximately 75 eats of cropland. Fenn ui touted 7 mites north of Mat-
thews on Evergreen Road
TERMS OF SALE: Farm will be sold by sealed bids to be opened at 1
p m, on January 12 at the Fafirlers Home Administration Office, 208
City Avenue, Mason, RD Telephone 976-2256
The bid opening is open to the public and the Government reserves
dict right to reject any anJ all beds, The minimum acceptable price for
true properly In $29,000.
Evely effort mil be made to place the ownership of this farm with f
ly farmers In accordance with Farmers Home Administrationiegula-
tans, The property will be acid Sof MI% terms to qualtneo boYer
of not less than 20 percent down payment with the remaining balance
amortized over a wind . tot to exceed 25 yews at 11 percent interest,
A 10 percent deposit must accompany the bid in the lona of
casaier's check. Willed Cheek postal money order, or bank
made payable to the FmHA. Thin is subject toe lease that is nth
M effect until March 1. The buyer Is to assume possession on
1 The selist wawa nothing as to the well and septic system The
oropeny b being sold as Is
ha prowl wit be sold with°, I regstd to race, color, religion. sex,

age, national origin, or marital status The prows, win be sold for
cash unless alumnae indicated herein.

Information concerning credit sales may be obtained from the FmHA
office listed above,

1110111110111111116

la years ago
MASON County-wIde, rural land
values have increased more than 50
percent in the past year as land
speculators seek to find available pro-
pentes in rural areas for people flee-
ing city life.

STONEY CREEK Mark O'Henry
of O'Henry Farms was named top pork
producer of the state last week at the
State Pork Producers convention held
here

MATTHEWS Dentist Mark Hams
announces that he is joining the dental
office of Raymond Marano on Second
Street.

MASON The Farmers and Mer-
chants Bank of Mason announces it is
opening a new office in Oak City to
service in clients :n rural Adams
County. hank presided Mark Humbolt
will hold a nbbon cutting ceremony
Monday at 10.30 a.m

MASON about SI.2 billion in
payments to weal farmers will be in
the mail during the next few weeks.
This is the first year of such payments
in any magnitude since the target price
system becarre law. The payments
make up the difference in farmers' in-
comes when the average wheat price
falls below the target price set by law
Heavy surpluses of grain from three
bumper crops pushed ;cues far below
the target of $2.47 a bushel.

5 years ago
FITCHBURG Well Weer testing on
farms near the Gone Forever Landfill
have found levels of PCBs and volatile
organic compounds in the water that
exceed the federal and state rec
mended MIXIMUM levels. Hogs .
Brecken Farm are being tested to .
if they carom PCB residues, which re-
mains in the fat of asuruds. The Adams
County Health Department recom-
mends that residents within one-half
mile of the recently closed landfill not
drink well water and instead dnnk
bottled water.

MASON state employment
agency anneenced today that
unemployment has hit a record high in
Adams County, surpassing the
unemployed rates of the 1930s.

MATTHEWS The past two weeks'
intensive Ma has made harvesting im-
possible. One Aycock Crossing farmer
said. "It's got to break soon. but even
then it'll take at least one week of sun-
ny weather for me to get Fr,' equipment
in the fields All I can do now u hope
wt don't start getting mold."

Over 6 inches of rain fell in the past
week. Over the preceding two wnfrs.
4.3 inches had fallen

GRAZE
helps dairy
farmers

A new computer program developed
by the state university will he,p small
beef operators get the mast out of their
pasture.

GRAZE 'as program destaned to lei
farmers ask "What e questions rich
as: "What if I graze more ammals on
my size kW'? "What if I fertilize
now instead of next month?' '"What if
I use rotational crnppinp7"

According to Professor Dwight
Bom, a farmer need only describe the
type of forage and how it it managed
The program projects fe rage and
an nal production fo vurious
combinations.

"GRAZE let fame < :he faults
from diff:rern m ,sagemem practices
by showing them what hat peas to ants
and returns." Bom said

GRAZE is currently be ig funfh.r
tested in Friendship County. If is 's
successful, GRAZE wi' he sys.lab:c
through extension age s no/ y.it
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BOARD MEETING HELD ON
SEPT 26

The regular meeting of the
Adams County School Board was
called to order at 8 p m. in Con-
ference Room B of the District Act-

"t1strative Office Building, 214
Dayton Dr , Mason

M of the members were present
The treasurers report was r.sd and
approved.

Item 1. Assistant Superintendent
Roily Oawan reported on the
evaluation of the District's new
computer lab

Item 2. The policy on a district
wide ban on rnoklig was discuss-
ed. The motion was made by Mr,
Toodle and seconded by Mrs.
White that it be the responsibility
of the administration to form a com-
mittee to bring a recommendation
to the Board In six weeks. The mo-
lion carried.

Item 3.Exterior repairs to the
Stoney Creek Elementary School,
dealing with boiler room/coal room
:bid the conversion from oil to gas
were distussed. The odministra-
tIon was asked to estimate coats on
the various phases and report to
the board in two weeks.

Item 4. The resignation ce Burlyn
Neteon. Keyes High School athletic
director was accepted.

Item L. Appointed Jean Hayes es
7th grade English teacher, Bill
Rogers as 6th grade math teacher.
Connie Bolton as social science -
teacher.

Mrs. Darling motioned and Mr.
Wentzel seconded to adjourn the
meeting at 915 p.m. The motion
carried.
Respectfully submitted by

George Hayes, Clerk.

NOTICE OF FILING OF AN
APPLICATION TO MERGE OR
CONSOLIDATE

Notice Is hereby given that septa-
001 has been made to the Comp-
troller of the Currency for approval
of a merger of the Bank of Stoney
Creek, Stone; Creek with the First
National Bank of Mason.
The application was filed
September 24.
This notice Is published pursuant
to 12 USC 182(c) and 12 CFR 5.
Any person desiring to comment
on the merger/consolidation ap-
plication mry do so by submitting
written comments to:
Comptroller of Currency, 440
LaSalle Street. Metropolis, within
30 days of publication of this
notice.

NOME OF SHERIFF SALE

Case No. B8-vb.9991
FIRST FEDERAL BANK. INC .
Pliatiff vs.
GEORGE COMBO. Defendant

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that by vir-
tue of a judgement of rorectosure
entered In the above entitled action
on the 14th day of Sep tember. the
undersigned Sheriff of Adams
Coup y will sell at public auction at
Room 100 of the Adams County
Courthouse in Mason. at 10:45
a m on March 22. the real estate
and mortgaged premises directed
by said Judgement to be sold
therein, described as follows: Nth
of the NEV. of section 9 of Fishing
Creek, Adams County.

The above described property will
be sold subject to delinquent real
estate taxes. ii any.
TERMS OF SALE: CASH
uOWN PAYMENT Ten percent by
cash or certified check. Balanco to
be paid upon confirmation of sale.
Don Pettis, Sheriff of Adams Coun-
ty, State of Readiness.

NOTICE OF PUBLIC
HEARING

ADAMS COUNTY BOARD OF
ADJUSTMENT

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
the Adams County Board of Adjust-
ment will hold a public hearing in

-n 124 of the Adams County
Cote thous°, Mason on Wednesday
October 13 at 730 p.m.
NOTICE: All appeals are referenc-
ed to the Adams County Code of
Ordinances.
1478 Appeal by Ball Law Offices.
agent for Darwin Olson from inter-
pretation of the Adams County
Zoning Administration relative to
non-conforming kennel use in the
A-1 and A-2 Districts f. actions
10. 12. 13 of the Adams County
C ode

9 AOpPrdeianebnces. Strutt for
a variance from the required tat-
back from the road as provided by
Section 10.17 to permit an addition
to residence as constructed At
1245 W. 14orth Rd., Gold Hill.
.1480 Appeal by Simon Industries
for a variance to locate a sign as
provided by Sections 10.25(b),
12.84(1 ) to permit a sign Ice a
business. 224 Rosebud Road, Oak

'1 4481 Appeal by Martin Handers
to build within the flood plain of a
stream as provided by Section 23.7
(a)(cXdi of '.he Adams County Code
of Ordinances in Section 2 In til"
EV: SEW, township of Bear Creek.

Olson zoning request
denied for 7th time

Darwin Olson. dog kennel ow in
Fishing Crnek Township. added a
worming to the town's plan ceennussoon
Monday nigh. after his 7th request fc
I zoning chins. from A-1 to A-2 was
denied. The zoning change is needed
to allow Olson, a carpenter, to keep his
dog kennel business

"I've hired an attorney and I'll start
a lawsuit against Adams County and
Fishing Creek unless thus plan commis-
sion and the town board approve my
zoning," Olson told the plan
commission

0150a operates the kennel al his
home, 4419 Oasis Rd. In the
mid-1960s. he built a roof over the
kennels without attaining a building
pemut. The roof put him in violation
of covey lot line setback restrictions
because the kennel with the roof is now
considered a building.

The zoning would allow him to
have the structure closer to the lot line.
but he would still he required to get a
special exemption from the county
because A-2 zoning applies only to lots

of one acre or more.
"Just because I only have a three-

quaneracre lot. I shouldn't be
prevented from making a living Ma-
ins dogs. I began my kennel business
in the 1960s. before the county had
these zoning restricoons." Olson said.

"You can't tell nu you didn't know
I was in business because I was pur-
chasing a kennel license since 1976."
he said.

The commission voted 7 to 0 to
recommend denial of the zoning
change. Plan commission chair Ron
lustmann said the commission will
send a letter to the Adams County
Board of Supervisors explaining that
Olson is continuant to operate his ken-
nel in violation of the county zoning or-
dinances. and to "be aware that his
continued planing for a zoning
change is only a method to extend the
time he opevsies the kennel business
illegally."

Olson's neighbor. Douglas Mutiny.
appeared at the meeting to voice his or-
position to the zoning request



The assaultassault is on

Warriors whomp Rockets
Last Friday night the Glen High

School Wamors went for it all and got
it in their second conference w to of the
year over King High School's stubborn
Rockets, 64-40

The first half was somewhat slow
and cautious, with the Warriors leading
by only two points. 23.21 That
changed, though. in the second half
when the game ruptured into an all out
battle. Then it was Wamors all the
way as they climbed all over the
Rockets in an easy victory.

Warriors coach Harland Nieman
said. "It really felt great to get that ball
and move it on the fastbreak like we
did."

And bra"- icy did. Dave Kasper
started dd..., off with a 22foot jump
shot from the side 15 seconds into the
half. From there it was his brother
Brian's show. His rebound basket at

the 7.09 rwat, follower, by a dime.
pointer cones a fastbreak bucket off a
steal gave the Warriors some extra
elbow room. With six minutes left to
go in the third, the score was 34.24

The Rockets couldn't get enough of
fensive power to break the Wamors'
lead and six more Wamors' buckets
followed, topped off with a 25footer
by Jim Caine with only three seconds
left in the quarter.

The Rockets were 14 paints behind
the Warriors at the beginning of the
fourth. A 14point lead isn't instil,
mountable, but thm dream turned into
a nightmare for the Rockets by the end
of the first three minutes of the quarter
when the Wamors outscored them
124. running up a 2A port lead.
60-36. The Warriors' Dave Kasper
made eight of the points in straight
hoop shots; four more came as free
throws by Ed Buckley.

"I .vas really pleased with the way
we doused them in the fi MUT quarter,"
said Nieman.

Rocket's coach Gus Haney said.
"We just didn't have a very good of.
fense Maybe we can come up with
some better performances as the year
progresses."

Glen High Warriors: 1st, I2: 2nd. I I;
3rd.25: 4111,16: 64
King High Rockets. Ist.14, 2nd.7;
3rd.13: 4thal: 40

Warmer D Kasper 22. B. Kasper 16.
Caine 12. Wilde 6. Samuels 4. Wright
4
Rockets' Brown 12. Hanman 10.
Kycwk 6, Martins 6, Breen 6

Eagles take Nimrods by 1
The Robert Keyes fi'jh School

Nimrods were upset in a narrow loss
to the Arlington Eagles Friday, 59.58
in overtime at Arlington.

"We weren't u sharp overall as we
were in past weeks." said Nimrls
coach Ted Kagan& comparing uU
tenn's play to the six straight wins they
have had in the put three weeks. 'lire

Eggare a real tough team."
Nimrod sharpness was olw

viously lacking in the first quarter an
the Eagle were able to get inn& the
Nintrod defense for some euy lay ups,
and consequendy ended the quarter
with a 154 margin.

"We had some good offensive
moves and we were a to than
efficiently," said Eagles coach Oscar
Reed of his team's fleet quarter play.

The Easks seven point lead dropped
quickly -.the Niniods kept up. good
defense and finally got the ball mov-

ing in the seer rd quarter. Ed Becker
brought in : points, and two more
baseline jumpers by Frank Clines cut
the Eagle lead to only 3 points at the
half. 31.28.

In the third period the Eagles
dominated the ball handling, but an ef-
fective Nimrod defense kept the scot,
ing to a minimum. / s t result, the
Eagles scored only 8 points and the
Nimrod.' shortened the gap to only one
point.

By the fourth period. the game was
really heated. The Nimrod.* pulled to
an early lead with two quick scores by
Martin Hams and another by John
Mackey. Then the engine overheated.
A combinanon of turnovers, missed
bonus stun:piss, and a clumsy Nirrum
defense allowed the Eagles' Ear.
Jackson and Ray Brown to come soar.
ins back to even the score at 51.51.
with just 10 seconds left on die clock.

Roadside wildflowers: Jerusalem artichoke
Sunflowers. the Asteracese family,

have been a part of the local landscr,
since prosettlement times. Some
species such as prairie sunflower.
Heltintaus penolans, prairie dock,
&IONA rrebnatInnaceum, and com-
pass plant, S. lacnurvm. have found
their ranges severely reduced by the
changes in land use brought by white
settlers and their descendants.

Other species have zdapted to those
changes The Jerusalem artichoke.
Hchanthus zuberosus, and the giant
sunflower. if nanteus, have found
that disturbed sites such as abandoned
fields and roadsides suit them very
well.

The Jerusalem artichoke n a good
example of the continuo's conflict be-
tween various land uses Once the plant
becomes established in a cultivated
field d an be very difficult to control.
For this reason, those whose interest
m the land is pnmanly agricultural are
not fond of finding clumps of
Jerusalem artichoke growing alongside
their fields.

Or the vibe. hand, Jerusalem ar
tichoke is considered by many to be
one ot 1.1. est of the *mid food plants.
Its tube., can be substituted for

potatoes in practically any recipe
roasted or boiled like potatoes. s
raw tubers have a Mall nut -like taste.

The Jerusalem artichoke is sold in
fresh produce markets and in health
food stores. In 1805. Lewis and Clark
dined on Jerusalem artichoke ill North
Dakota.

The Jerusalem artichoke plain grows
from five to ten feet tall on stout, erect,
rough -hairy stems which are usually
branched on the upper part and which
give rise to multiple flower heads.

The leaves are also thick and rough
and hairy underneath, and have saw-
toothed edges.

A very smularlooling cousin of the
Jerusalem artichoke is the giant
suntlower, which an be identified by
its reddish stern. Its leaves are nar-
rower than those of the Jerusalem ar-
tichoke. and very finely toothed.

The flower heads of the giant
sunflower are the same size as those
of the Jerusalem artichoke about
three inches. The term "giant" refers
to the height of the plant which can
be up to 12 feet tall.

The flower heals of the corer a
sunflower. H. annuus are twice ,ne
size of the giant sunflower, although
me plant user is much smaller.

Church group is
taking registration
for adoptive parents
The nee chapter of the Lurieran

Social 'cruces has announced that it
will accept wntten registration from
married couples eligible to adopt
healthy Caucasian infants until
December I. A small number of names
will be selected by random drawings
for =runny this year.

This information should be submit
coed along with name. address and
phone number to Lutheran Social Sere.
ices, 3003 W Broadway Ave.
Metropolis. Telephone inquires will
not be accepted.

Indian Auto Parts
. WE CAN SAVE YOLV.10NeY

'SAME DAY SERVICE

MILLIONS OF USED REBUILT &

OAK CITY
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SPRING
SERVICE

NEW PARTS

868-0998

In the overtime. Eagles' Carl Red.
dy took the command and scored a fast
six points through a now.porous
Nimrod defense.

"They executed us in the las'
minutes of the game." Nimrod coach
ICasting said.

Arlington: Ist.15: 2nd,16; 3rd,9;
4th,1 I ; OT,8: 59
Robert Keyes: DOB; 21x1.20; 3rd, 11;
4th.12: 01%7: 58

Arlington Eagles.Jackson 22, Brown
14. Reddy 12, Bann 9, Drum 2.
Robert Keyes Nimrods Becker 17,
Clines 16, Harris 8, Mackey 8. Jason
4. Kiusley I.

Aid available
to daycare
facilities

Community Concepts Child Care
annoumes the sponsorship of the Child
Care Food Program. This program is
administered by the U.S. Department
of Public Instruction and is available
toad family day are providers or child
are givers. The program pmvidn
financial assistance to family day are
home providers so that mantwus meals
can be offered to children in care.

The goal of the program is to im-
prove the diets of young children and
increase the opportunity for children
meat a variety of nutntarius foods The
meals and snacks served meet stan-
dards set by USDA.

Children enrolled for mild are are
served the meals at no separate charts
and wtthout regard to nice, sex. cot,
or, handicap, age or national origin
Any person who believes he or she has
Seta discrtminated against in any
USDArelated activity should write
immediately to: Administrator, Food
and Nutrition Service. 3101 Park
Center Dr.. Alexandria VA, 22302.

MIIIM
MAKE YOUR
EXPERIENCE

COUNT!
to the Naval Reserve. It
you are under 39 and:

an ELECTRICIAN
an AUTO MECHANIC
a CARPENTER
a LPN
or one of a dozen other

skills yol could qualify for
our advance paygrada
(APO) program. We offer
good part-time pay, an ex-
cellent retirement plan and
many other benefits.
Veterans and nonvets
welcome to apply. Call
1-231-0075 (Collect) ask
for Arnold Ramboll111====..
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MASON-Coosns,cial I. ion. shopping
coRM Can 1.1 dMd. 76.500 MasOn
Rss$y 9566204

FARM LA' 405.11 Uattt,swI and
Slonsy C' olti .0150 wIth 277.0099
cost hue trup B mod Old S.ags Rd
6674435

FOR RENT

Ifl5 0005 ranS. liOn. r.an,onn 055 n.,sns.w. PllSlh 1,01113 .lSCiIOn
6427333 567.5379

LET4E000E 00.11 MAINTENANCE. T' 'NO WORD PROCESSING. sisun,.s.
ts99dIt,tlat. SDaltmantS. I0l0* 09010511. 19$ lapels, sic 262 5556
g*nlsl lnlintlnsnC,. wlsth,iOsI.on.
IlIlpIlool iscIs. .1.111 111.044155
RsasalshIS pnc.s Cal G.otg.. 04344711 FOR SALE

SEPTIC SYSTEM. sod 1,51111g. d.10gn,.n.
lc.i mod inoOnKlions bn .06,calnt.14,19 223c., 0 SEARS SPACEMASTERCI,luI
.591511.19 dIsigni 1,1111*114 sod ttSlZOt Eoc.11$14 conlllo. $20000 Cal
Aasocllla$. Inc 976-7375

Ws sosdakze to barn Ito, ,Iu.g. *51
malt. tswslo,4wa$s. also Maim,, 1.111.105
aIA rod. Slucksils. 5101157 Clash Cal
642-2460

BLAK
DIRT
for sale

262-5597
262-0759

14 FROliC P,ch.up cvop,l ledoo, on the
holds $950 IlL-Tile dec, 243.5112
Ponw

EL.ECTROLUX 1101. I v old vacoun,
$100106.. 976.4011

KESSENICH 4Mm6U1010lO 11,0, bIn
Books and 5009 243-SOSS

Finished Grading
Seeding

Retainer Walls

Call Mnx Wells

262-8864

l5t 5an .n woonSd 09tn,l.

HELP WANTED m1,wsiOu1..d Cal 262.6276 WIwu.

WESTERN STEAK HOUSE-inotladiSs.
op.nings-dag.Icvcooho. ss*w*,45t.*
csaNsq Ag.fltopwnonil5l5S LObloly
In,. Oak city Cal lot .ppointmsnt
9944052

PART TIME A1TENDAA9I-IIOm. ha Ihs
.ldsdy 10545 15519w4 I0 90110 .5.7 P9451.
Eoylnsncs prllinsd but WI 111111 Osn
Irampotistlon 243.0296

WANTEO-Dstt4lm. Wsit,sis,s.
Basts,.d.os andCocks ha Damps to 0.11 Cl.1

GROVE STREET-A.sIoMs 00 th lit Sod Oaisy.-FAcIdswg Cal $464303 0s
Tin bsd.00rn Ill. h.eisd. ris,t. pafldng, 567-9649
launthy.*nS. isloystasos. cotpsiod IA Colt. -
diIIOnsd No pits Cal .10151 w.,k.ods C' NLIRSII4O ASSISTANTS Wa *5 1,110
1111.5 pIn 2024496 OOldN,sManol 2434465

.iemoaeuing
SINGLEM11NhagsnvilIwnn'Odt.SOcow

hssd.gIpIldw$g.nsaI b.geSdodlCII.
05. 2621370.

lochjdH SssUg calnIs and 106.1 nl99s
FEMALECALF FEEDER. M-*nspsiIslon. Let an Expert Do It

Salary, housing sod 011.11 bellatlts , 15 years of experience
Oan,ls,s'&o5.Fwm.QsansIsSl.142-3910, By the Hour or By the JobaikhaRsi61y_ Hammer Construction Co.

HELP WANTEO - Call Rex at 642-3487
Ft*hn.IosdostmsntowoiktoMseopals

R.opoosrJs ha siding and clisning
P11.550Kb 01061.6 IsOldu9,5.50Th and sass.
moth 101 IinSstOCk stuck II.,. F&nn
h.chgroald 7in4sm.d *1111 goOd *0,11 rscold

0.0w 1.5.511 hWsncS and vsCsIOnl p.4
and 011,00011 ,s.saisid 50015* $1fl,sur

C., 1.271.7272

MATTI4EWS-Olhc. opac. Atsilkil '0- NURSING ASSISTANTS. ps.l tim.. so. Tiuch Em. Inc
msdals4y U UIindsd,d Ca.yitsd Stasis p5,l.Ma 051151159 Last Stop Man.t 129 SloTh boo,

al $100 psI month 243.99650.567.4555 262-3535 M.t.opoho
All, ha Pan.

WELDING AND ASSEMBLY ROUTE SAL$SPERSON. sopollincid. ha

WAREHOUSE SPACE to MUon Cd Aor9y .1.10110100Ma.wtSCtuntIQ Co. 1011 51.", P10911.15 Establ,ohsd lout. Must 1.1

071.6767 Industnal Dr.. Osh Coty 6.4 6664472 .ggt.nsss and s56IIwtIt 51114 tnoon. to-- 51lssp.roo.o.BoslO.OahCfly

FITCHBURG-2 1*9.001. uppa' OiL mc. NIGHTS I WEEKENDS-Must ha sollabI.
psld. 55,564 AtsOtbia ,,nntld,stlly andlinsikl. ApplyalSlopnSIlCO.N Mini.
SO7.30.0 Ct.alwstsr

HOBBY FARMS
80 acres with 71 tillable acres in Stonay Creek area.
Good 4-bdr. home, older 3-stall parlor unit, 16x40
Ha,vestor & bunk feeder, machine shed, large Concrete
yard and loaftt-g shed. Ntce high land, 7 acre wooded
Pot, nice $Pfling on sut'taced, Wooded road. Some
machinery available. RE. price Only .......... $55.000

50 acres with 30 tillable nea 'Titch irg. Secluded set-

Iting
with river frontage. Remot..aled.. dr home With

WOOd and electric heat. Old barn. silo, Shed & hog shed.
Excellent hunting area. Reduced price...... $32,500

86 acres with approximateiy 70 tillable. Good barn with
48 stantions, newer barn cleaner, single Concrete silo,
and some
milking equipment Large machine shed. 2-car garage,
and good 3-bedroom home cast of Clearwater. Reducedprice ........................ $65,000
25 acres (with addilional 85 acres available) in the
Matthews-Stoney Creek area. Older 36x70, two small
siOS with unlonder. two machine sheds & garage. Older
3-bedroom hou In good condition. Beautiful setting
one mile off Hwy 05. TAKE A LOOK -MAKE AN OF'
FER - only .............................. $25,000

HONEY WAGON SEPTIC SERVIC]
"We Do It Right The First Timett

Quality at Competlttve rates
Radio Oisptched TrUcks form 2,A,v-3600 Gallons
rreo Printed Informallon On Septic System Maintenance
Call Us Before You Gna Up On Your Present System
lIcensed. Bonded, Insured

Stoney Creek 262-1 sal; Oak CIty 868-7770

AND GMDING

JIM STICKLER
ASCS SOIL CONSER-

VATION WORK

YWYERDRIVEWAYS
BUILDING SITES AND

LANL' LEARlNG-
EARTH 1.10VING

ROAD CONSTRUCTION
GERALD MEANS

Fitchburg Call
5674319

Complete
At.'to Care

Service

Both Domestic &
Foreign

We Rooalr
Transmisskins

M-F. .7 n.m. to 6 p.m.

Sat... .7 am. to noon

HERITAGE REALTY I BILLY'S AUTO SERVICE

28

Morrison
AUCTION
SERVICE

"Let Morris do it,t'
Farm, Real Estate.

Household.
Antique, CommercIal
Phnnp 24-377



The Classifieds
FOR SALE FARM EQUIPMENT AUTOMOBILES CARDS OF THANKS AUCTIONS

FARM.WJSEO ROASTING CHICKENS- 115610 oatei. bad 00,1 7nle 1947 KIll.. VOLKSWAOON aquanobecl, gll 1.1010*. I *4.4 to mial $0 of -ny n.4boo, Idendsn4y40,ot g.o0*tmano'ss Fm. ma- slum goosansek oslO, kids. old barn good sogma good to,, 00(5006 0200 602040 at to eant 00,6,. g11414 0400$Any WI 601100. rxo 045 D.4d$d 11mb., 606.7,02. 5674564 and long., 00* my ndnd.Atul londy to.442-2457 - -
.vs1IlII70 11.5760 to. ,1* A $010111 ths..bo

JO 227 mao palo. $soo l,i,,,y '$t CIMARO eat. go41. v sutomatc. to Rim.gnd Jo. Uoega to. co0*$ to (1.i
110.0611 10 nIolt ml Ttw 7101 1*nCo.oIy.

0*1< FWO0O.D,y. IellO'id .00(81*11 vmao$0ne. $550 JO Id 60*5.1,. $100 $1.. Al U. mu.t io ppr
Hodsof Waits

gjóly. IlllinddlOOIlId Sibyl, bamad. Foo Sups. 01.061050.5500 567-4245 262.1160$SSps.Iac.c0.d $113071

WOOD WORKING TOOLS Mon'ng mull
l.a tncs556band isa. $850 frpla.o..
$300 Cots. m.so,Iowousfools 243-5304.

WATERlOO. new. gaten. 5.14101*4 711*
ff44001 $99 282.2370111.06

WA$HERIDRYER $245 No 10*11
,,fog..atof Otto Call 5.10.8 noon
5974400

ToadlAolal oil woKd Ida. 1*01550* sod
- faIls 600. .4w. 6432053

LOVESEAT. conlolgomay otyto. 101$..
atALewC(I.4man $150 $upe.sm*4s
,lt50Osd. in. hoOt,. $100 066-1054

FARM EQUIPMENT

NEW HOU.ANO 850 CI1op1.. 0611,3570.00
mao IlIad 1671$ MoW,. 0000 blob. UP
0000600 20$ P.02511 mam01.9,bobon
ilngatlon go.'., lm.efe., p05. pimp wIth
pow.. *04 262 7789

LOYAL aa'.,.dtM 111,510., 24', osOygood
maId 642.1559

AUTOMOBiLES

'8' CHEVEflE.71.EWmIAn. good 51.'..,
1.1160 rust SI.0000* bell Otto. CII Jomel
066-2027

'81 P0110 ESCORT. 2 600*, goOd body
Head, 1*5611545661116 242-2864

I would lb. to 9.101 lAs 105311010 and
0(101161 of the lOng WrnotAr.g Ctob toe WI
card and 000lloto *tAch I f.CioId at 11..
010*7*4*0. Alum aOO..lW4Y ps'.ts silo
*0*1.44 60 soy way Ou.rg 9.5 alamo
110*41(5 B.58.0

FOftD-71 P1410.,i,, 100* and 501*101.
non woo 81.056601110*.. 642-5744 A$0Idffthao*IHWSMIOAS*SVFWIOd

WI Ston.y Cn.e1 *000000., LAglo.. be 9..
ow 0,1*Y11I0*ñ - 1.11. ond 07000 ! y 7101* Lobe

Wsdnuday No-. 12, 10 0
maAtsne.y. 1510. .101 I J155I 16.05,6,2022
61.,,. Vow 614 , 2 mdii wool 0,1 Ma0t*wi
Snot, 8.01 AuctiOn M.tlhsw Stat. Bank,
01*0

00129, 11am G.nroltsnn.uct.on Ga.y
$ 1106. .tot.0000. 82* lOIs Rd.
C.$ok. 2ni South otosags moot 0 Moms
to mOO Col Pat Robins loct 08*0.11
C.*0ICo.p.0*.h

Non.,nbwS loam GIo*'attMmauct,on
Jon A Louisa NatIOn iocaton 9 01111$ .0511
0116.01*01 on US u5. 40Ol 2 md., o
50.1.57 Rd. 161114 ml. on D0*d-Eys 0,
W*07Oy PsIrowi, 0110*. AC l5058t,n,flI
Ccnp. 110.50501801 by 6095' BOnn.

2621403 s,s.owma010.
wuowsqul

1099 CHEVY CAVALIER. 2 06. Sf150. 6

$62 120.056 mOb $500
TRUCKS

tOOl REUAH7K CAR 44051d. 4 c71nd.r, 1000 FORD $4 bapId.qu 9450262-3030
00*01 5(8 292 7888

DATSUN 510 4-don.. an. 15411.500(801.1omd.tIon $1700 262-1507

1*80 IN 3518. Faa plo'*g is .4 doe. 00005 CI4MGER .76. 316 automatic.
Wa s.c0*os be $10f05 547-7430 flaw bib.,. Wi and Man.. $575 COlDS.,

243-3231.

$55 FABMAU. wolf, moutold 243 00*0
9.0110* HeidI ngoO wa'. 02.000 83Ot0SNGlltEOl6EGAl*0It*O0n.
282.2552 60O*O 041*on. 4400*.ii, A88FM $4500

54 0,0801*. 2 rOw. 10 105051. atwoyt
1000 CUTLASS SUPREME, AM-FM-.4644.0 252.2435

osolitte. 690.1145.0111* 16602624247.

Jo?000440wHe1d160 llalobloOnio..A.l 1093 HONDA ACCORD41oe Mtoctwjs
0,16 6260 371 IsIs 'pow $100. 262-2142 mat'o.douity malolalned L5400 243-1363

HELP WANTED
The City of Meson, an equal opportunity
employer, offers a challenging entry level po&.
tion as Meter P.'ader with Mason Utilities. The
suCCoSfUI candidate mjst be a high school
graduate, have a valid drivers license and
possess responsible work experience. Com-
puter experience is preferred. The offered
salary is $1475 per month. ApplicatiJns should
be submitted to:

MASON UTILITIES OFFICE
211 Water Street
By November 30

SPACE FOR LEAS

Matthews
Shopping

Plaza

Up to 5500 sq. ft.
Excellent Frontage
Location in Plaza

Telephone:
8usines Hours -22-3344

1969 lIlT 1700110*.no. Good no'mng
00000.00 3 94151 dO 16' 7040 boo and
ho,at 842.2562

IO73006C01O*nd,. Ia0.oltyonstho.i.d,
good no'mug omotWa, 976452$

1076 CHEVY p14-oW 56 too. run. good
Sf500 647-0962

IOn 2-lsnF0*d sOld, Suck. 118.16. 191 VS.
06606601$. 160510*0150 006, Old, Call anon,
isO lId5 .101.0 1006 flOw *001. V..y good
111.00.025002821262

118$ 0114215341500011 T0%a4.gpSdOQ..
ilJI0ltIl**. w01t IS,, .4... aolm 110,5
14W $14,000. 292.2331.

lOSS GUC 1-0*. 4X4. C 0j.SS, 54'
CA. Ike 'ma. NSL

tI71Fadiodbo* 351. tepias.ng.r.
$1500 *111 be 1*7243.2562

PERSONALS

Daly M.d boil him.,, 24 yswi dO, 10011.
tog for alt 206024 Nonibluir. two-
l0.Set. Ctet,W 5*01 PP.010.00 p1000.
ruobi.. RRD OOo 27. Flu0*wg

$009.m4..25 $...o,.6.0044W
lwms.'a 00141W WIll 7.1*4. RosiN ISO,
244. Qsw*11*.

ADOPTION-CMIN. 005815 wIlt, Imich
8.0.0.04 smuo!y 00115.10 .0.Cl .0101570
6210tO 000d450 101119 110114 $01 WOo, and
1111007 0,mmIdy I'..... - No 40.
11101506001, 7*50 P.O 800 9*2. 161500701$

FEL.AIRE MOTEL #05 X-IWad 0,0001
$0001. 521 43 91165 10.0.

YOUR OWN #m.c. or 10010564 cy
Nil. i.I$Sl 1101.9*06.005, Inc P.O.

Check Our
Low Cost
Insurance
Rates

Expect The21l
Unexpected
lie p,.pirsd to. soy
ovootuolibY with sd.
quote InsuranCe coy...
ags (0.1111. dalatia.

Call Today
GOLD HILl

WiwilIl 109.10*0*0 oglithos, 158045 and
ns56bo.i 60*6,. thou$Itttu11oloa s.d ipn-
fathy .1100.5*01111.. tone *4111,0.011.01
00? lathS,, g,sodtithi, and 9?Ilt.
glinOtaths.. 000 N4.bOul. YOU. bodsila
*15 is... I, *90611* Mr A M.s H.n.y
teno.. Uq. I Urn Rudy Kvtaom, Pee0y $
all

Co. P.O 80' 3. L11,,on 976-8415

Non Loam S.ndoe ga,sgs rqootm.nt
Ph*ça Ga. sod Ss.ulos. Main SO. Foul..
bOO HyWwhC OIl. 708.... l$i1. Om.
11*0 and moo. Muon $00, Co 0-.1
P40g..s. 00005Nn(lOvO

AitAsNffAuthic

THANK YOU!
The Gold Hill Jaycees would like to thank all
those who made the "Sandbox Fill" a success,
especially the following:

Kemps Sand and Gravel
Village of Gold Hill
Gary's Hardware
Jennie Gibons

AUCTION
ADAMS COUNTY INVESTMENT Co.
Have sold my farm and wiil sell the following
on:

October 31
Located 2 miles south of Stoney Creek on
Forest Highway.

Sale Time 10:30 am.
Lunch on the Grounds

MACHINERY: IHC 806 LP. traCtOr W/3 pt and fast hitch.
wIde front, excullent cond. duals for 806: Farmall "H".
good rubber & gOod Cond.; John Oeere #40 spreader.
Itke new; HeSston 1090 haybine, 1979 model; IHC #- 3
baL - super 66 New Holland baler: New Idea 5-bar 'aC-
for rake: John Deere 3-bottom high clearanCe plow, like
new; IHC 250 corn planter, disk openers & l'tberglass
boxes; 3-section spring tooth; 4-section drag: "'s one-
row corn piCker: John Deere 10' grain drill 99/glass seed,
IHC 10' d'gger; Allis Chalmers 9' disk; multi 26-foot
green seed wagon w/tandem axle: 45-foot hay conveyor;
John Deere #200 conveyor w/motor: new 1065 JO
wagon w!gravity box; stack hand #10 He8ton 8tacker;
Ford chopper w/hay head & direct cut h9.54
OTHER MISCELLANEOUS FARM ITEMF.. I
8prelder; hand corn sheller; old saw flhin "oachine;
12'jointer; ele. motors; 3-horse evenor; some barn tools:
JO bale chute; t.ome made anvil; 16' DeWalt radial arm
saw; 50 12x12 Inch glass blocks; small grain elevator
w/hopper; 2 wheel trailer: well over 100 tireS of vanous
sizes; many doors & windows of various siziOs; belt
splicer & eftachments: roll of -inch cable; pails of nails
various building supphes; ftberglass for Chevy Blazer,
spoke wheels; 12-foot silo roof; silo.matic silo unloader
for 14-tool silo unloader, 3-years old: Vandale 14.Ioot
silo unloader 3-years old; t.andcasfc.7 silage disfributer,
6-55 gal. barrels
FEED: 12' corn suRge in 14' 8110; 250 bales of ha'j;
250 bales of straw; 9 and one-half acres of 85 day corn,
exceptionslly nice.
FURNITURE: Old sludio couch; Kenmore gas washer;
Some Small Items of Possible Anfique Value.
(Due to the large amount of Items, sa. will start prompt.Iy or, lime.)
.cn..e p 0 . . - - - - ., ......
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Sex assaults Superintendent seeks
in county school space-needs
on t: ie rise committee volunteers

The number of sexual assaults in
Adzins County snel eased 10 percent
over last year and three out of four vic-
thns wasp vemles says a report issued
from the Adams County Sheriff's
Department.

Of the victims. 7S percent were age
17 or younger and the average victim's
age was 15, the report said Just over
half of the assaults occurred in either
the victim's or the offender's home.
Fifty pucent of the offenders involv-
ed in the reported cases were arrested:
and 59 percent of those were referred
to coon.

Search
continues
for woman

After three days of an intensive
search there are still no clues to the
location of a rural Fitchburg woman
missing since Friday. Adams County
Shenff Don Pettzt said.

Grace Maeda. 33. disappeared while
on a shopping tnp Friday afternoon
Her car was found on Mildew Rkad.
abandoned, with groceries in the beck
scat.

She was last seen m Fitchburg stout
2.30 p.m. Her husband Rick reported
her missing when he returned home
from work at 6 30 p m

Searchers. :ncluchna a police
helicopter from Merropolts, blood
hounds and persons on horseback have
found no tract her. The search will
continue Wednesday.

Afterschool
daycare
discussed

Parents. concerned that their
elementary age chile rem are alone after
school while they are away at .

met Wednesday 'o discuss and assess
the need for mi. after - school day are
center in Mason's elementary schools

Dick Black. school district
psychologist, said studies show there
is a loss of development in pre-teen
kids who end up wasting this time
because parental support is missing

Mason Police Chief Griffin Hayes
told of problems with °Met kids. "The

slice department has had to respond
to emergencies at homes where older
children ages 9 to 13 are canny
for younger siblmgs.

"Older kids, who have made it
habit to "hang around' downtown, are
also a problem." he said "They may
be the cause of 60 percent of the
teenage carte in Mason bet veen the
hours cf 3 p.m and 8 p.m

Youh and Community Resources
Extension Agent Betty Skog explain-
ed the status of el 'dren In Adams
County. She said that 65 percent of the
adult women with children in Adams
County are in the work force and that
about 3.060 children are in need of
some kind of child care service'
"Many of these children are in -^le
parent homes and living below ; wen
ty levels," Skog said "And organiz-
ed child are m Adams County ac
counts for only nine percent of the dal,
care need "

Skog said that after school care is
especially needed for children in the
kindergarten through, 3rd grade age

Another informational and planning
meeting will 61 held next week Tues-
day at 7:30 p.m in the educational
buildmg behind the Method Church

Psi..., C.

With s Oak City. Spruce Valley
and Spring Lake Middle Schools fill-
ed to capacity. Adams County School
District Superintend.nt Philip Win-
moore is asking that t..dividuals In-
terested in serving on a committee to
assess the district s space weds con.
tact his office dunng the next two
weeks

Wsnmoore said, "It's safe to say that
students are going to have to be
disrupted next year in the middle
schools as we try to make room for the
burgeoning 6th. 7th and 8th grade
classes "

This year. Fe said. many classes in
Spruce Valley and Spring Lake schools
have 27 and 28 students in them "The
tight space problem isn't going to let
up any. either. Many of The elemen-
tary schools are seeing classes with 24
and 25 children on them "

Overall, he said. the thstrrt. 's enroll-
ment projections have been accurate.
with only five more students in the
system than were predicted this fall
"What we are seeing is the children
of the Baby-boomer era entering
school. It's hard to predict if these
parents will remain in Adams Coun-
ty. but bidding starts are continuing

Winmoore offered a number of
possibilities for new committee
members to thin' about in alleviating
the problem. StoJents toad be moved
Into ore or two of the high schools.
which currently save excess space: ex-
tra classroom spice can be died to
one or more of the middle 'chats, a
fourth noildk nth sal mould be buil. or.
the special ,alucsdon classes. which
use a large amount of space. could be
shifted, he said

Sehring to lay off 350
Al Sehn ng Co officials said Friday

they are discontinuing the hog
slaughtering operation at its Mason
Plant effective Jaauary 1.

Althcjgh pork margins hue im-
proved, said Ron Burton, vice presi-
dent. large low-cost slaughter opera-
tions nave stamen up in the industry in
the ,ash five yrs,: "It is difficult to
compete with the economics or these

processors," Burton said
About 350 of the plant's 1200

workers will be affected by I'
closedown Burton said the compan,
w:11 try to find jobs for these
employmes, but added that he did not
expect the new openings would be in
Marna County. The laid-off workers'
names will be put one waiting list for
other plants throughout the region

Tax increase expected
in Pineville township

The Township of Psnevdle se a
preliminary budget which is expected
to increase the tax levy by $1.21 per
thousand

The preliminary budget sets a levy
of 5305.060 al I a mill rate of 3 99 on
township taxpay, rs The proposed mill
rate rassa the to& msm from $166.80
on a $60.000 home to $239.40. rue of
$72 60

Remember that the township taxes
make up only about onefifth of your
total tax bill. with the remainder go
mg so the county (25 percent share).
local school district (48 percent share).
vocational school district (4 percent
share) and dr stale forestty tax (I Per-
o nt share) A 10 percent rase nn cooly
taxes is expected, and the school
system has already received a 4.7 per-
cent increase.

Salaries ($109,400), roadwork
($105,000), the tow..'s dump sue
C .000), improvements to the town

($13,750). an equipment =lung
fund ($12,500) and the Oak City
Pineville Senior Center ($12,500) are
the areas with dm, largest spending
increases.

The senior center donation request
drew a lot of dismission because the re-
quest is $17.500, more than tnple the
amount approved for this year

An extra $10,000 has been added to
the budget for dump sue expenses
because an increase in the flow agar-
bare has already run dump site ex-
penses over budget for this year

A public hearing for approval of the
budget is set for December 1 at 7 30
p.m

I.M.MMMi
ADAMS COUNTY SHERIFF'S CALLS

For the 7 days preceding Monday

Complaint Total
ACCIDENTS
ALCOHOUDRUGS

Juvenile
Adult

ALARMS
ANNOYING PHONE CALLS
ARRESTS ON WARRANT
ASSAULT/Sexual

Juvenile
Adult

ASSIST Persons
Motorists

BATTERY/ASSAULT
Juvenile
Adult

BURGLARY
Home
Business

CRIMINAL DAMAGENANDALISM
Juvenile
Adult

CURFEW VIOLATION
DISORDERLY CONDUCT

Juvenile
Adult

DISTURBANCES
Juvenile
Adult

DOMESTIC
MISCELLANEOUS

Juvenile
Adult

SHOOTINGS
SUSPICIOUS PERSONS
THEFT

C
Bike
Misc.

THREATS
Juvenile
Adult

UNDESIdEABLES
Juvenile
Adt.lt

11

9

2
7

2
23
45

6

7
6

3

8

2
7

6
8
12

7
7
2
2

3
5
11

0
5

0
2

continued from page one

Juvenile drinking
rested for juvenile drinking or in lieu
or the fine- they can attend this class
for $40

"If they arc attested one second of-
fense they must pay the tine or attend
the class, but they also lose their
driver's license for 90 days

On the third offense. they are refer.
red 11, AlialIK ONION, Cann. where the
ctass and asserstnent become man.
(fury and their driving privileges missy
be loll for up to a year." Larson said
"By the fourth ollensc the drenoers
are usually over age 18 and arc mow
cd over In adult crun "

Larson said new, ssessment pro-
gram invokes amlyring the juveniles'

problems and working with the parents
to help than understand the seriousness
of their child's problem

"So far, the reaction of parents has
been very pootive They are relieved
to get a professional opinion on what
treatment the child is In need of. The
counselors can also refer the kids to rn
out patient itesiment center to !uglier
address the youth s drug or alcohol
problems "

Larson said that Oak City had 12
juvenile drinking arrests last month and
that. in the three months previous,
juveniles arrested for drink ing
numbacd 14, 8 and 9, respectively

Plan commission angry about county zoning
Village of Gold Hill plan commis-

sioners were angered Thursday when
they were told that three extra-
terntonal zoning chants they oppos-
ed were approved by the county Wad.

Extra-territorial jurisdiction is the
right of a munripality to have some
say about the development of lands
within a certain range of as own
herder It is meant to ensure that rural

development will coincide with future
mune:mat expansion plans. Gold Hill's
eat ra-terntonal range is one-and-one-
hal f miles.

The plan commission refused err
dorsement of the three lard divisions.
said Chairman Martin Conkley.
because the divisions crate lots which
are hurdnais of feet a. ay from a rod

aid have narrow strips of land connec-
ting them to the road for driveways

"We would prefer that the lots be
Ind out more like they are in the
village. where the lots don't have those
pan handles.' Conkley said. "All this
is going to do is cause us to indent pro-
blems tf we annex that land "

Commenting on the limited power
the plan commission has in extra-

term-kmf planning. he said. "The)
haver listened to us in the past and
I'm certain they wont in the future.
but we are the ones who are going to
pay for their negligence

Enjoy Great Comfort And A Lower Gas Bill!!!
Gas heating so efficient it makes others obsolete. Get between 93 and 97 percent
A,F.U.E. far better ti inn conventional gas 'unlaces. See us today and start saving.

FREE ESTICATES ON AIR C. HDITIONING AND HEATING
Efficiency Mt*: pays for itself in energy savings

MATTHEWS FARM CO-OPERATIVE
"MUCH MORE THAN JUST A FARM STONE"

HWY 95, MATTHEWS 9R 9ti
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/17FUATIONS:
Circumstances and

dilemmas
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SITUATIONAL

ANALYSIS:
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Process
-Sorting

involved Pukes
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Measurements
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Obstacles
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SEVEN Al SITUATIONS

1, Dammed Sfrearn
2, Rocks and Rapids

a Hanging an Cliff

On cliffs edge

5, 5:111 BRIDGE our

6 Detour Sign

7 Community
/needling'

LAvmdA41,,Limi ?x, 4iiov /4t.-
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Plan of Work
Situation:

Decreased commodity prices, increased production costs,
and other complex economic problems continue to affect
farm families. One third of the state's 76,000 farms have
high debt/asset ratios. Farm land values continue to
decrease. . .

Objectives:

Action:

Evaluation:

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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CHECKLIST
*Present
.* Need

* Data

-,i Severii y

Ai BenchNiark

-4 gosois
* Audience.

-4E Gap

le Needed Research
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WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

1, Needs

2. Concept

,Personeflity

4, Perspeciives

S. Values

6, In volvernent
7 M ea su re me of

a Interpretation
9, Deciamonaking

la Communication

Working With Our Publics Module 4 TM-7
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS :Key Phases

-4 PERSPECTIVES

\:\.7 VALUE ORIENTATIONS

w PERSONALITY

-INVOLVEMENT 14
,v

5) DATA PROCESSES
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PERSONALITY

- litirgoVERsioN -' EITRAVER5hzy

Air 1 NTOMON SENSING

air FEELIN4 -THINKING

dow PERCEIVING -JUDGINGAlirl
Working With Our Publics
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4 PERSPECTIVES

SOCItTAL/COMMUNITY

- EXTENSION ORGANIZATION

CLIENTVE

-PROFESSIONAL SELF

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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..__J

1

VALUE ORIENTATIONS
1, SOCIAL

21 REALTH
3, ECONOMIc

4, EDUCATION
5, ENVIRONMENTAL

Cy POLITICAL

7 PSYCHOLOGICAL
Working With Our Publics
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INVOLVEMENTanci PATA

PROCESSEs

INVOLVEMENT

- QUESTIONS

DATA

ANALYSIS

ft% - INTERPRETATION

DECISIONS

Working With Our Publics
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SITUATIOA/41. 4A1A4YSIS
PRE PARATION PHASES:

Boundaries
"Forms
- LeitarShlf)

Aht - Personalities

ImPLZAIEAiTAITIOVPHASES:

Perspectives
ValueOrienfaffons
auestierls
A4blics
Involvement
-Data.

CONCUTINGPHASeS:
rteret .

-Pn'orify problems
-Reflect
- Learner needs
- Objectives
-- Jar ..t.

Working With Our Publics
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Once boundaries are set,
the smaller situation that is
encircled by all five circles
becomes the situation to
be analyzed.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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PURPOSES
-NEEDS ASSESSMENT

mw DETERMINE AND
DEVELOP RESOURCES

LEARN AND
UNDER57AND

DVILD SVPPoRT

IDENTIFY OBSTACLES

Working With Our Publics
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Personality Styles Grid

ISTJ IS FJ I N FJ I NTJ

J
1SFP INFP INTPISTP

ESTP ESFP ENFP ENTP

EN FJ ENTJESTJ ESFJ
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PERSONALITY STYLE

NO RIGHT/WRONG

xv ALL MODES

*FLEXIBLE L

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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INTROVERSION

Careful
diligent
ideas

works alone
communication

EXTRAVERSION

involves others
open
action oriented i

impulsive
impatient

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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INTUITION

overall
quantitative
fixture

&tail
logic
actual

,,,......................

SENSING

detail
practical
Systematic

complications
dislikes new
problems

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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FEELING

consider others'
values

consensus bulider

less logical
subjective
unorganized

THINKING

logical
organized
critical ability
objective

otheriwishes
interpersonal

skills

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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pERCE1VING

curious
open
flexible

indecisive

.14-----

JUDGING
decisive
plans
orderly
task oriented

unyielding
too decisive
plan oriented

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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Societal/
leClientele

Extension

Orgaruicrflon I

_.........

Professional

Self
.,_
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.

SOCIETAL. commatrY
pcticiE5
LAWS

OTHER AGENCIES

BUDGETS

-NEEDS
cEA/sys

ELECT-lams
SUkt/EVS

-/AlrEk/VATIONAL
- MEDIA
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EXTENSION
OR4ANIZArlokl

potielE5
- avDaEls

kEvek ACT
~missiON
srATE AND ivitnavAL.

PRIoRiriEs
-AIETHODS
-s7AFF QuALIFicArioNs
"SUPPORT
STUDZE6
RESEARCH

,004t,ik4
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PAST CATEGORIES
PROC RA M pRERS
DIso pi._

-BROAD CoACEp7.
AREAS

COMMUNITY
FUNCTIONS

INSTITUT IONS

LEARNERS

Working With Our Publics
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1;;EASchil,5 FoR

AWE ORIENTAT IONS
RESEARCH BASE
PROG RAM ORIENTED
PILII-TIDisctin-INES

-MuLTIPROakAM AREAS

-FOUR PERSPECTIVES

NEEDS

065TACLES AND
eavFi.ICT

ETHICS

CRITERIA SOURCE

INTERPRET4 no Ai
-S.
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VALUE

ORIEWATIONS

PERSPECTIVES
soCtETALI EXTENSION PROP:CLIEVELE sap-OAR. OleaANIMPAl

- SO C; A L.

- HEALTH

- ECONOMIC

Ar EDI/CATION

-ENVIRONMENTAL

- POLIT1 CA L

-PSYCIIOLOGICA

I 414611AL ILL. A i 11 ii 1 1 ,id,
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Experiential Learning Model
(Kolb, 1984)

CE

AC

Working With Our Publics Module 4 TM-32
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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PRIORITY SETTING
1. Understand situation

2. Identify options

3. Identify criteria

4. Judgment
5, Reflection

6, Commiatmeni

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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A SITUATION ?
Amirilm-__.111Mir kWMmEwm
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PROGRAM
A planned
sequence of
educational
experiences.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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PLANNING
Making value choices

or setting priorities

as to what Extension

programs should be

in the ftriure.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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WHAT SHOULD BE

I r
It'l[[DJ

I
WHAT IS

-.xe.....111111111Magrodlowili,""' . --....-..441....-- a,..eoo.mromwehN,..........---
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CHANGE
A difference in the situation from

one point in time to another.

,4.11 rs.

Working With Our Publics
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Plan for the situation
Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS?
Working With Our Publics Moduio 4 TM-40
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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HISTORICAL
MODELS
Tyler
Houle
CIPP
Priority Setting
Boyle
Values and Needs

Boone
Marketing

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

Extension professionals and
their involved publics separate

complex sets of circumstances
into smaller, manageable parts

and components.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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"61 ot.

Situational analysis enables
more complete observations,
understanding, interpretations,
and judgments of various parts
and their relationships to each
Other and their environments.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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A
Situational analysis
should result in a list of
high-priority, realistic
goals/objectives based on
data, logical reasoning,
and judgments understood
and supported by our publics.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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PROCESS
The dynamic, 11*w-five, and
operien+ial series of ihoughfsi
acitionsland decisions leading
to educcstioncil goals and
objectives.

Working With Our Publics
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PARRIERS

1. PHYSICAL

2. SOCIAL

3. PSYCHOLOGICAL

4. MYTHS

VEIMIIMM.

Working With Our Publics
In -Sere' ,e Educe",ion for Cooperative Extension
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1. Situational analysis

MYTHS

ig needs assessment.

2. Situational analysis
15 gathering facts
and statistics.

1 3. Situational analysis
is only a structured
Process.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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1$ Silualiomal analyst's realistic in a crisis?
Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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CONGRATULATIONS
On reaching your 9041 1,1 !

SITUATIONAL ANALYSIS

RESULTS !NOUS
AND OBJECTIVES

Working With Our Publics
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PERSONALITY STYLE

Individual differences in the way
that people perceive and make
judgments.

Working With Our Publics
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1,____-monmeftsi

I VALUE ORIENTATIONS

Sets of basic beliefs or
assumptions that guide

a person's thinking
and behavior.

Working With OA: Publics
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PERCEPTION
Determines wiled-

people see in 0

situation.

Working With Our Publics
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MacTavish

MacDonald

Macintire

Mac Hinery

)
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MEW

involvemem means working together.
Working With Our 1-ablics
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*intervews
*Nornkal group
* Advisory conitnittees
*Task fortes
7i Meetings
Az-Self-assessment
* Peer reviews
4r MaN
*Telephone HOW SHOULD
Ai De! phi I INVOLVE

4 eg Existing data a Ori4ER5
* C o nt e nt o

o
7* Hearings 0 0

4 Ombudsman
* Self-reports
* Force field
* Iceberg

Working With Our Publics
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INVOLVING
OUR PUBLICS

People are always involved.
* gesponsibilify to involve
publics.

Involvemenf is purposeful.

Working With Our Publics
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WHO To
CHOOSE?

Y/1?1,!I 441
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INVOLVEMENT

TECHNIQUES

Surveys

4roop meetings
Formal groups
Existing data

It" `ityv4
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SURVEYS
Mail

Telephone
Personol Interview

Working With Our Publics
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GROUP MEPTINGS
Creative brainstorming

Nominal group technique

Interviews

Formal hearings

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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FORMAL
GROUPS

Advisory councils
Task forces
Committees
Associations

Working With Our Publics
in-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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EXISTING DATA
Content analysis of:

newspapers
television programs
radio programs
magazines
newsletters

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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QUESTIONS \

Who is doing what?
What do people know?
How do people feel?
What are people

doing about.?
Who has power and

influence?
Whst resourcee are

available?
-What do people expect?

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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MAKING JUDGMENTS

iltv
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JUDGMENT

Determines what
people decide to

do about the

situation.

Working With Our Publics
In-Service Education for Cooperative Extension
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Satisficing:

Making sail sfa ctory decisions
even though 311 the needed
information is not available.

0

41I
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TIP Sheet 1
Experiential Learning Model

Experiential learning (Kolb, 1984) can be easily applied to in-service training.
The Leader's Guide includes activities to facilitate the experiential learning
process. The leader's effectiveness will be greatly enhanced if the process sum-
marized here is kept in mind and used throughout the workshop.

The Experiential Learning Model (Kolb, 1984) says learning occurs in a cyclical,
four-stage process (see Figure 1). The learning process begins with Stage 1a
real, concrete experience (CE) in which the learner is involved in media presenta-
tions, self-analysis, case studies, role-playing, and demonstrations. This ex-
perierice might be an activity at the workshop or a real experience that occurred
prior to the workshop.

CE

AE RO

AC

Figure 1. The Experiential Learning Model (Kolb, 1984)

The CE stage includes ideas to help the learner reflect and make reflections/
observations (RO) in Stage 2. The reflection stage includes individual work on a
problem, idea, or situation during the training session. The time during the RO
stage might be planned as individual activity or as participants prepare to discuss a
topic in groups. The RO stage also occurs during lecturettes and media presenta-
tions.

Reflections and observations are processed by the learner during Stage 3
abstract conceptualizing (AC). These abstract concepts include hypotheses,
generalizations, conclusions, formulas, models, and reasons or explanations.
This AC process is linked directly to RO, and occurs during the same types of ac-
tivities. Abstract concepts result simultaneously from reflection and observation.

Learners test the abstract concepts during Stage 4active experimenting (AE).
AE occurs in a training session when concepts are applied to cases, personal or
program situations, games, simulations, and other activities in which the learners
are involved and can actively test their ideas. AE results evolve into concrete ex-
periences (Stage 1), which then are evaluated (Stage 2), thus continuing the
process in a cyclical manner.

Individuals vary as to which of the four stages of the experiential learning process
they find easier, more effective, and more interesting. These individual differen-
ces are considered the person's learning style. Be aware that an activity might be

384.
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accepted easily by some people and resisted; by others because of tileir learning
styles.

Learners usually will oo more comfortable with their learning modes. For ex-
ample, persons who prefer active experimenting might enjoy role-playing, and
probably will be very good at it. A person who prefers reflective observation
might be uncomfortable in role-playing and might not be very good at acting out a
role. The differences in comfort and skill level for a particular learning activity
will results in differing individual reactions. These differences are natural, so the
leader should not L.: overly concerned if some individuals resist certain learning
experiences. Workshop-leaders need to encourag. and support individuals'
responses, while ensuring a constructive experience for the group.

In summary, consider how the learners will best be served. How the material is
adapted, how group interaction occurs, and how training evaluation occurs will
be affected directly by whether or not leaders consider the overall learning
process as well as the individual and group needs.

Adapted from Koib (1984).
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Tip Sheet 2
Involvement Checklist

1. Have you involved publics that hold various value orientations in your
program planning? (Check all that apply).

Social
Health
Economic
Education
Environmental
Political
Psychological

2. Have you involved all the perspectives? (Check all that apply).

Societal/community (macro external)
Extension organization (macro internal)
Clientele (micro external)
Professional self (micro internal)

3. What other people or organizations should be involved? (Check all that
apply).

Minority or ethnic groups
Special-interest groups
People with low socioeconomic status
People with high socioeconomic status
People who are not Extension clientele
All ages, from children to older adults
Both sexes, regardless of topic and associated stereotypes (e.g., also ask
women how the agricultural economy is performing)
Other :

4. Are the different personality styles involved?

366
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0 TIP Sheet 3
Asking the Right Question

"Reason can answer questions,
imagination has to ask them."

Ralph N. Gerard

"If that was the answer
what was the question?"

Lorna Opotaw

Shooting questions at a problem
is taking the offensive.

Hanks and Parry

Guidelines

1.Do you know your value orientations and what is important, and are you asking
questions from those value orientations?

2.Are you aware of value orientations that differ from your own, and are you
asking those questions?

III3.Do you know different perspectives from which questions can be asked, and
are you asking those questions?

4. Do you have the key words in the questions? Who? What? Why? Where?
When? Which? How? So what?

5.Have you practiced asking questions?

6.Do the questions relate directly to an issue or problem?

7.Do others "piggyback" on your questions?

8.Are your questions generating new and different options? New answers?

9.Are these the right questions?

If you are not answering "yes" to all these questions, review the list of questions
you are studying in your situational analysis.

yr..' 87
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TIP Sheet 4
Developing Survey Questions

1. Collect only data for which you have a use. State clearly in the survey how you
will use the data.

2.Make directions clear and concise.

3.Sequence the questions logically:

First, introductory, easy, nonprovoking, nonsensitive
questions (e.g., Are you familiar with the Extension
Service?).

Second, key topic, issue, or most useful questions in
order of usefulness (e.g., What are your beliefs,
knowledge, and practices about ?).

Third, demographic, personal, threatening questions
(e.g.. What is your income, age, beliefs about sex or
religion?)

4.Keep similar topic questions together and in a logical order.

5.Keep questions clear, direct, and of few words.

6.Use words familiar to respondents, not Extension or research jargon.
Examples are:

* Hog feed ration instead of diet.
* Steps to correct situation, not to rectify it.
* How do you use your free time, not leisure.

7.Use consistent or the some format or types of questions. Do not switch from
yes/no, to written essay, to M-C, and so forth.

8. Have respondents check or circle answers to most items to reduce the amount
of writing.

9.Use questions that require written answers only:

* To solicit fresh, new ideas.
* When you cannot predict answers.
* When too many categories exist.
* When you need notes.

388
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10. Avoid leading or biased questions:

No: Most farmers use weed spray, don't they?

Yes: Some farmers use weed spray; some do not. Do
you?(or) To what extent, if at all, do farmers in your
area use weed spray?

11. Use contextual material to overcome objectionable questions (e.g., Some
farmers have been experiencing money difficulties; others have not. Some
feel these difficulties are the farmers' own fault, and many believe it is others
who are to blame. How do you feel about the source of farmer money
problems?

12. Avoid multiple interpretation questions; e.g., Did you get all the information
from your Extension call, or would you have to call again? (Clue: What does
the answer "yes" mean?)

13. Avoid vague questions:

No: Where was he bitten? (Answer: Behind the barn
or on the leg.)

Yes: On what part of his body was he bitten?

14. Be polite. Use "please" and `'thank you."

15. Avoid hypothetical or assuming questions; e.g., What will you do when the
bank decides to foreclose on your note?

16. Avoid overlap choices; e.g., How did you use the Extension Service this past
year?

* Personal visits?
* Agricultural agent?
* Telephcne calls?
* Farm visit?

17. Keep the survey short, preferably five pages or less.

18. Have colleagues critique and review drafts of surveys.

19. Always pretest with respondents and modify the survey according to the
results.

Q
C-, ci
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20. Be clear on time references:

No: Have you used the Extension Service in the past?

Yes: During tho past year, have you uses the
Extension Service?

Adapted from Dillman (1978)

3,90
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TIP Sheet 5
Mir The Telephone Interview Schedule

Advantages

1. Rich descriptive responses.
2. Higher response rate than mail.
3. Probing and clarifying are possible.
4. Complete control over order of questions.
5. Can overcome reluctance on sensitive questions.
6. Quicker implementation

Guidelines

1.Develop cover sheet for introduction and call record.

2.Write questions in conversational style. Transitions and explanations are
acceptable.

3.Avoid too many response categories. Use up to five categories and then com-
bine with a mailing of response category cards.

4. Include the list of possible answers in the question.

5.0n long, complex questions and issues, summarize the issue and context
before giving response categories.

6.Keep all questions with a similar response format together (e.g., keep all
yes/no questions together; keep all strongly disagree, disagree, neutral, agree,
strongly agree together).

7. Have lines and arrows follow possible answe.s f-: screening questions to indi-
cate where interviewer goes next, depending or respondent's answer.

8. List answer categories on schedule not given to respondents.

9. Precode the answer categories to the right of the answer categories.

10. Put interviewer and coding instructions on the schedule form.

11. Train tie interviewer on procedures, correctness, and background to study.

Adapted from Dillman (1978)
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TIP Sheet 6
The Mailed Questionnaire

Advantages
1. Most economical survey method.
2. No influence by an interviewer.
3. More complex questions are possible than in a telephone survey.

Guidelines

1. Use a booklet form for the questionnaire (legal size paper folded in the middle).

2. Have questions on the inside of the booklet only.

3.Develop a logo or artwork for the cover that depicts the key focus.

4.Photographically reduce the questionnaire to fit in the booklet format.

5.Use reproduction services that give the same quality as the original copy.

6.Use a multiple legitimation and contact with respondent process:
Obtain approval by an important leader; e.g., County Extension committee.
Do mass media publicity on survey.
Send a letter by a local leader to respondents 10-14 days in advance ofques-
tionnaire.

Send a cover letter, questionnaire, and self-addressed, postage-paid (first-
class preferred) envelope.
Send a follow-up reminder postcard.
Send a follow-up reminder letter.

Send a registered reminder letter with a second questionnaire and envelope.
Telephone.

7. Use lower-case letters for questions and npper-case for answers.

8.Create vertical consistency and flow with answers in the right-hand column.

9.Use boxes in which checkmarks can be easily placed.

10. Avoid questions that require thinking or writing.

11. Have all parts of a question on the same page.

12. Cover letters should:
Be on recognizable letterhead.

Indicate use, benefit, and importance of questionnaire data to the respon-
dent group.
Be brief.
Be polite and appreciative.
Specify return deadline.
Indicate confidentiality.

Adapted from Dillman (1978)
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TIP Sheet 7
The Qualitative Interview

Advantages

1. Richness and descriptiveness of ideas and data.
2. Does not predetermine answers.
3. Explores where the type of answers are unknown.
4. Affective (opinions, values, attitudes, perceptions, feelings) questions can

be asked.

Guidelines

Choose among three types of interviews:
Informal conversation (go to #1).
General interview guide (go to #2).
Standard open-ended questions (go to #3).

1 Informal conversation:
Very flexible and responsive to context.
Goes with the flow.
Needs more time and possible followup.
No notes are taken during interview; respondent might not know about in-
terview.
For participant observation work.
External validity will be higher.
Very questionable generalizability.
More affected by interviewer bias.
Requires an extravert, feeling, and sensing person with conversational
skills.
Can be used for group interview.
Data difficult to summarize.

2. General interview guide:
Outlines the issues or topics to be covered.
No particular order.
Wording not determined in advance.
More generalizable and reliable.
Easier to summarize than informal conversations; less than standard
questions.
Allows improved budgeting of time.

3. Standard open-ended questions:
Exact question wording prepared in advance.
Less flexibility than other two options.
Appropriate for larger numbers of interviewers and respondents.
Reliability and internal validity will be higher.
Most efficient and least wasteful of interview time.
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alta easier to summariz
Inspection of questions astsal by data users is possible at a later time.

--Adapted from Path (1980)

.2
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TIP Sheet 8
The Delphi Technique

Delphi uses written mail responses by selected experts to a key focus question. In
a sense, the experts are a group or a panel. Individuals have opportunities to give
their answers independently; to benefit from the independent responses and
ar:swers by others to the question; and to reach pooled judgments or consensus on
the answers to the problem.

Given the nature of this multistep process, Delphi can be used to gather original
data and perceptions of what problems are, or it can be used to obtain consensus
analyses, interpretation, and judgments on previously gathered data.

To use the Delphi technique, follow these guidelines:

1. Develop the focus or Delphi question.

2. Select and contact expert respondents.

3. Select sample size.

4. Develop and use Questionnaire #1.

5. Analyze answers to Questionnaire #1.

6. Develop and use Questionnaire #2, based on answers to #1.

7. Anallze answers to Questionnaire #2.

8. Develop and use Questionnaire #3, based on answers to #2.

9. Analyze answers to Questionnaire #3.

10. Prepare a final report.

Adapted from Delbecq et al. (1 975)
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TIP Sheet 9
The Sondeo: The Reconnaissance Survey

1. Select area (e.g., Adams County).

2. Select clientele system (e.g., farming).

3. Organize a multivalue/multiperspective reconnaissance survey team:

Discipline or Value
Name Orientation/Perspective

a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

4. Develop an open-ended, clientele interview schedule with questions on:
Demographics
Households
Cropping system
Animal system
Problems
Information sources
Motivations
Production
Marketing
Management

5. Develop an open-ended policymaker interview schedule with questions on:
Organizationgoals
Problems
Contribution
Perceptions
Linkages
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6. Opening ceremony and central orientation session.

7. Conduct 10 clientele case study interviews per team.

8. Conduct two policymaker interviews per team. Edit the interviews.

9. Reconvene at central location and decide commodity systems.

10. Assign each case to a system category.

11. Assign the group a commodity base system with its cases.

12. Have groups describe each base system.
Groups
Household

13. Have work groups do a matrix analysis of each system.

Commodity
system

Constraints

External Internal

Opportunities

14. Have work groups give recommendations for each system:
On further needed research.
On needed policy changes.
On Extension programs.

15. Write recommendations for each system.

16. Closing ceremony.

17. Publish, circulate, and use report.

t.)
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0 TIP Sheet 10
Focus Group Interview

Ten people gather in a meeting room, and the moderator starts to
ask questions. The theme of the questtns centers on factors
considered in planning our family vacations. Do we stay in state
or go out of state? Do brochures influence us? Do magazines
give us ideas? Are money, distance, active fun, and natural
resources important to our decision? Are dining and scenic tours
important? When the discussion, which was fun, was over, the
moderator gave each participant a certificate to cover one night's
lodging at the Holiday Fair Hotel.

The 10 people experienced a focus group interview, one of the most widely used
tools in market research. How do you go about planning the use of this approach?
Consider the following.

Guidelines

1. Decide the focus, purpose, or issue to be studied. If perceptions, feelings, and
opinions from people are critical to the issue, then consider using this techni-
que.

2. Know who will use the gathered opinions and thoughts. If users need and want
the feedback, continue to plan.

5.1dentify the questions pertinent to the issue. Develop them in logical sequence,
with broad unstructured questions first. Note: It is especially important to
create the context or understanding of the focus, either verbally or through a
brief questionnaire. Then start with friendly, unstructured questions that allow
aty_i encourage multiple answers. Probe with specific semi structured questions,
but never with yes/no questions.

4. Learn and practice the skills of questioning, moderating, pausing, probing,
encouraging, reflecting, and notetaking.

5. Select participants and invite them to the int_rview. Be upbeat and clear about
the sponsor.

6. Conduct interviews in a neutral, quiet, and easy to find place for interviewees.

7 .Analyze data and responses. Look for trends, explanations, and action steps.

8.Report results and use. Use written, visual, and verbal communications.

Adapted from Kreuger (1986)
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TIP Sheet 11
Metaphors and Analogies: Creative Thinking to Help Analysis

Metaphors are not, as B.C. says, "what
you say when you meet someone for the
second time."

Metaphors and amlogies help develop creativity and bring order to our ideas.
They give us something understandable tc "hook on to" what we do not under-
stand.

A metaphor compares the meaning and character of one known, tangible thing to
the meaning and character of something less known and tangible.

Here are examples of metaphors. We use many of these all the time, often without
even thinking about them:

*That's as tough as nailing jello to a tree.

*He's as tough as nails.

*Getting him to change is like moving a mountain.

*You can't offend him; he's thick-skinned.

*We're caught between a rock and a hard place.

*I can read her like a book.

*A metaphor is a truck to carry our knowledge to new knowledge.

*She comes and goes like the wind.

Sometimes a metaphor seems absurd. But the absurdity gets the mind going, starts
the creative juices.

Metaphors are like a spiral or linkage between current knowledge and new
knowledge. They help us build new knowledge by breaking logical rules and
barriers, by giving visual views to abstract ideas, and by giving new and multiple
meanings. In looking at data and observations, metaphors help in analyzing, inter-
preting, and developing new meanings and practical directions.

Using the Metaphor

1. Start with what you know, the old knowledge.

2. State the metaphor.

3. Justify the absurd; develop by comparing what we know to what we do not
know.

999
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4. State new knowledge, giving us a new base to work from.

The greatest thing by far is to be a master
of metaphor.

Aristotle
Object analogies also help us relate ordinary objects (the known and tangible) to
new answers to our problems. We look at a leaf, shoe, rock, book, or bicycle and
suddenly we make an analogy to our problem. We see how a book is like the
problem we are trying to solveand the book helps us to find the answer.

Example of Using an Analogy

Problem: How can I improve groundwater quality?

Seat

Frame
Have overall framework or plan.
Coordination needed.

Handle Bars
Direction needed.
Appoint steenng committee.

Chain
Linkage with all people needed.
Pull together.

Crank
Energy.
Power needed.

Spokes
Many people concerned.
Problem multifaceted and value-onented.

Many key ideas.

Hub
Where key people and ideas meet.
Leadership needed.

Tire
Where the wheel hits the road.
Water improvement ideas take hold at ground level.

Li 0 0
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TIP Sheet 12
Brainstorming

Brainstorming helps groups develop creative solutions. In brainstorming, people
in the group freely exchange ideas to stimulate new concepts in the minds of
others. An idea from one person often stimulates wild responses from another
which, in turn, causes still more creative thought.

Guidelines for Effective Brainstorming

1. Understand the question or problem. Present the necessary background to the
group.

2. Write all generated ideas on a chalkbc Ird or large sheet of paper where
everyone can see them. Use words, phrases, (h. picturesanything that will
quickly capture the essence of the ideas as they flow from the individuals in the
group.

3.N9 "no -no's. " Generate ideas, not judgments. Let your mind run wild to
eliminate mental blocks to creative solutions. If you or others have an idea, do
not say, "I won't say it because they'll think I'm stupid." Judge the ideas
generated after, not during, the session.

4.1litchhike. Offbeat and impractical ideas trigger still other ideas. Ridiculous
ideas can prompt others to think of a smart one.

Do not narrow your visionsearch for ideas that relate to the problem from litera-
ture, yesterday's breakfast, or an insect's mating habits. Connect ideas that do not
seem to belong together.

5. Concentrate on quantity, not quality. Produce as many ideas as possible to give
you more from which to pick the best. It is difficult to increase a short list of
ideas.

6. Keep "loose." Do not command people to perform. Do not force new ideas.
Do not structure. Keep an open and free environment.

7 .Last is best. The last half of a brainstorming session is often the best. The first
half gets all the usual responses and habitual solutions out of the way. Remove
them, and you get new ways of looking at the problem.

Brainstorming is a popular, creative technique. The reason: It worksif it is done
right.

Adapted from Osborn (1979)
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TIP Sheet 13
The Nominal Group Technique .1 All5M=Mi=

Extension groups need to make decisions. They make decisions on priorities,
programs, goals, needed actions, staffing, and budgets. These decisions need con-
sensus and widespread support. The nominal group technique (NGT) is an effec-
tive way to make these pooled judgments or decisions when people can be
brought together in a face-to-face setting.

In addition to being a means of reaching consensus decisions, NGT has the ad-
vantage of being as or more effective than brainstorming in developing a quantity
of creative new ideas. This effect occurs because all individuals, people in the
presence of others in a group, sense a group influence to participate and develop
ideas as against passively listening to others.

How can these advantages of large quantities of new ideas and consensus occur?
Here are guidelines and rules for conducting the six steps:

Preparation and Supplies

1. Develop the focus question. Test the wording with others. Check to see
that it is the right question.

2. Supplies needed are:
Work tables
Flip chart for each table
Masking tape
3x5 cards for each participant
Felt pens

3. Arrange the tables in the room to accommodate the total group, divided
into small work groups of four to six people, each with a leader. A flip chart
and markers are needed at each table.

Conducting the Session

After the welcome, give the reasons, importance, and intended use of results.
Then conduct the following six steps:

1. Silent, written generation of ideas on 3x5 cards.
Present verbally and on the flip chart the key focus question in need of
answers and solutions.
Allow 5 to 10 minutes.
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2. Round robin recording of ideas on the flip chart.
State that each person gives one idea at a time until each person has
depleted his or her ideas.
Encourage "hitchhiking."
Discourage combining ideas from individuals unless they are exactly
the same.
Allow 30-45 minutes.

3. Discuss and clarify all ideas on the flip chart.
This should include discussion, question raising, explanation, and
understanding.
Allow 30-45 minutes.

4. Preliminary vote on importance of ideas.
State that independent, mathematical, rank ordering or rating of ideas is the
task.
Average the votes and report the results.
Allow 20 minutes.

5. Discuss the preliminary vote.
Examine inconsistencies, commonalities, values, and reasons for the votes.
Allow 15-30 minutes.

6. Final vote.
Instruct the group to pick the top five priority ideas.
Summarize votes.
Allow 20 minutes.

Adapted from Delbecq et 11. (1975)
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TIP Sheet 14
Listening and Watrhing: Using the Checklist

Have you ever left a party or an activity and someone asks, "Did you
notice?? Did you hear??" Frequently, you say no.

Have you ever gone shopping fo- something you needed and ended
up coming home with a cart full of things you did cu.,: need or did not in-
tend to buy? You noticed the items as you looked for other things you
needed, or they were "conveniently" placed near the checkout
counter where you noticed them as you waited in line.

Perhaps you have not had either of these experiencesone where you did not
notice, and one where you noticed too much. But others have. What they need are
checklists, both the paper and the mental kinds.

Checklists can be extremely useful in situational analysis. They can keep listening
and observing on target. They provide a guide, and keep activities purposeft 1 and
efficient. Here are a few suggestions on preparing checklists.

Guidelines

1. Plan and write down your list in advance. Do not wait until ev,:nts or activities,
such as meetings, workshops, or tours around the county, are upon you.
Brainstorm and share with others what you are looking for that is related to
your question and purpose.

2. Consider listing and then watching for people's positive and negative reactions
to potential problems or program priorities. Watch for frequency of behaviors
about almost anything.

3.Watch for the unobtrusiveness or the remnants of people's behaviors left be-
hind.
a. Transportation and road needs are indicated by:

Number of cars passing a certain point.
Number of road cracks and holes.

b. Level of interest in a meeting topic is indicated by:
Number of people discussing.
Number and types of questions.
Minutes of discussion.
People leaving for the restroom.

4.List ideas in one or two words and in clusters.
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r
5. List ideas that actually can be heard or observed in Cie same way by anyone

and that do not require interpretation or imagination when listening or watch-
ing.

6.Have a place for recording with a checkmark or tick whether or not something
occurred.

7.Have a checklist handy for recording (by phone, on car dashboard, or in a
notebook).
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TIP Sheet 15
Testing for Cognitive Knowledge

People "know" ideas and facts at different levels of complexity: memory, under-
standing, application, analysis, synthesis, and evaluation (Bloom et al., 1956).
While we can study educational tests and measurement texts to determine com-
plete, valid, and reliable means to measure these different levels, oftentimes we
can obtain answers to the amount of learning in much less threatening and varying
ways or as the following knowledge testing ways indicate.

1.Think back to the estate planning meetings in which you were involved. To
what extent did you learn more about inheritance taxes?

To a great extent

To a fair extent

To a slight extent

Not at dl

Don't know /don't recall

Other (specify):

Could you give me an example?

2.What is the amount of state taxes your heirs would expect to pay on your es-
tate, presuming your estate is $300,000?

$150,000

$75,000

$30,000

$0

Please explain your answer

3.0bserve and tally the number of worksheets on inheritance tax turned in at the
workshop that have no errors.

Number

% correct

4. Please indicate the topics or ideas you learned more about at today's meeting.
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5.Which, if any, of the following ideas regarding estate planning did you learn
more about at today's meeting?

Writing or revising a will

Family openness and ideas (e.g., children, spouse)

Consulting with qualified estate planners (e.g., attorney, trust officer)

Changing amount of life insurance

Tax laws and inheritance laws

Other (specify)

6.0n the following scale, indicate how you feel about today's meeting.

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Confused Meeting Learned Pleased; Meeting I am now
and only several got many net all my an

worse off reviewed new new needs and expert.
than what I ideas. ideas. expectations Know all

when I already on ideas that I
came. know. and facts. need to

know.

7. Given the following situation, what would you decide to do? (Describe
hypothetical situation or problem.)

'107
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0 TIP Sheet 16
Developing Criteria

Big criteria have little criteria on their
backs to bite 'em. Little criteria have littler
criteria; it goes on ad infinitum.

This rhyme presents the dilemmas and frustrations of setting criteria, those state-
ments that represent our desired state of affairs. Criteria or standards are specific
and explicit statements that reflect our vague value orientations and beliefs about
"what should be." However, to decide what should be in and of itself is a value-
crientated activity, so what do we do?

Here are some guidelines on identifying the criteria against which you can com-
pare data; determine interpretations; and make practical program decisions.
Which of these can you use?

1.Majority rules. Democracy decides every day what should be and which
values should receive priority. Why not use the same principl- .1 setting
criteria? Take polls on what people desire.

2.Research. Crop or animal production research tells us what yields are pos-
sible. Learning studies show that people can only learn and retain 20 to 40 per-
cent of what they hear and see. Rely on these data for setting practical
standards.

3. Other programs and studies. Other programs in other states or counties can
give clues on what is possible or desired.

4. Combine idealism and realism. A district director once said Extension should
reach 100 percent of all citizens. Someone else said we can only reach 10 per-
cent effectively. Compromise between the two extremes is a good way to go on
standards.

5.Experts. Perhaps the analysis you are performing is focused on a topic or
problem that has been studied for years. Get in touch with those who have
studied similar situations, and do not reinvent the wheel on what is desirable.

6.Social and economic indicators. Key variables, such as Gross National
Product (.JNP) and Dow Jones, have been identified by experts. Experts can
identify others.

7 .Your own values. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, do not forget vt, r-
self and your own professional experience and judgments. You have values
and a sense of what is important, good, and ethical. Trust yourself and develop
explicit criteria, based on your values and logical, defensible argument.
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0 TIP Sheet 17
Decisionmaking

Decisionmaking occurs in our lives every day and all around u, It is making
choices or judgments as to which one goal or course of actior . preferred over
others. Usually, decisionmaking is described simplistically as a series of steps,
something like the following:

1. Identify the decision that needs to be made.

2. Identify the options.

3. Identify the criteria or bases for decisions.

4. Determine which option rates best on the criteria.

5. Select the option.

6. Reflect.

However, groups often do not want to follow steps, nor do they. Furthermore,
many political, group, community, program, and staff decisions are not as ration-
al or as sequential as the foregoing steps.

Here are a few techniques for helping groups reach decision without forcing the
"lock step" approach.

1. Vote to let all group members see how others think.

2. Discuss and reach general consensus.

3. Ask which options are most preferred (and which ones are least preferred).

4. Use straw votes.

5. Let "survey data gnd frequencies" make decisions for people.

6. Let "experts" make decisions for you.

7. Compromise and meet halfway.

8. Ask the group if anybody will strongly oppose.

9. Consider listing the reactions or consequences of each possible choice.

All of these techniques are not necessarily advocated. Instead, each of the six
steps identified are worthy of focused and organized discussion. The latter ideas
and suggestions can be used within the different steps, and the likelihood of well-
considered and accepted decisions will be increased.
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TIP Sheet 18
Logic

Logic

Consider the following as logical statements.

1. Extension is not serving low-income people; therefore, it should.

2. Pesticides are in our drinking water so let's quit using 2,4-D.

3. Farmers are producing too much food so let's cut the agricultural research
budgets.

4.4-H club members and leaders want rocketry and bicycle information so let's
form rocketry and bicycle clubs.

All logical? Right? Wrong! None is logical. All are fallacious arguments. All lack
in reasoning. Yet, certainly you probably have heard at least one of these types of
statements.

Why are they illogical statements? What is good logic and reasoning? Here are
some general beginning guidelines to follow in analyzing, reasoning, and reaching
conclusions. Follow these simple guidelines to help avoid mistakes in reasoning;
think more clearly; and recognize unsound conclusions by others.

Guidelines

1. Be clear about your initial values and assumptions about premises and criteria
upon which thinking and arguing can proceed. These should be stated as cate-
gorical statements; that is, statements that have a quantifier (all, none, or some)
and a topic.

Example: Healthy, normal horses (are or are not) four-footed.

It is easy to see that knowing 3,lie basin truths and values that are the source of
these initial premises is critical. Look for these in the arguments of others or
your own.

2. Be clear about your secondary premise or observation of the specific situation.
The data from your situational study are these premi; es. These statements can
have an empirical or logical source.

Example: This horse has three feet.

3. Clearly state conclusion with either "hence," "therefore," "thus," or "it fol-
lows then." These are signs of an inference being made.

Example: Hence, this is not a healthy, normal horse.

Go back and, if you can, correct the four arguments at the beginning of this
exercise. Add what you need to make them complete and logical. Then be
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sure to look for the three syllogistic elements in future analyses and argu-
ments. Identifying these elements will save you the embarrassment of having
unsupported and questionable conclusions in your situational analysis.

Note: The foregoing is basic deductive reasoning. More can be found on induc-
tive reasoning in texts on logic. Inductive arguments go beyond what premises
say. The inductive conclusions are called conjectures or hypotheses and can be
tested by further observations.

-. I.. .4.
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TIP Sheet 19
Knowing the Meaning of Data: Using the Context

Example Situation

1.The number(s) 31 31

1 1

2.The context Degrees Degrees
modifiers Fahrenheit Celsius

Minneapolis Miami

September 15 May 1

1 1

3.The conclusion Cold Hot

Discussion

Your Situation

Context variables dramatically affect a person's judgment The conclusion about
the number for each site could have changed with redefinition of the context. For
instance, if in Minneapolis the month was January instead of September, the con-
clusion could have been warm. But, if a person had just arrived in Minneapolis
from a warm climate, his or her immediate judgment would have been "cold."
Examples of how changing the context affects the meaning or interpretation of
data could go on ad infinitum. Data do not have meaning in and of themselves.
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TIP Sheet 20
Knowing the Meaning of Data: Using Criteria

1. The number

2. The modifiers

3.The criterion

Example Situation

32

Decimal point-3.2 %
milk butterfat

35 Holstein cow herd

Dairy Herd Improvement

DHI production records

Average butterfat herd test

of Holstein cows in Adams

County on DHI test is 3.7.

4. The conclusion Low

Discussion

Your Situation

If another criterion other than average county test was used, judgments could
change. For instance, what if the total county herd's average was 2.9 percent?
The conclusion might be that the test is better than average and, therefore,
acceptable.

4:13
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TIP Sheet 21
Knowing the Meaning of Data: Using Trends

1.The number

2.The modifiers

3.The trends

Example Situation

32

Farm wells

Number of polluted

water wells

Adams County

1988 results

1985 results-22
1980 results-16
1975 results - -17

1970 results-6
1965 results-3
Nitrate pollution

4.The conclusion Very negative

Discussbn

Your Situation

The modifiers provide the context. Although the trend is very negative, even with
the data presented, the trend would be even worse if not only were the number of
nitrate polluted wells increasing, but the number of reported cattle abortions and
the number of related human illnesses also .Here increasing on the same farms.
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TIP Sheet 22
The S.W.O.T. Analysis

Guidelines

1 .Select the target or focus of analysis such as:

Current Extension dairy program

4-H Club program

Beaver Creek's main street

County waste management

2.Organize analysis task force(s).

3.Task force(s) identify perceived strengths of (focus).

4. Task force(s) identify perceived weaknesses of (focus).

5.Task force(s) identify perceived opportunities for change or action.

6. Task force(s) identify perceived threats to changes, actions, and improve-
ments.

7.Task force(s) complete analysis form.

S W 0

8. Reexamine and set priorities on next steps to solving needs problem oppor-
tunities.

Discussion and Other Suggestions

1.Combine S.W.O.T. with other analysis systems.

2.After reaching conclusions in other analyses, use S.W.O.T. to review and
reanalyze.

3.Use value orientations as a checklist for S.W.O.T.

4.Use perspectives as a checklist for S.W.O.T.
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TIP Sheet 23
The Iceberg Needs Analogy

Guidelines

1. Select the situation to be analyzed such as:

swine production

lake water production

4-H leader needs

infant nutrition

2. Name analysis teams of 3-5 representative clientele and one, two, or three
Extension educators.

Clientele Extension

....._./

Extension perceived
clientele needs

Post needs perceived
by Extension, not
by clientele

Unreal
discarded
by discussion

Unfelt rest needs

Adapted from Connors (1966)

41 6'
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3. Have teams identify the list of needs.

4. Compare lists of needs.

3. Determine overlap (A) and nonoverlap (B and C).

6. Decide to work mutuily to solve the needs that both groups recognize.

7. The solving needs process in item 6 is the melting of the iceberg, which results
in more needs surfacing to be perceived again by both groups.

8.Repeat the cycle.

Working With Our Publics Module 4 : Situational Analysis InstructionalAlds
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0 TIP Sheet 24
"Satisficing": Keeping a Study Simple

The Situational Analysis Model is complex in order to handle more appropriately
the most complex situations. However, all situations are not infinitely complex.
Therefore, you need to know how to adapt and avoid paralysis by analysis. Satis-
ficing is the term for the process of doing only enough assessment, evaluation,
and analysis to make a practical decision, and no more.

Here are some guidelines in the form of checklist to help you avoid what another
has labeled "pointless precision."

1. Will a general answer or opinion from several Yes? , Stop

recognized experts be as accepted as an expen-

sive, time-consuming, scientific study?

2.Will qualitative opinions in place of just quanti- __,.. Yes? ___ Stop

tative data suffice?

3. Are answers, data, and observations still related ,.. Yes? _... Stop
to the main focus or purpose of the study and not

just peripherally or distantly related?

4.Have you determined the cause of the problem? .. Yes? Stop

5.Have new, creative, and different ioeas started to ... Yes? Stop

come?

6. Are you tending to get the same answers from ,.. Yes? ___,... Stop

different people and different sources?

7. Have you reached a "comfort" level? . Yes? . Stop
8. Have deadlines for results been set, Lnd are you . Yes? --. Stop

fast approaching them?

9.Have you higher priorities in terms of how you _,.. Yes? ---. Stop
can use your time?

Can you think of other possible indicators of when a study has gone far enough?
Yes? List them here and share them with others.

418
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0 TIP Sheet 25
Checking the Situational Statement

ip

=Mb

The first section of a major program plan form is titled "situation." This section
asks for a clear, concise statement of the need, problem, or opportunity you have
identified as the focus of your major program. You describe the "why" and
"who" of your program. This description provides the basis upon which the other
subheadings are built. Your summary is important; it tells others where you are
starting. It communicates only as well as you write it. It will enable you and ethers
to have a reference point against which to measure the results or impact in the
future.

Use the following checklist as a guide to the important elements needed in a well-
written situation statement.

Checklist

1 .Describes the current conG.tion.

2.Identifies the need, problem, opportunity, or emerging
issue.

3.Includes supporting data (base numbers and percentages)
and documntation of need.

4.Includes indicators of the severity or scope of need.

5.Includes bench mark data against which later impact
measurements can be compared.

6. Establishes clear reasons and justifications for program.

7. Describes primary audience(s), numbers, and geographic
locations.

8.Indicates a gap between "what is" and "what could be."

9.Indicates needed research.

Guidelines

Yes or No

To develop a situation statement that meets the foregoing criteria, use the follow-
ing working questions.

1. What do past and current data trends suggest about the future?

2.What needs to be changed or improved in the situation?

3. Who has identified the need/problem/opportunity?

4. Who has the need?
4.19

continued
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5.What information, attitude changes, and skills do clientele need?

6.How will clientele learning help change this situation?

7.What data already exist to document this need?

8.Arc ,.:.rkbers availabie on audience types?

9.What other data need to be gathered to document the situation?

10.Given your existing resources, how can you gather other needed data?

11.What might be the consequences if you do not implement this program?

12.What new research and knowledge are needed?

Adapted from Forest et al. (1986)
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TIP Sheet 26
Checking the Objectives

Objectives are the second heading of the major program plan. They summarize
the planned results or impacts you intend you program to have on clientele, re-
lated to the situation described in the first subheading of the major program plan
form. These objectives serve as the basis for your plan of action. Progress and
results that achieve these objectives will be recorded in your accomplishment
reports.

Use the following as a guide to the important elements needed in well-written
program objectives.

Checklist

1. Relate directly to the need, problem, or opportunity summarized
in the situation statement.

2. Fit the broader priorities and goals of Extension and the
community.

3.Identify what specific clientele will accomplish or improve.

4. Specify desired levels of clientele knowledge or praaice.

5.Reflect realistic expectations for clientele, given time and
resources available.

6.Describe, in measurable terms, the expected program
results on targeted clientele.

7. Provide directions for type, design, and sequence of
learning experiences needed in the Action section.

8. Are understandable and communicate clearly to others.

Yes or No

Guidelines

To develop 4 Jet of objectives that meet these criteria, use the following working
questions.

1. What changes in learning and practices should clientele make?

2.What subject matter is necessary?

3. How will clientele or the situation differ after the program?

4.Can the changes be achieved through educational programs?

5. How will you know if the changes have occurred?

421
continued
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6.What can you use as evidence that the change has occurred?

7.Can these changes be described in measurable terms?

8.Can changes be measured directly, or will you use indicators of change?

Adapted from Forest et al. (1986)

e
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Learner Objectives Worksheet

The Need: The numbers and percentages of farm water wells polluted with nitrates and coliforms have in-
creased from zero in 1965 to 10 percent in 1975 to 12 percent in 1985. Two nitrate-related infant deaths
have been reported during the past year in this area.

The Goal: To reverse the general trend of farm and municipal well-water pollution and, in fact, to reduce
the occurrence to zero by the end of the four-year program cycle.

Not
The Learning Objectives: Acceptable acceptable Why

1. Conduct workshops on
pesticide applicator
calibration.

2. Have exhibit at county
fair on nitrate pollution
sources.

3. Conduct well-water
testing campaign.

X

X

f --1 1)-17

4. Create public awareness 1

of environmental concerns.

5. Create public appreciation
of need for safe water.

6. Stoney Creek livestock
farmers to learn six
opitons for managing
barnyard runoff.

7. Take my full vacation for
the first time in 16 years.

8. Extension home econom-
ics leader training lesson
to include a unit on well-
water pollutants.

9. Farmers to learn to apply
fertilizer according to soil
tests.

10. Deve!op improved urban
and farm relationships
program.

x i

Not specific on learner changes

Not specific on learner changes

Not specific on learner changes

Too vague
Lx_.

Too vagueM
I-7

X

X

_X_

Not relevant to program

Not specific on learner changes

Vague; not specific on learner changes

continued
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The Learning Objectives:

11. Commercial pesticide
applicators to learn safe
disposal methods for
pesticide containers.

12. Implement a mass media
campaign on nonpoint
pollution.

13. Apple growers to
eliminate Alar from their
spray programs.

14. Celebrate the 75th
anniversary of the 1914
Smith-Lever Act.

15. Reduce the number of
farm foreclosures in
Adams County.

16. Increase the number of
farmers who use the In-
tegrated Pest Manage-
ment Program.

17. Crop farmers to calibrate
weed spray applicators
when spray pattern is dis-
torted.

18. Develop educational
programs to foster under-
standing of the impact of
natural resources on the
quality of both urban and
rural life.

19. Facilitate the collabora-
tion of public groups af-
fected by water quality to
assess and develop
public policy.

20. Crop farmers to launder
pesticide applicator
clothes separately from

Not
Acceptable acceptable

X

Li

X

M

1-7

X

X

_X_

rx-

Why

Not specific on learner changes

Not relevant to program

Not relevant to program

Incorrect knowledge

Vague; not specific to learner changes

Not specific to learner changes
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